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Abstract
The biodiversity rich coastal waters of eastern Indonesia have in recent years become a centre of
interest for marine conservation initiatives. Island communities across the region find
themselves engaged with conservation oriented agencies concerned to develop sustainable
management of marine resources. Through these engagements flow new ideas, meanings and
practices of conservation, that do not necessarily reflect either dominant science-based
conservation ideas, or local customary perceptions and practice.
To understand the interplay of structural and agency-based forces behind the implementation of
marine conservation, the collaborations and contestations taking place within communities, and
between them and conservationists, are examined according to the different meanings and
values that become attached to conservation programs. Through an ethnographic examination of
the agency of actors with roles as key mediators (brokers and agents) and their relationships
with local social structures and institutions, the research seeks to make sense of local societal
responses to conservation interventions.
These complex interactions are investigated through an in-depth examination of the workings of
two participatory marine conservation programs under the coordination of a single conservation
NGO, the Indonesian Locally Managed Marine Area network (I-LMMA). The engagements of
I-LMMA with two separate small island artisan fishing communities in eastern Indonesia form
the two main case studies: Tanimbar Kei, in the Kei Archipelago in Maluku province, and Meos
Mangguandi, in the Padaido Islands in Papua province.
The social and political associations of mediators involved in environmental ‘conversations’ at
the interface between social domains are explored. Of specific interest are the affiliations these
individuals have to certain influential groups or institutions that affect their position in formal
negotiations and emerging relationships. The case studies researched show how conservation
programs gain local support or incite local resistance. Moreover, findings suggest that the
integration of conservation ideas into communities through external interventions aligned with
adaptive co-management objectives does not necessarily result in the kinds of sustainable
conservation practices that were intended at the outset. Local dynamic socio-political contexts
and the individuals who mediate conservation ideas within these contexts are strong forces that
shape outcomes for conservation.
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Glossary
Note:

If not explicitly mentioned otherwise, all terms in the glossary are Indonesian (Bahasa
Indonesia).

Adat

Customary law, structures, practice, beliefs, norms, innovations and author
system in Indonesia (when applied in the dissertation I distinguish Adat
structures introduced in consequence of outside intervention, from those
structures, practices, norms, beliefs and innovations associated with local
inherent adat systems)

Agama

Religion

Agar agar

A term used throughout eastern Indonesia as a gloss that covers both the
name of the cultivated seaweed plant and the gelatinous product that is
extracted from it through industrial processing

Amber

Word in Biak language meaning ‘foreign’

Bupati

District head (or Regent, refer to Kabupaten)

Camat

Subdistrict head (refer to Kecamatan)

Desa

Official village administrative unit (constituted under the village government
law of 1974)

Dinas

Provincial government department

Dusun

Hamlet

Evav

Original name of the Kei Islands in local Kei language

Gubernur

Governor (head of a province)

Hawear

Local Kei term for sasi

Hotong

Local Tanimbar Kei term for millet

Hotong haratut

Communal granary in Tanimbar Kei

Hukum Lavur Ngabal

Customary law system in the Kei Islands

Iri-iri

Lowest of the three adat castes in the Kei Islands (descendants of prisoners
of tribal wars, considered slaves)

Kabupaten

District (or Regency)

Kampung

Village

Karung

Large sack (10/25/50/100 kilograms) used to pack rice or flour, and
commonly used as a standard trade quantity to sell produce or harvest
(copra, seaweed, trochus shell, and sea cucumber)

Kebun

Mixed-crop garden plot (often cleared from forest area)

Kecamatan

Subdistrict

Kelapa

Coconut

Kepala Desa

Village head

Kepala Dusun

Hamlet representative

Kepala Soa

Kei term for hamlet representative (refer to Kepala Dusun)

Keret

Local Biak term for patri-lineal clans in Biak
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Ketintin

Longboat engine (also used when referring to a boat with long boat engine)

Kios

Local village shop trading in selling basic amenities

Korwar

Effigies of ancestral spirits in Biak culture (Kamma 1972, p. 13). Refers to
amulets traditionally kept by Biak islanders, fashioned out of soft wood to
look like a kneeling human (believed to keep one’s free-roaming spirit from
wandering too far)

Kota

City

La’owan

One of the three main kinship groups making up Tanimbar Kei adat society

Lela

Antique Portuguese or Dutch (VOC) canon (used in the Kei islands as a
form of payment in specific adat transactions)

Lola

Trochus shell

Lumut laut

Seaweed

Manseren

Highest adat caste in Biak and the oldest (pre-colonial) inhabitants of the
Biak Islands

Mel-mel

Nobles, highest of the three main adat castes in the Kei Islands (descendants
of early pre-colonial migrants)

Oho met

Territory of land and sea of which people in the Tanimbar Kei adat
community are traditional custodians (also referring to shallow marine area
extending from the coast to the deep blue that is accessed by villagers for
fishing and marine resource harvests)

Ohoi

Local Kei term for village

Ohoisoa

Local Kei term for hamlet

Petuanan

Marine or terrestrial (agriculture) area under traditional management of a
specific social group (in the context of the Kei Islands)

Provinsi

Province

Rahan

Local Tanimbar Kei term for adat house associated to a kinship line

Raja

Adat ruler of a particular territory, ranging in size from several villages to
larger groups of islands

Ratskap

Adat governance structure made up of several villages under leadership of a
raja (in the context of the Kei Islands, and deduced from Dutch word
raadschap)

Ren-ren

One of three adat social castes in the Kei Islands (descendants of the
autochonous inhabitants of the Kei islands)

Rompong

Fish aggregation device used to catch pelagic fish species and to collect fish
roe during season

Rum

Traditional house associated to clan structure in Biak society

Rumput laut

Seagrass

Sampan

Dugout canoe in Tanimbar Kei

Sasi

Traditional resource management system applied by rural communities in
eastern Indonesia

Sirip hiu

Shark fin

Sumber daya laut

Marine resources

Sumber daya manusia Human capital
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Sumber daya alam

Natural resources

Tanebar Evav

Original name of Tanimbar Kei

Tate’e

Annual adat millet harvesting ceremony in Tanimbar Kei

Teripang

Sea cucumber

Tokoh

Local village governing bodies

Tuan tan

Kei term for adat custodians to specific territories (refer to petuanan),
known as ‘the lords of the land’

Ub wadar

Clusters of adat houses (refer to rahan) in Tanimbar Kei

Wambarek

Biak term for the West Monsoon season

Wampasi

Biak term for the East Monsoon season

Currency conversion table

Conversion
direction

United States
Dollar
(US$)

US$ - IDR

1.00

IDR - US$

0.00011

Indonesian
Rupiah
(IDR)
9085.32
1.00

Date of
exchange
rate
01-01-2011

Source
http://usd.fx-exchange.com/idr/
(last visited 02-07-2012)
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Chapter One

Chapter One
Introduction & Methodology
1.1

Introduction

The alarming rate at which forests, fisheries, ground minerals and water resources are being
exploited (McGoodwin 1990; Jeffries 2006; Sodhi et al. 2008) has resulted in intensified
research over the last decades on human-environment interactions. Perceptions of crisis have
gone well beyond political debates among state representatives at conventions and world
summits. They have come to affect the politics and practice of people at numerous levels, from
a provincial civil servant implementing state policy all the way down to the lives of resource
dependant villagers at ground-level. Particularly with respect to developing countries
sustainable development and natural resource management practices have gained increasing
priority on political agendas. The debates about the design of programs to achieve such
sustainability are intricately linked with movements for more social justice and empowerment
of marginalized indigenous groups (Scott 1985; Mosse 2005; West et al. 2006; Peterson et al.
2008; Scott 2009; Stacey and Fitriana 2009; Carneiro 2011; Salafsky 2011). Development
practitioners and social science academics increasingly identify these groups as vital and
fundamental custodians of land and marine areas who are, or at least should be, well positioned
to manage resources (Hafield 2005; Fabinyi et al. 2010). Social scientists from a vast array of
backgrounds have tried to unpack the complexities of human-environment interactions by
applying ideas from political ecology (Forsyth 2003; Berkes 2004; Forsyth 2008; Rocheleau
2008), anthropology (Turner et al. 2003; Visser 2004; Brosius et al. 2005; Warren and
McCarthy 2009), cultural geography (Infield 2001; Brandt 2007), systems thinking (Berkes et
al. 2003; Abel et al. 2006), natural resource management (Zerner 2000; Osseweijer 2001;
Ostrom et al. 2001; Agrawal 2002; Persoon et al. 2003; Rist et al. 2007), development sociology
(Long 2001; Escobar 2010) and so on.
The practice of conservation has come a long way since its roots as the colonial playgrounds
that protected areas often served (Brockington 2002; West et al. 2006). Born from the earliest
protected areas which were gazetted as the trophy hunting grounds of the elite, fortress
conservation strategies1 dominated much of the early biological conservation initiatives
(Brockington 2002; Wilshusen et al. 2002). With the increasing contributions from

1

Fortress conservation strategies involve the complete seclusion of humans from nature, in the pursuit to
protect nature from anthropogenic destruction (Brockington 2002). The name conjures images of secured
lands of high value, gazetted with clearly marked borders typically secured by fences.
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anthropology in the 1960s and 1970s and the pressures from social justice movements within
development practice (West et al. 2006), attention shifted towards community-based approaches
to conservation (Brandon et al. 1998). Programs in wildlife management in rural southern
African contexts like the Communal Areas Management Programme for Indigenous Resources
(CAMPFIRE) took a prominent lead in the practice of this field (Child 1996; Brosius et al.
1998; Murphree 2005; Taylor 2009).
Over time many of these programs faced increasing criticism of their devolved management
approach following their equally dismal track record of meeting conservation and development
objectives. As a result management systems reverted to more mixed management approaches
which aimed to combine a state controlled approach with local social contextual strategies.
Conceptual ideas of co-management first took to the main stage with Evelyn Pinkerton’s (1989)
‘Co-operative Management of Local Fisheries: New Directions for Improved Management and
Community Development’. Since then many have taken on the task of refining ideas around
collaborative partnership between technical agencies and civil society. Fikret Berkes et al.
(1991, p. 12) refer to a state-involved understanding of co-management, ‘involv[ing] some
combination of two “pure” management alternatives: local level and state-level systems’. The
International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) goes further to incorporate a more
diverse range of actors in the management arrangement, and defines it as ‘a partnership in
which government agencies, local communities and resource users, NGOs [Non-Governmental
Organisations] and other stakeholders share [...] the authority and responsibility for the
management of a specific territory or a set of resources’ (IUCN 1996 in: Armitage et al. 2007,
p.3). As we will come to see, the principles behind this dual approach have been refined along
various lines since and still play an important role in contemporary conservation practice.
One particular stream that has come to function as an important design framework for local
collaborations between marine conservationists and local resource users is that of adaptive comanagement. The concept brings together two paradigms of management, namely that of comanagement and adaptive management (Armitage et al. 2007). The former has built on bodies
of work concerning common property management and primarily focuses on user participation
and a means of connecting different actor groups under a single functioning arrangement
(Persoon and Est 2003; Carlsson and Berkes 2005). The latter has focused on dealing with
uncertainty and complexities of management systems (Folke et al. 2002; Berkes et al. 2003).
The emphasis of adaptive co-management is therefore put on developing strategies for flexible,
collaborative partnerships that account sufficiently for changing and dynamic environments.
Adaptive co-management arrangements typically have a shared goal amongst multi-scaled actor
2
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groups, and show high degrees of dialogue amongst them. Those actor groups moreover claim a
certain amount of autonomy at their respective scales of operation. Applying cyclical
management designs with feedback loops involves stage by stage project implementation, with
a strong recognition of uncertainty (Armitage et al. 2007). Derek Armitage (2008) places
emphasis on ‘reflexive learning’ within adaptive co-management arrangements and argues that
greater specificity for learning goals, approaches and outcomes is required. Indeed the very
basis of a system’s ability to adapt and modify a course of management is dependent on the
actors’ capacity to learn from the process and reflexively build improved and more contextually
appropriate interventions (Berkes et al. 2000). This latter point of contextuality would imply a
move to more output-based conservation models, involving a posteriori program design, rather
than input-based models that follow an a priori defined design.

1.1.1

Conservation in the context of marine environments

With increasing concerns over societies’ vulnerability to the state of global fisheries, waste
management and climate change (Adger 2003; Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2009; Mcleod et al. 2010;
Cinner et al. 2012), much conservation debate has focused on the maritime context. Reframing
conservation practice, traditionally a land-based endeavour, into a marine-based activity has
several important implications. First and foremost marine ecosystems are far more threedimensional than their terrestrial counterparts. Whereas terrestrial conservation focuses on the
space at ground level (rarely beyond the forest canopy), marine environments warrant a broader
inclusion of all the levels between the ocean surface and its seabed. Marine environments are
furthermore far more open and subject to significant direct exchange with other ecosystems at
regional scales through the constant workings of currents. Marine dispersal patterns thus
become very difficult to predict, making site-based conservation, as performed on land, difficult
(Steele 1985). Unfortunately, ex-situ conservation strategies provide even less of an alternative
option in marine conservation. Due to the complexity and interdependence of organisms in
marine ecosystems, that are as much dependent for their function on regional- as they are on
micro-ecological linkages, duplicating environments to facilitate ex-situ conservation is not only
extremely difficult but also very expensive (Carr et al. 2003).
Another pivotal difference is that in ocean ecosystems the primary producers are micro-sized
mobile phytoplankton that are carried along currents from one niche system to another, as
opposed to sedentary trees that form the main primary producers in land-based ecosystems.
Related to this, utilization of marine ecosystems by humans is primarily focused on harvesting
top-level predators like fish rather than base or mid-level trophic level organisms as in land
based systems (logging of trees and hunting herbivores) (Allison et al. 1998).
3
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Beyond the shore frontier of coastal zones we simply know very little, far less at least in
comparison to what we know of our terrestrial ecosystems. Since little of the sea bottom is
directly observable through remote sensing2 most of the ocean floor is yet to be accurately
mapped. The ocean has long formed a frontier to human society (McGoodwin 1990). Maritime
areas are therefore often fringing expanses to human governance systems where ownership over
coastal and marine areas is often ill-defined (Osseweijer 2003; Zerner 2003; Adhuri 2004;
Visser and Adhuri 2010). Coastal areas and oceans are moreover located physically downhill
from land, implying that the directional flow of resources, chemicals, sediments and
disturbances is typically from land to sea rather than vice versa.
All this considered, the maritime terrain is still a vast expanse of ‘unknowns’ which we need to
understand, especially in view of the growing recognition of our dependence on it. Particularly
in the island archipelago of Indonesia, debates about conservation and natural resource
management have necessarily spread beyond the traditional terrestrial frontier and well into the
marine context.

1.1.2

Marine conservation practice in Indonesia

Located between the longitudes 97ºE and 141ºE, and the latitudes 65ºN and 11ºS, and counting
in excess of 18 000 islands, Indonesia forms the world’s largest archipelagic state. In a country
where its maritime exclusive economic zone (EEZ) (7.9 million square kilometres) constitutes
the majority of its territory, the marine environment forms not only a space for the country’s
national economic and political growth of late but also a focal source for national identity
(Cribb and Ford 2009). It is expressed in the political philosophy of the central state, as
wawasan nusantara (archipelagic outlook), and is made common in Indonesian ideology
through proverbs like laut adalah perekat kepulauan Indonesia (the sea is the glue of
Indonesia’s islands) (Adhuri 2003), and the aphorism tanah air (land/water) as the symbol of
the Indonesian nation.
Under Sukarno’s leadership from 1945 to 1967 Indonesia gained independence from Dutch
colonial rule and built the foundations of the Indonesian nation from a great diversity of ethnic
and linguistic groups. Indonesia’s political history since independence has been anything but

2

Many of today’s satellite imagery technologies are limited in their ability to map the world’s ocean floor
accurately, since imaging beyond 100 metre depths is made difficult through water’s distortion properties.
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smooth. The rise and fall of Suharto’s New Order3 cloaked Indonesia in a regime of central state
control for more than three decades, ending in Suharto’s eventual resignation in 1998 in the face
of serious political, economic and environmental crises. In post New Order Indonesia, the
nation has opened up considerably, and has flourished into a leading regional economy. In the
second quarter of 2012 Indonesia’s US$ 850 billion economy topped a growth rate of 6.4%,
making it the second fastest growing economy among the G20,4 after China (7.9%) (Diongson
et al. 2012).This economic growth however has seen a parallel increase in exploitations of its
natural resources by now autonomous regional governments (Resosudarmo 2005).
Indonesia, particularly eastern Indonesia, is recognized globally as having among the highest
levels of biodiversity, both marine and terrestrial (Lowe 2006). Wallace’s 19th century epic
journey to document species composition, genealogy and diversity along what later would be
called ‘Wallace’s Line’,5 first put the extraordinary biodiversity of the region on the map of
modern natural science (Wallace 2000 [1869]). Countless studies have since built upon
Wallace’s work (Hoeksema 2007; Allen 2008; Carpenter and Springer 2009). Within the marine
context alone the statistics are staggering. Indonesia contains 38 percent of the world’s marine
fish species and some 78 percent of the world’s coral species. Moreover new species are still
being documented every year. During a single survey carried out in the Foja Mountains of West
Papua for example for the first time in 60 years a new bird species, 20 new frog species, 4 new
butterfly species and a new mammal species were identified (Shatwell 2005 in: Dutton et al.
2009). In 2006 a marine ecological survey recorded over 50 new marine species on the reefs
around the islands off West Papua (Conservation International 2006). It is unsurprising then that
Indonesia has gained a centre stage position for marine conservation.
Many conservation oriented Big International Non-Governmental Organisations (BINGOs)6
have established their base of operations in Indonesia, and have since developed conservation

3

The New Order regime is synonymous with the rule of General Suharto in Indonesia, established after
the military coup which ended Sukarno’s presidency. His main objective was to achieve and maintain
political order, economic development, and to limit public participation in the political process. Military
control and the corporatization of political and social organizations in society became pivotal elements of
New Order government in Indonesia (Aspinall 2005; Klinken 2007).
4

Formed in August 2003, the ‘Group of 20’, is an international economic coalition amongst 23
developing nations and newly industrialized countries from South America, Asia and Africa.
5

‘Wallace’s Line’ refers to the boundary line running south from the Philippines down through the
Makassar Straight and Lombok Straight, and marks the geographic separations of the eco-regions of Asia
(to the West) and Australia (to the East).
6

The three main conservation BINGOs that are active within marine programs in Indonesia include the
World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF), The Nature Conservancy (TNC) and Conservation International
(CI). If not specifically noted otherwise, when I refer to BINGOs I mean these three conservation NGOs.
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programs across most of the shallow seas of eastern Indonesia. Over the last five years, marine
conservation initiatives in Indonesia have seen a strong move towards the application of
ecosystem based management (EBM). Previous site-based or keystone species-based7
conservation strategies were criticized as being too narrowly defined and inadequate in
addressing management challenges across scales, whether ecological, political, economic or
social. More holistic approaches were needed to address the complex socio-political, ecological
and economic dimensions of human-environment relations, and that could address both large
scale processes and intimate small scale ones.
EBM is best thought of as an expansion of customary management (CM) and integrated
coastal management (ICM), rather than a true paradigm shift, and that it has certain benefits
that are worth integrating into existing systems when possible. [...] The cultural and
institutional context of CM as well as the experience, technical skills, and legal basis that
serve ICM programs are logical platforms from which to build EBM programs.
(Aswani et al. 2012, p.1).
The way these ideas are practically being implemented however varies widely. Particularly the
integration of what Aswani et al. (2012) refer to here as customary management remains
something vague for many conservationists. Often functional conservation attributes that are in
line with technical concepts of marine biology and reef ecology are attached to what outsiders
judge to be customary practice (Zerner 1994). One must be cautious in simply accepting such
assumptions, as these are often born out of misconceptions that collaborating resource users and
conservationists have of each other.
Throughout Indonesia, particularly eastern Indonesia, many cases have been documented where
coastal communities are practicing, or used to practice, different forms of local (land and
marine) resource management with varying objectives (Mantjoro 1996; Evans et al. 1997;
Thorburn 2000; Harkes and Novaczek 2003; Woinarski 2004; Bubandt 2005; Mcleod et al.
2009). Such systems still apply to many land or sea territories that are owned or controlled by

7

Keystone species are species that firstly are assumed to be ‘crucial in maintaining the organisation and
diversity of their ecological communities’ and secondly ‘are exceptional, relative to the rest of the
community, in their importance’ (Mills et al. 1993, p. 219). Strategies developed around keystone species
are founded on the notion that if conditions are suitable to support a certain keystone species, then other
species can flourish in its wake, thus justifying efforts focussed on the protection of a single species.
WWF in particular adopted this strategy as its basic approach to conservation.
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specific communities, or groups of communities. Coastal communities in Maluku8 for example
refer to such areas as petuanan, referring to a particular territory under control of a social
group9. People’s access to a petuanan is closely associated to the different types of access rights
that groups have in relation to the petuanan. The broadest distinction of such rights is made
through hak makan and hak milik. Hak makan, meaning ‘right to eat’, refers to people’s right to
use resources or access territories often only if permission is granted. Hak milik, meaning ‘right
to own’, stands above the former and indicates ownership and control over resources or
territories. The distribution of these rights across communities is often closely related to
recognised social strata or kinship structures.
Besides this broad distinction of access rights such territories, and the resources within them,
are often subject to sets of rules that are more variable across time and space. In many regions
of Maluku and Papua coastal communities still recognize and practice sasi. Sasi, literally
meaning ‘to witness’, can best be defined as a system or set of rules that regulates access to a
territory or resources under ownership or control of a specific social group. Typically sasi is
declared upon an area or resource (tutup, literally meaning ‘closing off’), effectively prohibiting
any form of harvest. After a nominated time period sasi may be lifted (buka, literally meaning
‘opening’) to allow for controlled harvest. Periods of sasi are often opened and closed by way of
a ceremony or series of rituals10 during which details of the particular sasi are articulated, such
as the reason for sasi, length of closure and the associated conduct of harvest. Although the kind
of practices that people widely refer to as sasi appear across the region, the application and
rationale behind them is highly variable. The way these practices are controlled depends on the
type of sasi that is applied. Sasi can be applied based on specific territory or resource. Sasi-laut
for example refers to sasi applied at sea (or sasi-darat as land-based sasi), while sasi-kelapa

8

The term Maluku is often applied to refer to the general region of the Maluku Islands in eastern
Indonesia, located between Sulawesi to the West and Papua to the East. The region is known also through
the Anglo-Saxon term as the ‘Moluccas’. Except where referring to a reference that uses the Anglo-Saxon
term, I use the term Maluku. The two Indonesian provinces that make up this region include Maluku
province, including the main islands of Seram, Buru, Ambon, the Banda Islands, the Aru Islands and the
Kei Islands; and North Maluku province, including the main islands of Halmahera, Bacan, Sula and
Tidore.
9

Depending on whether the territory is sea or land it can be referred to as petuanan-laut, referring to a
marine territory, or petuanan-darat, referring to a terrestrial territory. These areas may include only land
areas, a combination of land areas and shallow coastal waters or extend to include deeper waters
depending on local practice. They are typically demarcated by landmarks in the form of hills, small
islands, or more recently by radio masts or buildings. Such conspicuous landmarks function as border
markers between which conceptual lines are drawn to distinguish one area from the other.
10

Whoever is declaring the sasi, and for what reason, dictates the kind of ceremony and practices that
apply ritual. If they are conducted by spiritual leaders or a traditional council for example, these may
involve local customary rituals whereby local spirits or gods are summoned. Alternatively, if conducted
by a local church or mosque they may involve religious prayer ceremonies.
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(coconut sasi) or sasi-teripang (sea cucumber sasi) refer to resource-based sasi applications. In
other cases sasi can also be characterized through the coordination of specific belief systems or
leadership types. In such cases sasi can be identified by for example the local social institution
that takes control of the process, as in sasi-gereja (church sasi) where sasi is coordinated by
Christian church groups under leadership of a priest or church board,11 or sasi-adat (customary
sasi) where traditional councils take a leading coordinating role.12
The practice of sasi has captivated the interest of both social scientists as well as development
and conservation practitioners throughout eastern Indonesia. Coinciding with global movements
promoting integration of traditional ecological knowledge into social development and
conservation initiatives, sasi was advocated in the early 1980s as an effective means to
incorporate modern ideas of sustainable resource management into community-based practices,
particularly in marine contexts (Lokollo 1988 in: Satria and Adhuri 2010). Much attention in the
critical literature since has challenged the assumptions associated with this claim. BendaBeckman et al. (1995, p.4-6) outline the historical developments of change in sasi’s application
in eastern Indonesia according to various socio-political and economic shaping influences. They
note three broad shifts in the way sasi was applied and practiced. Originating from systems of
‘ritual protection of communal resources’ (Benda-Beckmann et al. 1995, p. 5) , with the
increasing influx of central governing institutions, sasi morphed into local management systems
distinguishing private and common land and sea areas, largely in the agricultural contexts. In
more recent decades, with increased market influences, sasi has appeared increasingly as a
system of protection for private and commercialized natural assets. Antunes’ (2005, p. 149-150)
study in the eastern Kei Islands adds to this historical analysis by indicating the geopolitical
influences on local sasi practices over time, and argues that sasi is largely controlled and applied
by elite groups to maintain control of certain territories and resources. Partly in line with this
argument, several studies have addressed the more recent reframing of sasi by conservation
NGOs,13 local elites and development agencies as a political discourse that empowers
marginalized groups in their control and access to resource rich land sea territories, in the face
of increasing central state control (Zerner 1994; Amin et al. 2009; Satria and Adhuri 2010).
Much like Pannell (1997) suggests in her study on sasi application on Luang Island in the Banda

11

The proceeds from the sales of harvest yield in such cases are often used to cover collective costs. In
the case of church groups, funds are often used for construction or maintenance of church infrastructure
for example.
12

Refer to chapters 2 and 3 for more details on how sasi is understood and practiced in the specific
community case studies.
13

Zerner (1994) and Satria and Adhuri (2010) refer to the sasi application by environmental groups as
‘greening of sasi’.
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Sea, sasi appears to mean different things to different interest groups; whether traders,
conservationists, subsistence households or local political elite.
One of the things which becomes apparent [...] is its [sasi] polyvalency; a feature which is
effected by the way in which the meanings of sasi are combined and recombined, not only
within any one given context, by different actors and in relation to different agendas, but also
within any one given context. What this suggests is that not only is sasi situationally defined
but that, as a concept, it is also continually placed at risk and revised in the very event of its
engagement and entanglement with other cultural categories and social strategies.
(Pannell 1997, p. 299)
Considering the above, I am cautious in my analysis not to equate sasi practices I encountered in
the field as a reflection of a singular collective objective, but rather to contextualise the practice
in the socio-political and economic sphere in which people operate, as individuals and as part of
a collective.
Despite these valid critical notes, sasi practice in eastern Indonesia has become widely used as a
focal entry point for participatory conservation initiatives to build bridges with local resources
users. It is important here to clarify the concept of ‘participatory conservation’. Participation can
materialize at different levels of implementation, and refers to the extent of involvement of local
actors, ‘ranging from just being informed or consulted up to full control by local communities
[over resources or territories]’ (Haller and Galvin 2008, p. 17). In Campbell and VainioMattila’s (2003) analysis and evolutionary trace of the concepts of ‘participatory development’
and ‘community-based conservation’ the understanding of the amalgam concept of participatory
conservation can be related to the disciplinary convergence of the worlds of development
assistance and environmental management. Where in the former discipline participation tends to
represent both the process and output to improve social well-being and autonomy of local actors
under the discourse of social justice, in the latter participation represents more an instrument to
ultimately improve biodiversity and environmental outcomes (Campbell and Vainio-Mattila
2003). The conjunction here in the concept of participatory conservation, reflects developments
in conservation practice and protected area management where, as argued by West et al. (2006),
understanding and allowing for quality of participation is increasingly regarded as central to
success, but simultaneously something which is problematic to measure in complex social
environments where multiple realities, interests and claims may be competing.14

14

Refer to section 1.1 for brief overview of the historic development of conservation practice from
exclusionary to inclusionary systems of management.
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In the process of implementing participatory conservation initiatives in Indonesia, conservation
and sustainable resource management practices are often reframed to align with what is
regarded as adat, referring to ‘traditional’ and customary belief systems. The annotation of
‘traditional’ here is deliberate. The application of sasi as a tool for conservation practice, is in
fact one of several consequences of the broader reframing of traditional belief systems in
initiatives to integrate them as important governance institutions in rural Indonesia (Acciaioli
2007; Bourchier 2007; Davidson and Henley 2007; Li 2007; Warren 2007). Following the
policy reforms that aimed to promote local level decision making and empower villagers, in the
wake of the decentralization of government decision making in 1999 under the Regional
Government Law No. 22/1999,15 local village adat systems were increasingly incorporated into
formal decision making structures. The formalization of adat structures has led to the formation
of governing structures at various local policy levels (from province to village level).
Adat in Indonesia has become a generic term to indicate an often undifferentiated whole
constituted by the morality, customs, and legal institutions of ethnic or territorial groups.
Before the arrival of the scriptural religions, adat also comprised the world of the
supernatural and beliefs. The revitalization of adat is most discernible in the prominent rise
of adat law, and political and economic claims are based on that law in order to carve out a
greater role for adat leadership in village government and recognition of adat rights to
natural resources. These claims often exacerbate tensions, and in some regions reference to
adat is used to legitimate exclusionary politics and ethno-political violence.
(Benda-Beckmann and Benda-Beckmann 2011, p. 168)
In some villages where local adat systems no longer played a role as a governing system, these
new formal adat structures were seen as a form of revival of ‘forgotten’ traditional rule. In other
cases where adat systems still play a role, the formalization of adat has led to either hybrid
forms of adat understanding16 or a strong separation of formal Adat and local adat. As will
become apparent in the course of the presentation of the community cases studies these
conceptions of formally recognised Adat versus inherent adat often merged to differing extents
in the minds of local people. It is important however to distinguish Adat structures introduced in
consequence of outside intervention, from those structures, practices, norms, beliefs and
innovations associated with local inherent adat systems.

15

In 2004 this law was revised and passed as the Regional Government Law No. 32/2004, known
formally in Indonesian as ‘Undang-Undang Nomor 32 Tahun 2004 tentang Pemerintahan Daerah’
(Republik Indonesia 2004).
16

In her extensive long term ethnographic accounts of Balinese communities’ engagements with adat
systems and formal government structures, Warren (1993, 2005, 2007) describes formations of hybrid
systems whereby attributes of both systems play a role in the local level governance.
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1.1.3

Research objectives

This research seeks to understand the dynamics behind the implementation of a participatory
marine conservation program.17 Through an ethnographic examination of actors’ roles at key
points of negotiation, decision making and knowledge transfer, and their institutional
relationships, I seek to make sense of what shapes the different societal responses to
conservation intervention. I am therefore interested in contestations and collaborations that take
place in conservation program engagements. These manifest among resource user groups in
their associations with outsiders and conservation NGOs, and according to the different
meanings and values that people attach to conservation. I refer here not only to the overt
collaborations and contestations over natural resources, but also the more subtle and diffuse
local socio-political relationships people maintain. The latter stem from differences in
worldviews, perceptions, forms of knowledge, individual and collective aspirations as well as
the cultures, social positions, interests and personalities of those involved in environmental
‘conversations’ across social domains.
In making sense of individual encounters and how these experiences are transferred to groups, I
set out to dissect what social and political associations individuals, as mediators, bring to a
negotiation. I also highlight the links or affiliations they have to certain influential groups or
institutions that define their position in formal negotiations and emerging relationship dynamics,
and accordingly how resources are summoned and information is distributed. Ultimately this
will inform our understanding of the ways a conservation program gains support or incites
resistance. The research seeks to shed light on why the integration of conservation ideas into
communities does not necessarily result in the kinds of sustainable conservation practice
intended.
The research seeks to investigate these complex interactions by examining the workings of two
participatory marine conservation programs under the coordination of a single conservation
NGO, the Indonesian Locally Managed Marine Area network (henceforth referred to as ILMMA). The engagement of two separate groups of resources users with I-LMMA are
examined and form the two main case studies. These involve two small island artisan fishing
communities in eastern Indonesia. The first is Tanimbar Kei, located in the Kei Archipelago in
the province of Maluku. The second is Meos Mangguandi, located further North East, among
17

It is outside of the scope of this thesis to measure how participatory the program in question is, nor does
the thesis seek to make a normative judgement of the extent of participation in certain interventions.
Instead, the thesis seeks to examine, within the context of a participatory conservation program, the
dynamics of relations between various actors and the institutional forces that continuously interplay.
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the Padaido Islands in Papua province. Map 1.1 indicates the locations of Tanimbar Kei and
Meos Mangguandi in relation to one another.
Map 1.1

Map of eastern Indonesia indicating the case study sites of Tanimbar Kei in the Kei
Islands, and Meos Mangguandi in the Padaido Islands
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particular case study site.
Source: Steenbergen, field research (GPS), 2011
Indonesia baseline map adapted from: http://d-maps.com/carte.php?&num_car=5489&lang=en

A common approach taken by state and non-state agencies in eastern Indonesia to understand
and incorporate communities in development aid or conservation projects, is through a threepart institutional depiction of a community (I-LMMA 2011). This approach involves addressing
governance matters through official village government (Pemerintah Desa), traditional (Adat)
and/or religious (Tokoh Agama) councils.18 Figure 1.1 indicates how communities are
18

In referring to ‘community’ I mean the physical settlement of households bounded within some kind of
physical border (as an island or through tenure systems). A community can be made up of several hamlets
in different locations or several village administrations. If not specified otherwise, when I speak of a
‘village’ I am referring to the groups of households that fall under a particular official administrative
village (desa). In the case of Tanimbar Kei Island all households studied fall under one village
administration, however on Meos Mangguandi Island the community had at the time of research been
split into two administrative villages.
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commonly understood and approached. Although this is to a certain degree a move forward
from state centric approaches that recognized only the village government structure as an
avenue into the community, it still falls severely short of representing the social complexities
between groups of people in a community.

Figure 1.1

Conventional institutional depiction of a community, showing institutions of the
Village Government, Traditional Council and Religious Council

COMMUNITY

VILLAGE
GOVERNMENT
(Pemerintah Desa)

TRADITIONAL
COUNCIL
(Adat)

RELIGIOUS
COUNCIL
(Tokoh Agama)

Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2010

As will become apparent, I-LMMA’s adherence to this institutional depiction of the community
is clear in their strategic recruitment of community coordinators. When placing the individuals,
who act as mediators, on the institutional diagram there is an equal spread of representation
among all three institutions. This however fails to explain why then there are such disparate
responses to conservation from within these communities. Clearly in this approach there are
groups that remain unrepresented, suggesting that there are other more contextualized societal
divisions playing a role in how people position themselves in relation to conservation.
The dissertation explores these more complex societal divisions through contextual ‘factional
alignments’ that emerge in active or in latent (or inchoate)19 forms among groups involved
directly or indirectly in conservation discussions (section 1.3). These alignments emerge
19

With this broad spectrum definition of the concept of ‘faction’, I intend to indicate that boundaries
between factions are not always obvious or distinct. Groups that may not show overt contestation,
resistance or opposition, may however display significant potential to do so in changing socio-political
and economic conditions.
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partially as new groupings and partially as a reflection of broader existing splits in the
community. Placing the mediators in the context of these broader and more fluid factional
alignments will show how dynamics between the conservationist and community are affected
by local socio-political forces, and thus will provide a more nuanced explanation of different
forms of support and resistance to conservation.

The research questions

1.2

The design of the fieldwork and later data analysis endeavoured to answer the following main
research question:20
How do the actions of key individuals (conservation mediators: agents and brokers) and
the constituencies of which they are part (conservation organisations and
communities/factions), influence the form, function and development of collaborative
arrangements for marine conservation around small island communities?
I am interested in how conservation ideas are perceived, valued, reconstructed and used by
different actors collaborating under a co-management conservation partnership. Ultimately, the
research addresses how insights into mediating capacities of key individuals and an
acknowledgment of institutional complexity of communities can inform other marine
conservation practices that continuously struggle to align societal elements with ecological
ones.
To address these questions I examine in detail two perspectives: those of the resource users and
of the conservationists. These two perspectives meet at the community-conservationist
interface. For the resource user perspective (Part 1) the main sub-research questions include:

20

-

How are conservation ideas introduced, brokered and channelled into a local
community?

-

What are the different community responses to external conservation interventions?

-

What sets of local underlying ideas, values and perceptions (contesting or concordant
with conservation) generate these different responses?

-

How do these responses relate to the heterogeneous social structures that make up the
community (including factional alignments)?

The concepts that feature in the research questions are explained in depth in the conceptual framework
in section 1.3.
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-

How are social structures in society (factions) influencing and influenced by key
individuals (conservation brokers) to give shape to how conservation is both practiced
and understood locally?

-

How do these faction and broker arrangements explain local responses to external
conservation interventions, and what implications does this have for the conservation
program?

The following sub-questions guided the examination of the conservationist perspective (Part 2):

1.3

-

How are dominant principles and practices of marine conservation reshaped by ILMMA in its approach to the case study communities and why?

-

Are actions and experiences from local collaborations influencing conservation
practice at large, and if so how?

-

What role is claimed by key-individuals, as drivers of conservation (conservation
agents) who operate between resource users and higher policy level actors, in
implementing conservation initiatives?

-

What institutional restrictions and opportunities shape the way I-LMMA functions both
on the ground and within high level policy circles?

-

How do a key individual’s (as an institutional entrepreneur) formal and informal
networks at higher conservation policy scales influence what kind of ideas and
resources are delivered?

-

How do a key individual’s (as a conservation agent) formal and informal networks at
local scales influence how I-LMMA’s local program is negotiated, specifically at points
of critical mediation (conflict resolution)?

Conceptual framework

In placing the research among the many diverse streams of social theory that inform
contemporary conservation debates, one can make a rough division between two camps
regarding the interpretation of human responses to environmental change. Traditionally there
are theorists on one side that draw heavily from structuralist perspectives, and those on the other
that depend on agency-driven or action-based perspectives. Structuralist perspectives, drawing
on classical social theory, especially as it has been developed in structural functional and neoMarxist frameworks, view human behaviour as explained best through relationships to an
overarching structure (Turner 1994; Breiger 2000) or as Giddens (1984, p.1) formulates it, ‘a
pre-eminence of the social whole over its individual parts’. Agency oriented theorists on the
other hand place the individual at the centre of social practice, explaining culture as a
cumulative product of individual action (Turner 1994).
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Practice theory, also known as the theory of social practices, provides a conceptual alternative
to either polar end of the structure versus agency debate. Drawing from fundamental work by
authors like Pierre Bourdieu (1977, 1998), Anthony Giddens (1982, 1984), Charles Taylor
(1989), Bruno Latour (1986; 1993, 2005) and the later work of Michel Foucault (1977, 1989),
practice theory refrains from taking either a strictly individualist or structuralist focus of
analysis, but rather pushes forward ‘practice’ as the unit of interest. In noting this one may draw
parallels to the early foundational work by Max Weber on theory of social action. As Reckwitz
(2002, p. 244) notes, ‘[...] “practices” form structures of action which in some way are treated
by all kinds of social theories stemming from the tradition of action theory’. My theoretical
departure point therefore treats practice, or what I see people do in the field, as a dual
consequence of on one hand individually driven action that in part forms recursive behaviours
impacted by reflexivity, rationality and motivation,21 and on the other by existing relationships
and structures of political-economic and cultural institutions that similarly prescribe or influence
individual behaviour.
So instead of focusing on one to explain the other I look at both to examine how an interplay
between agency and structure explains how conservation practice materializes into meaning for
people or groups, and ultimately how intervention has resulted in behavioural change that is
conscious or unconscious (and complying with or defying rules). To do this I will briefly outline
how I understand concepts of ‘institution’ and ‘agency’. For the former I draw principally from
neo-institutionalist works in political ecology, commons management and cultural studies,
while for the latter I will engage with sociological and anthropological works in development
sociology and environmental anthropology.

1.3.1

Institutions and institutionalism

There is a highly productive body of work among academics and practitioners involved in
human-environment studies that advocates the need for strong and enduring institutions to
develop sustainable practices and effective management of natural (marine) resources in order
to counter system collapse (Ostrom 1990; Acheson 2006; Ostrom et al. 2008; Ostrom 2009).
Garret Hardin’s (1968) famous ‘Tragedy of the Commons’ posits that resource use systems are
doomed to collapse under the unregulated rational choices made by individuals to benefit

21

I refer here to Giddens’ (1984) ideas around ‘structuration theory’ which suggests that individual
‘actors not only monitor continuously the flow of their activities and expect others to do the same, they
also routinely monitor aspects, social and physical, of the contexts in which they move. By rationalisation
of action, I mean that actors [...] maintain a continuing ‘theoretical understanding’ of the grounds of their
activity’ (Giddens 1984, p. 5).
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themselves at the cost of burdening the larger community. It stimulated a particularly strong
response from natural resource management academics which would span several decades.
Particularly the work on common pool resources management by the winner of the prestigious
Noble Laureate in Economic Sciences, Professor Eleanor Ostrom, has done much to prove
conventional interpretations of Hardin’s models incomplete. She showed that resource users do
indeed have the institutional capacity to act with a collective good in mind in order to prevent
system collapse (Ostrom 1990). I follow here Dietz et al.’s (2002, p. 18) definition of common
pool resources as being ‘a valued natural or human-made resource or facility that is available to
more than one person and subject to degradation as a result of overuse. Common pool resources
are ones for which exclusion from the resource is costly and one person’s use subtracts from
what is available to others’.22
An important part of Ostrom’s work was devoted to finding suitable conditions for institution
building to facilitate the governance of common pool resources (Ostrom 1990). Agrawal (2002)
compiled findings from major pieces of work done in this field by Wade (1994), Ostrom (1990)
and Baland and Platteau (1996), and attempted to identify a universal set of factors that are
critical to successful governance of common pool resources.23 Although useful, Agrawal is
quick to admit that ‘it is likely impossible to define a priori the ensemble of determining factors
because context is critical to the workings of these dynamic elements’ (Agrawal 2002, p. 59).
Frances Cleaver challenges the design principles’ assumptions of this neo-institutionalist
approach to commons management, and alternatively argues for an ‘institutional bricolage’
approach (Cleaver 2001). Her fundamental criticism is that ‘crafting of institutions suggests that
specific institutions are deliberately developed for particular functions’, while she suggests that
‘collective action institutions may be multipurpose, management may be both intermittent and
robust, an integral part of social relations and a negotiated result of active assemblage’ (Cleaver
2002, p. 29).
Cleaver’s ideas of institutional bricolage built on Lévi Strauss’s concept of ‘intellectual
bricolage’ (L v i-Strauss 1966). As the French word bricolage suggests, the concept indicates

22

Common-pool resources are typically characterized as being under ownership by national, regional or
local governments as a public good, or by communal groups as common property resources, or by private
actors or companies as private goods. When no specific claim for ownership or management system is
apparent, resources are regarded as open access resources (Ostrom 1990). In this dissertation I deal
primarily with communal rights and claims (common property resources) to what are otherwise typically
recognized as open access marine and coastal regimes.
23

This work has since been applied in various other governance studies on common pool resource (CPR)
systems, such as Moore and Rodger’s (2010) study on governance of wildlife tourism as a CPR.
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the function of institutions as being creative and ‘resourceful’ in their use of what is available
(Cleaver 2012) and much more ad hoc than institutional engineering might suggest. For Cleaver
then institutions should ‘do the thinking’, referring to Mary Douglas’ (1987) work in ‘How
Institutions Think’. Effective institutions are thus able to introduce something new to a system
in creative and resourceful ways that makes it seem familiar and therefore more acceptable. She
redefines Lévi Strauss’s conception of bricolage to mean the ‘adaptive processes by which
people imbue configurations of rules, traditions, norms and relationships with meaning and
authority. In doing so they modify old arrangements and invent new ones but innovations are
always linked authoritively to acceptable ways of doing things’ (Cleaver 2012, p. 34). Cleaver
devotes attention to the dynamic and contextual functioning of local institutions, which for the
purposes of this study provides a fruitful way of looking at structural influence on conservation
management.
Robert Putnam’s (1993) foundational work on social capital theory also provides useful
perspectives on the dynamics of collective action through examining attributes of actor agency
and institutional structure. Scholars of different disciplines have adopted their own definitions
of social capital, but it is Putnam’s interpretation that social capital essentially forms around the
‘[…] connections among individuals – social networks, and the norms of reciprocity and
trustworthiness that arise from them’ (Putnam 2000, p. 19), that is widely applied in
development and more recently conservation interventions. Natural resource management
studies, as well as many development projects, have built on ideas of social capital in pursuit of
sustainable participation in high impact projects. Following Putnam, Grafton’s (2005) study on
the influence of social capital on fisheries governance, sees social capital as building upon three
distinct but related areas, namely: trust and trustworthiness; civic engagement and co-operation;
and social networks. Trust refers to the effectiveness or quality of social relations that prevail in
a community. Civic engagement indicates the willingness of individuals to engage in activities
that have a common goal, and reflects readiness for collaboration with outside institutions.
Lastly, social networks specifically denotes the connections between people or institutions and
may come in the form of ‘bonding’ (ties within a group of like-minded people), ‘bridging’
(horizontal ties across different groups along the same social plain, such as inter-communal
ties), and ‘linking’ social capital (vertical ties across disparate and hierarchically organised
groups).
Proponents of the social capital thesis argue that high levels of social capital in communities can
facilitate collective action, consolidate conflict, catalyse collaboration with external groups and
strengthen solidarity within communities (Grafton 2005; Fafchamps 2006). In relation to
adaptive capacities of systems or communities Nkhata et al (2009) go further to suggest that
18
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social capital may act as ‘[…] a major regulator of discontinuous change in the governance
processes of CBNRM [Community-Based Natural Resource Management]’ (Nkhata et al. 2009,
p. 45). Critics however, argue this to be an over-simplified uni-linear relationship (Cleaver
2005). Communities showing high levels of social capital do not necessarily display higher
participation levels or commitment to conservation programs. On the contrary cases have been
documented where communities have used the solidarities afforded to collectively resist
conservation initiatives (For cases of marine resource management conflict involving local
fishers see Walley 2004 on the Swahili Coast of east Africa; see Fabinyi 2008 in the
Philippines; and see Gustave and Borchers 2008 in Komodo NP in Indonesia). It is important
then to acknowledge that social capital formation may not necessarily support collection action
towards conservation or environmental sustainability. In this regard it is imperative to study the
relationship between actors and institutions in the mobilisation of conservation actions.

1.3.2

Actors and agency perspectives

In his elaboration on the ‘Theory of Structuration’, Giddens (1984) understands social practice
as ordered across time and space, whereby neither the experience of the individual nor the
existence of any form of societal totality takes a priority. In line with ideas of practice theory
Giddens refers to institutions as those ‘lasting’ social practices that have the greatest time space
extensions.24 That is not to say that people cannot bring about change. People are seen by
Giddens as agents in their own right, and able to influence events, making them perpetrators of
certain events that would not have happened were it not for their interventions. Interventions on
their part can set off a series of other actions intentionally and unintentionally. It is therefore
important to note here that agency refers not to intentional action per se but rather denotes
people’s capability to do things in the first place (Giddens 1984, p. 14-16).
To develop a deeper appreciation for the individual's role than is given by structuralfunctionalist models, works in development sociology provide constructive insights and
highlight the analytical usefulness of an actor focused approach. Norman Long’s (2001) actor
oriented approach to rural development sociology studies attempts to construct an analytical
framework, that according to him, more accurately reflects social reality. It is based on the
premise that social life is heterogeneous and multi-faceted. People are never alone and social
action is never an ego-centred endeavour. Actions are embedded in networks of people and

24

Structure here is understood to be the binding of time and space in social systems. Specific properties
make it possible for similar social practices to exist and recur over longer time spans and larger spaces
(Giddens 1984).
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influenced by routine and bounded by structural convention and culture. At the same time,
although meanings and values may be culturally constructed they are differentially applied by
individuals (Long 2001).
Long notes that if we are to understand the continuing failures of development, we need to focus
on the social process and not just on the structural outcomes. Context is pivotal in Long’s work
and forms the fundamental reasoning for his inductive departure point where the actor forms the
central analytical unit (Long 1989).
I find Long’s interpretation of actor-orientation most useful, particularly in making sense of the
workings across boundaries between social environments, where the transactions of knowledge
and resources are humanized in practical ‘conversation’ and interaction. However, I agree also
with the concerns from more institutional orientations already mentioned regarding an overemphasis on the autonomy of actors and the local. I therefore intend to draw upon both actorbased and structural approaches in my conceptual framework.

1.3.3

Drawing from institutional and agency perspectives

Drawing upon development sociology, natural resource management and cultural studies
paradigms, I apply an amended interface approach (Long 2001) to interpret and make sense of
what is going on in the field. Interface analysis involves the examination of continued
interactions across linkages, which ‘encourage the development of boundaries and shared
expectations that shape the interaction of the participants so that over time the interface itself
becomes an organized entity of interlocking relationships and intentionalities’ (Long 2001, p.
69).
Examining I-LMMA’s collaboration with eastern Indonesian island communities I focus on
those social spaces where people from different backgrounds meet in negotiations over
conservation practice. It is useful then to make distinction of these social spaces. Norman Long
usefully builds on the idea of a social field, as was first developed by the Manchester School
and also applied by Bourdieu (1977) in his ‘Outline of a Theory of Social Practice’. Social
fields are understood here as open spaces with ill-defined boundaries where interactions occur
through social relationships between distinct areas of social life. Analytically, such a broad and
open definition offers little opportunity to investigate local complexities. Long therefore goes
further to make a distinction between spaces within social fields, namely between ‘social
domains’ and ‘arenas’.
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Social domains are understood to be ‘areas of social life that are organized by reference to a
centre core or cluster of values, which even if they are not perceived in exactly the same way by
all those involved, are nevertheless recognised as a locus of certain rules, norms and values,
implying a degree of social commitment’ (Villareal 1994, p. 58-65 in: Long 2001, p. 59). In the
context of my research the communities on the one hand and I-LMMA on the other respectively
form different types of social domains interacting in the same social field.25 The interfaces form
in between social domains as a result of encounters between individuals from social domains
over specific issues.
Arenas are those spaces where confrontations and competitions occur between social domains
(Olivier de Sardan 2005). They are thus ‘social and spatial locations where actors confront each
other, mobilise social relations, display discursive and cultural means for the attainment of
specific ends [...]’ (Long 2001, p. 59). An arena can change spatially as well as temporally
according to the type of contestations that are taking place. In my analysis the arena is formed
around issues of marine conservation and includes those social domains that are relevant. Figure
1.2 provides a simplified schematic overview of how I position the concepts of ‘social
domains’, ‘arena’ and ‘interface’ in relation to each other. It also indicates three specific points
of interaction; two centred around interactions at the community-conservationist interface and
one between I-LMMA and higher conservation policy frameworks.
Before I elaborate on the three points of interaction indicated in figure 1.2 it must be noted that
the figure here functions explicitly to explain the analytical organisation of the research and is
not meant to reflect an interpretation of the situation on the ground. One could argue by looking
at figure 1.2 that it falsely suggests there is a clean separation between social domains. This of
course is not the case.26 Although it may be easy, and for some even desirable, to speak of
interactions across accepted boundaries between communities (often state defined) and external
groups, I wish to be very careful to indicate that lines between social spaces are by no means
static or ‘a given’. Tania Murray Li argues in her work on the construction, purpose and
obscurity of boundaries in development and conservation discourses, that ‘conservation
initiatives and institutional arrangements that assume or impose a separation between
community, and “market” or “state” have no prospect’ (Li 2001, p. 175). State and market

25

This is not to say that social domains (occurring around for example communities or conservation
agencies) are regarded as socially homogenous spaces. On the contrary social domains as spaces of
contentions encompass significant internal heterogeneity, as will become evident in the discussion of the
internal factional alignments in the case study communities.
26

Social domains or arenas are abstractions. They are spaces of contention, convergence of interests,
values, techniques and resources, and not limited to concrete institutions or groups.
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influence merge far into communities to impact upon people’s everyday lives too much to
justify a neat separation. Furthermore collaborations often form new spaces (as is suggested by
an interface) with new boundaries. My work thus treats interactions that occur between
community members and external agencies as occurring within spaces shared by actors that
eventually can form autonomous (very fuzzy) boundaries themselves.
Figure 1.2

Schematic positioning of analytical concepts and elements.
Higher Conservation Policy Framework

3

Conservation NGO Resource Users

Social Domain II
Interface
Governance Arena

Social Domain I

2

1

1

1 - The brokers’ engagements to and from the governance interface
2 - The agent’s engagements to and from the governance interface
3 - Institutional entrepreneurial engagements by the agent
Note:

- Refer to following text for detailed explanations of broker and agent as types of mediators.
- The governance interface is depicted here as the shaded grey area between the social domains,
however it is not suggested to be a physical place or platform, but rather a fluid space. The
depiction serves only to indicate analytically where brokers and agents meet.
Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2012

Since I am primarily interested in how interactions take place between I-LMMA and the
communities with which it engages, acts of mediation are important. I have already identified
where I see these interactions occurring, namely between social domains, and more specifically
at institutional interfaces. Now I conceptualise who it is that carries out these forms of
mediation. Where Long identifies acts of mediation to be carried out by generic mediators, I
borrow Olivier de Sardan’s (2005) more nuanced conceptualisation involving the break down
into two distinct types of mediators, ‘brokers’ and ‘agents’. He understands the process of
mediation to involve ‘Interactions between the developmentalist configuration and [...]
populations [...], [which] develop via discreet passageways, relays, extended or restricted
networks of transmission, interfaces. This is fundamentally a process that relies on mediation,
which proceeds through a wide range of multiple, embedded, overlapping, intertwined
mediations’ (Olivier de Sardan 2005, p. 166). Mediators thus have particular skills that make
them able to translate ideas, concepts and information from a contextually alien form to one that
is understandable and usable. Frances Cleaver (2002, 2012) refers in her work to ‘bricoleurs’
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having particular skills to achieve a ‘cognitive fit’. Hereby something alien is transformed to
seem like something familiar and thus more likely to be widely accepted. In Charles Zerner’s
(2003) edited volume ‘Culture and the Question of Rights: Forests, Coasts and Seas in
Southeast Asia’, the central concept of ‘translation’ surfaces among in the collection of case
studies to frame the dynamics of these interactive exchange processes across culturally and
politically different social domains.27
Given the political-economic context in which these communities are situated, a strong case
for translation as transformation should be made. Since the meanings of cultural
representations are invariably fashioned, strategically, in contexts of power, recent
translations of these practices as evidence of property, claims to territory and rights,
constitute the latest twist in complicated history of interpretations of customary law, practice,
and ritual.
(Zerner 2003, p. 3)
Particularly, Tsing’s (1993, 1999, 2003, 2005) accounts of encounters between the Meratus
Dayaks of South Kalimantan and government agencies, private sector organisations and
environmental advocacy groups shows how through translation transformations in appearance,
form and substance of ideas, policies and identities take place in the to-and-fro interactions at
the interface. Framing these interactions (indicated by arrows in figure 1.2) as points of
translation, provides the opportunity to examine the way in which the different flows of
information effect how conservation is perceived locally, and similarly how local practices are
perceived by the conservation NGO.
Let me start by addressing the role of the agent. Interactions of the agent are indicated in figure
1.2 by the arrows # 2 and occur between I-LMMA and resource user representatives at the
interface. Agents are thus representatives of a wider conservation or development discourse. ‘It
is through their agency that development [or conservation] institutions who employ them
address themselves, at the end of the mediation chain, to the beneficiaries of development [or
conservation]. They are the ones who are supposed to pass the “technical message” on to the
“target populations” or who are responsible, in a vague and general way, for sensitizing and
building awareness in village communities’ (Olivier de Sardan 2005, p. 167). The role of the
agent in my research is filled by I-LMMA’s staff in their interactions with the communities.
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Zerner reflects on the act of translation as having three ‘related meanings [...]: “to bear or carry from
one place or condition to another”; to “turn into one’s own or another’s language”; and “to change the
substance, form or appearance”’ (Zerner 2003, p. 2). In focusing on mediators’ acts of translation at the
dynamic community-conservationist interface, the last interpretation of translation is particularly relevant.
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Brokers on the other hand are community members that function (or are taken to function) as
representatives of the community or wider social order in meetings at the interface with the
conservation agent. The concept of brokerage in this context is derived from development
anthropology as a term associated with the notion that donor driven development is a form of
rent. In this, receivers of development, whether a country or a community, take on a certain
dependence on (or debt to) the provider of development. ‘The term [...] makes reference to the
social actors implanted in a local arena who serve as intermediaries for draining off of external
resources referred to as development aid’ (Olivier de Sardan 2005, p. 173). Brokers thus
represent the local social recipients of a project and are the interlocutors of support and financial
aid structures. The interactions involving the broker are indicated by arrows #1 in figure 1.2.
Brokers do not operate as objective, unattached and neutral agents of translation, nor do
individuals simply appear in these positions. Brokers constantly negotiate private from public
interests and accordingly may exhibit traits of exploitation of outside resources or dependence
on them (whether for the wider community or for themselves) in their role as intermediaries.
Emerging from the social context of the communities they are a part of, implies that dynamic
power relations and complex social orders affect who arrives in these positions (Mosse and
Lewis 2006; James 2011) and how various constituencies are represented. This research is
devoted to understanding these relations better in order to make sense of how conservation ideas
take form in a community. To do this I use the concept of community factions. Although the
term faction has a strong political connotation to it and has predominantly been applied in the
political sciences, the term as used here refers to dynamic groups of individuals who share some
form of common ground in locally-based norms, opinions and ideas (Davis and Morais 2004). I
see factions to be very subject dependent. They may appear quite visibly as a binding factor
amongst specific people during discussions and meetings but may appear far more subtle in
other contexts. Faction membership in the case study communities was neither necessarily fixed
nor conscious. The degree to which factions appeared and expressed opinion varied along a
spectrum, from passive groups (but definite groups nonetheless) which may be regarded as
inchoate or latent factions, to overtly contesting groups. At the heart of any faction stood a core
set of ideas, often represented or voiced by an individual. Framed in a certain context, like
marine conservation, members of a community find themselves manoeuvring amongst different
faction centres that are positioned specifically in relation to that frame. The arrangement of
factions in a community and the relationship that the brokers have with these factions are key
aspects I seek to expose.
There is one final aspect of mediation roles to be addressed, namely the one indicated in figure
1.2 by arrows #3. This is the mediatory role fulfilled by an individual that operates as I24
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LMMA’s representative within a multi-scale policy framework. While the concept of agent
proves useful in I-LMMA’s engagement with the community at the interface, it appears
insufficient to deal with how actors manoeuvre institutions at higher policy levels. For this I
turn to a concept developed from institutional streams of organisation studies, namely
‘institutional entrepreneurship’. First elaborated by Powel and DiMaggio (1991) in ‘The New
Institutionalism in Organisational Analysis’, the concept has since been refined (Wijen and
Ansari 2007; Leca et al. 2008; Battilana et al. 2009; Mair and Marti 2009). Rosen and Olssen
(2013, p. 195-196) describe it as an individual’s ability to ‘leverage resources to create new
institutions or transform existing ones within particular problem domains’. The term conjures up
an image of an innovative individual who is able to align resources for a specific ‘self’interested28 cause (I deliberately make reference here to the roots in economic rationality of the
concept of entrepreneurship). Typically institutional entrepreneurs are associated with abilities
to identify political opportunities, to frame problem domains, connect otherwise out-of-touch
actor groups, foster alliances and mobilize innovative and applicable resources (Leca et al.
2008; Battilana et al. 2009; Rosen and Olsson 2013). As I will show in the dissertation ILMMA’s country director in fact fills both the role of the agent as well as the institutional
entrepreneur depending on the context and direction of his operations at any specific point in
time.

1.4

Methodology

In taking a strong ethnographic approach as the core methodology, the research aligns itself
with a particular ontological and the epistemological position.29 The research takes its departure
point from a constructivist ontology asserting as does Bryman (2001, p. 16-17), ‘that social
phenomena and their meanings are continually being accomplished by social actors. It implies
that social phenomena and categories are not only produced through social interaction but that
they are in a constant state of revision’. Epistemologically the research fits within an
interpretivist perspective. This ‘is predicated upon the view that a strategy is required that
respects the differences between people and the objects of the natural sciences and therefore

28

By referring here to ‘self’ in inverted commas I mean to infer that it does not necessarily indicate only
the individual’s personal motivations and aspirations, but rather may include that of the institution or
group he or she represents.
29

Ontology refers to the nature of what is being studied, while epistemology refers to the way the object
of study is being studied. Blaikie (2000, p. 8) defines ontology to mean ‘the claims or assumptions that
are made about the nature of social reality, claims about what exists, what it looks like, what units make it
up and how these units interact with each other’. In the same text he refers to epistemology as ‘the claims
or assumptions made about the possible ways of gaining knowledge of social reality, whatever it is
understood to be. In short, claims about how what is assumed to exist can be known’.
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requires the social scientist to grasp the subjective meaning of social action’ (Bryman 2001, p.
12-13).
Documenting what I encountered while accompanying fishers to the outer reef, joining in a
meal in a household, or assisting in constructing a house is laden with my own interpretations as
a foreigner and as a researcher. During the first month of my orientation fieldwork in early 2010
I found myself trying to find links between what I was observing, what people were saying and
‘hunches’ based on theory and case study research that I had read. I would frequently catch
myself forcibly connecting A with B, only to be confused when C came along. Other times I
would be disappointed when connections I thought to have uncovered would be blatantly
discredited by a turn of events or series of unexpected responses. My cognitive frame, or ‘lens’
as Zerner (1994) and Peterson et al. (2008) refer to it, clearly cluttered my vision of what was
really going on and what people were really saying. I was unconsciously pushing through
certain expectations, predictions and hypotheses.
Realising this, and respecting my responsibility towards valid ethnography rather than
manipulation of the field phenomena to support my own ideas, required a reconsideration of my
approach to respondents and my position in the community. Ethnography, as Falzon (2009, p. 1)
elegantly summarizes it, involves ‘an eclectic methodological choice which privileges an
engaged, contextually rich and nuanced type of qualitative social research, in which fine grained
daily interactions constitute the lifeblood of the data produced’. So although framed within the
broad subject area of human and marine environment relations, the direction of my research was
ultimately to be determined by what I encountered in the field as the very context and subject
matter of the study.
Falzon (2009) continues in his introduction to advocate multi-sited ethnography, building on
George E Marcus’s (1995) appeal to study social phenomena that cannot be accounted for by
focusing on a single site. Where ethnography is about a focus on the particular within inclusive
social forms (Gay y Blasco and Wardle 2007 in: Falzon 2009), there has also always been an
impetus amongst ethnographers to contextualize ethnographic knowledge among the larger
whole (Mosse 2005; Cook et al. 2009). Similarly, in the context of Indonesian marine
conservation management, connections between social spaces are increasingly gaining
importance in the wake of regional conservation network movements setting national and
provincial agendas. As such the study of people, connections, associations and relationships
across space becomes equally important as those at a single site (Hine 2007; Falzon 2009). For
this reason a focus on a single case study, although potentially offering more in-depth
understanding of the one context, would over specify the research to a single set of conditions.
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In the context of my research objective, it would limit the opportunities for reflecting upon
broader issues pertaining to participatory marine conservation practice. Conversely, focusing on
more than two case studies risked the integrity of the ethnographic accounts, particularly in
view of the logistical and time limitations that face an individual researcher.

1.4.1

Delineating the analytical terrain

A most basic delineation of the study is grounded in the dual setting of the research at the two
case study sites. Both are remote island communities whose cultures exhibit a high dependency
on local marine resources. The focus on islands as small often detached or isolated social and
geographic spaces is deliberate, not only for its representativeness of the situation characterizing
many rural coastal communities in eastern Indonesia, but also methodologically.
For many natural science disciplines islands have long formed important areas of study for the
analytical distinctiveness they offer. Darwin’s (1861) famous study on finches among the
Galapagos Islands as part of his pursuit of the ‘Origin of Species’, stands emblematic of why
islands are accorded such significance. As relatively autonomous spaces with clearer
boundaries, islands are ‘relatively neat’ study settings, where intrinsic dynamics can be
accentuated and where relations with external forces are easier to distinguish (King 1993). The
social sciences have looked at island cultures in terms of their cultural uniqueness (Spyer 1997,
2000), and more recently in terms of their vulnerability (Farhan and Lim 2011). In his work
with island cultures of Palau, Johannes (1978, 1981, 1984) unveiled the intricate complexities of
human-environment interactions through the culture of islanders, shaped by their island
environment. Restricted access to larger markets and political systems, a long history of high
dependence on the local marine environment and direct exposure to natural shocks, means
island cultures often develop their own management systems to maintain their livelihoods. ‘The
limits of these resources therefore became apparent to them centuries ago’ (Johannes 1984, p.
30). Similarly in his work on traditional management systems in the eastern Kei Islands,
Thorburn (2000) stresses the value of examining marine management practices in island
cultures for their distinctiveness and separateness, as domains where cultures forged unique
systems of living with what resources they have.
This is not to say that islands are ‘stand-alone’ social environments. There are many examples
in the literature that show longstanding social ties closely connecting people living on islands
with those on the mainland (Rutherford 1998), and in the contemporary era that describe
globalising influences drawing island cultures ‘closer’ into mainstream society (Banks 2000;
Lowe 2000; Bunce et al. 2009). It would be wrong to underrate these links; so taking ‘the island
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environment’ as the analytical social space of interest, requires also an acknowledgment of the
various links to external social systems.
Another important delineation results from the geographic focus on eastern Indonesia. As a
consequence of the ethnographic case study approach, some of the findings in the case studies
can be argued to be site specific. Although I accept a certain degree of case specificity, findings
certainly hold important observations for participatory conservation practice in general and
contribute to ongoing academic discussion that is not necessarily limited to a particular
geographical context.
A final analytical aspect of the research is marked by a focus on the interactions that take place
at the interface between the conservation organisation and the resource user. In both case studies
internal project management and decision making related to conservation practice occurs largely
between the community and the Indonesian conservation NGO. The role of state actors in
conservation decision making at local level is in both cases very limited. However, to ignore the
state would be mistaken. It is after all the state that provides the political backdrop through
which development and conservation policy reaches the community, especially since
decentralisation in Indonesia after the collapse of Suharto’s New Order brought the state closer
by granting more autonomy to regional governments (Visser and Adhuri 2010; Gunawan 2012).
The state thus forms an important contextual sphere in this research rather than focal analytical
element, as does the role of the market. Likewise the global conservation system which spawns
many of the conservation ideas propagated by conservation NGOs in their work with the
community, forms an important contextual terrain within which particularly I-LMMA is
embedded. Such contextual forces influence how programs are implemented, interventions are
designed, and rules and regulations are established. The research therefore makes frequent
reference to how actions within the realm of analysis are shaped by or embedded in these
contextual spheres. Particularly in the examination of I-LMMA, attention is drawn to the links
between its practical community interventions and its conservation backdrop.
Figure 1.3 provides a schematic picture of how the research is analytically organized. The figure
shows how both community case studies are involved at separate interfaces with I-LMMA,
underscoring the point that they do not function as comparative case studies in important
respects. It also indicates how the broader conservation policy backdrop extends into the
analytical field, and is linked to the ground level focus through I-LMMA.
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Figure 1.3

Schematic overview of structure of analysis, indicating the positioning of the two
community case studies (Tanimbar Kei and Meos Mangguandi) in relation to the
conservation NGO (I-LMMA), and other relevant analytical domains
Conservation Governance Arena [Padaido Islands]

Meos Mangguandi
Conservation Policy Backdrop

[CTI-CFF & Regional LMMA Network]

I-LMMA

Conservation Governance Interfaces
Tanimbar Kei

Conservation Governance Arena [Kei Islands]
Note:

Negotiation & Encounters between
Agent [I-LMMA country director] & Brokers [Community
reps]

The arrows and shaded plains in this figure correspond with those in figure 1.2 (refer to section 1.3.3
for detailed explanation)

Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2012

1.4.2

Methods

In his frequently cited work ‘Argonauts of the Western Pacific’, Malinowski (1922) makes a
strong case for long term immersed ethnography through participant observation. This has
become an indispensable means to gain understandings of multifaceted complex social
situations ‘fill[ing] out [...] the skeleton of abstract constructions’ (Malinowski 1922, p. 14).
Indeed, it is only through spending time, building relationships and gaining the trust of
individuals that a researcher can begin to understand how issues are perceived by local people
and what kind of forces influence their actions.
However, the methodological toolkit of an ethnographer needs to go beyond the local domain
and participant observation (Glaeser 2005; Madison 2005). In my work in the case study
communities and in my interaction with I-LMMA staff I applied a series of methods, including
interviews, surveys, mapping activities, use of key informants, and collection of secondary data,
policy documentation and archival material. In interacting with people and documenting their
experiences, engagements with agencies and involvement in sensitive conflicts, a researcher has
the ethical responsibility towards his respondents to protect them from any potential negative
consequences resulting from their exposure in the research. Before any data collection activity,
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respondents were asked for permission to use what information they provided for the research.
For the sake of confidentiality, I use pseudonyms for respondents, except where the actual
identity of the subject was important for the context of the argument and where specific
permission was granted to quote them by name. Prior to starting fieldwork, the research project
was approved with ethics clearance from the Murdoch University Human Research Ethics Sub‐
Committee (ethics clearance project number 2009/161).
In preparation for the main period of data collection an orientation field tour was carried out in
April of 2010. Aside from using this period to improve my Indonesian language skills to an
essential advanced fluency level, during this tour several potential field sites were visited and
initial exploratory interviews were carried out. Once the two case study sites were selected, I
returned briefly to Murdoch University, in Perth, Western Australia, for the final preparations.
The fieldwork commenced in August 2010 after the necessary research visas were obtained. It
was organized in two main parts, so that relatively equal amounts of time could be spent in each
case study site. In the end five and half months were spent in the community of Tanimbar Kei,
and a further four and half months in Meos Mangguandi. During the respective fieldwork
periods in each site, other communities in the area were also visited. In some cases significant
time was spent in these other particular villages either to gain a comparative view on the kinds
of things I was finding in my main study site or to investigate specific cases of interest related to
my research. In the Kei Islands for example, I frequently visited the villages of Ohioren and
Ohoira, located on the mainland of Kei Kecil. The data from these two villages form the basis
for discussion on conflict management by I-LMMA in chapter 5.30 In addition to the time spent
in the communities, a further two months were spent collecting data from government
departments and conservation NGOs.31
It was difficult to predict exactly what path the research would take, and so my data collection
strategy was organized to allow for a flexible development of the study. In the spirit of only
ever getting one shot at a ‘good first impression’, I requested almost on arrival to be allowed to
publicly introduce myself and describe the purpose of the research project.32 In Tanimbar Kei I
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Refer to appendix 1.2 for an overview of data collection activities carried out in these extra sites.

31

These two months of secondary source data collection were not continuous, but rather spread over the
year. Data was obtained in various locations depending on where the institution in question (government
department or NGO) was located (for the Tanimbar Kei case study; the district government in Langgur, in
the Kei islands; for Meos Mangguandi case study; the district government and I-LMMA office in Biak
city, in Biak; and for information on Indonesia-wide conservation NGOs in Denpasar, in Bali).
32

Before travelling to the village formal access was granted by way of a letter issued by the provincial
government, which I was required to hand over to the village head as the standard procedure for formal
introduction to the local community through its village government.
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was lucky enough to be invited to partake in a traditional ceremony the day after my arrival.
Since it involved most of the village, the opportunity was used to introduce myself to the adat
council and the wider community. In Meos Mangguandi I introduced myself after a Sunday
sermon and explained my research intentions to the church goers. In both cases this proved
effective as an initial introduction. Although I would spend the first weeks in each community
repeatedly explaining my intentions, the initial public introduction effectively opened people up
to later conversation.
During the first week or so I deliberately refrained from organizing any form of formal data
collection. It was my intention to simply familiarise myself with local life and let people warm
to the idea of having a foreigner live with them. It proved particularly effective to begin
conversations with children before later engaging with their parents. The curiosity that comes
with childhood proved a great means to break down barriers to the more apprehensive
community members.
The actual data collection started in the first phase, which included a series of focus group
discussions (FGDs),33 mapping activities, and a generic household census that included all
households. The census gave me a chance not only to obtain a broad idea of what households
were like, but also was a way to introduce myself face to face. In a small community like
Tanimbar Kei or Meos Mangguandi, meeting the community literally means shaking everyone’s
hand at least once. By the end of the initial household survey I had GPS data and very basic
demographic information for each household. This could later be cross referenced with the
national census data. Mapping activities were also a good way to acquaint with local conditions.
I carried out group mapping activities with fishers to identify important marine environments
and fishing grounds, and with traditional elders to identify customary (adat) tenure systems and
specific sites of cultural importance and sacred status, and with the community conservation
team to identify their conservation target areas.
The first series of FGDs were organized in this period also and functioned as exploratory
discussion sessions to identify key matters of interest and conflict in the communities. In each
site four exploratory FGDs were organized. In Tanimbar Kei these involved one with the
conservation team, one with fishers from the hamlet of Mun,34 one with village elders, and one
with village youth. These focus group discussions were invaluable in getting a first glimpse of
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Refer to appendix 1.2 for details regarding with whom FGDs were carried out in each case study site.

34

Mun is a small Muslim enclave located at a small distance from the main village of Tanimbar Kei.
Refer to chapter 2 for further details.
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local interpersonal relations. What was said by whom and how was all very informative in
gaining a first insight into people’s social position. Later on I would frequently return to my
notes of people’s responses in these first discussions to test, frame and affirm certain ideas that
were developing.
Following the first phase of community data collection, I commenced structured and open
interviews. All interviews were carried out in Indonesian or in the local dialect depending on the
respondent (see below on the role of translators in the latter case of local languages). In each
case study site I carried out 40 structured interviews with households, which involved a
stratified random sampling method35 to ensure representativeness of the community. These
interviews followed a pre-designed questionnaire which was aimed at gaining comparative
household information about relationships between local social capital, community organisation
and human environment relations.36 Typically these were carried out by two ‘research
assistants’ I recruited from the village37 and myself. The conversation would take place mainly
between my research assistants and the respondent household. I would take a backstage position
during the interview and take notes. Only occasionally would I interrupt to ask for a
clarification or elaboration on a response. If the respondent agreed, these interviews were
recorded for later transcriptions.
Although these structured interviews produced useful interview data, most of the data upon
which the thesis relies resulted from open interviews and informal and spontaneous
conversations.38 These could last anywhere from fifteen minutes to an hour. They took place on
ferry boats, during tea in someone’s house or while maintaining fishing nets. In some cases they
were focused on a particular subject and other times quite general. For some I would pre-plan a
series of guiding questions and in other cases discussion would simply spur off something
someone said. It is fair to say then that most of what I refer here to as open interviews, were in

35

All households in the village were stratified by hamlets, with the household sample (40 HHs)
proportionally distributed across those geographical subvillage units, and randomly selected from the
village map. This was part of a wider comparative Australia Research Council (ARC) funded project
entitled ‘Social Capital, Natural Resources and Local Governance in Indonesia’, to which this research
contributed.
36

The quantitative data collected through these questionnaires will be used for comparative purposes in
the overarching ARC funded research project, while the qualitative data from these interviews features
largely in this dissertation.
37

Refer to section 1.4.3 for more information on research assistance.

38

These conversations were all in Bahasa Indonesia, sometimes in presence of one of the research
assistants but more often without them. In cases where particular local terms needed translation or matters
of discussion needed clarification, I would refer later to key informants to translate and verify aspects of
the conversation.
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fact more like ‘informative conversations’. It was during these conversations that most of the
sensitive information was gathered and more subtle insights revealed. In most cases I could not
take notes nor record these, so I would often write notes later that day.
The final phase of community data collection involved another series of focus group
discussions. Depending on the kinds of issues I was finding in the village, I used these
conclusive FGDs to confirm certain ideas. Where possible roughly the same groups were
assembled as in the orientation FGDs, with several additional villagers invited to join in who I
felt could contribute.
Throughout data collection in each village there were several individuals from the community
who became key informants. I regularly consulted them for clarification on matters that
confused me. They proved indispensable in filling gaps in information, and particularly in the
final stage of the community data collection, I would often bounce my ideas off them to gauge
whether these made any sense, or needed refining or reconsideration.39
In trying to order and maintain a logical structure in the data, I made a point of regularly
reserving time to organize the raw data and to reflect on it. Maintaining a daily diary also
proved effective in creating a timeline, which I later used to place certain events or responses in
context and sequence. This ongoing data organizing proved valuable once I returned from the
field and commenced the complex process of data analysis. Table 1.1 provides an overview of
the various forms of data I collected.40 The table also indicates archival material that was used.
For a period of six months after my fieldwork in 2011, I was able to work in the Netherlands,41
where I had the opportunity to use the archives of the Royal Netherlands Institute of Southeast
Asian and Caribbean Studies (Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal-, Land en Volkenkunde, KITLV)
in Leiden.
Although data analysis partially took place in the process of data collection in the field, with
regular reflection on findings influencing proceeding data collection stages, most of the detailed
analysis was carried out on return from the field. Transcribing interviews, and ordering,
labelling and connecting sources of information around certain themes formed the most
important and time consuming data processing stages. A particularly important step was the
39

Refer to appendix 1.1 for profiles of important key informants.

40

Refer to appendix 1.2 for a more detailed overview of the data collected at each study site.

41

This period in the Netherlands was made possible through a scholarship granted by the Australia
Netherlands Research Collaboration (ANRC) fund, in order to facilitate cross institutional exchange
between South East Asia scholars affiliated to an academic institution in the Netherlands or Australia.
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translation of specific transcriptions that would be used in thesis. In order to prevent losing
certain connotations and meanings hidden in particular respondents’ accounts, which would be
otherwise lost by a translator who was not present at the interview, I translated transcriptions
and cross checked these translations with my native speaking colleagues. The use of qualitative
data organisation programs like NVivo that allow for filing and linking of multiple types of data
sources, including audio and video files, scanned archival material, pictures, and reports made
processing of the large bulk of data manageable. To produce the maps presented in the
dissertation, and to present the field data on these maps, mapping programs in combination with
digital drawing programs were used to process the GPS information and other data from the
field.
While the PhD research project had an independent direction and objective, it also contributed
to a wider collaborative Australia Research Council funded research project entitled ‘Social
Capital, Natural Resources and Local Governance in Indonesia’ (Project No.: ARCDP0880961). This project investigated Indonesia’s post New Order national village
development program (National Program for Community Empowerment or Program Nasional
Pemberdayaan Masyarakat; PNPM) through casestudies of rural communities across Indonesia.
It included a team of PhD and senior researchers from Murdoch University, University of
Western Australia (UWA), Australian National University (ANU) and Flinders University. The
project has a particular focus on the foundational social capital strategy to development as
delivered by the World Bank (WB), as the program’s main technical and financial support
institution. PNPM’s impacts on community participation, local resource governance and the
environmental sustainability formed the research project’s central areas of study. A major joint
data collection exercise was the questionnaire carried out among 40 households in each study
site. Data from this questionnaire facilitated a quantitative analysis across all case study sites.
The project is ongoing and expects to draw to a conclusion by early 2014.
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Table 1.1

Site
I

Overview of data collection methods, indicating sources per case study site
No.

Codes

Date

Information

Methodological Notes

Aug-10

Principle researcher with 1 local research assist.

Aug-10

GPS village household
map
Resource distribution

Feb-11
Feb-11

GPS village HH map
Resource distribution

Principle researcher with 1 local research assist.
FGD using existing resource maps

May-11

GPS village HH map

Principle researcher with 1 local research assist.

May-11

LMMA’s mediating
position

In collaboration with I-LMMA director

Mapping

Tanimbar Kei
Village Mapping

Resource Mapping
Meos Mangguandi
Village Mapping
Resource Mapping
Other Sites*
Village Mapping
I-LMMA & Conservation Arena
Network mapping

II

Focus Group Discussions

Tanimbar Kei

8

FGD-TK-#

Meos Mangguandi
Other Sites*

7
2

FGD-TK-#
FGD-TK-#

III

TOTAL FGDs

17

Sep-10 – Jan-11

Case & context dependent
sources
Mar-11 – May-11 As above
Jan-11 & May-11 As above

FGD using existing resource maps

2 FGD per target group: (i) initial prob.
orientation, & (ii) final data verify
As above
As above

Household (HH) Census Surveys

Tanimbar Kei
Prelim HH survey
Catch Per Unit Effort
Meos Mangguandi
Prelim HH survey
Catch Per Unit Effort
Other Sites*
Prelim HH survey (Auki Isl.)

IV

All HHs
All HHs

Aug-10
Dec-10

HH profiles & distribution
Resources & livelihoods

Research orientation & introduction
In collaboration with I-LMMA

All HHs
All HHs

Feb-11
Mar-11

HH profiles & distribution
Resources & livelihoods

Research orientation & introduction
In collaboration with I-LMMA

All HHs

May-11

HH profiles & distribution

Research orientation & introduction

Structured Interviews – Questionnaire

Tanimbar Kei
Ohoi Ratan

Ohoi Tenan
Ohoi Mun
Meos Mangguandi
Supraima
Meos Mangguandi

TOTAL INTERVIEWS

V

14

DSTKrt#

Oct-10 – Dec-10

19
9

DSTKtn#
DSTKmu#

Oct-10 – Dec-10
Oct-10 – Dec-10

27
15

DSMMsp# Feb-11 – Aprl-11 As above
DSMMmm# Feb-11 – Aprl-11 As above

As above
As above

22

TKrt-#

Aug-10 – Jan-11

Principle researcher & local assistant, 15min-1hr

22
11

TKtn-#
TKmu-#

Aug-10 – Jan-11
Aug-10 – Jan-11

24
20

MMsp-#
MMmm-#

Feb-11 – May-11 As above
Feb-11 – May-11 As above

11
8

Ohren-#
Auki-#

12

LMMA-#

84

HH profiles; Social capital, Principle researcher and 2 local research
Gov. policy & Dev. aid
assistants, 1-2 hrs
As above
As above
As above
As above

Open Interviews

Tanimbar Kei
Ohoi Ratan

Ohoi Tenan
Ohoi Mun
Meos Mangguandi
Supraima
Meos Mangguandi
Other Sites*
Ohoiren & Ohoira (Kei Isl.)
Auki (Padaido Isl.)
I-LMMA & Conservation Arena
TOTAL INTERVIEWS

VI

Key Informants

130

Jan-11
May-11

Freq. informal interact with principle researcher

Meos Mangguandi
Other Sites*
I-LMMA & Conservation Arena

5
2
3

Feb-11 – May-11
KI-MM-#
KI-‘Site’-# Jan-11 & May-11
KI-LMMA-# Aug-10 – Jan-11

Participant Observations

VIII

Secondary Data

All Sites

Data & Reports (NGO & Gov)
Archival Publications
Relevant Literature

As above
As above

Aug-10 – Jan-11

KI-TK-#

VII

As above
As above

As above

5

15

Conflict cases
Destructive fishing & ILMMA

As above
As above

Aug-10 – May-11 I-LMMA’s mediation

Tanimbar Kei

TOTAL KEY INFORMANTS

Ethnography of site &
conservation
As above
As above

Case & context dependent
sources
As above
As above
As above

As above
As above
As above

Aug-10 – May-11 Village & conservation
ethnography

Informal interaction & participation

Aug-10 – May-11 Stats, policy & regulation
Jul-11 – Nov-11 Historical accounts, maps
Throughout
Conceptual framework

National-village reports & data; GIS
KITLV Leiden & Amsterdam
Anthropological accounts; Theory

Note: * ‘Other Sites’ refer to the case study sites that do not feature as one of the two central case study communities.
These study sites, namely Ohoiren and Ohoira, inform the thesis through the conflict cases described in chapter 5.
Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2012
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1.4.3

The limitations of method and limits of fieldwork

Doing fieldwork on sensitive environmental and livelihood issues is a very delicate and difficult
task to do well. Ethnographers particularly have to operate within, and become part of, a
complex, initially unfamiliar social environment. With that the researcher is prone to all sorts of
limitations.
From the very beginning I was wary of being associated too strongly with what villagers saw as
the ‘European foreigner’. Although to a great extent this was an impossible association to
entirely escape, being aware of it meant I actively avoided entering the village in company of
other foreigners or external agencies. In Tanimbar Kei village, for example, the previous
comprehensive anthropological work by Cecile Barraud (Barraud 1979) was a constant
comparison people made with my work. Barraud lived in the village for several years in the
1970s and 1980s, and being only the second foreigner after her to have stayed in the village for
an extended period of time, such comparisons were inevitable. Villagers in both Tanimbar Kei
and Meos Mangguandi had also frequently encountered outsiders who travelled through these
villages in search of antique cultural artefacts.42 They would often be referred to as pencuri
budaya (thieves of culture). One of my survey questions involved asking whether the household
had any traditional artefacts (as part of a proxy measure for local wealth). Insufficiently aware
of the sensitivity of this subject matter, peoples’ response to this question was unexpected. It
took repeated explanation throughout the research that I was uninterested in buying any
artefacts and was by no means there for that reason.
Peoples’ preconception of a foreigner was not the only association I was countering. Living in a
certain household43 and building friendships with certain people has unavoidable social
implications. One is quite rapidly associated with specific social circles in the village. Although
one has to accept to a certain extent that this is inevitable, I deliberately invested in social
relations with people from different circles. In fact being an outsider in a village does give one
the advantage of starting without strong associations with local social and political circles. I
made a concerted effort to avoid any fixed associations with particular factions or other social
42

This is not unique to Meos Mangguandi and Tanimbar Kei. Throughout the Indonesian archipelago
remote indigenous communities are prime targets for artefact collectors. Sometimes these collectors may
be associated with a museum but more often operate as middlemen in the lucrative antique artefact trade.
43

In Tanimbar Kei it is customary for outside visitors to stay (at least initially) in the house of Korbib (the
household with the responsibility as ‘village-gatekeeper’; refer to section 2.6.2 for further details). I lived
in three different houses during different stages of my research in Tanimbar Kei: Korbib (the village
secretary’s house), their neighbour’s household, and in the household of close kin of the Korbib house. In
Meos Mangguandi, after agreeing to do so in discussion with village leaders, I stayed in the household of
an elderly widow throughout my time there.
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groupings by engaging with people from various sections of the community, whether they were
youth or elder, rich or poor, civil servant or fisher et cetera.
Being so deeply immersed in a social setting that will form the basis of your research data, there
is an inevitable tension between the objectivity and engagement implied by participant
observation in ethnography. Due to the subject of my research it was natural for community
members in both case study sites to associate me with I-LMMA, as a consultant or
representative. In every interview, discussion or meeting I would restate my position as an
independent researcher in relation to I-LMMA. I would refrain as much as possible from
accepting advisory roles that would be offered to me in meetings or discussions. Also I would
always try to enter the village (whether at the beginning or when returning from a visit to the
urban centre) without the company of I-LMMA staff. At the same time, doing ethnographic
research should be based on some form of reciprocal exchange. In trying to contribute to village
life in ways that would not affect my position too much or interfere with the subject matter of
my research, I gladly accepted the request to help the primary school by providing children with
weekly English classes.
Although my Indonesian was sufficient to carry out the interviews myself, the intimidation
factor of a six-foot-seven stranger asking question after question would most certainly inhibit
respondents. For that reason and because local nuances and dialect were completely unfamiliar
to me, I recruited two research assistants from the village. I deliberately tried to recruit both a
male and female assistant in order to somewhat mitigate gender barriers. In both cases these
individuals had little to no experience in research beyond the rapid rural appraisal surveys of
government and NGO projects in which they assisted from time to time. Their involvement
required a crash course in research methods, where I put the emphasis on avoiding leading
forms of questioning or probing for answers they felt I wanted to hear from respondents. We
would regularly have reflective meetings amongst the three of us after a day’s interviewing, to
review what went well and what could be improved.
Neither use of a voice recorder or taking pictures of people was as much a hindrance as I had
anticipated. During formal interviews people rarely refused the use of a recorder. It is difficult
however to determine accurately to what extent it affected peoples’ responses. Although
sometimes respondents appeared unaffected by the recorder, in some cases they would tone
down their opinions during interviews in comparison to discussions before and after the
recorder was turned on. In other cases people clearly used the recorder as a means to voice their
opinions on controversial matters even more strongly than usual. For many of the open
unstructured interviews where often sensitive and confidential material surfaced I would refrain
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from recording, as it would undoubtedly affect the natural flow of the conversation and possibly
make the respondent uncomfortable. Regardless of the situation, before using any form of
information ‘capture’, whether by recorder or camera, I would ask permission.
Another always critical matter in carrying out interviews or living in a village is the issue of
payment. In other past research sites I have worked in, respondents would often be paid for an
interview. This had strongly commodified research. Researchers would be swamped with
requests to be interviewed, only to be delivered with the same standard set of responses each
time. In both my case studies I was fortunate that this was not the case. Instead I offered a
memento for their contributions in the form of a family portrait photograph. After completing
all interviews I would have them all printed and returned to the respondents. Next to this I
would often provide food and drinks during each formal interview. In both case study sites, a
monetary exchange was often associated with impersonal business relations. Many people I
worked or lived with would even refuse payments with the reasoning that the relationship we
shared was not one of businessmen but rather of friends. Instead of paying regular rent in the
household where I stayed for example, I would pay for all food supplies, fuel and transport
costs, provide the household with necessities from the city whenever I returned from there or
provide financial support to cover certain costs they incurred.44 Only for the formal research
support did I pay the two assistants, since this was seen as a job.
As a final comment on my fieldwork it is worth noting that in a place as remote as my case
study sites, maintaining communication with the outside world, let alone charging a laptop or
voice recorder are by no means a given. With no telephone connection or radio contact, and
where the five hour boat ride to the mainland is completely dependent on weather conditions, it
is fair to say that one is rather isolated. Only 2 hours of generator powered electricity per day (if
there was sufficient fuel on the island) gave me a window to charge laptops and other
equipment. Moreover, with such infertile soils on the island fruits and vegetables do not make
up part a substantial part of the local diet. In order to recharge my vitamin stocks, fill up on
supplies, maintain contact with home and indulge in the simple luxuries of running water I
would return to the respective urban centre every two to three weeks for a few days at a time.
These short stints away from the village also proved an important opportunity to reflect on
findings thus far and determine what information still needed collecting.

44

Aside from stressing the social rather than economic aspect of the relationship, in-kind contributions of
this nature were intended to benefit the household as a whole.
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1.4.4

Structure of the dissertation

The dissertation is composed around two main parts which present the main ethnographic
material to support the argument. Part I (chapters 2 and 3) of the dissertation engages with the
perspectives of resource users on the conservation collaboration. The focus in this part is
primarily on the transactions at the interface within each community, and how the conservation
intervention is responded to and ‘moulded to suit’ by resource users. I address here dynamics of
mediation into the community, and how factional arrangements shape collaborations and vice
versa.
Part II (chapters 4 and 5) approaches the community-NGO collaboration interface from the
perspective of I-LMMA, as the conservation NGO. Here I am interested in how I-LMMA,
through its key representatives, operates along a functional path within a multi-scale
conservation framework. This includes an examination of I-LMMA’s function at scales ranging
from national and regional level policy design to local implementation. The final concluding
sixth chapter reflects upon both perspectives and draws conclusions based on the analysis of the
ethnographic material. Figure 1.4 provides a schematic overview of the dissertation structure
and is explained in more detail below.
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Figure 1.4

Structure of the dissertation
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CONSERVATIONIST PERSPECTIVE

P

CONSERVATIONIST PERSPECTIVES – Positioned between policy & practice
5 - Examination of horizontal associations within local socio-political
environment.

R

Chapters 4 & 5

A

Negotiating ideas of sustainable marine resource management

I-LMMA

T

Examining institutional positioning and
mediating capacity in delivery of conservation.

II

4 - Examination of vertical
associations within the wider conservation policy environment

RESOURCE USER PERSPECTIVE

COMMUNITY PERSPECTIVES - Brokering conservation to resource users

P

Responses of local resource user-groups to conservation intervention
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2 - Tanimbar Kei

Examining a faction
arrangement in-depth

T

Examining dynamics of faction
arrangements over time.
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3 - Meos Mangguandi

Chapters 2 & 3

I

SITUATING THE RESEARCH - Conceptual framework & methodology
Theoretical underpinnings and methodological reflections on the research approach

INTRO

Chapter 1

Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2012

Chapter 1 introduces the research study and lays the foundation for the dissertation’s line of
argument. It situates the research both conceptually and methodologically amongst relevant
academic discussions. Concepts from established human-environment related studies in both
agency-oriented and institutionally-oriented disciplines form the conceptual framework of the
dissertation. In delineating the research, important methodological considerations of fieldwork
data collection are addressed.
Chapter 2 introduces the Tanimbar Kei case study as the first of the two detailed ethnographic
accounts. The case study provides an in-depth look at the dynamics of information flow and
exertion of influence along factional divides in the community. It makes a case for the role of
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brokers and their relationship to local societal groups as decisive channels of information flow
that in turn affect how people respond to the I-LMMA in-community conservation program.
The relatively recent involvement of I-LMMA in Tanimbar Kei provides a good opportunity to
examine how a community-based conservation program takes shape and in the process becomes
associated with different values by different contesting groups within a community. The case
study moreover shows how the involvement of an external agency like I-LMMA can be used
internally to reinforce existing societal divisions.
Chapter 3 presents the second ethnography through a case study of Meos Mangguandi. Since ILMMA has had a longer history of collaboration with the Meos Mangguandi community, the
case study functions to inform the research of the dynamics of collaboration over time. The comanagement arrangement with I-LMMA is again examined through the roles of community
brokers and of corresponding factional arrangements, now with a focus on shifts that occurred
over a period of more than a decade of collaboration. Attention is drawn to the dynamic
interplay between actors and societal structures, with specific attention to the impacts of
external intervention. The chapter argues that key individuals can play a decisive role in how
conservation comes to be valued among a larger constituency and that external intervention can
in fact over time further institutionalise and in some cases formalize certain divides.
Chapter 4 introduces Part II where the perspective of I-LMMA is taken as a focal point of
analysis. This chapter deals primarily with I-LMMA’s engagement with higher level policy and
support systems. After first contextualizing I-LMMA within the regional and national marine
conservation policy framework, its engagement with particular networks and actors is then
examined more closely. It reveals I-LMMA’s dependency on the links and networks of its
country director. The particular entrepreneurial skills he exhibits in mobilizing resources are
effective in allowing immediate functioning of the program but also leaves the program
vulnerable in its singular dependency upon this individual.
Chapter 5 moves the research back towards ground-level interactions between I-LMMA and
resource user communities. Now the focus of analysis is on the transactions between the
external conservationist and local brokers, this time approaching the collaboration from ILMMA’s perspective. Having addressed in the preceding chapter its links and accountabilities
to larger policy structures, and particularly having underscored the role of the country director,
I-LMMA’s mediation role at ground level is examined here. Three conflict cases are presented
to illustrate the different ways in which I-LMMA negotiates conflicting situations. They show
for example how I-LMMA incorporates specific mechanisms in its conservation program design
to enable conflict resolution, with varying degrees of success. They show also how relationships
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along horizontal as well as vertical axes are utilized to mobilize resources and access
information in resource conflict negotiations.
Chapter 6 reflects upon the two perspectives on these resource management collaborations, and
brings together the findings from the empirical chapters in Part I and II. The chapter covers
three main areas of interest. Firstly, the implications of the contests in values and meanings of
conservation that arise locally are considered further. Of particular interest here is how local
values and meanings of conservation held by island communities differ from those of the
conservationist group. Secondly, it addresses the dynamic interplay between conservation
mediators as individuals, and local institutions as structures in the program’s implementation
and ongoing management of the islands’ marine resources. Thirdly, attention is given to the
implications of how small-scale ground level activities are linked to multi-scaled conservation
frameworks. Specifically here I-LMMA’s functioning and its position amongst other
conservation organisations is reflected upon further.
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Chapter Two
Tanimbar Kei
2.1

Introduction

In this chapter the competing perceptions on conservation within the Tanimbar Kei community
are explored.45 In examining the intricacies of Tanimbar Kei society and its traditional value
systems the case study shows how local perceptions are deeply embedded in relations that
people share with each other. Attention is given to the recent history of human-environment
related events that contextualize the way people currently perceive issues of natural resource
management and governance. Competing groups in the community which I refer to as factions,
are identified as a means to examine how the ideas and concepts of marine conservation are
negotiated in the community. Furthermore, the roles of three key individuals from the
community who act as brokers between I-LMMA and the community are examined closely.
This is done by positioning them in relation to the competing factions to see how information on
conservation is channelled into and interpreted by the community as a whole. Ultimately, the
relationships that these brokers maintain, and their place within social structures, can inform
why resistance towards conservation emerges amongst some groups and support amongst
others. In considering the findings in Tanimbar Kei, conservation interventions are largely
accepted or resisted on the basis of the local social and political relationships people have rather
than on moral or technical justifications for doing conservation.

2.2

The Kei Islands

Had I been blind, I could have been certain that these islanders were not Malays. The loud,
rapid, eager tones, the incessant motion, the intense vital activity manifested in speech and
action, are the very antipodes of the quiet, unimpulsive, unanimated Malay. These Kai men
came up singing and shouting, dipping their paddles deep in the water and throwing up
clouds of spray; as they approached nearer they stood up in their canoes and increased their
noise and gesticulations; and on coming alongside, without asking leave and without a
moment’s hesitation, the greater part of them scrambled op on our deck just as if they were
come to take possession of the captured vessel. Then commenced a scene of indescribable
confusion. These forty black, naked, mop-headed savages seemed intoxicated with joy and
excitement. Not one of them could remain still for a moment.
Alfred Russel Wallace, January 1857 (Wallace 2000 [1869], p. 316)

45

As indicated in figure 1.4, chapter 2 presents the perspectives of resource users on conservation and
marine resource management programs.
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In the early hours of the 31st of December 1856 Alfred Russel Wallace first caught sight of the
northern tip of the rugged island of Kei Besar. The intense first encounter with the Keiese
astonished both Wallace and the Malay crew of the merchant ship he boarded two months
earlier. Wallace never made it beyond a few landings on the northern tip of Kei Besar before he
moved on to the Aru islands and then further east up the Papuan coast, but his rich description
of the people clearly exhibits a sense of captivating bewilderment, even for a biologist. Today
Kei represents one of the few remaining Indonesian archipelagos where strong remnants of
traditional customs and governance structures still make up part of everyday life (Rahail 2000;
Thorburn 2000, 2001; Laksono 2002; Adhuri 2004; Thorburn 2008).
The Kei islands46 are first mentioned in European archives dating two centuries earlier, in 1622,
when the Dutch East India Company (Verenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie, VOC) signed a
trade agreement to include the Kei islands in their trading territory (Jong 2001; Adhuri 2006).
Apart from occasional visits however, interest in the Kei islands for trade was never high, with
little potential to cultivate the highly sought-after cloves and nutmeg on the infertile, largely
impenetrable limestone islands (Thorburn 2000, 2008). With the collapse of the VOC in 1796,
its territory including the Maluku islands fell under Dutch East Indies administration. Foreign
rule in Kei remained weak however. It was only in 1870 that the colonial administration really
set a foundation for government with their new ‘Ethical Policy’ that urged a higher engagement
with local societies in an attempt to ‘guide and assist native populations to a higher level of
civilisation’ (Thorburn 2008, p. 123). This marks one of many transitions at the hands of
foreigners that have taken place in the societies of Kei: transitions that would be both welcomed
and resisted amongst different islander groups and that would help establish what are now
labelled as traditional value systems. Today, the Kei islands are frequently cited for the
persistence of strong adat structures (Renwarin 1981; Evans et al. 1997; Ruttan 1998; Laksono
2000; Rahail 2000; Thorburn 2000; Antunes 2005; Henley and Davidson 2008; Kaartinen 2009;
Satria and Adhuri 2010). The maintenance of traditional law amongst Keiese island
communities has become both a source of vigorous pride and contestation in the face of
modernisation. It is amongst these islands that I examine one island community located on the
outer peripheries of the archipelago – a community that still intimately identifies itself with the
traditional roots of its society but that has also accepted the involvement of a marine
conservation NGO, I-LMMA. I talk here of the island community of Tanimbar Kei. Map 2.1
locates Tanimbar Kei in relation to the Kei Islands and the state archipelago of Indonesia.

46

The Kei Islands are known in the local Kei language as the Evav islands. Believed to be deduced from
the Kei words ai meaning wood and wav meaning pig, referring to the abundant stock of wild pigs and
particularly the renowned quality of iron wood from the islands’ forests (Geurtjens 1921).
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Map 2.1

Map of Tanimbar Kei Island, in relation to Indonesia and the Kei Islands
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Before focusing on Tanimbar Kei, it is important to sketch the historical development of
traditional rule (adat) that forms the context of contemporary Kei island politics. Three distinct
social strata can be distinguished, namely mel-mel (descendants of migrants, considered nobles),
ren-ren (descendants of the autochonous inhabitants of the Kei islands), and iri-iri (descendants
of prisoners of tribal wars, considered slaves).47 Legend has it that the original inhabitants of the
Kei islands48 rose from the soils and plants of Kei and inhabited the islands in what is described
as lawless societies, largely cut-off from the outside world (Laksono 1996, 2002; Adhuri 2006).
These would later be titled the lords of the land, or tuan tan, and form the roots of the ren-ren
social order. Bellwood’s (1985) extensive historical account of early migrations across the
Australasian region also refers to these times as lawless, but suggests the first inhabitants of Kei
to be migrants from the Asian mainland who settled in small settlements in the protective
interiors of the islands around 2500 BC.49
The period from the 14th through to the 16th century saw the expansion of Javanese trading
empires across the Malay Archipelago. Immigrants arriving on Kei during these periods are
believed to have been mainly refugees from competing kingdoms like Bali, Sumba, and Java
(Thorburn 2008). These outsiders were regarded as superior by the native inhabitants and titled
as nobles (mel-mel). Although the autochonous inhabitants (ren-ren), remained custodians of
land and sea territory as lords of the land, the migrant nobles came to occupy positions of rule
over disputes and social disorder, to become ‘stranger kings’50 (Adhuri 2006). These stranger
kings are believed to have brought law and order to the Kei islands under the laws of Larvur
Ngabal, a set of principles that still today form the foundation of Kei’s traditional rule. The
origins of Larvur Ngabal are described in the folk tale of two divine humans from Bali, Kasdew
and Jangra. When they came and settled in Kei, each established their domains; one covering
Kei Kecil and its surrounding islands (pata siwa), and the other covering Kei Besar (pata
lima).51 Jangra’s son set out to establish law and order with elders at a grand meeting. The
47

In Tanimbar Kei all those belonging to the original kin groups of Tanimbar Kei society are considered
nobles.
48

Kei Islands are known traditionally as the Evav islands.

49

Raids from other island societies and from tribes on the Papuan mainland were common in these times,
which led the first settlers to look for the sheltered interior of the islands to establish their enclaves
(Thorburn 2000).
50

The concept of stranger kings is common in societies across Indonesia. Roots of adat establishment in
indigenous ethnic societies in Sumatra, Sulawesi and Maluku often involve prominent influence from
these foreign figures. David Henley (2004, p. 87) defines the concept of a stranger king as ‘paramount
chiefs of alien origin or descent who, like their European successors, owed their positions partly to their
aloofness from local rivalries and their ability to provide relatively impartial conflict resolution’.
51

Pata literally means ‘part’ and originates from the Sanskrit word patha. Siwa and lima mean nine and
five. Pata siwa and pata lima, refer to the respective territories that made up each domain. In Tanimbar
Kei, villagers refer to these areas in the local language as lor fit and lor lim.
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meeting saw the founding of Hukum Larvur (law of the red blood; referring to the blood of a
sacrificed animal killed at the meeting). Meanwhile Kasdew did the same in his domain and
established the law of Hukum Ngabal (law of the Balinese lance; nga meaning lance and bal
meaning Bali, referring to the lance that was used to kill the whale or serpent-like creature as a
token of Ngabal’s initiation) (Rahail 2000; Adhuri 2006). In the decades to follow frequent wars
raged over these domains, as each attempted to impose dominance of one law system over the
other, until eventually both leaders came together to form a truce. Following the truce, the law
systems were combined into what is still referred to by Kei islanders as Hukum Larvur Ngabal.
As presented in table 2.1 Larvur Ngabal is made up of seven principles which all Keiese must
adhere to. The first four refer to guiding principles of general conduct (Hukum Nev Nev), the
fifth and sixth refer to gender and marriage matters (Hukum Hamilit), and the last refers to the
need to respect right of ownership of land and property (Hukum Balwirin).
Table 2.1

The principles of Hukum Larvur Ngabal

Hukum Nev Nev
(principles of general conduct)

Uud entauk

Reference to the head of the human
body, indicating the absolute need to
(Our head rests on the nape of our neck)
respect and glorify the leader.
Lelad ain fo mahiling

Respect life.

(Our neck is respected/glorified)

Uil nit enwil rumud
(The skin made of soil covers our body)

Lar nakmot na rumud
(Blood is contained in our body)

Hukum Hamilit

Do not talk of other’s misbehaviours
behind their back.
Reference to the shedding of blood,
indicating not to harm/attack others.

Rek for kilmutun

Reference to purity in marriage,
indicating that marriage should only
(principles of marriage & women) (Marriage should be conducted properly
take place between people from same
as it can be kept in its purity)
social caste.
(mel marries mel, and ren marries ren)

Morjain fo mahilin
(The woman’s place is respected/
glorified)

Hukum Balwirin
(principles of ownership of
material goods)

Hira ini fo ini, it did fo it did
(Theirs is theirs, ours is ours)

Inter-social order sexual relations are
forbidden and subject to punishment,
however sexual misconduct (rape or
harassment) within social order is
negotiated.
Reference to the maintenance of
(social and spatial) boundaries to
delineate ownership – ‘Hira ni ntub fo
I ni, it did ntub fo it didi, mel fo mel,
ren for en, iri fo iri, teen fo teen,
yanyanat fo yanyanat, yaan fo yaan,
warin fo warin’.
(Theirs is theirs, ours is ours, the mel’s is
the mel’s, the ren’s is the ren’s, the iri’s is
the iri’s, the parent’s is the parent’s, the
child’s is the child’s, the oldest’s is the
oldest’s, the youngest’s is the youngest’s)

Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2012, (Adapted from Rahail 2000; Adhuri 2006; Thorburn 2008)
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Kei was first included in a formal Western bureaucratic structure around 1800 when the
Dutch colonial administration established the Government of the Southern Moluccas
(de Gouvernement der Zuiden Molukken) (Liong and Schroevers 1988; Jong 2001).
Although local leaders were appointed to take up positions in the administration, the
presence of the Dutch only really materialised from 1882 onwards when the Dutch
provincial governor in Ambon appointed a posthouder (placement holder) to man the
posthouderschap located in Kei’s administrative centre, Tual (Thorburn 2008). Later in
1892 Kei, together with its neighbouring archipelagos, were declared the Department of
the Southeast Islands (Afdeling Zuidoost Eilanden), in which the archipelago of Kei
formed an onder-afdeling (sub-department), led by a controleur (controller). The Dutch
administration appointed a council of existing leaders to rule over local disputes in Kei,
named the Grote Raad van Hoofden (great leadership council) (Adhuri 2006). Primarily
due to restrictions the Dutch had in administering such an expanse of land and sea in
eastern Indonesia, the entire Kei archipelago formed the smallest governing unit.
Consequently no divisions were made within Kei that could fragment the already
existing laws and territorial boundaries. Moreover, with the Great Leadership Council
governing Kei, the law of Larvur Ngabal persisted. However with the appointment of
noble mel-mel in the leadership positions, this caste came to hold more power than
before, including a mandate for decision making over land and sea territory that
previously was designated to lords of the lands, as part of the ren-ren responsibilities
(Adhuri 2006). The appointment of the nobles as local leaders and watchers over Larvur
Ngabal further strengthened their position as stranger kings and polarized the social
division amongst these groups. These divisions are clearly emphasised in the seven
principles of Larvur Ngabal. Specific note is made to the superior position of nobles
over other castes (first law), prohibition of inter caste marriage and clear distinctions in
ownership rights to land.
After World War II the Dutch colonial administration was replaced by Indonesian rule under
Sukarno, following a brief period of Japanese occupation. Sukarno would gradually shape
Indonesia under a new unified constitution, away from the federal based structure of the
Republik Indonesia Serikat (Republic of United States of Indonesia) based on the six states and
nine autonomous regions that had been created by the Dutch. By the early 1960s Sukarno was
expanding his territory to replace the last of the Dutch occupations of what was then known as
West Irian (Papua) and building a strongly centrally controlled national administration (Lindsey
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and Santosa 2008). With the establishment of the New Order regime from 1962 onwards under
Suharto, rigid government structures were enacted further. The introduction of the Regional
Government Law No. 5/1974 (UU 5/1974) and later the Village Government Law No. 5/1979
(Pemerintahan Desa UU 5/1979) would see the state’s bureaucratic systems extended to local
level (Guillaume 2007). These bureaucratic structures divided existing territorial boundaries
into Provinces (Provinsi), Districts (Kabupaten), Subdistricts (Kecamatan), Villages (Desa),
and Hamlets (Dusun).52 Under this regime the Indonesian national law system superseded any
local law systems, effectively undermining formal recognition of Hukum Larvur Ngabal.
Leaders were moreover to be elected or appointed according to qualifications rather than
through the caste system. In spite of this formal criteria, the reality was that in one way or
another local arrangements were made so that all government positions were occupied either by
locals from noble castes or by outsiders, but never by someone from the ren-ren caste. To this
day a very large majority of government positions are occupied by individuals from noble
descent. In fact the several exceptional cases where someone from the ren-ren caste was
appointed in a leadership position led to passive revolt by all nobles who refused to work under
their leadership (Adhuri 2006).
It was only after the 1999 fall of Suharto that increased decentralization of governance led to the
revival of Larvur Ngabal. The decentralization also led to the serial re-delineation of territorial
boundaries and redefinition of regional statuses. Kei for example, was divided up into three
subdistricts in 2000 and into a further six subdistricts in 2004 (Kecamatan Kei Kecil Barat
2010). Despite initiatives to revive traditional rule since the 1999 reforms leading to the current
stronger recognition of the law of Larvur Ngabal, other than changes in name given to the local
units of government, governing structures remain the same. Figure 2.1 presents an overview of
the historical structure of rule over the Kei Islands from the 17th century to the present.

52

At provincial level a Governor (Gubernur) was elected, as was a District Head (Bupati) at District
level. Subdistrict heads (Camat) were appointed civil servants. At village level the Village Head (Kepala
Desa) was also an elected position, while the Head of Hamlet (Kepala Dusun) under law was an
appointed position, although usually also elected if based on some traditional local structures.
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Figure 2.1

Note:

A historical overview of the political structures governing the Kei Islands

The dotted arrows and shadowed compartments represent pluralistic governance structures
present at that same level, but which are not of direct importance in the context of Tanimbar Kei.
Along the vertical axis the different governance levels are indicated through shading. Along the
horizontal axis the chronological time periods in which the respective structures were in place
are indicated.

Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2012

2.3

Tanimbar Kei

The territory of Tanimbar Kei, or ‘Tanebar Evav’ as it is traditionally known, is located on the
outer Southwest fringe of the Kei Archipelago. It falls within the subdistrict of Kei Kecil Barat
which in turn is part of the Maluku Tenggara Regency in the province of Maluku. The village
territory includes three main islands; the main island of Tanimbar Kei, the uninhabited island of
Nuhuta to the north of the main island and the western half of the island to the northeast, named
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Witir.53 The territory extends to the south to include important fishing grounds and ends where
the deep blue water zone starts (Barraud 1979; Tanimbar Kei 2008). This territory is regarded
under adat as the land and waters bestowed by their ancestors to Tanimbar Kei society as
custodians, and is referred to locally as oho met (land and sea) (Barraud 1990). Land areas on
Tanimbar Kei are meticulously divided among the kinship groups, with the main island divided
into three main areas corresponding to the three main kinship groups that make up Tanimbar
Kei’s adat society. Recently, the coconut plantations on the neighbouring island of Nuhuta have
been divided into plots also. Elongated rectangular plots running from the beach towards the
inland (approximately 25 metres by 50 metres) have been marked on a map and allocated to
families accordingly. Each plot has the same dimensions. However, depending on a person’s
social status one may own anywhere between a single plot to as many as four plots. As carefully
as land has been designated over time to specific families and individuals, the marine zone
around the islands has no such divisions and is traditionally regarded as open access to all
members of the community.54 Furthermore, this communal right of ownership over the island’s
marine zone is formally recognized under Kei’s marine and land tenure system. Unlike the
situation on the main islands of Kei Kecil and Kei Besar where boundaries of marine and land
tenure are often unclear between neighbouring communities, Tanimbar Kei’s traditional
ownership boundaries are rarely contested. Their remote and isolated location means that claims
to that territory by other Kei communities are uncommon.
The main island of Tanimbar Kei is located some 45 kilometres to the southwest of the harbour
of Debut, being the most important access point to Kei Kecil for the south-western island
communities. Travel to the island is only possible by boats of Tanimbar Kei villagers who
regularly commute between the island and Kei Kecil for trade. No public transport services are
in place, and in seasons of high seas travel to this outer island can be hazardous and infrequent.
It makes the island and its community one of the more remote settlements in the archipelago.
Spread across about 125 households, approximately 507 people inhabit the village of Tanimbar
Kei (Kecamatan Kei Kecil Barat 2010). The entire population residing in the Tanimbar Kei
territory fall under the single village administration of Tanimbar Kei, despite the fact that it is
not a single physical settlement (map 2.2). The majority of households are located in and around
the main village of Tanimbar Kei, which lies in a protected inlet on the north shore.
53

Both islands provide important sources of income; Nuhuta is almost exclusively covered with coconut
plantation plots for copra production, while Witir provides a main source of construction timber for
housing and boat building.
54

I specifically refer here to resources being open access resources for community members only.
Membership to the community is thus a criterion to be able to access resources. As such, in the context of
general resource access the resources around Tanimbar Kei are subject to the communities’ management
and ownership rights making them common pool resources (refer to chapter 1).
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A steep 20 metre natural cliff runs through the main village in a north to south direction.
Perched on top of the cliff overlooking the island’s vast mudflats, lies Tanimbar Kei’s original
village, referred to as Ohoi Ratan (upper village) which forms the adat centre of the village. At
the foot of the cliff, located on the waterfront, lies Ohoi Tenan (lower village). This section of
the village has expanded considerably over the last decades with the influx of immigrants,
leading to the establishment of smaller household settlements like Le’en located slightly to the
north of the main village. Most new infrastructure is constructed in Ohoi Tenan, including the
community clinic, primary school and churches. Where Ohoi Ratan houses are mainly elevated
traditional houses made from timber and thatched roofing, Ohoi Tenan houses are constructed
on concrete foundations with brick walls and corrugated iron roofing (plate 2.1). Over the last
decade the village has received various forms of support from national development programs
resulting in the construction of concrete footpaths and the substitution of previous wooden
ladders connecting Ohoi Tenan with Ohoi Ratan with concrete stairs.55

55

Originally there were three wooden ladders leading up to Ohoi Ratan from Ohoi Tenan. Today two of
these have been substituted by concrete stairs - one located on the far northern edge of the cliff and the
other on the southern edge. Only the central ladder is still in its original state and represents an important
traditional link between the two village sections.
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Plate 2.1 Images of the main village of Tanimbar Kei, including Ohoi Tenan and Ohoi Ratan
(i)

( iii )

( ii )

( iv )

(v)

Note: Top Left: (i) View (west) from Ohoi Ratan, overlooking Ohoi Tenan and the mudflats at low tide.
Top Right: (ii) View (east) of Tanimbar Kei village when entering the inlet, with Ohoi Tenan
households at the foot of the cliff and Ohoi Ratan households on top of it;
Bottom Left: (iii) Traditional house (Rahan Meka) located in Ohoi Ratan;
Bottom Middle: (iv) Original village walls in Ohoi Ratan;
Bottom Right: (v) View (north) of the main walking path in Ohoi Tenan
Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2010

Some three kilometres along the northern shore towards the north eastern tip of the island lies a
satellite settlement, the hamlet of Mun. Although physically segregated from the main village,
Mun is not regarded formally as a separate hamlet (dusun). As a result there is no formal
government representative for Mun. Instead it merges as a small entity into the larger and more
dominant governing structure of Tanimbar Kei. Mun is made up of mainly Islamic households,
said to have been out-caste to this location some 50 years ago, after religious tensions in the
main village. Today this enclave consists of about thirteen households, still made up largely of
Islamic households, but also with several households of other religions that over time moved
from the main village to Mun. Specifically within the Islamic community there are strong links
with kin groups further afield from Sulawesi. Many are of Bugis descent. During the annual
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flying-fish roe56 season which attracts many Bugis fishers from northern parts of Maluku and
Sulawesi to Kei’s waters, many of these Bugis fishers use Mun as a stopover base for repairs
and to prepare their fishing gear (plate 2.2), often without entering the main village. Many of the
migrant fishers prefer to stay ‘amongst their people’ when far away from home.
Plate 2.2 The seasonal fishing activities of Bugis fishers temporarily staying in Mun
(i)

( ii )

( iii )

Note: Top: (i) Bugis fishers on the beach of Mun, making rompongs to collect flying-fish roe;
Bottom Left: (ii) Flying-fish roe collected and stored, before being sold in Langgur or Tual;
Bottom Right: (iii) An old rompong, constructed from bamboo with submerged palm tree leaves.
Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2010

56

The eggs of flying fish are caught using Fish Aggregation Devices (FADs) known as rompong, which
are floating structures to which submerged palm leaves are attached in order to attracting fish. In case of
roe collection the rompongs are smaller with the palm leaves split into thin strips on which the flying fish
lay their eggs. Rompongs are used throughout Indonesia, as an effective way to congregate pelagic fish
species for hand-line or purse seine fishing. Villagers from Tanimbar Kei however do not participate in
the collection of fish eggs nor do they use rompongs for fishing. In an agreement with Tanimbar Kei
leaders the Bugis fishers are permitted to set up their rompongs in the outer deep waters around the
perimeter of Tanimbar Kei, far enough so that it does not conflict with the fishing or agar agar zones of
Tanimbar Kei villagers.
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The island has no running water facilities nor is it connected to an electricity grid or telephone
network. All fresh water is sourced from wells dotted around the island. Although the main
village has several wells, these often produce brackish water. For better sweet water, villagers
must travel daily with buckets from the main village to a larger groundwater well located near
Mun. Several houses have their own generator and often provide electricity to a group of
households depending on the availability of fuel. The village has a primary school which village
children attend before continuing their secondary school education in Tual, where they often
stay with relatives for the period of their schooling. There is also a community clinic in the
village with a fulltime trained health officer. The clinic provides villagers with free basic
medication. For further, more specialized, treatments villagers must travel to Tual.
Tanimbar Kei hosts four formal religions, including Hindu, Christian Protestant, Catholic and
Islam. The majority of villagers formally associate themselves with the Hindu religion as a
result of the national requirement during the New Order period for all Indonesian nationals to
identify themselves under one of the five recognised religions.57 In actual fact the roots of their
animistic beliefs and adat traditions resemble little of the Hindu religion one may find in Bali.
However, more recent links with Balinese Hindu groups has led to a strengthening of Hindu
norms amongst the adat circles and the recent construction of a Hindu temple funded by
Balinese Hindu groups. Younger adat generations appear to adopt these incoming Hindu
influences more readily. The influx of Christian Protestants and Catholics came later as
migrants to the village brought with them the faith adopted from the many missionaries across
the Kei archipelago during Dutch colonial rule. Tanimbar Kei currently has both a Catholic
church and a Protestant church, both located in Ohoi Tenan. The village also has a permanent
Protestant minister (pendeta) living full time in the village. Islam is the smallest religious group,
concentrated completely in Mun, where Islamic prayers and ceremonies are led by a local
Imam. Recently Mun residents have started the construction of a mosque in Mun with their own
collective funds (map 2.2).

57

During the New Order period the central Indonesian government recognised five official religions
including; Islam, Christian Protestant, Roman Catholic, Hinduism, and Buddhism. Since then however
pressures from marginalized religious groups has led to the liberalization of these religious classifications.
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Map 2.2

Map of Tanimbar Kei Village, Mun and Le’en

Source: Steenbergen, field research (GPS), 2010
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2.3.1

Local economy

The local economy in Tanimbar Kei today is largely driven by cultivation of seaweed, referred
to locally as agar agar.58 Agar agar is cultivated in the shallow waters on Tanimbar Kei’s
extensive mud flats. Conditions in Tanimbar Kei are especially favourable with the frequent
tidal currents bringing nutrients in and flushing waste out. Typically, seaweed stems are tied at
approximately forty centimetre intervals along long nylon lines laid out between poles on the
mud flats, parallel to the direction of incoming and outgoing tides. Every two to three months
the agar agar can be harvested. A small portion of the harvest is used for the next harvest,
whereby the stems are restrung along the tallies for further growth, while the bulk is dried and
sold to middlemen in Tual or in the village (plate 2.3).59
Currently the expanse of mudflats in front of the village is almost completely divided up among
households. No specific ownership systems previously existed for these mudflat areas.
Households typically negotiated a suitable area amongst themselves and marked off that area for
their agar agar cultivation by anchoring several tallies next to each other. The mudflat area in
front of the main village is completely occupied. New tallies can only be established in the free
mudflats further away from the village towards Mun that have no designated use.
The rise of agar agar production has had significant impacts on Tanimbar Kei. Previously many
households were more involved in various forms of fishing, like shark fin hunting. This was a
high risk high gain form of income, and was very much dependent on weather conditions. High
inputs in the form of fishing gear and fuel meant running costs were high, while returns were
often uncertain. When agar agar cultivation reached Tanimbar Kei it was quickly adopted across
the community as a viable, safer and more consistent source of income.

58

Agar agar by definition refers to the gelatinous extract that is deduced from seaweed after industrial
processing. The seaweed plant which is being cultivated (lumut laut) is used as the raw material by
industries in central and western Indonesia to produce shampoos, soaps and lubricants. The gelatinous
extract is also exported as a binding food additive. Coastal communities throughout Indonesia have seen a
shift towards seaweed cultivation with a national economic push for increased production. Tanimbar Kei
is an example where such cultivation has expanded rapidly within a span of five years. The seaweed here
is solely cultivated for trade, and does not form part of the local diet. Although what is being cultivated
around the island is in fact seaweed (lumut laut), and not the processed product, Tanimbar Kei villagers
(and villagers across eastern Indonesia) commonly refer to what they harvest as agar agar. In this thesis if
not explicitly noted otherwise, I apply the term agar agar to refer to the seaweed plant and not the
processed product.
59

The dried agar agar harvest is sold in large sacks (karung) of up to 150 kilogram, and may fetch
anywhere between IDR 7 000-10 000 per kilogram (US$ 0.77-1.10) of dry agar agar in Tual, or
IDR 5 000-8 000 per kilogram (US$ 0.55-0.88) from middlemen in the village Refer to currency
conversion table.
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Before we started agar agar we depended on copra and fishing or sometimes caught sharks.
We could earn a lot of money in a short period of time if the catch was good, but you had to
be lucky and sometimes with the monsoon season we could not fish at all for weeks because
it was too dangerous […] Now we can cultivate agar agar continually and get more regular
income.

Respondent TK-Tn 15, open interview 14-12-2010

Although a dominant proportion of household income is accounted for by agar agar cultivation,
households still engage in various sources of peripheral income generating activities, both at an
individual household level (plate 2.3) and at a collective communal level (plate 2.4).60 On an
individual household level, several households have adopted specialised sources of income.
Some work as mechanics and or boat builders, and may engage in this more intensively from
time to time depending on boat orders or construction needs.61 Some have chosen to remain
fishers as is the case for many residents of Mun who will in season target sharks for the shark
fin trade. There are households that have specialised in intermediary trade. These middlemen
usually will be under contract to a business man in Tual or Langgur and may buy any produce
from within the village, often agar agar, copra or trochus shell, but not excluding other products
like shark fins. People in the village are not necessarily bound to sell to one middleman over the
other, unless the individual has a loan agreement. However, it is often the case that people will
consistently trade with one middleman due to the kinship relation they share. The few
middlemen in the village have small shops selling day-to-day goods and fuel, and sometimes
provide small loans to villagers. Although less frequent with the increased cash flow of late,
villagers sometimes still barter goods like coconuts from cigarettes, rice or other amenities.
There are also several examples of villagers that have been fortunate enough to gain a good
education and follow through into civil servant positions in Tual, Langgur or further afield in
the provincial capital of Ambon. Many of these live outside the village, and will frequently send
their direct relatives money or rice. The larger adat families on the island have kin living in
Tual, which limits costs of boarding there. Particularly with the success in agar agar cultivation
over the last 6 years there has been a steady increase of families enrolling their children in
further education.

60

Refer to appendix 2.2 for Tanimbar Kei’s seasonal income and livelihood calendar.

61

Most smaller boats used in the village are constructed locally, or by villagers from adjacent islands. All
households own at least a dugout canoe (perahu or sampan), used for day-to-day activities like seaweed
cultivation, fishing or commuting to Mun. Some of the larger dugout canoes can be propelled by an
outboard longboat engine (ketintin) and are typically used for fishing in the immediate vicinity of the
island, or to travel to Nuhuta Island. During fieldwork an estimated twelve households owned larger
cargo/transport boats, ranging between six - ten metres long with more powerful inboard motors. These
are used for trade and for transport between the island and Debut harbour in Kei Kecil. Mun fishers use
these type of boats for sharkfinnig also (refer to plate 2.3).
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Plate 2.3 Main sources of income for Tanimbar Kei households, including agar agar, copra,
occasional sales of fish (but mainly subsistence) and shark fin hunting (Mun)
(i)

( ii )

( iii )

( iv )

( vi )

(v)

( vii )

( viii )

( ix )

Note: Top Row (from left to right): (i) Agar agar cultivation, (ii) processing (sun drying) and (iii) packing;
Middle Row (from left to right): (iv) Copra production; and (v) a spear fisher’s daily catch (coral
grouper);
Bottom Row (from left to right): (vi-vii) Shark fin hunting and (viii-ix) processing (mainly carried out
by Mun fishers).
Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2010
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It is very common for several households, or even the whole village in some cases, to work
together on specific income activities. Copra production62 for example has always been an
important source of individual as well as collective income, evident from the large plots of
coconut plantations on the island of Tanimbar Kei and Nuhuta. The seasonal harvest of marine
resources like trochus shells (lola) and sea cucumber (teripang) is another such example (plate
2.4).63 All such collective harvesting activities are subject to hawear,64 more widely known as
sasi, the traditional form of resource management found throughout the Kei Archipelago. Sasi
involves the periodic closure of an area or resource, prohibiting use of any kind. No form of
access to that resource is permitted when sasi is closed. Only once sasi is opened may the
harvest of the particular resource take place. On the island it is said that the practice of sasi was
originally applied on coconut plots to allow for the regrowth and ripening of fruit to enhance
copra production. However, several accounts of sasi institutions throughout Maluku show that
increased market demands for specific marine resources over the last century led to sasi
application by coastal communities on the harvest of more sedentary marine resources like
trochus shells and sea cucumber (Harkes et al. 1998; Thorburn 2000; Novaczek et al. 2001;
Harkes and Novaczek 2003). Zerner’s (1994, p. 1080) historical account of sasi in Maluku
suggests further that ‘a dominant intention underlying the codification of customary practices
was the regulation of access to commercialised resources and the territories in which they were
found’.65

62

The production of copra involves several stages of coconut processing before the dried flesh is sold to
middlemen. Typically the production is repeated over three month cycles throughout the year. The first
step involves the collection of ripe coconut fruit and the stripping of outer fibre before they are cut in
semi spheres. These are placed above a fire and smoked until dry. The flesh is then removed from the
coconut shell and dried once more before they are cut and packed into large bags, ready for sale.
Ultimately the raw copra is sold by middlemen to coconut oil industries. In one stint of copra production
a family may produce up to four to six sacks (karung) each weighing up to 150-200 kilograms, depending
on the size of the plot and labor force available. The copra can be sold for anywhere between
IDR 2 000-2 500 per kilogram in Tual or IDR 1 500-2 000 per kilogram in the village.
63

Trochus shells and sea cucumbers have always formed an important source of income. Trochus shells
are collected and stripped of their slug (consumed within the household). The shell is sold whole to
middlemen for the ceramic industry. Sea cucumbers are valued in the traditional Chinese medicine trade
and are collected from sandy bottoms at various depths depending on the species targeted. Once caught,
they are cleaned and boiled before they are dried and sold on to middlemen in Tual.
64

Hawear is the Kei term for the practice of sasi, which is applied by coastal societies throughout eastern
Indonesia (Rahail 2000; Thorburn 2000; Satria and Adhuri 2010).
65

Refer to chapter 1, section 1.1.2, for elaboration of sasi practices and its more recent application by
conservationists as a conservation strategy.
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The closure and opening of sasi is paired with elaborate traditional rituals that are coordinated
through adat councils. Participants are subject to strict rules which must be adhered to.66
Typically sasi marine areas are closed for harvest as long as conditions are good in the village
and people can gain sufficient income without harvesting, or if the resource in question appears
depleted. If the income sources like agar agar fall away due, for example, to virus outbreak or
low market prices, or if households require extra income (as is often the case during the weeks
of Christmas), then chances are high that sasi will be opened. However, if conditions are good
in the village and households have sufficient income from agar agar then sasi openings may be
delayed. This flexible application of sasi is a means to spread income dependence across their
natural assets. The diversification in income also forms an insurance mechanism for the village
economy. Consequently villagers see natural resources (whether land or marine) not only as a
means to cover daily income needs, but also as a potential buffer to fall back on in future times
of need.
We have no bank account which we can use when times are hard; our bank hangs in the
coconut trees, swims in the reefs and lies on the mudflats […]

Respondent TK-Tn 9, open interview 10-12-2010

These insights explain how traditional sasi practices have evolved amongst many such island
communities vulnerable to various environmental shocks, and why certain harvesting activities
are undertaken collectively and paired with traditional rituals and rules. Managing diverse
potential sources of income like their copra, lola and sea cucumber assets collectively provides
communal insurance for income if one source was to fall away, particularly in communities
where little or no alternatives are available (Johannes 1984). The rituals and rules further ensure
that there is uniform behaviour and control of who does what and when. These adat practices
form an inherent mechanism to avoid free rider occurrence and controls the access to the harvest
amongst villagers. Moreover, they also ensure that natural resources are harvested collectively
during defined periods of time. In such a small community, social control is very strong
amongst villagers and adherence to the rules of engagement reflects a person’s moral attitude
towards his neighbour and the community at large. It is through this moral context that the rules
of sasi are very effective in ensuring fair participation among all involved.

66

Historical accounts show that the violation of sasi rules was punished through forms of corporal
punishment, public humiliation or even banishment. Nowadays the punishment often involves the
payment of a varying combination of gold, money, tobacco and betel nut to the adat council (Thorburn
2000).
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Plate 2.4 Collective harvesting of sasi related resources including copra, trochus shell (lola) and
sea cucumber (teripang)
(i)

( ii )

( iii )

( iv )

( vi )

(v)

( vii )

( viii )

Note: Top Row (from left to right): (i-iii) Collective copra production on Nuhuta Island before sasi opening;
Middle Left: (iv) Trochus shell collection during sasi;
Middle Right: (v) Communal reef gleaning at extreme low tide (approx. October);
Bottom Row (from left to right): (vi) Sea cucumber harvest during sasi; and the (vii) boiling and (viii)
drying process before sale.
Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2010

In addition to the above mentioned economic activities, livelihoods on Tanimbar Kei depend on
diverse subsistence activities. Most households maintain a fenced garden in a forest clearing in
which they will usually grow crops like beans and starchy cassava-like root crops (singkong and
ubi-ubi), and fruits like banana, mango, papaya and tamarind. The infertile rocky soils of the
island inhibit extensive agriculture activities. Fish and other marine resources also provide daily
nutrition. Reef fish and pelagic species are fished on a daily basis from the immediate waters
around the island, within the boundaries of oho met (the expanse of marine area traditionally
associated with the people of Tanimbar Kei). The catch is often shared amongst groups of
households. Shellfish and other food sources found on mudflats are also collected, however with
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less frequency. Not all species that can be harvested are consumed. There are many cultural
taboos associated with families that prohibit certain individuals from consuming certain species
depending on their traditional house membership. Species like octopus, squid, marlin, rays or
moray eels are some of the species that certain families may not eat. There are also examples of
households that under adat rules are not allowed to engage in shark fin hunting. Similarly, there
are certain species in particular that are given mythical attributes and form important cultural
icons for the villagers. Dugongs, and particularly the leatherback turtle, are two species that are
regarded as sacred, and when caught must be carved according to ritual and are consumed
collectively by the whole village (plate 2.5). Although dugong populations have since
disappeared from the area, once a year between the months of September until November a
leatherback turtle is still hunted by fishers and consumed communally. As was observed during
fieldwork these leatherback turtle hunts still take place annually.67 Other peripheral food sources
include wild pigs that are occasionally hunted (or caught in traps) in the forests on the island.
These too play an important role in traditional ceremonies, and often feature as offerings to
spirits.

67

In Tanimbar Kei the hunt of leatherback turtles is still strictly related to customary practice, and takes
place only once or twice a year. No meat is therefore sold on the market. In the neighbouring island
village of Warbal however leatherback turtles are frequently hunted in season. Villagers there commonly
sell the meat on the markets in Langgur and Tual. In 2010 it was estimated that in the village of Warbal
15 specimens were caught during season; far more than the neighbouring villages (seven villages) who
collectively caught 17 specimens in 2010 (World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) Kei and Yayasan SIRaN
2010).
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Plate 2.5 The annual leatherback turtle hunt, and customary carving and preparation for
collection consumption
(i)

( ii )

( iii )

( iv )

(v)

( vi )

Note: Top Row (from left to right): Hunting the leatherback turtle in the waters around Tanimbar Kei; and
children pulling a large adult female from the boat into the village;
Middle Row (from left to right): Preparing the carcass to be carved on the customary carving area,
located on the mudflats centrally in front of the village;
Bottom Row (from left to right): Women preparing the turtle meat to be cooked in a pitted oven of
heated rocks.
Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2010

2.3.2

Local politics

During fieldwork the village head of Tanimbar Kei was in his last year of office with local
elections the following year to determine a successor. Before state government structures were
imposed on villages throughout Kei, Tanimbar Kei had a headman or kepala soa. This was a
role held by one of the traditional houses. The responsibility remained within one family and
was passed on from one generation to another. It was not necessarily a position associated with
all decision making power over village matters, but rather had more a representative duty in
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matters that involved interaction with external bodies, whether other tribes or groups, or more
recently formal government administrations. The position thus was not an elected role according
to credit or merit of an individual. Often such a role is passed on to the eldest son. If that is
deemed inappropriate, discussion amongst elders could mean appointment of the second son in
line or another individual in that family. Today, formal appointment of the village head must be
done through village elections and can only include individuals with the correct qualifications,
according to Indonesian law. However, as is the case throughout the Kei islands, often families
with leadership roles bestowed under adat will occupy these positions. This is the case in
Tanimbar Kei, where the role of formal village head remains within a few leading adat kinship
groups. The current village head lives in Langgur on the main island of Kei Kecil and is only
present in the village on special occasions. The village head clearly functions to maintain a link
with external government structures, rather than to mediate conflicts or facilitate in-village
decision making.

2.3.3

Local ecology

The climate around the Kei islands is shaped according to its location between the large water
masses of the Banda Sea and Arafura Sea to the west and south respectively, and the Papuan
land mass to the west and north. The islands endure contrasting extremes of weather conditions
in the course of a year, from months of violent pounding of winds and waves to months of
mirror smooth seas and intense heat. The months of January and February are transitional
months characterised by strong winds, high rainfall and rough seas. The easterly monsoon
season passes Kei during the months of April to October and is the dry season. Following this
the westerly monsoon season arrives, running from October to early December, after which the
rainy season starts (December to February). The western islands of Kei Kecil receive between
2000-3000 mm of rain annually (Kecamatan Kei Kecil Barat 2010).
Tanimbar Kei, like many islands in the western part of the Kei archipelago, is made up of low
lying limestone rock. Thick forest covers much of the island. However while the adjacent island
of Witir still boasts large ironwood trees, Tanimbar Kei’s forest no longer has these. The
vegetation cover on the eastern half of the island is dominated by coconut plantations, while the
western half is forested. Throughout the island there are clearings in the forest for fenced off
gardens, however, with very a thin topsoil conditions for agriculture are poor. There is a small
mangrove forest lagoon located between Mun and the main village, which opens onto the
mudflats on the north shore. This mangrove forest forms an important nursery for marine
species. The coastline of Tanimbar Kei is largely rugged coral rock with the exception of a few
sandy beaches starting along the southern coast and running up around onto the western coast.
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The island is surrounded by a fringing reef running parallel to the coastline, located on the edge
of shallow atoll plateau on which the island is perched. The reefs typically start at a depth of
five metres and will drop off to twenty metres before dropping into the deep blue. Being located
on the outer fringe of the Kei archipelago, major ocean currents directly pass the island, and
converge at several spots around the island resulting in areas of concentrated fish life.
Particularly the north-eastern and north-western tips of the island see such current convergence
and subsequently are known to be rich with pelagic and reef fish species. These form important
fishing grounds for the islanders. The reefs support several species of larger marine animals like
reef sharks and rays, including black-tip, white-tip and grey reef sharks, manta rays and eagle
rays. Species of sea turtle are also common, with green turtles and hawksbill turtles most
commonly found on the reefs. Furthermore there are large schools of predatory fish like tuna,
trevally, napoleon wrasse, coral groupers, and grazing fish species like bump-head parrot fish.
Elders spoke of times when dugongs were commonly found around the island, and past
accounts show that both dugongs and whales were occasionally caught by fishers,68 however
their numbers have since dwindled around the island. The waters around Kei also form an
important feeding ground for migratory species like the leatherback turtle which come during
the months of September until November before migrating up along the Papuan coast to breed
on the northern beaches of Papua’s Bird’s Head (World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) Kei and
Yayasan SIRaN 2010). Their arrival in Tanimbar Kei coincides with the congregations of
jellyfish in the area at that time of year.
In comparison to other islands in the archipelago the reef conditions around Tanimbar Kei are
still relatively good despite the significant disturbances it has endured. During the 1990’s reefs
were considerably impacted by bomb fishing and cyanide fishing. As a legacy of this period
there are areas that show scars of considerable damage. Specifically on the northern reefs of the
island of Nuhuta, one can find large expanses of former coral gardens left in a state of rubble
(plate 2.6). Since Nuhuta is located further from the main village it is often the case that migrant
fishers will still use dynamite to fish the reefs (Bugis fishers passing through the area on their
way to the Aru Islands are most commonly associated with dynamite fishing). Today they pose
the biggest threat for coral damage. Within the village the application of modern or even
traditional destructive fishing techniques has decreased significantly.69 This is arguably partially
due to efforts of the conservation awareness program, but also because the new economic focus
on agar-agar has relieved the pressure on livelihoods to exploit reefs. Pressures from the local
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This is confirmed in Barraud’s (1979) detailed ethnography in which she describes the use of dugongs
in rituals.
69

Refer to appendix 2.3 for an overview of modern and traditional destructive fishing techniques
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community on the marine environment that persist include the continuous targeting of turtle
species,70 habitat loss on the mudflats due to agar-agar expansion and gradual loss of mangrove
forest ecosystem as a result of wood collection for construction material and fuel.
Plate 2.6 Comparative state of the coral reef in different locations in Tanimbar Kei’s waters
(i)

( ii )

Note: Left: (ii) Healthy coral reef ecosystem on the northern cape of Tanimbar Kei Island;
Right: (ii) Damage left by dynamite fishing on the Northern reefs of Nuhuta Island.
Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2010

2.3.4

Local adat system

Tanimbar Kei maintains some of the strongest adat institutions, more so than communities on
the main larger islands of Kei Kecil and Kei Besar. Despite increasing external influences from
state government structures and market forces over the last decades, the community still
strongly adheres to adat norms and rituals in their use of resources, day-to-day social
interactions and village level decision making. Elders speak often about times in the past when
the people of Tanimbar Kei were renowned and feared by main island Keiese. Many local
stories portray Tanimbar Kei islanders as fearless defenders of their land and waters. Their
generally larger physical build and somewhat unfamiliar peripheral existence as a remote island
community, made other groups cautious to try to claim their land and waters. Although
nowadays the ease of travel has decreased the island’s relative isolation from the rest of Kei
even today people in Tual and surroundings talk of orang Tanimbar Kei (Tanimbar Kei people)
as a specific identity. Next to my own observations during fieldwork, Barraud’s (1979, 1985;
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I am referring here to the hunt on reef turtle species, mainly hawksbill turtles and green turtles, and not
the pelagic leatherback turtles which are traditionally hunted only once a year.
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1990a; 1990b; 1990c; 2005) extensive anthropological accounts of Tanimbar Kei forms an
important source for information in describing the community’s adat system.
The adat social structure in Tanimbar Kei is complex. Unlike many communities on the main
islands of Kei Kecil and Kei Besar, where there are clear caste distinctions within most villages,
in Tanimbar Kei all belong to descendants of nobles (mel-mel). There are thus no divisions that
identify sections of the community as autochonous inhabitants (ren-ren) or slaves (iri-iri). There
are, however, clear distinctions made between those that belong to adat lineages and those that
have migrated onto the island and are not directly linked to the adat kinship structure. Land
tenure (ownership and user rights), social status and social function of people are all closely
linked to the intricate adat kinship structure. There are several levels of social units within
Tanimbar Kei’s adat that play an important role in the structure of society, the smallest being
the traditional house (rahan) of which there are twenty three. These houses fall within the nine
house clusters (ub wadar), which in turn comprise the three main kinship groups (la’owan).71
Map 2.3 shows the spatial distribution of the different social structures in the Ohoi Ratan.
Legend has it that Tanimbar Kei society originated from these first three families that came
from the sky (Barraud 1985), namely Vovan Ratan (also known as Halean), E-wahan and
Faruan (also known as Holanmitu). These la’owan form the heart of Tanimbar Kei society. The
nine smaller clusters of houses, or ub wadar, are believed to stem from nine pairs of ancestors
that died mysteriously at sea and who are believed to protect the houses. An ub wadar can be
made up of anywhere between two to four traditional houses, and is respectively protected by
one of the nine pairs of ancestors. The twenty three houses must at all times be inhabited by its
family line and is led by the head of the house. In the case that there is no heir to the position of
head of the house, a man or young boy will be adopted into the family to take over this role
(Barraud 1985). All laws transmitted by the ancestors are believed to be enclosed in
metaphorical Masbaϊt Mountain that is located in the centre of Ohoi Ratan and which indicates
their centre of the world.72

71

Refer to appendix 2.1 for schematic view of the adat family structure on Tanimbar Kei.
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‘Masbaϊt Mountain’ is in fact not a physical mountain at all, but rather a sacred place located at the
heart of Ohoi Ratan.
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Map 2.3

Map showing spatial distribution of adat social units in Ohoi Ratan

Source: Steenbergen, field research (GPS), 2010

There is a strong relationship between values and norms, social behaviour and rituals that make
up the complex adat system, and the maritime environment in which the people of Tambar Kei
live. The vulnerability of a remote small island community like Tanimbar Kei fosters particular
adaptations of culture and behaviour. Examining local cultural principles suggests certain paths
of social behaviour that may evolve in a secluded community like Tanimbar Kei, and reveals
important aspects of cohesion amongst villagers and their connection with the maritime
environment. As a small remote island community for example, Tanimbar Kei’s cultural links
with the sea are deep. The sea as a space, as an unknown and as a link to other societies is
regarded as superior to land, in that it represents both a supplier of life (fish and marine life) and
a taker of life (casualties at sea). According to local adat the society of Tanimbar Kei is
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metaphorically described as a sailing boat amongst waves. This is emphasised in the titles that
people have when involved in various ceremonies, whereby there is always a captain (adat
leaders), its crew (adat elders) and its passengers (the community). Specific roles reflect the
hierarchy of a naval crew, including positions like a ‘sea boat captain’, ‘land boat captain’ and
‘watchmen’ (Barraud 1990).73 The ‘sailing boat’ represents the enclosed area within the
Tanimbar Kei territory delineated by oho met that reaches until the end of the atoll, where the
deep blue starts.
The cognitive world of Tanimbar Kei’s adat is divided into two parts, haratut and lor. Both
have several meanings but in the context of adat structure they both mean ‘society’. Each term
however stipulates different aspects of society. Haratut refers to ‘[…] the community formed by
the living and the dead, considered in relation to the origin of the society and to the sacred
Masbaϊt Mountain’ (Barraud 1990, p. 118). Haratut encompasses all things directly related to
life within Tanimbar Kei territory. Lor on the other hand ‘[…] describes the community of the
living with the spirits, who are the intermediaries between God and the living.’ (Barraud 1990,
p. 121). Lor therefore indicates the links to the supernatural world, beyond oho met and beyond
the human world, including the real world beyond Tanimbar Kei. It explains the relations
between Tanimbar Kei and the wider unknown. In this respect lor formulates the laws
personified in the spirits of adat and hukum74 that dictate values and norms by which Tanimbar
Kei society functions. The laws laid down by adat and hukum primarily apply to the society as a
whole and secondarily to individuals as members of society. In an instance of grave misconduct
by an individual, as in the case of incest or murder, reconciliation of those deeds is burdened on
the whole society and not just on the individual. It requires cleansing of society as a whole
before the matter is laid to rest (Barraud 1985). Offerings made during ceremonies are very
particular in their significance to either haratut or lor. Similarly during the capture of turtles for
ceremonial purposes the carving of the carcass is very specific, as is the sequence of the events
in the ceremony and the place in the village where this should take place. These elaborate rules
indicate the high value associated with ‘gifts’ from lor. Although these actions are justified in
terms of owing respect to spirits rather than in terms of an ecological sustainability, these
cultural mechanisms do indicate the deep respect people have for the environment around them
and the value it has for their society.
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It is suggested that these terms merged into the adat social structure with the influences of foreign naval
fleets or merchant ships that transited the archipelago during the years of the VOC, indicating the live
nature of adat and its ability to incorporate foreign influences into its system.
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These spirit figures of Adat and Hukum have Arabic backgrounds and were introduced through Islam.
This is another example of how local adat has adopted foreign influences (Burns 2007; Benda-Beckmann
and Benda-Beckmann 2011).
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The annual adat calendar in Tanimbar Kei revolves around the communal cultivation of millet
(hotong), as shown in plate 2.7. All community members, particularly those affiliated closely to
adat, actively participate in all stages of the cultivation of millet, from the primary stages of
clearing, burning and seeding of millets plots, to the final stages of harvest and offering of the
millet to the communal granary (hotong haratut). The annual millet cultivation cycle follows a
form of slash and burn agriculture, with plot allocation following cycles of seven to ten years
between re-use of a single area. Typically each traditional house will have a plot in the area
reserved for their millet crop. The rituals involved in the allocation of plots, burning vegetation
cover, requesting of rain from spirits, and the harvest of the final crop are all led by specific adat
leaders (titled again as ‘sea boat captain’ and two ‘land boat captains’). Every step is closely
coordinated and dictated by these traditional leaders, and it is only with the announcement by
these elders that certain activities may commence. Their integral knowledge of the adat
processes and the natural cycles of the island take on mythical forms in the stories people tell
about them. Respondents often mentioned that during certain rituals, when all community
members need to adhere to specific ritual rules,75 any breaching of those rules by an individual
is immediately known and ‘felt’ by the traditional leaders without them having to be present.
These stories again act as a source of control over people’s behaviour. From beginning to end
the process may take anywhere between five to seven months, often starting in the month of
October and building up to the final harvest in March or April. The harvesting stage (tate’e) is a
monumental occasion and generates much excitement in the community, particularly in a year
with a successful crop. All villagers participate in a series of rituals during which the island is
cut off completely from the outside world. Nobody may enter or leave the village for a period of
up to five days depending on the success of the communal hunt for the seven sacrificial wild
pigs for the spirits.76

75

During the sowing of the millet plots, for example, those involved may only eat bubur (traditional
porridge-like dish) and enbal (dried bread-like substance made from toxic cassava, from which the
poisonous substance is removed during the preparation of the dish). Moreover, when working on the
millet plots those involved are required to stay the whole day, and may not return to the village briefly
and come back (if there is a need to go back that individual will not return to the plots that day, or
alternatively a messenger is sent back). Similarly for the duration of the process of burning the plots the
traditional leader may not be submerged in sea water and must wear red clothing, while during the
process of requesting rain from spirits he only wears black clothing.
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In case a person must leave the village or if a foreign boat docks onto the island during the days of
tate’e, the entire ceremony is brought to a complete halt and will have to resume again from the start.
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As a final stage of the harvest all members of the respective traditional houses are expected to
offer a portion of their harvest to the communal granary.77 The storage of millet is an allocated
responsibility of one house, namely Rahan Teli.78 The millet storage buffers the impact of
seasons when food is less abundant. Clearly, besides the cultural significance this ceremony
holds in Tanimbar Kei the millet storage in the communal granary is an important communal
safety net. What can be seen as a food security mechanism is deeply embedded in the adat
traditions and is closely related to the vulnerable environmental living conditions in small island
societies like Tanimbar Kei. Despite the many external influences on the village, adat rituals
and belief systems still occupy a central part of local identity.

77

The amount of millet offered by each individual varies according their position in society. Adult men
must offer a small woven basket (mir) of millet, other members of society must offer a medium sized
basket (merut), while pregnant women or women that have had children must offer the largest basket
(wowat) (Barraud 1990).
78

Rahan Teli forms a ‘communal bank’ in many ways. Its stores not only the millet harvests but also
various offerings and payments that have been made to the spirits, including antique Chinese gongs and
Dutch VOC canons.
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Plate 2.7 The millet (hotong) cultivation forming Tanimbar Kei’s seasonal calendar
(i)

( iii )

( ii )

(v)

( vi )

( vi )

(v)

( vi )

( vii )

( viii )

Note: 1st Row (from left to right): (i-ii) Burning of the millet plots (after being cleared in Aug/Sep);
2nd Row (from left to right): (iii-vi) The collective sowing of millet seeds (Nov/Dec);
3rd Row (from left to right): (v) Depending on the rains the millet grows up until (vi) ready for harvest
(Feb/Mar);
4th Row (from left to right): (vii-viii) Following the ceremonial harvesting rituals of Tate’e (Feb/Mar), the
millet is harvested, and later the collective yield is stored in the communal
granary in the house of Teli (Rahan Teli).
Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2010-2011
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2.4

Recent history of human-environment interactions in Tanimbar Kei

In examining the recent history of human environment interaction in Tanimbar Kei based on
peoples’ accounts of specific events in the village, several main developments can be noted that
led to what can be referred to as a state of ‘collapse’ of the immediate marine environment
around 1999. This was followed by a period of stagnation after which efforts towards recovery
of the marine environment were initiated in 2005. These events are relevant to contextualise the
involvement of I-LMMA from 2005 onwards and also give an indication of what efforts were
undertaken within the community prior to external intervention to bring about change.

2.4.1

Developments towards ‘collapse’, ~1980 - 1999

Before and during the 1990s, Indonesia was under Suharto’s New Order regime and in
provinces like Maluku policing was strict. State efforts were geared to integrating Maluku with
the norms and values of a Java-based Indonesia (Novaczek et al. 2001). Political structures were
heavily top down and a uniform government order was installed in all provincial, district and
village level governments. Villagers remarked that the people who were put in government
leadership positions were often suspected of ‘[…] wearing the eyes and ears of the national
government’ (Respondent TK-Tn 3, personal communication 25-11-2010). Many lived in
caution as any form of opposition to national policy was dealt with without tolerance by police
and military forces. The people of Tanimbar Kei appeared to function on the outer edges of the
administrative centre in Tual. Many elders said they did not know or care what was going on in
Tual and beyond – ‘My copra was what I worked on and cared for, not those political fights’
(Respondent TK-Rt 16, open interview 03-10-2010).
The state of the maritime environment in times before and during the 1980’s was reported by all
to be of good quality. Although throughout the lifetimes of the elders I spoke with sea traders
and Bugis fishers had always been active in the area, their presence during the 1980’s and
1990’s was said to have become more prominent. With little policing of waters and lack of
legislation addressing destructive fishing practices at the time, bomb fishing was common in
and around Tanimbar Kei’s waters. Although villagers were not active in the trade of fish as
much as they were with copra production, there were also accounts of people within the village
who used bombs during this period. Despite the increased bomb fishing practices, the marine
environment during the 1980’s was still reported to be good, at least in comparison to the period
that was to come.
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With the coming of the first long-boat engine (ketintin) to Tanimbar Kei around 1987, the
economy underwent its first big transformation (Respondent TK-Tn 9, open interview 10-122010).79 Where previously travel was only possible by sailboat, making the commute to Tual
long and tedious, with motorised boats travel time was reduced significantly and was no longer
wind dependant. In the years after 1989 some villagers were able to obtain private motorboats
so that by the end of the 1990’s the most common form of transport to and from Tual was by
private motorboat. The improved access to and from the urban centre made trade easier also.
Gradually the local economy shifted from mainly barter trade and occasional trade with passing
Bugis merchants that characterised the period up to the 1980’s, to a more capital-based
economy. A large portion of the work force generation, typically between the ages of eighteen
to thirty, worked outside the village. Most would work on large trawler boats from Thailand,
Malaysia or Philippines that were operating in the region. Others would find work on the main
land in Papua in cities like Sorong, Nabire, or Merauke.
In the period of 1994-1998, the village economy experienced a second major transformation
with the arrival and construction of a live fish trading company. After consultation with the
villagers the live fish trading company named Surya was granted permission to set up a trading
hub on Tanimbar Kei. In the agreement it was stipulated that Surya would pay the village
monthly for its operations and would employ six people from the village to work in their camp.
Surya would later also employ a further three or four villagers to work fulltime with fish divers
on their boats.
Surya was one of the larger live fish trading companies active in the Kei islands. It was
Butonese operated and had a fleet of six large boats that travelled throughout the archipelagos of
Kei, Tanimbar, and Aru, and even as far west as Kupang. Each of the six boats operated from
their own respective trading stations, which were all scattered across Kei. Next to having
fulltime divers on board, Surya would buy fish from local fishers who received gear and small
payments in return for live fish. Due to the island’s strategic position, the Tanimbar Kei trading
hub became a main loading point for all the catch from across Kei. Villagers recounted that up
to twice a month a large ship would dock at the trade point in Tanimbar Kei and load all the
catch destined for Hong Kong.
The majority of villagers in these years participated in the live fish catch industry (Respondent
TK-Tn 17, open interview 15-12-2010). Their catch would be sold directly to Surya traders at
79

The first motorised boat in Tanimbar Kei was provided through government funds and intended to
provide communal transport services, although many remembered that it fell into the hands of the few
select villagers who were involved in the village administration at the time.
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the camp. For the first time villagers were provided with more regular direct cash incomes
without having to leave the village. In the years that followed, the first instalments of modern
media, like televisions with satellite connections, found their way into Tanimbar Kei. At this
stage there were only one or two households that could afford these consumer items. Many adat
elders noted the fascination people had with television programs. Where previously evenings
were typically spent in social groups telling stories and in doing so reinforcing adat norms, this
gradually changed as people preferred to watch television in the evenings. Since most of the
cultural norms and values are transferred orally through storytelling, many elders claim the
introduction of television in the village was detrimental to the adat knowledge transfer between
generations.
Surya operated on the island for four years until late 1998. Villagers’ accounts note that the
departure of Surya was a result of a village movement against the company. Increasing damage
to the environment was becoming clear, not to mention the fact that fish numbers had
dramatically diminished. The growing discontent with the company boiled over on one occasion
when there was an issue of unpaid instalments to the village by Surya. The regular contractual
payments were said not to have been paid for several months, which triggered a physical
confrontation between villagers and Surya staff. Surya left with little resistance. Several months
later Surya left Kei altogether and moved its operations further west.
The departure was little relief to the villagers as not only did they now no longer have a source
of cash income, but more importantly they were left with damaged reefs and dwindling fish
stocks. Surya’s operations had had a profound effect on the local marine environment. Reefs
were effectively emptied of Napoleon Wrasse and grouper species. Three of the villagers who
worked as divers for Surya at the time mentioned that although they initially caught fish with
hand nets, they were soon supplied with potassium cyanide since the venture was losing profit
with yields barely covering handling and shipping costs. One account mentioned that on
average a diver would be supplied daily with three bottles of potassium cyanide, which would
be finished by the end of the day. Napoleon Wrasse of all sizes would be caught, ranging from
juveniles to 1.5 metre long mature fish. The same villagers asserted that although Surya’s
presence certainly resulted in decline of these fish populations, damage to the island’s coral at
the time was not entirely a direct result of the cyanide fishing. It was the continuing bomb
fishing by migrant fishers that ran parallel to the live fish trade that was primarily responsible
for the coral damage. By the end of 1999 with the departure of Surya and the ongoing bombing
by migrant fishers, the marine environment around Tanimbar Kei had endured intensive
exploitation and reached its low point in terms of marine ecosystem quality. Like many villages
in the archipelago at the end of 1999, with the first sign of unrest in Tual flaring up following
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confrontations between religious groups (Laksono 2002; Klinken 2007), Tanimbar Kei’s village
economy also hit its low point.
The following years saw escalating violence between Protestant and Islamic groups spread
across the Maluku Islands. The first clashes were reported in Dobo, followed by Ambon, and in
Tual similar scenes were soon sparked as well between Protestant and Islamic groups. The
growing tensions between religious groups in Tual combusted at the beginning of 1999, and
soon spread with targeted acts of brutal retribution on smaller villages around Kei.80 Mosques
and churches were burnt, villages were raided and vengeance assaults were frequent. Tual and
the villages in Kei Kecil and Kei Besar fell into anarchy. Interestingly Tanimbar Kei was left
largely out of the conflict, and even the Islamic community of Mun experienced little of the
tensions. In many cases Tanimbar Kei became a safe haven for victims of the clashes who
needed refuge. The political environment beyond the border of Tanimbar Kei was in complete
disarray; however, within the village the adat council’s local governing authority remained in its
strong position. The disturbances occurring beyond Tanimbar Kei were largely absorbed
collectively by villagers. Villagers recall that large amounts of rice and fuel were bought in Tual
for communal use on the island to get through the months of the conflict. These rations were
bought with collective money from the community treasury, and distributed among all
community members, regardless of ethnic or religious differences.

2.4.2

The aftermath of violence and local economic collapse, and political
reform, 1999 - 2005

In 1998 Suharto’s New Order regime came to an end, and Indonesia fell under the new
leadership of President Bacharuddin Jusuf Habibie. The new national government pushed for a
transformation of Indonesia’s centralised governing structures into a more devolved framework
under the ‘Reformasi’ movement. In Kei the years after 1999 still remained unstable with
occasional breakouts of violence, but by 2004 the violence had largely subsided. In this same
period the current village head in Tanimbar Kei started his period in office. Several
development projects reached the village in quick succession. Most notable was the

80

The religious war that raged in this period is referred to locally as musibah. The term can be translated
as ‘disaster’, and is often used in relation to events like earthquakes, tornados or tsunamis. The
application of this term to label the religious conflicts follows from the perspective in Kei that all were
guilty in the conflict, everyone was both victim and assailant. Great shame is felt when the events are
recalled and many claim the conflicts to be the result of people’s ignorance and disrespect towards the
traditional laws of Larvur Ngabal (Thorburn 2002).
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infrastructure brought in through national development programs81 including public toilets,
village walking paths, two village stairways, a communal meeting house and a docking pier.
With this infrastructure and increasing influence from the government reaching the island, the
official village government structure started to play a larger role. In cases of conflict resolution
and in cases where villagers required financial aid through credit or food rationing, the village
government provided relief. As a governing structure that people turned to, the village
government grew in importance, especially in Ohoi Tenan amongst migrant villagers. Amongst
the adat families in Ohoi Ratan however association with adat structures still remained stronger.
It was also in this period that the first development NGO started operations. The Yayasan Nen
Mas Il was founded by a group of local Keiese from Tual, who aspired to bring sustainable
development to Kei’s villages in the aftermath of the religious riots. The NGO proved to be
active in its early years; however, once funds were obtained it failed in its implementation stage.
Efforts withered amongst stories of local corruption on the Kei main land, and ultimately left
Tanimbar Kei and many other villages without any of the proposed development outcomes.82
Despite the slow trickle of development aid into the village, households still found themselves
in an economic depression after the departure of Surya. A large majority of the workforce had to
work in companies outside the village, where most cash income was sourced. Household
income within the village was dependant largely on copra production and seasonal sales of
trochus shell. Shark fin hunting was carried out more frequently in this period and provided
substantial seasonal income for some households. The social structure in the village was not
unaffected by the economic out-flux of a large portion of the workforce. Outside influence led
to a closer integration with Kei mainland trends. Although adat remained strong amongst the
older generation, the younger generations were said to show increasing signs of adopting
mainland trends. As one respondent described the changes affecting his son, ‘He [respondent’s
son] went to work on a Thai fishing trawler for a year near Dobo. [...] He came back listening to
new music, wearing other clothes and talking differently. [...] They [youth from the village] all
learnt new things when they worked there’ (Respondent TK-Rt 4, open interview 24-09-2010).
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The district development program Program Pengembangan Kecamatan (PPK) was implemented
throughout Indonesia in the years following Reformasi. In 2009, the PPK was renamed under the
acronym PNPM (Program Nasional Pemberdayaan Masyarakat - National Program for Community
Empowerment).
82

Refer to chapter 4 and 5 for more information on failed conservation and development initiatives in the
Kei Islands.
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Although pressure on the immediate shallow marine environment significantly decreased during
this period due to labour exodus,83 there were few measures taken to improve the state of the
reef and fish populations. The marine environment continued to be exploited for what it could
still provide, although this was limited. Particularly the first years after 1999 saw the continued
use of many local destructive fishing practices by villagers themselves as well as outsiders.84

2.4.3

Developments towards recovery of Tanimbar Kei, 2005 - present

The year 2005 was marked by three important changes that would once again alter Tanimbar
Kei’s livelihoods and living environment. First of all at the end of 2004 the revised Regional
Government Law No. 32/200485 was passed that recognised local indigenous forms of rule, like
the laws of Larvur Ngabal. In January 2005, the law took effect and brought forward the
integration of local indigenous forms of governance into government structures. A separate
Adat council was formed and given positions within formal governing and decision making
processes.86 Although this was intended as a measure of empowerment for local adat, in the case
of Tanimbar Kei it meant this Adat council would have to operate as part of a standard village
(desa) governing structure. Essentially this made it a mere entity of the larger village
government structure, rather than the previous situation where adat operated flexibly and often
above externally imposed governing structures. In many parts of Kei where adat councils had
slipped away from the village governance scene, the new special autonomy law was a welcome
revitalisation of adat structure. In Tanimbar Kei however where adat had maintained its
stronghold, the intervention in fact elevated village government (Respondent TK-Tn 2, open
interview 09-10-2010). The passing of this new law did however provide opportunities to gain
formal recognition for ownership of traditional territory, and helped safeguard community
access to land and seas against foreign claims to those territories. This would later become an
important factor in collaborating with I-LMMA.87
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Shark fin hunting persisted, however was not carried out on the reefs around the island, but rather in
deeper waters further from the island.
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Refer to appendix 2.3 for descriptions of modern and traditional destructive fishing techniques.
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Known formally in Indonesian as ‘Undang-Undang Nomor 32 Tahun 2004 tentang Pemerintahan
Daerah’ (Republik Indonesia 2004), this was a revision of the initial regional autonomy laws that were
passed in 1999, under Law No. 22/1999.
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Part of this integration involved the reformulation of government terms, whereby desa (village) was
replaced with ohoi, and dusun (hamlet) was replaced with ohoisoa.
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Refer to chapter 4 for more information on I-LMMA and its historical engagement with the Tanimbar
Kei community.
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The second pivotal transition was in Tanimbar Kei’s local economy, which would take it well
out of its economic slump. Throughout Kei there was a new drive for the production of agar
agar to meet growing demands for export from processing industries on Java.88 Tanimbar Kei’s
ideal conditions meant that within two years the village’s economy shifted from a mainly copra
and marine resource based economy to an agar agar production based economy. It grew
exponentially within the village until it reached its peak in 2009 after which the growth levelled
off (Respondent LM-1, personal communication 18-04-2011). The combination of a virus free
year and highest recorded prices per kilogram of dried agar agar89 in 2009 resulted in high
incomes for villagers.
The introduction of agar agar has considerably increased household income and provides more
consistent cash inflow. The fact that processed agar agar, in its dried form, can be stored for
long periods at a time, also means that it can be used as a buffer stock until there is a need for
cash within the household. Several groups of households have store rooms where they bulk up
their harvests. This builds their economic resilience across lean times also. The agar agar
industry has consolidated the economic position of villagers. The higher income has raised
higher living standards and enabled individual households to purchase private generators, larger
motor boats, pay for school and higher education, and housing expansions. These assets were
previously reserved for a select few well to do households.
These developments have intensified external influences on Tanimbar Kei’s adat. The education
curriculum in the village today is completely Indonesian based and involves little content
related to Tanimbar Kei’s heritage. Children largely speak Indonesian. In fact the indigenous
language of Tanimbar Kei nowadays is only still properly spoken by several elders. It has
largely been replaced, with the younger generations using a mix of Bahasa Indonesia, Bahasa
Kei and Bahasa Tanimbar Kei. The success of the economy furthermore has also diluted social
cohesion amongst families. In hard times families used to work collectively and share both
benefits and burdens. Many still believe bonds are strong, but nowadays people are no longer
dependant on the reciprocal help that existed amongst households, and thus no longer share as
much (not only in terms of necessities like food, but also the sharing problems and secrets).
Households are increasingly self-sufficient and independent. This is not to say that these mutual
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Most of the district level government aid programs like PPK, actively promoted agar agar cultivation as
a viable source of cash income for remote coastal communities. During fieldwork Kei Kecil Barat district
government was in the process of developing plans for the establishment of an agar agar processing plant
on Kei Kecil that would increase profitability of agar agar cultivation locally.
89

IDR 17 000 per kilogram (US$ 1.87) at the time, compared to the current stabilised price of
IDR 8 000-9 000 per kilogram (US$ 0.88-0.99). Refer to currency conversion table.
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support links no longer exist; instead they have become more concentrated within smaller
groups of households.
The third change to take place in Tanimbar Kei in 2005 was the introduction of the I-LMMA
marine conservation program. The involvement of I-LMMA was the result of repeated requests
by villagers to establish a conservation program. With their initial invitations failing to gain a
response from I-LMMA,90 a group of villagers took it upon themselves to start socialising ideas
of conservation to the wider community and resulted in agreements within the village to ban
destructive fishing practices. It was only once I-LMMA recognized the efforts undertaken by
the villagers that Tanimbar Kei was added to its conservation program. I-LMMA’s entry was a
response to villagers’ concerns with serious environmental degradation of reefs around the
island and their fear of losing its economic value. By this time destructive fishing practices
within the village had already decreased significantly. The combination of action by a
concentrated group with high motivation for conservation and the fact the epicentre of the local
economy had shifted to agar agar meant that pressure on marine resources had decreased. This
provided a solid platform on which to establish the marine conservation program.

2.4.4

I-LMMA’s program in Tanimbar Kei

The I-LMMA program in Tanimbar Kei consists of three main components - a marine resource
conservation component, a project management component and an environmental education
component. Since its inception in the village the program has established a conservation team
made up of various community youth members, spearheaded by three coordinators from the
community.
The project’s initial efforts focused on the formation and functioning of the conservation team,
with regular natural resource monitoring activities initiated under the conservation component
of the program. Two marine resources were identified as priority resources for conservation,
namely trochus shells and sea cucumber. Selection was based on the perceived recent decline in
numbers as claimed by villagers at the time and the economic value they hold for the
community. Subsequently two areas were designated through consultation with village elders as
no-take zones for trochus shells and sea cucumber. The delineation of the protected areas
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Tanimbar Kei villagers first learned of I-LMMA’s program through news of the successful activities
that were taking place in Ohoiren regarding their sea cucumber cultivation program. Several village
members attended an open workshop and met I-LMMA staff there, where they first invited I-LMMA. At
the time, however, I-LMMA was restricted by limited resources and was reluctant to expand their
program to Tanimbar Kei without knowing how motivated the community really was.
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marked the start of regular three-month trochus shell and sea cucumber population monitoring
by the conservation team (plate 2.8). In the first two years trochus shell populations in the
protected area demonstrated a significant expansion while in the sea cucumber protected area no
improvement took place (LM-1, open interview 08-09-2010). In 2008 the community
abandoned the sea cucumber protected area and focused its efforts on the trochus shell
populations. Besides these local efforts, the program initiated inter-community training
exchanges. This involves the invitation of community members from various I-LMMA sites
across eastern Indonesia to train each other on fishing techniques, cultivation techniques and so
forth. On several occasions fishers from other villages travelled to Tanimbar Kei to train
community members on the construction of fish aggregation devices. Several Tanimbar Kei
community members travelled to other sites to provide peer-training in agar agar cultivation
techniques.
Another of the conservation component’s priorities involved the mapping of resources around
Tanimbar Kei. These maps were to form an important basis for establishing formal political
recognition amongst neighbouring communities of Tanimbar Kei’s claim to traditional
ownership of their land and marine areas. Following this the community initiated the collective
formulation of a set of ‘Adat’ rules and sanctions. These define the penalties for any breach of
Adat regulations with regards to the use of Tanimbar Kei’s marine natural resources. In
collaboration with I-LMMA staff the conservation team drafted the first set of regulations
controlling the use of marine resources which was subsequently submitted to the District
Government Office of Fisheries for approval in 2010.
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Plate 2.8 Activities undertaken in the I-LMMA village marine conservation program
(i)

( iii )

( vi )

( ii )

( iv )

( vii )

(v)

( ix )

(x)

( viii )

( xi )

( xii )

Note: 1st Row (from left to right): (i) Conservation team members mapping the marine zones of Tanimbar Kei, and
(ii) meeting held to discuss implementation of village regulations on marine resource management;
2nd Row (from left to right): (iii) Outside fishers are sanctioned according to village resource management
regulations for using destructive fishing methods; (iv) conservation team leaders chairing the
sanctioning process; and (v) the sanction of IDR 500 000, two brass bracelets (representing gold),
tobacco, siri pinang, and ‘gold coins’;
3rd Row (from left to right): (vi-viii) Conservation team members monitoring trochus shell and coral cover along
transects in the protected area; and (ix-x)recording preparing presentation of monitoring results;
4th Row (from left to right): (xi-xii) Tanimbar Kei primary school children completing a school project during a
field excursion to the reef with conservation team members and local teachers.
Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2010-2011
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Under the component of skills development for project management, the program has trained
conservation team members on financial management. Currently the conservation team is
managing its own program finances with relative independence. Local financial acquitting is
carried out by a financial coordinator on a monthly basis and is subsequently audited by ILMMA staff. There are regular training programs on aspects of project management and
planning for conservation team members. Lastly, under the education component, the program
has collaborated with local primary school teachers to develop a curriculum for environmental
education. Aspects of reef ecology and sustainability are introduced through practical activities
with the school children on reefs (plate 2.8). These activities are coordinated by teachers in the
village.91

2.5

The competing factions in Tanimbar Kei

The term faction is applied to mean a group within the community who associate themselves
with a set of shared ideas, opinions and norms, and in doing so distinguish themselves in
varying degrees from other groups. The term suggests a form of political competition, and
although this is mostly the case, I refer to factions here also to include distinct groups that may
not necessarily show overt opposition or resistance but do for specific reasons stand separate
from other social groups (factions) with whom they share community space. These ‘latent’ or
‘inchoate’ factions form important often marginalized groups within communities, which could
potentially oppose other factions in the socio-political dynamics of a community. Moreover, the
factions I identify may not necessarily be visible at all times or linked to any societal institution.
They may appear more prominent during meetings and conservation discussions, but may
realign, or become very vague, or disappear altogether in other contexts. Moreover, these
factions may not be consciously organised nor formally recognized, but rather evolve from
within the social rifts that exist or emerge between individuals or groups (Scott 1985).
Consequently the people involved may not necessarily identify themselves consciously as a
faction member. Association with a faction is therefore not necessarily fixed for any individual.
Although certain individuals can be identified as representatives of a certain set of ideas, and in
that respect may be seen as drivers of a faction, the large majority of villagers exist in the spaces
between these streams and manoeuvre between factions. The dynamics of these factions make it
difficult to draw divisions across the community that could neatly categorise individuals.
However it is these very dynamics that suggest what the competing perceptions towards
conservation in the community are and how these manifest differently in people’s behaviour,
albeit in non-systemic and unpredictable ways.
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Refer to chapter 4 and 5 for more info on the I-LMMA program.
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I identify three faction centres in Tanimbar Kei relevant to the marine conservation program.
These include (i) the traditional core leadership of the village made up of several heads of adat
families that belong to the twenty-three houses which form the central lineages of Tanimbar
Kei’s societal roots (the ‘Adat Core’ faction); (ii) a small yet vocal group of contesters driven
forward by a handful of locally influential villagers who actively challenge the dominant bodies
of village leadership (the ‘Contesters’ faction); and lastly (iii) the residents of Mun hamlet (the
‘Mun’ faction). The schematic representation of the factions in figure 2.2 gives an indication of
the relative positions of each faction in the community.
Figure 2.2

Schematic representation of the three factions present in Tanimbar Kei, with size
indicating roughly proportional spheres of influence in village decision making,
position indicating relative overlap between factions, and shading indicating levels
of association to central ideas and norms characterizing a faction (with dark to light
respectively representing close to loose association).

TANIMBAR KEI

‘CONTESTERS’

‘ADAT CORE’

‘MUN’

Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2012

2.5.1

The Adat Core faction

Previously I elaborated on the complex social structure of adat in Tanimbar Kei. Here I will
look at how adat functions to support a dominant faction within the wider social realm of the
community of Tanimbar Kei and how it positions itself to occupy important roles in the
community leadership structures. As mentioned previously, the Adat Core faction lies at the
heart of Tanimbar Kei’s community in terms of governance and leadership, and revolves around
the traditional rules and norms through which Tanimbar Kei society identifies itself as an adat
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community. The nine house clusters (ub wadar) form an important core social structure in this
regime. Everyone that lives on the island is subject to adat rule, which remains widely
respected. The traditional elders who stand high in the social hierarchy actively maintain
traditions and rituals, and to a large extent determine the way adat rule is performed. Its
influence reaches well into the formal village government, which is constituted of villagers who
are all directly linked to the Adat Core. As a result the way the formal village government
currently functions reflects closely the norms expressed by the Adat Core. It is without
coincidence that the village head as well as one of the most influential adat leaders are both
from the same ub wadar. As such, the village government arrangement in Tanimbar Kei clearly
sees close ties with the Adat Core.
Adat is the centre for us in Tanimbar Kei. It has always been so […] we have integrated the
village government so that adat is still respected at all times […] In the village adat speaks,
that is us (adat elders), but outside the village our village government speaks, that is [the
village head]. That is why he lives in Langgur […] but he is from Rahan Teli and is
important to adat.
Respondent TK-Tn 2, open interview 09-10-2010
Clearly, there is concern amongst adat elders about the infusion of modernising influences that
they see as eroding adat. There is a need to protect adat in the face of modernisation and the
increasing state government influences. The appointment of an adat elder as village head
maintains this role for adat institutions. Whether this is a strategic move by current elders or the
inevitable consequence of having such a prominent structural role of adat, is debatable. In any
case clearly adat norms persist through people’s actions and decisions. The village government
is not actually regarded as a governing body, but rather as a channel to access state development
funds. Development funds through national programs like PNPM provide opportunities for
villages to tender for projects with the submission of proposals. However these windows of
opportunity are often very small and unpredictable.92 Often attaining funds requires more than
simply submitting a proposal. Possibly more importantly, it involves investing in a network
amongst officials in Langgur. Without a presence in Langgur, building such a network is
difficult, as was the case in the past. This is the justification for why the village head resides in
Langgur rather than in the village itself. Acknowledging the need for improved living standards
and public infrastructure, while also accepting the need to secure adat values in the face of
modernisation, the Adat Core enacts the norms dictated by adat structures and has tactfully
addressed new emerging issues through this arrangement.

92

Once PNPM funds are received by the district government it may take months before village
governments are informed to submit proposals.
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Adat institutions and leadership are similarly central to the involvement of I-LMMA in the
community. The conservation program under I-LMMA’s support very much enters the
community through the adat channels, mainly as a result of the strong grip the Adat Core has on
village leadership. This is apparent in the close affiliation that all three conservation
coordinators, and most of the conservation team members, have to the Adat Core. The
recruitment of the conservation team members for example was initially planned to be open to
all those interested. However, during its implementation the recruitment became a selection
procedure by the village coordinating body of the program. As a result the current composition
of conservation team is essentially an extension of the networks of the three conservation
coordinators.93
We need to be careful who we select into the conservation program. We need people we
know that are hardworking and motivated. This is why we [the conservation coordinators]
choose the people to be in the conservation team.
Respondent TK-Tn 2, open interview 09-10-2010

2.5.2

The ‘Contesters’ faction

Of all the factions addressed here, the Contesters is the hardest to collectively classify. The Adat
Core and Mun factions are more clearly definable with their more apparent affiliation to cultural
and geographic orientation; the Adat Core faction members are linked through their lineage
while the Mun faction members are part of a geographically separate settlement. The Contesters
in contrast are linked with each other by a common objection towards dominant leadership,
rather than by kinship, religion, ethnic origin, gender or age. Their existence expands and
contracts with topic, time and leadership. Its core is made up of a few core individuals who
openly challenge and question convention in the village. In that they are most vocal towards
local village government or those villagers who are perceived to be the consistent beneficiaries
of the perks of development and marine conservation projects. Their objections are driven by
arguments of systemic unequal benefit distribution, and repetitive favouritism towards those
that represent the Adat Core. The several key individuals who power this faction are either
respected or loathed amongst other villagers for their outspoken opinions. They have the ability
to conjure support, specifically with youth groups, during debates and offer continuous
opposition to village leadership.
It is important to note here that these individuals do not fundamentally object to adat, or the
norms and traditions that define adat institutions. On the contrary, they too believe that the
93

Refer to section 2.6 for more details on the conservation coordinators
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foundations of the adat belief system stand above any mortal, and they also engage in rituals and
adhere to its laws. It would be more accurate to state that they oppose the authority and benefits,
beyond the traditional adat forms of recognition, that have been appropriated by this leadership.
The most apparent form of leadership they challenge is the official (dinas) village government.
They actively oppose what they recognise as ‘the political machine’. The village government
represents the notions and ideas of the state of Indonesia, towards which there is a long tradition
of antagonism in Tanimbar Kei, as well as across Kei. Gaining rights as ‘peripheral individuals’
is an important motivation both at a level of ‘Kei against the national Indonesian state’ as well
as within the village against established governance structures.
Identifying oneself with the cultural richness of a minority group and distinguishing oneself
from a Java-based Indonesia is common in many eastern Indonesia societies (Timmer 2003).
Some of the main actors in this faction refer often to experiences during times of oppression by
military and police forces during the New Order, and as a result have been left with a deep
distrust towards government actors and anyone who chooses to relate to that. In Tanimbar Kei
villagers for example will often receive information through public media of funds being
available for village development, but see little of it. A common response is to hold those
involved in village government responsible. Facets of corruption are directly coupled with the
idea of government in local perception.
The money leaves Jakarta and passes through twenty hands before it arrives in Kei, by that
time a million rupiah has become a thousand rupiah.
Respondent TK-Tn 3, open interview 22-11-2010
[…] this village government is like any other village government in Indonesia. The village
head organises everything by himself, so what happens to the money we all hear about?
Nobody in the village knows.
Respondent TK-Tn 3, open interview 22-11-2010
Voicing their opposition through their criticism of village government is morally their safest
avenue. Where adat is regarded more as ‘a way of life’ and sets out a moral code of conduct
next to its function of setting down law, the village government is seen as an imposed system
with which they have little affiliation. With such a strong adat presence in Tanimbar Kei, openly
criticizing the adat leadership would be treading on thin ice, even though among the faction
drivers there is definite disapproval of the ‘monopoly’ that adat leadership has on the village as
a whole.94 In my informal interactions with these individuals their cautious criticisms formed
94

‘The village as a whole’ for the Contesters includes the peripheral social groups made up of second or
third generation migrants, including Mun, and thus not only the core adat families residing in Ohoi Ratan.
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around ideas of the conservatism of adat and around practices that they feel counter
sustainability.
Knowledge and practices in Tanimbar Kei are based completely on tradition and past adat
beliefs, but times have changed so we need to change with that, and must adjust traditions to
fit these times, we are not living 50 years ago. […] If adat continues the way they are going
now, they will finish everything on the island. They burn the plots [for millet] every year;
this is not good for the land.
Respondent DSTKtn15, interview 16-10-2010
Individuals in this faction tend to have strong common aspirations to develop towards economic
prosperity, often referring to the need for improved transportation, political autonomy (as
individuals and as a society separate from the Indonesia central state), economic growth and
development. They represent in many ways a movement towards modernity. They are also well
informed and well versed in the use of government and development terminology, more so than
the average villager. In discussions with them they would often use terms typically associated
with government development projects, like human capital (sumber daya manusia, SDM) and
sustainable development (pembangunan berkelanjutan). So, as much as they oppose what the
government stands for, they are well versed in its language and see definite value in benefits
that may result. Their main standpoint against the village government is therefore not so much
its existence, but rather is focused on issues of benefit sharing. The continual recruitment of the
same people within the same close circle of kin resurfaces as a recurring point of heated debate
regarding any development project work. The I-LMMA conservation program is subject to
similar criticism from the Contesters.
Development should be for the better of us all, but instead it is for the better of certain clever
individuals […] it’s a business.
Respondent DSTKtn18, interview 17-10-2010
The Contesters are strongly independent and stress their ability to function and prosper without
support from others in their critical views on how Tanimbar Kei functions; ‘I need nothing from
anyone’ (Respondent TK-Rt 7, personal communication 14-11-2010); ‘We don’t follow blindly
like dogs follow their hunter, we think’ (Respondent TK-Tn 3, open interview 22-11-2010).95
In reference to the marine conservation project this faction voices distrust and suspicion to the
objectives of the project and to the motives of those involved. Similar to their critique of the
95

This independence could partially also be a result from the critical position they have taken towards
strong figures in the community, somewhat alienating them from conventional social circles in the
village.
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village government they emphasise the lack of transparency by which activities are planned and
people are recruited. This lack of knowledge on the program leads to suspicion amongst the
faction members.
I see them (the conservation team) walking past my house with tape measures and other
equipment. I’m puzzled about what they want to do […]. This is my island also but I don’t
know what they are doing or why?
Respondent DSTKtn15, interview 16-10-2010
Their argument against I-LMMA’s involvement is furthermore based on the close partnership
that has evolved in the course of the program between the I-LMMA staff and the village head
and his staff.
They (I-LMMA staff) work only with the village government, they are his partners, not the
community.
Respondent TK-Tn 3, open interview 22-11-2010

2.5.3

The Mun faction

The third faction exists largely on the social fringes of Tanimbar Kei. The Islamic villagers of
Mun are clearly distinguishable from those of the main village in terms of livelihood sources,
religion and their links to the outside. Although family ties exist between the Mun enclave and
the Tanimbar Kei village, the Mun inhabitants function to a certain extent independently from
the main Tanimbar Kei village. Their participation in meetings is passive and social interaction
with Tanimbar Kei villagers is more distant. Visits of Mun villagers to the main village are
infrequent, often only to visit the local village shop (kios) or occasionally to trade their agar agar
to middlemen (although more frequently directly engaged with outside traders). Even in those
cases their visits do not involve much extra social interaction with the villagers. As most Mun
residents are of Bugis descent they are culturally different to other Tanimbar Kei villager. Their
roots in a seafaring culture are evident in their livelihood activities, with a large portion of their
income derived from fishing and shark fin hunting, and only partially on agar agar cultivation.
Through established trade links with middlemen in Tual, trade in these goods is often direct to
Tual rather than via middlemen in the main village. They furthermore do not typically
participate in the major adat rituals and most do not have ownership rights to land. Most
households in Mun have in fact over time negotiated user rights to land (often coconut plots)
with the traditional custodians of those lands in the main village.
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Their involvement in village decision making is largely on the basis of consultation. Concerning
the conservation project, Mun residents are also passive and have low expectations for any
significant outcome that could be of direct value to them. On occasion several Mun villagers
participated in conservation oriented activities, however these were more labour oriented roles
rather than decision making roles. One member of the conservation team does reside in Mun,
and in that is meant to represent the views of Mun inhabitants in conservation discussions with
the conservation team. This individual however is in fact a direct relation to an adat family and
has only recently moved to Mun.96 Although his relationship with fellow Mun inhabitants is
good, he does not identify himself as part of the primarily Islamic Bugis community here.97
The physical segregation of their settlement from the main village means Mun villagers are
often not part of impromptu meetings, and frequently complain that they are ‘last in the queue to
receive development benefits’ (Respondent TK-Tn 3, open interview 22-11-2010). Unlike the
Contesters faction, their resistance towards village government, and in some cases towards the
marine conservation program, is passive. They can afford to do so as their fishing activities take
them beyond the immediate maritime environment of the agar agar mudflats or fringing coral
reefs and into deeper waters. They operate very much in the shadows of Tanimbar Kei and are
not an outspoken resisting faction.
We live far away from what happens there […]. We get little help from the village
government. Look at Mun, we have no concrete walking paths, we have no well at every
house like they have […] we must build ourselves the mosque. The well they improved here
only because it is the best fresh water on the island and is used every day by them […] we do
not complain, we can take care of ourselves.
Respondent DSTKmu34, interview 20-11-2010
Mun inhabitants appear more willing to maintain their peripheral social status as long as they
can continue practicing their main marine-oriented livelihood activities. They are content with
their position outside the governing spotlight. Evidently it holds advantages of less (social)
control, which appear to override the disadvantages of missing out on public development
support.
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The reason this individual moved to Mun is related to the fact that his wife is Javanese and had a fallout with her in-laws. The husband, however, still maintains close ties with villagers in Tanimbar Kei.
97

Most Mun resident are Islamic which often restricts their participation in communal adat rituals, which,
for example, may involve the consumption of wild pig meat or may disrupt their daily prayer obligations.
Non Islamic Mun residents generally will engage in communal adat rituals, but may be restricted to
certain extents for the same reasons they chose to live in Mun.
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2.6

Introducing the conservation brokers

Marine conservation is understood in a variety of ways in the community, whether as a set of
principles for environmental sustainability or as a label by which people identify I-LMMA’s
presence. The value of marine conservation initiatives is clearly interpreted, understood and
responded to in different ways by the three factions in the community. The principles and
justifications behind marine conservation, being based on environmental integrity and
sustainable use (to maintain ecosystem services that provide economic income and a living
environment) are agreed upon as being necessary across the community. But if this so, why is it
that some people in the community still oppose the conservation program? Why do core
members of the Contesters faction for example refuse participation in resource monitoring
activities, or oppose new initiatives brought forward by the I-LMMA? Similarly, why do Adat
Core members strongly support such initiatives, while members from Mun faction appear not
willing to take either position in conservation discussions?
Clearly how the conservation project is received and dealt with differs according to how
conservation is communicated within the community, specifically by whom and with whom. In
noting this it is apparent then that their perceptions of conservation and willingness to
participate are not necessarily nested solely in a resource user’s understanding of sustainability,
but rather in how and by whom measures towards ensuring sustainability are communicated. To
explore the channels of conservation delivery into the community, three key figures who play a
pivotal role in brokering between I-LMMA and the community will be introduced. These are
the three in-village coordinators of the I-LMMA program. The respective positions these
individuals have in relation to the factions and social strata they represent very much influence
what and how information is delivered to or received from resource users. The three
coordinators make up the organisational driving force of the conservation program in the village
and steer the in-village conservation team. These individuals translate conservation ideas and
principles into the social sphere of the community, which for its part has pre-existing ideas
about marine management. As community members themselves, the coordinators operate on the
forefront of the community in their collaboration with I-LMMA, and act as brokers at the
interface (James 2011).98
Each coordinator oversees a specific aspect in the program. The coordinating body is made up
of the three leadership functions; a financial coordinator who administers the program budgets;
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Refer to figure 1.2 for schematic representation of the interface located between I-LMMA and the
community, and the interaction of brokers at this interface.
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a conservation coordinator who manages technical conservation oriented activities like resource
monitoring; and an institutional coordinator who organises the social and political alignment
between ideas of conservation and those of the community, including socialisation activities.99
As with any participatory conservation program, although divisions of responsibility are defined
according to the formal terms of reference in the program, over time these evolve according to
the coordinators’ personalities and the social milieu in which they operate. It is therefore
important to examine in more detail who these individuals are and in which social circles of the
community they are rooted, in turn indicating to whom they feel most accountable. This can
provide insights into why some groups in the community support and others resist the
conservation program. Ultimately this can better contextualise the responses that the different
factions exhibit towards the conservation program. Resistance to a conservation measure from a
certain sector within the community, for example, may not necessarily indicate resistance to the
measure per se, but rather may represent a response towards those that are suggesting the
measure. In the following section the three conservation coordinators, will be introduced.

2.6.1

Utjo – the institutional coordinator

Hailing from Somlain,100 the local institutional coordinator of the village conservation program
(47 years of age), henceforth referred to as ‘Utjo’, married into one of the prominent adat
families of Tanimbar Kei some twenty years ago and has since made the island his home. Utjo
is an exception among recent migrants in Tanimbar Kei. Despite being an outsider and of a
Catholic religious background, he currently resides with his family of three children in Ohoi
Ratan. Although this area of the village is customarily reserved for adat descendants affiliated to
one of the three la’owan, Utjo, being of noble descent in his home village and furthermore
having married into an influential adat kinship circle, has integrated more closely into the Adat
Core circle than other migrants.
His leadership skills, literacy and exceptionally active communal engagement has put him at the
forefront of many formal village decision making podia that involve government institutions.
Being well spoken, and one of a few people in the village who is very familiar with the
workings of government structure and protocol, Utjo has grown to play an active role in
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Somlain is a small coastal village on the main island of Kei Kecil. It is also located in the subdistrict of
Kei Kecil Barat, and moreover is one of the villages with the traditional ‘Nu-Fit Ratskap’ (nine villages
that traditionally fell under the rule of a single raja and formed a customary governance system, of which
Tanimbar Kei is also a member). Today this inter-village collaboration is weak with the import of
standard national village government structures.
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representing community aspirations to the point where he is currently active in village
development planning, coordination of conservation activities, and facilitation of various village
meetings. Even beyond the village Utjo has attended government meetings and has represented
the community as a member of village delegations at district level. The I-LMMA program
allocated an important leadership role for him since its inception in the village. In late 2011 he
was appointed to attend a national forum on participatory marine conservation as a
representative of Tanimbar Kei’s marine conservation program under I-LMMA. Here he
presented their conservation program in front of other community conservation groups and
advised starting communities on management aspects. In his leadership role, he actively avoids
making executive decisions, but rather seeks to facilitate decision making amongst participants
in a meeting. This is partially a product of his experience in facilitation of meetings over the
years but also largely because, as he puts it, it is ‘the limit to what [he] can do as being nonnative to Tanimbar Kei’. Despite his twenty year presence in the community and highly
regarded reputation amongst most villagers, with his roots from Somlain he remains somewhat
on the fringe of Adat decision making. There are parallels to be drawn here to the concept of the
stranger king (Henley 2004; Adhuri 2006; Sahlins 2008), where foreign figures are reserved
special status and through this come to play important roles in conflict resolution and local
governance.
Utjo clearly operates in a space that he has had to work to establish over time, but which still
has distinct boundaries regarding what he can and cannot do. Maintaining social acceptance
from his wife’s kin groups and the village adat leaders is for Utjo an important factor that
influences the way he carries out his coordinating role.
As prominent as his role may be in communal discussions and formal meetings, it is his
participation in the local social Tanimbar Kei lifestyle that speaks to most people. Utjo’s
household depends for its modest income largely on agar-agar production just like most other
households on the island. However more so than other households in the village his household
has a greater direct dependence on marine resources than land-based resources. As an outsider
Utjo has no inherited ownership right to land,101 making his focus of subsistence and income
generating activities mainly towards marine resources, for which access is open to everyone that
lives on the island. Although Utjo and his wife also participate in copra production from time to
time, this will only be through occasional access to coconut plots that are under traditional
ownership of someone else with whom he has made an agreement to utilise the respective plot
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Although Utjo has no land ownership rights, he does have the right to use land and resources for
subsistence under hak makan (right to eat). This hak makan is bestowed on his family through his wife’s
affiliation to Tanimbar Kei.
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for a given time period. Copra production however is only a periodic income producing activity
that takes place in 3 month cycles. More often though, Utjo and his wife will attend to their
agar-agar tallies together with groups of other households that have their tallies in the same
area, making it a social affair. Besides agar-agar, Utjo is an exceptionally active fisher. On most
early mornings Utjo can be found handline fishing from his dugout canoe (sampan) on the
surrounding reefs. Although he fishes predominantly for subsistence, any surplus catch is often
shared amongst a number of households within his close social circle, often being next of kin or
neighbours. Such sharing of catch is still common practice amongst groups of households in the
village.102 His household also receives income through Utjo’s involvement in I-LMMA and
government development projects. It is fair to say that he receives an above average income.
However he is very careful in his expenses. Unlike some households which have fared well in
the recent agar-agar trade, and responded with very visible expenditures such as on televisions
and housing construction, Utjo’s household remains modest in its assets. During the many
evening talks we shared, he would often joke how he not only works to feed his direct family
and educate his children, but also to maintain the many relations with extended family and
friends in the village that require as much personal investment. This is an important indication
of the social obligations Utjo fulfils in his day-to-day living.
Another important aspect to Utjo’s role in the community is as a devoted member of the
Catholic Church. Utjo plays a large role in the small circle of households that actively maintain
the local Catholic Church. The recent construction of the Catholic Church on Tanimbar Kei is in
part a result of his strong ties with Somlain and the Catholic network on Kei Kecil. His role
extends beyond occasionally leading prayer meetings to also playing an important part in
conflict resolutions and support within the group of Catholic households.
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Respondents often noted this sharing behaviour has lessened over time with the increased cash
economy after the start of agar-agar cultivation which has provided villagers with more local spending
power. However it appears this sharing culture has not disappeared but rather has contracted to clusters of
households rather than across the community, as is said to have happened in the past. Occasionally
surplus catch is sold to other households beyond these immediate household clusters. Particularly
households from Mun will sell their catch in the main village households. With the increasing local cash
economy in the village, trade in surplus catch is frequently prioritized over sharing.
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Utjo’s reputation as having a highly moral and honest working ethos is supported by many
villagers. He has a calm yet authoritative demeanour to his approach in communal discussions.
His active role in the church, his adherence to local adat custom, and above all his modest
subsistence lifestyle as an active fisher are highly regarded in Tanimbar Kei society. His
position as an outsider who has married into adat circles moreover gives him a certain affiliation
to both migrants in Tanimbar Kei as well as members of Adat Core circles. His active role in
village governance and clear primary accountability towards adat authorities however has
conjured up resentment in specific corners of the village. No overt or directed criticism is
voiced in meetings towards Utjo in particular. This is partially because he is very aware of his
position as an outsider, and is careful not to provoke controversy. Amongst Mun villagers and
amongst Contesters, Utjo is viewed as an extended arm of adat, but less so than the other two
coordinators who, besides this social accountability orientation, are inextricably linked to the
Adat Core through blood lineage. It is clear then that Utjo’s position as an ‘integrated outsider’
in Tanimbar Kei clearly restricts his capacity and requires constant demonstration of his loyalty
to adat, but also works in his favour in reaching out to the other peripheral factions that do not
necessarily answer to adat primarily.

2.6.2

Dimko – the financial coordinator

The financial coordinator of the village conservation program (47 years of age), henceforth
referred to as Dimko, is mainly associated with the bureaucratic position he holds in the village
government. He has six children of which the three oldest are enrolled in high school in Tual.
Both Dimko and his wife are prominent figures in Tanimbar Kei. Neither are active in fishing
nor are they known for their participation in copra production or agar agar cultivation. With an
above average income their standard of living is higher than the average Tanimbar Kei villager.
Furthermore through his adat position as head of a family he is bestowed with considerable
traditional assets in the form of land areas including several large coconut plots on Tanimbar
Kei island as well as on the adjacent Nuhuta.103 He identifies himself as being Hindu, as does
the rest of the Adat Core. In spite of the fact that Tanimbar Kei’s adat system bears little
relationship directly to Hinduism,104 Dimko’s household actively participates in Hindu rituals
that are increasingly being practised amongst adat households. He, like many in the community,
understands these Hindu rituals as the current generation’s means to express adat beliefs.
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Dimko is the financial coordinator of the conservation program, and played a big part in
bringing I-LMMA to Tanimbar Kei and establishing the marine conservation program. Besides
this, Dimko plays a very active role in village government and communal development work,
being the village secretary and right hand man to the village head. With the village head
residing in Langgur, on Kei Kecil, the village government administration is structured in such a
way that all in-village governance matters are initially addressed by Dimko and later
communicated to the village head. All external government matters, including project tendering,
are administered by the village head. As a result Dimko is the local face of village government.
At the start of 2011 Dimko received formal appointment as a civil servant by the district head,
and since then has received a fixed honorary income from the district government, next to his
monthly payments as coordinator to the I-LMMA program105. He is currently the only villager
residing in Tanimbar Kei with a civil service position. All village government budgeting in
addition to the budgetary management of the marine conservation program are under Dimko’s
responsibility. His formal involvement in the village government and his tight partnership with
the village head closely associates him with formal government institutions. Although he
occupies a prominent role in the village government, Dimko is a quiet and somewhat shy figure
in meetings. He is very happy to take the role of minutes-secretary in meetings and leaves direct
facilitation to others. His work therefore involves mainly support coordination and far less upfront leadership. He is however very active in his jobs and is continually commuting between
Kei Kecil and Tanimbar Kei. Away from formal settings, Dimko is a humble yet respected
figure amongst peers and kin, both as head of the family as well as a ‘neighbour’ to many.
Dimko, as opposed to Utjo, is intimately entwined in adat circles. As head of the traditional
house of Korbib (Rahan Korbib) he has important roles to fulfil under adat custom. Although he
was born into another adat family, he was handed from his birth family, Lefmanut, to the
Rahanmitu family since their lineage at the time had no immediate successor after the head of
the family unexpectedly passed away. Since Dimko was the son in the next generation of the
Lefmanut family, which had the closest blood link along its family tree to the Rahanmitu line,
he was adopted at an early age and inherited the future role as head of the Rahanmitu family and
the Korbib house. Once married, Dimko was formally initiated into his adat role. Being head of
the traditional house, and of the Rahanmitu family, binds him to the village. Where his other
direct siblings have over time moved out of the village and taken up jobs in other areas, Dimko
cannot settle outside Tanimbar Kei. Moreover, Rahan Korbib is only one of two traditional
houses located at the foot of the cliff in Ohoi Tenan. It makes up part of an ub wadar with
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The monthly allowance for a village conservation coordinator is IDR 200 000 (US$ 22.00). Average
monthly household income in Tanimbar Kei was estimated at IDR 1 570 000 (US$ 173.00) in 2010 (ILMMA socio-economic surveys 2010). Refer to currency conversion table.
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Rahan Sokdit, Rahan Sirwod and Rahan Fator that falls under the larger la’owan of Faruan
(Holanmitu). Under adat tradition the house of Korbib is allocated the role of gatekeeper to the
village. This implies that it is responsible for receiving all foreign guests that arrive in the
village. The small inlet in front of Rahan Korbib, referred to as Ngur Da Mat Rok, is the formal
arrival area for any foreign guest once they have passed through the village gates at the mouth
of the inlet. This role is still very much adhered to and places the Korbib house prominently in
any matters involving interaction between Tanimbar Kei’s adat and external institutions or
guests. As a result most foreign guests, including the odd tourist, will stay at Dimko’s house or
at least in one of the houses in its immediate vicinity, under his supervision. Often arrangements
for payments are managed through Dimko, and will at least partially be fed through to adat
houses.
Beside this adat role bestowed upon Dimko, he is closely linked with one of the most influential
traditional leaders from another ub wadar, who is the brother of Dimko’s wife. The village head
is a direct member to this dominant ub wadar. Although Dimko belongs to another ub wadar,
because of his partnership with the village head and through his wife’s sibling relationship with
the traditional leader, he is closely linked to this ub wadar also. This ub wadar’s adat influence
is very strong and reaches well beyond village borders through village government matters.
Specifically Dimko’s close links with this ub wadar positions him firmly as part of the Adat
Core and consequently away from the peripheral factions of the Contesters and Mun villagers.
His affiliation with this powerful adat group brews resentment, particularly for the Contesters
faction. For many of the Contesters Dimko’s role as financial administrator in several programs
is reason enough to question his motives for participation. Their suspicion of unfair distribution
of common benefits amongst this tight-knit adat group drives their scrutiny of Dimko’s role in
both the marine conservation program as well as village government. Mun villagers on the other
hand do not appear to exhibit any overt antipathy towards Dimko as a person, although they do
speak of him as a representative by default of the institutions he is part of, namely village
government and adat.
He is not a bad person […] he is not the one that needs to make the decisions, but he is
always put in that position by others, we [Mun villagers] understand that, but who else can
we talk to if he [the village head] is never in the village.
Respondent DSTKmu35, interview 20-11-2010
Dimko is very aware of the various criticisms amongst villagers towards the village
government, particularly on the matter of the village head’s consistent absence from the village.
For this reason Dimko maintains a low profile in village discussions, and consciously uses the
cloak of other more executive (village head) or more authoritarian (traditional leader) figures in
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the local governance scene to protect his own position. He conveyed the impression on
numerous occasions that he stands powerless against criticism to village government as he is in
no position to take executive decisions regarding village government. The communication
between the village head and community members is indirect and largely through Dimko, who
frequently travels the five hour boat ride between Kei Kecil and Tanimbar Kei to facilitate this.

2.6.3

Dafir – the conservation coordinator

The local conservation coordinator of the village conservation program, whom I refer to as
Dafir, at 33 years of age is significantly younger than his colleague coordinators. His role as a
community board member is considerable in village governance matters, as well as in the
conservation program. His links to adat circles moreover are very strong. Dafir comes from
another important adat family, belonging to Rahan Hedmar, which together with Rahan Falav
makes up an ub wadar under the la’owan of E-wahan. He lives in the centre of Ohoi Ratan with
his elders, his wife and his two young children. Dafir is the eldest son amongst his siblings. He
will therefore inherit the title as head of the family with the passing of his grandfather and
father. Therefore Dafir is bound to live in Tanimbar Kei, as is the case with Dimko. His father
and grandfather both still occupy important roles in adat circles, with his father particularly
active in village decision making where adat intervention is required. Dafir and his siblings all
finished high school in Tual. While Dafir returned to Tanimbar Kei to marry and settle in 2005
after working on a Thai fishing boat in Dobo for several years, his siblings went on to tertiary
education and currently occupy good positions in government institutions in Tual and Ambon. It
is from this rich family heritage and wide kin support that Dafir’s authority originates. His
household has a mixed source of income. Agar-agar cultivation and copra production are two of
their main daily livelihood sources. Besides this, Dafir receives payments through his role as a
coordinator in the conservation program but also through his involvement in other village
development projects. Furthermore Rahan Hedmar has ownership rights over significant plots
of lands on the island, which are largely made up of coconut plantations, but also include plots
with cultivated fruit and vegetables which all members of the households tend to. On the
adjacent island of Nuhuta Dafir’s family owns two large coconut plots, which they periodically
harvest for the copra trade, coinciding with sasi openings. Dafir does very little fishing of his
own, nor does any other member of his household.
Dafir was appointed village facilitator for Tanimbar Kei in the national district development
program (Program Pengembangan Kecamatan, PPK, now known as PNPM) and has been
active in these channels since his return to Tanimbar Kei. His growing role in village
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governance was underlined at a village meeting in 2010 where he was elected into the new
village government body (Badan Saniri Ohoi, BSO).106
It is clear that Dafir carries high expectations from within adat circles for a future role in village
governance matters. Dafir is also very active in steering several youth groups in Tanimbar Kei,
specifically the Hindu youth group in Ohoi Ratan. This is further evident in his coordination of
the work carried out by the conservation team, which is largely made up of youth from
Tanimbar Kei that are within his own social network. His close involvement in I-LMMA has
been so since the start of the program, which coincided with his return to the village in 2005. He
enjoys a very close working relationship with the I-LMMA staff. This collaboration has taken
him far beyond the village and even national borders, more so than any other community
member involved in the I-LMMA program. He has for example attended an international
LMMA-network workshop in the Philippines in 2010 and has frequently visited the other ILMMA sites in Papua for extended periods of time for skills exchange activities under the
coordination of I-LMMA. Dafir, like Utjo, has subsequently acted as an ambassador figure on
behalf of Tanimbar Kei’s marine conservation program on several occasions.
His exceptional experiences with I-LMMA and with government projects means that Dafir is
familiar with project planning and government protocol and structure. His loyal ties to the Adat
Core however are equally strong. Being younger than the other coordinators and having been
exposed to developments beyond the village has meant that Dafir is more open and willing to
accept change, to which some of the elders in the Adat Core circles tend to respond hesitantly.
A prominent example is the discussion of the use of seedlings to bolster the production of
seaweed in the cultivation areas. The use of seedlings was suggested through development
projects and was well received amongst adat circles, including Dafir initially. However the
conservation program urged counter arguments to the use of seedlings, suggesting that lessons
from other case studies showed that an intensification of seaweed cultivation through seedlings
could throw off the ecological balance between the current seaweed cultivation and surrounding
marine coral reefs. Where most villagers were hesitant to accept this argument given the
prospects for increased production and hence increased income, Dafir was one of the first to be
persuaded by I-LLMA of the possible consequences. Also the continuing rise of Balinese Hindu
values and identity that are increasingly encapsulating what is in fact Tanimbar Kei adat,
appears to be accepted willingly by Dafir. Dafir led the construction of the new Hindu Temple
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next to Ohoi Ratan with support from Balinese Hindu groups. It is the first of its kind on
Tanimbar Kei. The feeling of being part of a larger global Hindu network is appealing. Dafir
was careful to point out that the construction of the Hindu temple was a modern measure to
safeguard adat traditions in the face of increasing pressure from dominant world religions. For
all religions on the island the construction of a church, mosque or temple is an important way to
consolidate their presence. Following construction of a Protestant and later Catholic Church and
Islamic mosque, the Adat Core responded with the construction of the Hindu temple.
[…] all the religions here have their place of worship, but we (adat) had nothing even though
we are the biggest group. How can the biggest religion on Tanimbar Kei be the only one
without a holy place, this did not make sense, so we worked to build the Hindu temple.
Respondent TKrt2, personal communication 18-09-2010
In light of this, Dafir appears to personify a level of modernising influence that is increasingly
merging with adat ways, and that is driven on largely by the Tanimbar Kei adat youth. Being
younger and in a lower position on the social hierarchy than his adat elders and fellow
coordinators however means he has less capacity to muster support amongst villagers to push
through certain ideas. He remains firmly under the influence of his direct elders.
Dafir distinguishes himself from the other two coordinators also in his participation in
discussions. Where particularly Utjo exhibits considerable diplomacy in his facilitation of
discussions, Dafir is inclined to engage in heated and emotional discussions with opponents in
the village, often leading to further rifts between the factions. This is where divides have
developed with individuals from the other factions, particularly with the Contesters. Dafir has
engaged in numerous heated confrontations at communal meetings, specifically regarding
marine conservation program issues. The recruitment of conservation team members, suspicions
about the nature of the resource monitoring activities and the delineation of certain protected
areas have all been subjects of inter-factional disputes, in which Dafir has voiced his opinion
strongly. Dafir’s emotional response to such resistance appears to catalyse further resistance
amongst Contesters to participate. Dafir responded to people’s reluctance to engage in proposals
put forward by the conservation program as, ‘There are some people that are just against any
idea that is proposed, just for the sake of being against something, they cannot tell us [the
conservation team] why they are against it’ (Open interview 14-11-2010).
Dafir has less tense relations with members of the Mun faction. Their disengagement with
aspects of adat, government or the marine conservation program reveal only subtle tensions and
do not advance to verbal confrontations as with members of the Contesters. Although Dafir does
not enjoy particularly close relations with Mun villagers, he does not provoke antagonism
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either. It is clear that Dafir represents the views of the Adat Core to which he is linked by blood,
and to the marine conservation program of which he has been an integral part since its inception
in 2005.

2.7

Making sense of competing perceptions on conservation amongst
factions

Considering how the conservation project is implemented and through what channels
information enters and leaves the village, it warrants a closer look at the relationship between
the individual brokers and the factions.107 The three community coordinators collectively form
the organisational leadership of the conservation project in the village. As a result their position
in relation to the three main factions in the village heavily determines how the overall
conservation project is valued in the community. All three coordinators are closely affiliated
with the Adat Core, as shown in figure 2.3. Two of the three, Dimko and Dafir, have important
social positions within the Adat Core families (one being the head of an adat house, and the
other being the eldest son, and future successor to the head of another traditional house). The
third coordinator, Utjo, originates from outside the village but has integrated closely into adat
circles. This puts him in a position where he is primarily accountable to Adat Core, but also
closer to the competing factions than the other two coordinators. Moreover all three
coordinators play important roles in village government and development matters; Dimko as
village secretary, Dafir as a community board member and village facilitator, and Utjo as a
village government advisor.
The closer association of the coordinators with the Adat Core faction means the other two
competing factions have come to regard the conservation project as yet another extension of the
Adat Core dominance in addition to its existing control of village government. The Contesters
faction in particular responds openly to the regular appointment of individuals to project
leadership roles who are closely linked to with the coordinators’ personal network. They argue
that the appointment of these individuals does not follow democratic decision making, but
ultimately are appointments endorsed by adat leadership; this implies that they are challenging
the very core objective of adat, namely territorial control. The Mun faction responds to the
conservation program not so much from an angle directed toward the coordinators’ affiliation to
the Adat Core as a monopolising faction, but rather in terms of the coordinators’ disassociation
with Mun. More specifically the conservation project is seen to base its activities around
resource use patterns by villagers from the main village (both Ohoi Tenan and Ohoi Ratan), and
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very little on the basis of Mun resource use patterns. However the response by Mun residents is
not outspoken like the Contesters. Mun residents appear to be less informed but also less
inclined to follow the principles laid down by the conservation program. In doing so they
maintain their peripheral existence without much regard to local existing conservation
regulations on marine resource use, but also without much resistance towards the formulation of
new regulations, even though they too are subject to adat sanctions.
Figure 2.3

Positional sketch of brokers amongst faction centres.

TANIMBAR KEI

Dafir
‘CONTESTERS’

ADAT CORE
Dimko

Utjo
MUN

Note:

Baseline depiction of factions follows from figure 2.2.

Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2012

2.8

Conclusions

Small island communities like Tanimbar Kei maintain their existence in the face of considerable
shocks and shifts in the natural as well as socio-economic and political environment. Strong
aspects of mutual support systems and mechanisms for food security and insurance have
become integral parts of their customary value system. Intricate links with the sea and the social
environment around them are evident in many of the rituals in Tanimbar Kei and clearly
indicate the high value associated with both natural and cultural resources. An important aspect
of small island societies is the tight-knit nature of these communities (Campbell 2009).
In Tanimbar Kei there are many examples in the past and present of collective action amongst
villagers for a communal good, and of high levels of cohesion amongst households or at least
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amongst groups of households. However as homogenous a picture as this may sketch, it has
become apparent that a community like Tanimbar Kei is by no means undifferentiated. A closer
examination reveals three factions that respond differently according to their position. The
Contesters faction actively challenges the dominant Adat Core faction’s influence and political
power, rather than challenging the authority of adat itself. Although the Mun faction may avoid
confrontation in order to maintain its non-threatening status so that they can continue their
livelihood strategies undisturbed by forms of control. These different responses become visible
in the interactions between individuals on a day to day basis and in the context of meetings and
discussions. In focusing on the three coordinators as brokers between the community (made up
of these somewhat fluid factions) and I-LMMA, it is evident that the relationship they have with
wider groups in the community appears decisive for the way these groups respond to the marine
conservation program. The multifaceted position of the brokers as a community member, as a
member of the Adat Core, as a village government representative or as an outsider all play part
in what social label that individual has in the community.
Considering these competing orientations in relation to competing perceptions towards a
conservation project, insights are gained into how resistance or support for a project materialises
among different segments of the community; ranging from support of the conservation cause
(Adat Core) to unconcealed vocal opposition (Contesters) and silent passive acquiescence
(Mun). Comparing this with perceptions held by the conservationists of marine resource users
as a social group, as resource exploiters or as reef protectors108 can yield a better understanding
of how a conservation project functions on the basis of people’s social relationships and status,
rather than solely on the basis of formal institutional boundaries.
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Chapter Three
Meos Mangguandi
3.1

Introduction

The previous chapter focused on the intensification of an arrangement of competing factions in
the Tanimbar Kei community in the context of conservation interventions.109 The Meos
Mangguandi case discussed in this chapter illustrates a striking sequence of events that led to a
reconfiguration and institutionalisation of factional arrangements.110 This is related closely to
intertwined developments of local socio-political dynamics in combination with over a decade
of marine conservation intervention by I-LMMA. Because of I-LMMA’s longer presence in the
community, the Meos Mangguandi case provides an opportunity which the Tanimbar Kei case
could not; to examine the process by which factional arrangements in a community change over
time in part as a result of a conservation program. Therefore this chapter intends to illustrate
how the relationship between conservationist and resource user under the same conservation
approach, but in a different socio-economic, cultural and political context, has come to function
through several stages of conservation engagement. The chapter thus expands on previous
findings about the dynamics of the ‘conservationist-resource user interface’ by examining the
shaping and reshaping of factions over time.
The chapter first provides a background to the wider region of Biak Numfor and then continues
by introducing the island community of Meos Mangguandi. This section sketches the island’s
socio-cultural developments over its recent history and links human-environment interactions,
including specific conservation measures taken, to the state of its marine environment.
Subsequently the chapter proceeds to present the process by which certain factions have been
strengthened and transformed into the current configuration. The role of specific key individuals
acting as conservation brokers within each stage of the conservation program is examined. The
significant effect that their specific intimate local relations with certain community groups have
in the reformation of factional arrangements is central to the argument.
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3.2

Biak Numfor and The Padaido Islands

Located just one degree south of the equator, Biak Numfor has an equatorial tropical climate.
Rainfall is frequent throughout the year, fluctuating between 2500 to 3500 millimetres annually
(BPS Kabupaten Biak Numfor 2007). The west monsoon from December to March brings more
rain and turbulent weather than the east monsoon, which prevails from July to September. The
cultures of the coastal and island people of Biak have been shaped throughout history by their
intimate dependency on their maritime environment. These cultures have by no means been in
isolation. Their history brings to light a vast array of interactions with the foreign (amber) that
have also had great impacts (Rutherford 1998, 2001).
In the many historical accounts of the region (Kamma 1972; Fraassen 1980; Andaya 1993;
Harple 2000), the islands around Biak are spoken about in terms of their beauty and natural
riches as well as in terms of the tragedy, hostility and strife that have taken place here. Early
European explorers referred to these islands as the notorious ‘nest of pirates’, due to the many
raids on merchant ships that occurred in these waters (Hasselt 1935; Rutherford 2006). The
people of Biak have carved a distinct legacy for themselves despite the various foreign
occupations which they experienced. Today, the districts of Biak Numfor and Supriori remain
important territories for both local people and state government due to the abundant natural
resources in the area and their strategic location at the mouth of the Cenderawasih Bay (former
Geelvinkbaai). Biak, the largest of the three main islands, covers some 20 564 hectares. It
makes up a district together with the neighbouring island of Numfor to the west. It encompasses
19 subdistricts and 187 villages (2012). Along its northern shore the island’s steep coastline
drops off rapidly into the Pacific Ocean. On its south eastern tip lies a small group of islands
known as the Padaido Islands. Half of the reefs in Biak Numfor’s territory are located amongst
these islands. A rapid ecological survey carried out in 2007 revealed alarming levels of reef
destruction. Average live coral cover in the district was estimated at a mere 25%,111 with the
shallower reefs particularly exhibiting significant damage (CTSP 2009, p. 37). As indicated in
map 3.1, it is amongst this small group of islands that the island of Meos Mangguandi is
located. Before I elaborate on this second case study, I first introduce the wider region’s cultural
and political history, and its vibrant social heritage.
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This percentage is the fraction of live coral measured along transects in 16 sites across Padaido. The
same report suggests that ‘live coral cover used to be high in many of the reefs, but uncommonly bad
weather and strong wave action caused widespread damage [...] blast fishing is [also] still common in
Padaido’ (CTSP 2009, p. 37).
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Early migrations of seafaring societies from parts of Melanesia and mainland Papua are thought
to have brought the first settlers to the islands of Biak (Kamma 1972). Austronesian roots
shared between the Biak language112 and various Maluku languages indicate that settlers also
came from the early waves of migration from southern China and Taiwan across to the
Philippines and Indonesia (Rutherford 1998, p. 257). The era of the powerful Majapahit Empire
ruled its vast territory from Java from 1292 until the early sixteenth century. Like the rest of
current day Indonesia, Biak fell under its influence. Papua, however, lay on the very fringes of
the empire’s eastern frontier, and rule was loosely exerted through extensive naval fleets. As a
true frontier Papua was known as a wild and hostile environment with ruthless head hunters and
lawless societies. Frequent wars were waged amongst tribes (perang suku).113 Villages were
raided by stronger war-faring clans, with food stolen, adults abducted for slavery and children
often for adoption in the raiders’ community.114 Such raiding is noted throughout the Papuan
coastal and hinterlands, and continued well into the nineteenth century (Rauws 1919; Harple
2000).

112

The Biak language makes up part of the eastern Malayo-Polynesian languages, within the subgroup of
South Halmahera-West New Guinea (Wurm 1972, 1973; Rutherford 2000, p. 316).
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The term perang suku literally means tribal war, and is often used when recalling stories and legends
from this time. However the term is not exclusively used to mean the warfare between ethnic groups of
this early period specifically. It is also often used in referring to contemporary conflicts that arise between
clans or tribal groups.
114

Children and women (as wives) were often integrated into the raiders’ community to refresh
bloodlines, for example when it was considered to have become ‘weak’ (Hoskins 2004).
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Map 3.1

Map of Meos Mangguandi Island, in relation to Indonesia and Biak
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Legend has it that the first people to occupy Biak were Fakok and Pasrefi, heroic figures from
the mainland of northern Papua near Jayapura (Kamma 1972). They brought iron and tools to
the islands, the uses of which they learnt on their frequent voyages to trading centres in
Halmahera, in the Northern Moluccas (Kamma 1972). Contact with the people of Halmahera
was not uncommon through these early trade links. The people of Biak had come to occupy
large territories of coastal areas along the Bird’s Head, establishing significant kingdoms in the
islands of Raja Ampat. There was however no central rule over these extensive Biak societies.
On the contrary, the Biak people formed many smaller independent kingdoms bound to one
another only by their shared language. Around 1500, the Sawai people, who originally hailed
from Biak but had over time emigrated and formed new roots in East Halmahera, became a
tributary of the powerful sultan of Tidore. The defeat of Fakok and Pasrefi at the hands of the
Sawai meant that Biak also became a tributary of the sultan (Kamma 1972, p. 9). The raiders
and traders from Biak could obtain titles from the sultan through delivering tribute gathered on
their long journeys through the spice islands of Maluku (Fraassen 1994). On return to Biak,
these traders brought with them the material culture from Halmahera. As a result, certain
aspects of Biak culture that can still be seen today, like the bulwarking of canoes with planks of
wood, the shape of their outriggers, and traditional totems, are thought to have their roots in
Halmahera (Kamma 1972; Andaya 1999). The first chinaware, copper amulets and gongs also
made their way to Biak in this period and over time became important ceremonial objects
(Andaya 1993; Rutherford 2006).
The first Europeans to set foot on the Padaido Islands were the Spanish in 1527. However,
besides occupying parts of Northern New Guinea and later Ternate in 1606 (Andaya 1999, p.
152), they had little presence in the region, and none at all in Biak. The first Dutch vessel to
arrive in Biak was in 1616. Willem Schouten and Jacob Le Maire sailed along the north coast of
Papua on their successful voyage to find an alternate route to the Spice Islands via the Pacific.
He coined Biak and its surrounding islands the Schouten Islands, even though the Dutch would
not occupy the territory until much later. The sultan of Tidore however remained firmly in
control of the trade with Biak, partially because by 1602 the Dutch had established solid trading
territory throughout Dutch East Indies waters (West of Papua) and in that supported the sultan
of Tidore. In 1660 the Dutch East India Company (Vereenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie,
VOC) formally recognised the sovereignty of the sultan of Tidore over the island of New
Guinea (Fraassen 1980). This allowed for his continuing trade of goods and labour with
societies on the coasts and inlands of western New Guinea.
This was not to say that Biak had no direct engagement with Europeans in the decades that
followed. In fact the islands gained an infamous reputation. The Padaido islands quickly earned
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its name amongst Dutch merchant fleets as the ‘traitor islands’, for the frequent raids by Biak
clans that targeted VOC ships in transit (Kamma 1972; Andaya 1999). Clearly their large boats
that so vividly impressed indigenous cultures in other areas of the archipelago did little to
intimidate islanders of Biak. Another example of the tenacity of Biak clans is evident in
considering how the brief spell of English occupancy around Mansinam Island in Dore Bay
abruptly came to an end in 1795. Biak raiders attacked the English post and destroyed Fort
Coronation. The English had landed here just two years earlier and had immediately initiated
the construction of the fort only to see it destroyed at the hands of angry clan leaders (Rauws et
al. 1935). Biak clans showed impressive resistance to what were powerful forces at the time.
It was not until 1855, when Carl W. Ottow and Johann G. Geissler first dropped the anchor of
the ‘Ternate’ off the same Mansinam Island, that would see the beginning of a long line of
missionary influences in the region (Rauws 1919). Ottow and Geissler were German cabinet
makers who had signed up with the Utrecht Mission Society a few years before. Their work
would build on the Utrecht Mission Society’s ambitions to release Papuan societies on the
furthest eastern frontier from their ‘heathen’ lifestyles and welcome them into the light of faith
and civilization (Rauws 1919; Rutherford 2006). Ottow and Geissler’s early efforts to convert
local populations on Mansinam met little response (Rauws 1919). Over time however their
relations with the Papuans slowly took shape through engaging in trade, providing healthcare
and actively promoting education. Despite these efforts, little sign of any form of mass
conversion to the Christian faith was evident. Ottow passed away in 1862.115 In 1863 Johannes
L. van Hasselt replaced the late Ottow in Mansinam. In 1898 the Dutch colonial government
used the mission post on Mansinam to establish an administrative headquarters as part of their
territorial expansion to the east. With the administration post came regular steamship lines that
connected Geelvink Bay (Cenderawasih Bay) to the rest of the Dutch East Indies (Rauws et al.
1935; Rutherford 1996, 2006). Van Hasselt would later witness quite unexpectedly what Ottow
and Geissler had first set out to do, namely to mobilise mass conversions to Christianity
amongst the villagers in Biak.
In 1908 the first mission post was set up on Supriori island, adjacent to Biak, following the
return of Biak’s prodigal son, Petrus Kafiar. Kafiar’s return to Biak would set in motion a
sequence of events that led to the mass conversion of Biak people into Christianity, sparking off
what people in Biak still refer to as jaman terang (time of light) (Laksono et al. 2001, p. 62).
Kafiar had been adopted into the mission in Mansinam after his capture as a young boy from his
village by slave raiders. It was common practice for the mission to buy such children to save
115

Geissler passed away in 1870 while on a visit back to Germany.
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them from their fate as slaves and provide them with a ‘civilized’ and ‘educated’ life. Van
Hasselt had many such children under his care. After graduating in theology in Java, Kafiar
returned to Mansinam where he found his biological mother waiting for him. She had traced his
whereabouts and was ready to take him back to his native village of Maundori. Kafiar’s return
to Maundori coincided with local visions of the return of Manseren Manggundi (the Biak
legendary messiah figure who is believed to bring utopia to the people of Biak, with abundance
and riches for all). His return was thus celebrated as a divine intervention throughout Biak. It
unleashed a mass transformation amongst the Biak, similar to the messianic movements that
often occur in Biak society, under koreri.116 Van Hasselt was invited to Maundori shortly after
to witness the event and collectively usher the villagers into Christianity on their specific
request. Traditional totems and anything that represented their traditional ‘heathen’ belief
system were thrown into large bonfires and collective pledges to the word of God were made
during the vibrant ceremony. Scenes like this spread across Biak and into the Padaido Islands.
Biak soon became the centre for the Christian faith and the beating heart of the Evangelic
Christian Church in New Guinea which formed in 1956. Biak was the first district synod under
this church (Kamma 1972, p. 10). The Protestant church remains by far the dominant religion in
Biak today.
Biak was briefly occupied by the Japanese for a period during World War II. With the invasion
of the allied American and Australian troops during the Battle of Biak, their occupancy was
brought to an end in June 1944. The clash in Biak resulted also in many civilian casualties and
affected the region for several decades. Unused ammunition was dumped in the surrounding
shallow seas to save on cargo weight when American troops returned home in 1945. Since then
these submerged explosives have fuelled dynamite fishing in the area (plate 3.1). Villagers
mentioned that the knowledge of dynamite fishing was brought to Biak by Butonese traders
from Sulawesi. With the acquired know-how and the abundant supply of explosives, dynamite
fishing was rife in the area by the 1970s. Biak quickly became known as the dynamite fishing
centre of the region. More than 65 years after the Battle of Biak, villagers still regularly find
submerged explosives. In fact villagers from several islands have specialised in locating World
War II wrecks and excavating the explosives to sell to middlemen in Biak city. After World
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Koreri refers to the mass movement of people that are preparing for the return of Manseren
Manggundi. In his book on the koreri in Biak society, Kamma (1972) documents many such movements
throughout Biak’s recorded history, ranging from small localized movements within clans to large inter
village movements. A true koreri movement is made up of three stages: (i) the precursor (konoor), which
involves the collective ushering of Manseren by clans or even tribes; (ii) the deliverer (manseren),
whereby a konoor makes an appearance and claims to have a vision or dream that confirms the coming of
Manseren; and (iii) the metamorphosis (koreri), which sees the arrival of Manseren who brings with him
the riches of utopia and transcends the divine into the world of mortals (Kamma 1972, p. 102).
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War II the Dutch colonial administration returned to govern Papua until in 1969, when during a
final assembly meeting in Jayapura the heavily contested Act of Free Choice was concluded,
and Papua was formally declared a part of Indonesian territory (Mote and Rutherford 2001;
King 2004).
Plate 3.1 The common practice of dynamite fishing using submerged explosives from World
War II
(i)

( iii )

( ii )

( iv )

( vii )

(v)

Note: Top Left: (i) Grenades excavated and displayed in the World War II Memorial Museum in Biak;
Top Middle: (ii) Explosives and military gear left by the Japanese and American troops following the
Battle of Biak, displayed in the World War II Memorial Museum in Biak;
Top Right: (iii) Submerged anchor of an American warship, off the Auki Island;
Bottom Left: Fabricating small explosives for dynamite fishing - (iv) removing and (v) testing the
phosphorus from match sticks as an ignition agent;
Bottom Right: Fabricating small explosives for dynamite fishing - (vii) by scraping off the readily available
explosive material (yellow disk), the power is packed, compressed and wrapped airtight into a
small cylindrical tube and then sealed with a self-made detonator (small black cylindrical tube
with red top).
Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2011

The Biak of today shows strong connections with its past. Compared to other districts in Papua,
Biak’s literacy rate (98.3% in 2010) and average length of education per capita (9.6 years in
2010) is second only to the provincial capital of Jayapura (Tim Nasional Percepatan
Penanggulangan Kemiskinan (TNP2K) 2011). The emphasis on education first put forward by
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missionaries and later under the Dutch colonial government’s ‘civilizing’ policy has evidently
left a mark. Since Biak was a central area for both the mission and colonial administration in
these times, a solid culture for education was established. Biak’s Human Development Index
(HDI) stands at 69.95 (2010), well above the provincial average of 64.94 (Tim Nasional
Percepatan Penanggulangan Kemiskinan (TNP2K) 2011). However when compared to the
national average HDI of 72.3, one is reminded of Papua’s ranking amongst other provinces as
the poorest in Indonesia. Other statistics further illustrate matters of concern for development
programs. The fact that 33.6% of the population in Biak Numfor fall under the local poverty
line (IDR 345 406 per month),117 and only 34.0% of households have access to clean water,
shows that people in rural Biak do not have high living standards. As a rugged island with
largely infertile land, Biak Numfor is heavily disadvantaged in terms of capacity to produce
food. Accordingly it is designated a ‘priority 2 vulnerability’, on the scale of national food
security (Dewan Ketahanan Pangan et al. 2009).118 Even in pre-colonial times external
dependence for food provision was common in Biak. Sago for instance was frequently imported
from the southern island of Yapen (Kamma 1972).
In recent years Biak has experienced episodes of explosive economic growth. In her reflection
on Indonesian integration policies applied on Papua, Rutherford (2003) speaks of development
in Biak during the 1990s not as being an ongoing process but rather an event. Indeed the intense
economic injection that Biak received towards the end of the 1980s brought momentous change,
at least temporarily. Amongst ambitious plans under Suharto’s ‘Go East’ policy were plans to
develop Biak’s infrastructure, industry and services.119 Its international airport formed an
important fuelling point for Garuda’s intercontinental flights between the United States and
Bali. Consequently Biak became the main access point to the resource rich mainlands of Papua
for Javanese businessmen and the eastern gateway into Indonesia for international tourists.
Tourism development formed the master pillar in development plans for Biak. The plans would
demonstrate first-hand Papua’s integration as a true Indonesian entity to a global audience. In
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Equivalent to approximately US$ 38.00. Refer to currency conversion table.
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In collaboration with the UN’s World Food Program in 2009 all districts in Indonesia have been
categorized on a priority scale of ‘composite vulnerability to chronic food insecurity’. Scaled from 1 – 6,
1 being the highest priority and 6 being the lowest. Biak Numfor is ranked 45 th among all districts in
Indonesia (Dewan Ketahanan Pangan et al. 2009).
119

Development plans involved detailed spatial planning around the city of Biak. Handicraft production
centres would be established in western Biak, areas in south Biak would be developed as an export
processing zone while north Biak would provide the setting for the most ambitious of plans involving the
construction of a satellite launcher. Telecommunication infrastructure was to improve, fleets of passenger
lines would pass more regularly through Biak and roads would be upgraded to match the standards of an
international hub (Rutherford 2003, p. 138-139).
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time for the ‘Visit Indonesia’ year in 1991,120 Suharto opened the first of what was meant to be
many luxury hotels. With massive economic investments from both the private sector and the
government, the economic milieu around Biak city erupted. The influx of these projects met
little resistance from local communities, even though the vast majority of Biak’s population
would never benefit from any of it (Rutherford 2003). By the end of the 1990s markets crashed
under the Asian financial crisis and Suharto’s government fell. The attention that so feverishly
fuelled Biak’s economic boom all but fell away. Today an abandoned structural skeleton is all
that is left of Suharto’s shining luxury resort overlooking the reefs of southeast Biak.
Although foreign investment has decreased significantly since then, several sectors remain
active in and around Biak. The region remains a focal area for oil and gas extraction industries.
Flights arriving at the Frans Kaisiepo airport frequently carry foreign ‘fly-in-fly-out’ workers
who briefly transit at the airport before flying to one of several offshore drilling stations. Biak
city today still forms the main urban centre of the district. Most civil servants and entrepreneurs
live in Biak city, while the rest of the district’s inhabitants largely live in rural settings. People
regularly commute to the numerous markets in Biak city to sell their agricultural produce
(inland residents) or fish (islanders). Children typically attend secondary school in Biak city and
will stay with kin during this period. Accordingly most livelihoods, like those on the island
community of Meos Mangguandi, are set in rural contexts and best understood in terms of these
local social structures and local culture.
In Biak the social structures of many villages are rooted in an intricate system of patri-lineal
clans, kerets (Laksono et al. 2001).121 Villages are made up of several clans, each headed by a
clan elder and associated with a house, rum. Traditionally a clan’s rum may house no more than
three generations. Members of an elder fourth generation will usually stay within the same
compound but live in an adjacent house. Distinctions among clans exist also, whereby there are
dominant clans and sub-clans. Dominant clans have their roots in ancestral and legendary
figures, while sub-clans are often the lineage of a traceable real person (Kamma 1972). The clan
system has given definite order within the larger society but has not necessarily defined or
strengthened subdivisions. The clan system has for example not led to guild formations or any
other socio-economic specialisation as occurs in many coastal societies throughout Indonesia
where specific guild-like formations emerge as a result of societal divisions. Take for example
120

Following Thailand’s successful ‘Visit Thailand’ campaign in 1989, the ‘Visit Indonesia’ year would
put Indonesia on the international tourism stage as a prominent a tourism destination, with Biak being the
eastern gateway.
121

The term keret literally means the front or tail end of a traditional boat, where according to custom the
seat of the head of the keret is located.
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the boat builders of the Kei Islands in South East Maluku or the knife blacksmiths of the
Tukangbesi Islands122 in South East Sulawesi. In Biak society however such guild formations
are far less apparent (Kamma 1972).
In pre-colonial times Biak society had three distinct classes. The highest class was made up of
manseren, the oldest inhabitants of the islands. These were freemen and lords that governed
village territories. Second to this class were later immigrants who came to live in Biak under the
rule of the manseren. Slaves were the third class. These individuals were often brought to a
village after being abducted from other villages during raids and would be destined to a life as a
household slave. Biak society however does not exhibit a very strong hierarchal order and the
culture has an inherent tendency towards maintaining decentralised social units (Laksono et al.
2001). This helps to explain why, despite Biak society’s wide dispersal along the north Papua
coast, it never united under a common ruling structure like other societies in Maluku and
Sulawesi. This important attribute of Biak culture resurfaces at the much more intimate village
scale. Although certainly important, the social status in a village is not entirely dependent on
their clan affiliation. Naturally being part of a powerful clan will elevate one’s position.
However to maintain or gain status in Biak society one must demonstrate one’s personal
qualities. The worshipping of heroes (mambri) is deeply rooted in Biak culture. Successful
raiders and courageous warriors enjoyed great respect and worship amongst fellow villagers. Is
his ethnographic account of Biak society Kamma (1972) notes that although clan
representatives in the traditional council claimed significant authority in the village, it was the
mambri who enjoyed most prestige. The very foundation of respect that any individual receives
lies in his or her acquired status rather than his or her inherited status. To a certain extent the
success of one generation will be passed on to the next, however, unlike many cultures where
status lasts or is inextricably linked to blood and lineage, in Biak culture subsequent generations
by no means assume that same status. Other figures that can gain elevated status, regardless of
their inheritance, are shamans or medicine-men (mon). But here also the reputation of a mon
rests on his actions and supernatural achievements. This forms a powerful cultural mechanism
for social competition amongst groups that does not automatically exclude the weak from a
struggle for recognition.
Biak society today overwhelmingly follows the Christian Protestant Church. Before the mass
conversions that took place in the early twentieth century following Kafiar’s return to Biak,
animistic beliefs and ancestral cults dictated peoples’ perception of the world. Biak society’s
worldview is strongly dualistic (Kamma 1972). The east and north are believed to encompass
122

Tukangbesi Islands are now known as the Wakatobi Islands.
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powers attainable in the human world while south and west are associated with powers of the
divine, beyond human realms. This core belief could explain why early migrations and trade
links developed towards the west with the sultan of Tidore, rather than in the logical eastward
direction of trade expansion that was developing around the 16th and 17th century (Rutherford
1996). According to Biak adat their cosmos is made up of four layers. The highest layer is the
realm of nangi (starry sky), which is considered the central power of the universe. The second
layer is that of the clouds and represents divinity and powers beyond man’s reach. The third
layer is the earth with its rocky surface, which forms the realm of human life. Lastly, there is the
underworld which is made up of everything under the ocean and earth, and represents the world
of the dead (Kamma 1972, p. 15).
Every person is believed to have two spirits: one that lives in their physical body and one that
roams free between the world of humans and the underworld. Before the influence of
missionaries traded these beliefs for the word of the Bible, people commonly wore amulets and
made totems known as korwar. Korwar were effigies of spirits fashioned out of soft wood to
look like a kneeling human and were believed keep one’s free roaming spirit from wandering
too far. It could ward off bad spirits and was believed to bring its owner good fortune
(Rutherford 2006). The power or potency of a korwar however could wear off over time. The
owner would then simply throw it away and substitute it with a new korwar. This indicates an
aspect of finality and rekindling in Biak culture. Korwar are no longer used in Biak. The
intensive transformation of the shift to Christianity has done a lot to wipe these adat ways from
Biak’s cultural canvas. Adat structures one encounters in villages today exist as facade
structures arising from government efforts to revive adat ways. Adat councils nowadays are
headed by an elected leader as opposed to lineage-based appointment, and moreover have a
financial administrator, secretary, vice chairman and a board of council members. Clearly the
original structures of what was an adat council today appear in very different forms. However, it
would be naive to assume a total abandonment of this early belief system has taken place.
Peoples’ everyday interactions, attitudes towards foreigners, responses to government
interventions and collective aspirations all reveal aspects of Biak culture that are rooted beyond
the Bible and central government rule, deep in Biak’s history and identity.

3.3

Meos Mangguandi

Meos Mangguandi, literally meaning long island, is the furthest inhabited island from the Biak
mainland. It is located in the far south eastern corner of the Padaido Islands. Transport to and
from the island from Biak city is possible by motorised dugout outrigger-canoe only. The trip
can take anywhere between three to five hours depending on conditions. The island stretches 6
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kilometres in a north to south direction. At its narrowest point the island is a mere 120 metres
wide. The northern half of the island has the highest land elevation and a rocky limestone
substrate. Steep coral cliffs stand about 10 metres above the sea line along the northern shore.
This half of the island is primarily covered by dense forest, with exception of the narrow strips
of land bordering beach areas where coconuts trees have been planted.123 The southern half of
the island has a sandy bottom and is almost exclusively covered by coconut plantations. The
entire southern section is lined by a continuous sandy beach. Land on the island is divided up
according to the local clan structure. Formal delineation of these landholdings has been resisted
by villagers, who prefer to maintain flexible oral agreements as to who owns which plots of the
land.
Stretching seaward from the beach a shallow tidal zone of mudflats forms the perimeter of the
island. At its widest, these mudflats extend well over 200 metres from the beach, while along
the northern coastline the tidal flats are a mere 20 metres from the coastal cliffs. The island is
surrounded by a fringing reef. The northern reefs drop down rapidly into blue depths while in
the south there are shallower expanses with sandy bottoms that descend more gradually to
greater depths. Reef walls follow these fringing reefs, with several locations still boasting large
table corals and impressive hard coral fans. A coral survey in 2000 estimated the average coral
cover on the fringing reef around the island to be 43%.124 Despite this low coral cover, species
diversity was recorded to be far higher than any other island in Padaido, with 88 recorded hard
and soft corals (CRITC-COREMAP II LIPI 2006).The reefs support various species of
important herbivorous as well as predatory coral dwelling fish, while the mudflats support a
variety mollusc species as well as sea cucumber and juvenile fish. Turtles are also frequently
encountered on the reef, as are pelagic fish species that remain on the outer fringes of the
island’s reef systems.
The island’s only settlement is located in the middle, at its narrowest point, as shown in map
3.2. Although it forms one physical settlement, the village is now administratively divided into
two official desa (village level governing unit): Supraima making up the southern half and
Meos Mangguandi the northern half. The first settlers established the original village in the
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Coconut plots are planted along beaches to allow for easy transport of coconut to the village where
they are processed. After harvest the collected fruits are tied together on the beach and towed behind a
canoe to the village.
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This percentage is the estimated fraction of seabed that is covered by live coral. The estimate is based
on measurements made along a 100 metre transect at a specific site, whereby a 1 metre by 1 metre sample
area of seabed (divided into four equal quadrants) is examined every 10 metres. In these individual
sample areas it is estimated how much of the seabed is live coral and how much is substrate (like sand).
No measurable data is available of the reef before the coral cover monitoring started in 2000.
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forest of the island’s northern interior. The forest cover provided safety for the villagers as raids
from neighbouring tribes in Yapen were frequent. In these early settlement periods the island
was not permanently inhabited, but belonged to the people from the villages of Orwer and
Bosnik on the mainland of Biak. The historic links with these villages remain very strong today
and are emulated in the island’s clan structure. The island hosted important fishing grounds and
considerable coconut plantations that were of value to Orwer and Bosnik. Subsequently the
island was only seasonally inhabited. These seasonal migrations to and from the island can be
traced back in the name given to the southern village, Supraima, which means ‘the land we go
to and return from’. Only once these lawless times subsided did settlement on the island become
more permanent. The village later moved to its current location, where houses were constructed
over the beach. Traditionally these houses were built on stilts extending over the water with
elevated timber walking planks connecting each house to the land, as noted elsewhere in Biak
(Rutherford 1996; Laksono et al. 2000). Although several houses are still constructed over
water, most have started to build on land. Both stilted houses and concrete foundation houses
coexist in the village nowadays (plate 3.2).125
Meos Mangguandi’s clans include the three largest clans of Rumkorem, Rumere and Morin, and
two smaller yet important clans of Rumbiak and Rumkabas.126 Of these, the clans of Rumkorem
and Rumbiak were the first to inhabit the island (FGD with village elders 15-04-2011). Morin
arrived later under Rumbiak’s invitation, but over time established themselves as one of the
larger leading clans on the island. Although it is one the two founding clans on Meos
Mangguandi, today Rumbiak has a relatively small representation in comparison to the three
major clans. Its role in the traditional council however is still significant (Respondent MM-Sup
22, open interview 17-04-2011). Individual households belonging to other clans, like Msen,
Fakdawer, Usior and Rumbewas, have also come to live on the island. They have settled here
through marriage or other kinship links and consequently make up part of the traditional clan
structure as a sub-clan to one of the larger clans.
The central area of the village is where the church (plate 3.2), the primary school and the village
health centre are located. The church community of Meos Mangguandi falls under the district
synod of Padaido, which is administered from the impressively large church perched on Biak’s
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At the time of fieldwork, district planning bureaus were carrying out surveys throughout the Padaido
Islands for strategic village relocations. This followed increased concerns of king tide floods in island
villages resulting from either climate change induced sea-level rise or the ‘sinking’ of islands due to
ongoing coastal erosion. However, during fieldwork no relocation plans had been set in motion yet.
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Refer to appendix 3.2, section VIII, for an overview of the clan structure in Meos Mangguandi,
including the subsequent clans that fall under the five main clan groups.
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southeast coast line in Bosnik.127 The village primary school provides education up to primary
school level and currently employs four teachers. In terms of health services, the subdistrict
health centre is located on the neighbouring island of Pasi. A mobile health service is available
from Biak and occasionally passes through the Padaido Islands. Advanced medical treatment is
only available in Biak city. The island has no running water system, so households source all
their fresh water from the many wells dotted throughout the village. During the time of
fieldwork there was no mobile telephone signal on the island, nor was the island connected to an
electricity grid. The three communal generators that were donated to Meos Mangguandi on
three separate occasions since 2002 were out of order during the fieldwork and had been so for
at least a year.128 Several households however own a personal generator, powerful enough to run
a single household for a few hours in the evening.
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The village church activities are coordinated locally by villagers from Meos Mangguandi only (unlike
in Tanimbar Kei where there is a Protestant pastor (pendeta) living in the village full time). Meos
Mangguandi falls under the responsibility of one of the pendeta of the synod of Padaido, who typically
visits once a month.
128

One communal generator had never been installed and laid unused (except as a source for spare parts)
and the other two were missing vital spare parts which were not available or too expensive to buy.
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Plate 3.2 Images of infrastructure on Meos Mangguandi Island
(i)

( ii )

( iii )

(v)
( iv )

Note: Top Left: (i) Local Meos Mangguandi Christian Protestant Church;
Top Right: (ii) Formal welcoming banner of Meos Mangguandi provided by I-LMMA, with the
slogan in local Biak language, ‘Insine faro ras nayam kunda sibroi awer’
(Conserving our natural marine resources for future generations).
Middle Left: (iii) Newly constructed concrete-based house in Meos Mangguandi, funded through a
central government village development project (PNPM);
Bottom Left: (iv) One of only a few traditional stilt house left in Supraima village;
Bottom Right: (v) One of the 2 communal information and meeting centres (in picture: Supraima
village);
Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2011
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Map 3.2

Household map of Meos Mangguandi & Supraima villages

Source: Steenbergen, field research (GPS), 2011
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There are 84 households on the island with a total population of approximately 363 people (BPS
Kabupaten Biak Numfor 2007).129 Livelihoods on the island are diverse. Apart from a handful
of civil servants most households in the village earn a living through several income sources.
Sales of fish, smoked octopus and molluscs, and coconut oil are traditionally the most common
form of income generation (plate 3.3). Women and children will commonly reef glean the
mudflats for molluscs, octopus and small fish, while men will engage in reef and sea fishing.
Almost all fishing nowadays takes place within the close vicinity of the island. The production
of coconut oil is often carried out collectively in groups of households (plate 3.4).130 All produce
or catch is sold in Biak where there are two main markets along the south east coast: one in
Bosnik and the other in Biak city. People in Meos Mangguandi almost exclusively sell their
produce at the Biak city market as prices are higher there. Both markets operate on the same
days, three times a week: Saturday, Monday and Wednesday. Usually a household will travel
once or twice a week to trade. A handful of households engage in more specialised income
sources as a boat-builder, mechanic, kios (shop) owner or carpenter. More recently however,
most households have started receiving additional monetary support through the positions they
hold in village development projects. Such income sources are project dependent, whereby rates
vary according to the coordinating government department, funds available in the project and
group being targeted. During a 2010 socio-economic household survey of Meos Mangguandi
average household income was estimated at IDR 1 430 000 (US$ 157.00) (I-LMMA 2010).131

129

Meos Mangguandi has 35 households and a total population of 161, made up of 78 males and 83
females. Supraima has 49 households and a total population of 201, made up of 110 males and 92 females
(BPS Kabupaten Biak Numfor 2007).
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Up to about 40 years ago coconut was used to produce copra which was sold in its dried form. More
recently however coconut oil has become a more profitable product. The process involves first the
collection of coconuts. Following this the fibrous outer layer of the coconut is severed from the seed
(plate 3.4i), which is then stripped of its hard shell (plate 3.4ii). The inside flesh is then removed and
grated to a fine pulp (plate 3.4iii). This pulp is pressed thoroughly (plate 3.4iv), with the liquid stored in
large drums and left to rest for a period so that the oil and the water components separate. In the final
stage the oil is bottled and prepared for sale. Coconut oil is mainly used for deep frying.
131

Refer to currency conversion table.
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Plate 3.3 Local marine resources commonly harvested for sales at the Bosnik and Biak market
( iii )

(i)

( iv )

( ii )

( vi )

(v)

( vii )

( viii )

( ix )

(x)

Note: Top Left: (i) Octopus being dried and smoked;
Middle Left: (ii) Clown fish for sale at the Biak City market;
Centre Picture: (iii) Cone shells and other mollusc species boiled before being smoked;
Top Right: (iv) Biak City market;
Middle Right: (v) Bosnik market;
Bottom Row: (vi-x) The five main species of sea cucumber found on the shallow mudflats around Meos
Mangguandi Island
Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2011
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Plate 3.4 Collective working group producing coconut oil
(i)

( iii )

( ii )

( iv )

(v)

Note: Top Left: (i) Removing the outer husk off the coconut;
Top Right: (ii) Women removing the hard coconut shell, in preparation for fine grating of
coconut flesh;
Bottom Left: (iii) Grating the coconut flesh into a fine grade;
Bottom Middle: (iv) Pressing out the moisture and oils from grated coconut flesh, and collecting
it in drums;
Bottom Right: (v) Excess coconut fibre used as livestock feed.
Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2011

Despite an increase in the influence of cash markets most households still maintain a garden
(kebun). Usually a plot of land in the forest is cleared and used to plant maize, green beans and
various root species (ubi-ubi, ubi jalar and keladi). The sandy coral-stone soils only
accommodate these hardy crops and prove too infertile to be able to consistently sustain fruit or
vegetables. Kebun produce is for household subsistence use and rarely sold on the market. One
or two households also have a pig or other small livestock, however this is quite uncommon.
Most of the pork consumed is acquired by hunting wild pigs in the forest with packs of hunting
dogs.
Due to the island’s remoteness and the villagers’ high dependency on marine resources,
livelihoods on Meos Mangguandi are still strongly affected by seasonal change. Although in
comparison to previous generations today’s islanders are less isolated, many contemporary
practices are rooted in traditions formed from the intimate connection islanders had with their
maritime surroundings. This warrants a closer look at the traditional seasonal calendar of Meos
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Mangguandi.132 According to custom the Biak year starts around the end of March when the sun
rises exactly to the east. This day coincides with the lowest tide and is marked so by the
appearance of a specific coral rock that protrudes out of the water only at extreme low tide. In
earlier times this day formed an important time as it marks the start of favourable winds that
would allow for the first trade voyages after the west monsoon. The seasonal calendar and the
annual cycle of activities that correspond to that calendar follow two important constellations;
Sawakoi or Robinserndi (Orion) and Romangguandi (a combination of Scorpio, which forms
the head, and the Southern Crown, which forms the curling tail). The latter constellation of
Romangguandi literally means dragon star and refers to the shape of the constellation.
Romangguandi plays a particularly important role in Meos Mangguandi and is depicted in many
carvings throughout the village (plate 3.5).133 The constellation of Romangguandi is submerged
fully for three months of the year during which the west monsoon (wambarek) hits the island. It
is believed that the rough seas are caused by the thrashing of the dragon’s tail underwater. The
reappearance of Romangguandi in the month of April coincides with calmer seas. As the
constellation continues to rise, Orion sinks into the sea as if to fertilise the ocean’s marine life.
This symbolizes the start of the mating season. References to the fertilised eggs of sea turtles are
common to indicate this time of the year. As Orion completely disappears under the horizon the
east monsoon (wampasi) commences. It is during the east monsoon that marine harvesting takes
place most intensely
Plate 3.5 The significance of as the Dragon Star (Romangguandi) as depicted on the church
entrance and in local carvings
(i)

( ii )

( iii )

Note: Left: (i) Traditional front and rear attachments to a battle boat, with the carvings of a dragon head and tail;
Middle: (ii) Entrance to the Meos Mangguandi church with depictions of dragons along the wall sides;
Right: (iii) Close-up of the dragon depiction on the right of the entrance wall.
Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2011
132

Refer to appendix 3.2 for seasonal calendar of livelihood maintenance activities in Meos Mangguandi

133

Particularly interesting is the depiction of Romangguandi at the entrance to the church, as depicted in
plate 3.5).
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3.4

Recent history of human-environment interactions in Meos Mangguandi

Table 3.1

Timeline of significant events impacting the local maritime environment of Meos
Mangguandi

Natural Shocks

1970’s & 1980s:
1988:

1988-1995:

1990

1990-1996:
1993:
1994:

1995

1995:

Social, Economic & Political Factors

- Active village leadership group, known as Woremi, firmly against destructive
fishing and active patrolling of island territory.
- Establishment of a fish export company operating in Biak (export to
Honolulu). Fishing cooperatives set up throughout Padaido villages to supply
demand. (Korperasi Unit Desa, KUD). Particularly fish stock around west
Padaido islands decreased, pushing outsider fishers towards Meos Mangguandi
at the beginning of the 1990s.
- Construction of the church through local fundraising

- Regular trade with local kios, known as Gadatua, in Meos Mangguandi.
Operated two boats and had cool boxes.
- Death of Tete Kabel, father figure in the movement against local dynamite
fishing practices.
- Major local sea cucumber harvest, coordinated by external trader on invitation,
Sinar Harapan. An estimated one tonne of sea cucumber harvested.

- Construction of the harbor pier, large amount of coral rock extracted from
protecting reef (exposing north east coast).

1996:
- 17th February - Tsunami hits Padaido - Rebuilding of the school, church and village housing, following tsunami
islands. Village destroyed and N.E.
destruction.
reefs damaged. Start of increased
beach erosion.
1997:
- Establishment of Marine Recreational Park Padaido islands (Taman Wisata
Alam Laut, TWAL), under Ministry of Forestry (Menteri Kehutanan Nomor
91/Kpts-VI/1997).
- Village election for village head, single village head.
- Height of the Asian financial crisis, industry in Biak shut down and Garuda
Jakarta-Hawaii flight discontinued.
1998:
- July, ‘Biak Massacre’; demonstrators raise the Morning Star flag in Biak city
symbolising Papuan aspirations for independence. On July 6 th Indonesian
military intervention brings demonstrations to a violent end.
- Inception of first marine conservation program in Meos Mangguandi under
KEHATI & RUMSRAM.
- ‘Latapu’ starts annual clown fish harvest, for the live fish trade to Bali.
1999:
- Following government reformation, start of devolution of management to
district level: the Regional Government Act No. 22, 1999.
1999-2000:
- Acute increase in bomb fishing activity in Padaido islands, with weak policing
and widespread euphoria of liberation throughout Biak.
2000
2000:
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- Inception of national COREMAP phase I. Activities focused on governance,
patrolling and controlling of reefs. Bomb fishing sees a temporary decrease.
Draft of incorporation of adat rights into district law (Peraturan Daerah,
PERDA), on integrated natural resources management.
- Sasi-laut is revived under a conservation program, closing the S.E. reef around
Meos Mangguandi for harvest. Coordinated by the church
- Meos Mangguandi is administratively split into two villages: ‘Supraima’ and
‘Meos Mangguandi’. Village elections held to determine the new village head
for Supraima.
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2001:
- Case of water temperature rise
bleaching impacts on southern
sites.
2003:
- Case of water temperature rise
bleaching impacts on southern
sites.

2004:

and - Declaration of Special Autonomy of Papua, Act No. 21, 2001.
reef
and - Inception of I-LMMA program, as successor of RUMSRAM. Delineation of
reef
‘target species no-take’ zones.
- Major sea cucumber harvest, managed by village head with external trader,
known as Sari Usaha, estimated more than half a tonne harvested. Generator
promised as payment but never made.
- Donation of 16 outboard motors by DKP. Villagers’ mobility and connectivity
with Biak exponentially rising.

2004-2005:

2005

2005:
2006:

2007:
- 10th July - Intense storm hits Biak.
Damage to exposed reefs on the East
and North reefs.
2008:

2009:
- First note of timber stock decrease.

- Passing of the Law No. 32/2004 on Regional Government opening opportunity
for localized politics.
- COREMAP program temporarily stopped during transition between phase I &
II. Salaries are not paid and a few previous ‘reef watchers’ turn to bomb
fishing in protest. Acute increase in bomb fishing by outsiders and less control.
- Church passes prohibition on brew of palm wine after increasing drunken
incidence of violence.
- Start of COREMAP phase II, focus on local sustainable economic
development.
- I-LMMA focal area coordinator joins COREMAP program and is replaced by
new focal coordinator from neighbouring Bromsi Island.
- Following new opportunities since 2004 for integration of adat rights in
district law (Pemerintah Daerah, UU No. 32, 2004), Meos Mangguandi adat
rules on marine management formally recognized in district law.

- Inception of RESPEK development program facilitating constructions from
local resources. Instigates more intensive local deforestation (for housing and
boat construction).
- RESPEK donates fishing gear, storage drums for economic development.

2010

2010:
- 4th October - Intense storm hits Biak. - Two major sea cucumber harvests with Bintang Laut (external trader),
Damage to exposed reefs on the East
estimated total more than half a tonne of sea cucumber harvested. First yield
and North reefs.
brought in 1.2 million Ind. Rupiah, and second yield payment was lost.
- Village elections for new village heads for Supraima and Meos Mangguandi.

Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2011

Recalling Meos Mangguandi’s recent twenty year resource use history and its impacts on the
immediate marine environment, villagers’ accounts are compared with coral cover monitoring
carried out in 2000, 2005 and 2010 in order to indicate important developments that have
impacted the dynamic interaction between islanders and their maritime environment. In
outlining the most significant positive and negative human-induced impacts on the condition of
Meos Mangguandi’s surrounding coral reefs, significant events are examined in terms of their
local social, economic and political context. Next to these anthropogenic impacts, several high
impact natural shocks are also highlighted. Using coral cover monitoring maps (refer to map
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3.3) as time reference points, the reconstruction describes three time periods: ~1970-2000
period, 2000-2005 and 2005-2010. Reference to these time periods is deliberate since firstly
coral cover data was collected at three points in time (2000, 2005 and 2010), secondly
respondents’ oral histories tend to become more vague in recalling events longer than a decade
in the past, and lastly because this is the period during which more direct marine conservation
interventions took place in the village. Table 3.1 provides a chronology of the most significant
impacts on the immediate marine environment around Meos Mangguandi. Distinction is made
between impacts resulting from ecological shocks and shifts, and those from social, economic
and political changes.

3.4.1

~1970 – 2000

When asking respondents about reef protection initiatives in the years before any formal
government or NGO agency approach to the community, many respondents referred to the
influence of ‘Tete Kabel’ (Grandfather Cable).134 Villagers often recall stories of Tete Kabel,
some stories told by word of reputation and others by first-hand experience. Earning his name
amongst the village youth because of his hardline disciplinary action towards misbehaving
children, Tete Kabel was an influential figure in Meos Mangguandi. Besides being the head of
one of Meos Mangguandi’s dominant keret, Rumkorem, until 1975 Tete Kabel was the village
head, and had been so since his appointment by the Dutch colonial administration. He
recognised that, although unfavourably positioned in terms of economic connectivity to the
urban centre of Biak, Meos Mangguandi held higher potential and possessed greater ecological
capital than any of its neighbouring islands. Many noted that he was primarily responsible for
instilling the strong opposition towards dynamite fishing that still exists amongst Meos
Mangguandi villagers today. In a time when readily available explosives and little formal
policing made dynamite fishing a common and easy practice amongst Biak fishers, Meos
Mangguandi’s reefs incurred remarkably little damage in comparison to most other island reefs
in the Padaido islands. During his period as village head, and later throughout the 1970s and
1980s, Tete Kabel and three other village elders made up a strong group who regularly enforced
Meos Mangguandi peoples’ self-proclaimed ownership right over the island’s marine territory.
In protecting what they felt was rightfully theirs, the group actively stood up to dynamite

134

‘Tete’ is the Papuan-Malay word for grandfather, also used generally to refer to an (esteemed) older
man.
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fishing.135 Starting within the community, those who used explosives were sanctioned. Several
respondents spoke of sanctions whereby the action of one fisher resulted in a community-wide
temporary ban to fish the damaged reef, and in doing so, using the powerful punishment of
social shame rather than monetary penalty.
They [Tete Kabel and his group] would not punish the fisher directly if he was from Meos
Mangguandi, they would punish the whole village because it was everyone’s responsibility.
They said, ‘if your neighbour used bombs it was because he was not convinced properly by
us all, so it is all of our fault, we must all pay’[...] when outsiders used bombs they acted
differently, they came with bows and arrows and sometimes would sink their boats and take
their catch.
Respondent MM-Sup 22, open interview 17-04-2011
The group acted without formal mandate, but organized effective vigilante action towards what
they perceived as unjust fishing practices by outsiders. Several accounts confirmed instances
where Tete Kabel’s group confronted non-local fishers who were using explosives to fish in
Meos Mangguandi waters. On two known occasions in the 1980s, non-local fishers were
approached loudly by Tete Kabel’s group, who were waving their spears and displaying their
bows and arrows in an act of intimidation (personal communication, FGD elders 15-04-2011).
There were never reports of casualties, but in both these cases the boats were sunk and the
fishers left to swim to shore, where they would eventually require help from Meos Mangguandi
villagers to return home. As a result of such interventions Tete Kabel’s reputation grew amongst
fishers from neighbouring islands and even further afield on Biak island. Tete Kabel passed
away in 1993. Although several villagers aspired to continue these defensive measures, since
the late 1980s no such stringent action has occurred. Some respondents argued that this is
because of the more formal governance structures introduced through NGO involvement and
village government, leaving little room for such self-determined action. However, most of the
elder active conservation team members, including the son of Tete Kabel, argue that those selfinitiated actions are no longer possible with the risk of being reprimanded by the law. Many
elders also spoke of a generational difference and recalled instances after Tete Kabel’s passing,
where they attempted to confront outside fishers in the same manner, intending to merely
intimidate, only to have their local youth all too eager to turn to violence.
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The group actively opposed dynamite fishing only. Other forms of destructive fishing like the use of
potassium cyanide, rock prodding and small mesh net fishing appeared to be tolerated, as their impacts
were perceived to be very localised and so not of threat to the system. Only with the involvement of
conservation NGOs from 1998 onwards were these other practices classified as destructive.
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We used to just wave around our bows and arrows and spears, and shout loudly to scare
them, but now when we try it the youth want to fight and shoot their arrows. They don’t
understand what we were doing, they just act stupidly without thinking.
Respondent MM-Sup 11, open interview 15-03-2011
In the late 1980s and continuing well into the 1990s Biak, particularly Biak City, enjoyed an
economic boom driven by large investments in tourism and various resource extraction
industries. However, beyond foreign-investors and city-based entrepreneurs the boom did little
to improve the lives of villagers from the more remote islands. Economic opportunities for
Meos Mangguandi during this period remained limited due to restrictions on their access to
markets. Access was a key barrier since the regional markets were located on the main island of
Biak. There were only a handful of outboard motors on the island during this period and little
capital was available to pay for fuel. As a result, despite rapid economic growth on Biak, Meos
Mangguandi’s economy remained distinctly locally bounded. Livelihoods were largely
subsistence oriented, barter trade was still a common form of transaction and internal monetary
re-circulation was far higher than in later periods. Women typically sold their produce once
every two weeks on the Biak market. Their trade mainly involved salted fish, smoked octopus
and shell fish, coconut oil, and the occasional batch of fresh fish caught the day before market
day. Economic trade within the village at the time revolved largely around a resident middleman
from Sulawesi who, up until 1995, managed a small kios on the island named ‘Gadatua’.
Villagers barter traded with marine resources and coconuts for their supplementary daily needs
like rice and sugar. Besides this, the village church occasionally managed collective income
opportunities with traders from Biak. Traders would come to Meos Mangguandi for the
seasonal harvest of resources like sea cucumber, lobster and later live reef fish species like
clown fish (plate 3.3).136 Price and trade agreements for such collective harvests were managed
by a church committee, as were the utilisation and distribution of the finances after the
transaction.137 The payment could be in the form of a per kilogram amount or in exchange for a
collective good, like a generator. Harvesting was exclusively carried out by villagers and could
last anywhere between one to five weeks, depending on the resource sought or how long it took
to achieve an agreed minimum target amount. Once an agreement was determined however
many of the individual harvests were not monitored. Only in more recent years did monitoring
136

Sea cucumbers were collected and processed in the village, and then sold in dry form to a middleman.
Lobster demand grew partially as an export product, but also because of local demand from new
established higher-end hotels on Biak in the 1990s. Clown fish and surgeon fish species were sought for
the live fish trade to Bali and Honolulu.
137

In Biak the church has a long tradition of trade. Starting with the early missionaries, trade proved to be
an effective way to encourage the adoption of Christian ways. Only those who adhered to Christian norms
were traded with. In the decades after the early missionaries the church continued to play an important
role in establishing economic opportunities for communities such that many local village churches have
sophisticated financial management committees.
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of such activities start to take place. The particularly intensive harvesting that took place in
1994 of sea cucumber, and later in 1998 of clown fish, had a significant impact on population
numbers and coral cover respectively. Both cases contributed to localised damage in reef areas
along the southern cape of the island.
In 1988 the first styrofoam cool-boxes came into use with the establishment of a large fish
trading and canning plant in Biak. In response to the sudden demand for export fish to the
United States, cooperatives were set up in villages under government initiatives. Meos
Mangguandi’s cooperative however never engaged actively in this market chain, as its remote
location made regular access to the plant difficult, even with the aid of cool storage. The
initiative of the cooperatives was therefore short lived.138 Many villagers recalled that in this
same period social cohesion and collective action between community members was very high,
partially because of the hard economic times and the largely subsistence lifestyles of villagers.
Until about 20 years ago, we [Meos Mangguandi islanders] lived quite isolated and
depended on one another. We worked together to produce coconut oil, we fished together
and we hunted for wild pigs together. Even today it still happens but not like then, it was
more frequent then, because it was not easy for everyone to make money for themselves like
now.
Respondent MM-MM 2, open interview 05-03-2011
The community was highly dependent on local marine resources. Livelihoods followed seasonal
conditions, and subsistence needs were derived from both land and sea resources according to
weather conditions. Safety in numbers provided insurance for community members during these
times, with fish catches, rations and produce from their ‘kebun’ often shared among households.
Government aid programs under Suharto’s New Order were heavily top-down. Beyond
integrating Papua into a broader Indonesian identity, there was little directed action towards
improving day-to-day livelihoods or empowering islanders. Aid had a neo-colonial tinge to its
function. Ostentatious infrastructural support was common but often had unintended longer
term consequences. Many criticised that such support was more about ‘[...] putting the
Indonesian stamp on villages rather than to empower the Biak people’ (Respondent MM-Sup 5,
open interview 04-03-2011). In Meos Mangguandi a notorious example of this is the
construction of the pier in late 1995. The district government of Biak provided funds to Meos
Mangguandi to construct a pier on the east side of the island that would allow for boats to dock

138

Throughout the archipelago cooperatives were noted to have failed as in most cases their organisation
fell short of ensuring equal benefit sharing amongst its members. Known formally as KUD (Korperasi
Unit Desa), by the mid-1990s most villages had abandoned the idea of cooperatives.
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at the island regardless of the tide.139 In the months that followed large boulders of coral rock
from the fringing reef were brought to the construction area. Although most were loose and
dead rock, it was noted that live hard coral domes were extracted also. The extraction of rock
meant parts of the previously protected coastline were more exposed to waves. The months after
saw several beaches eroding and new beaches forming as a result of the alterations in the local
hydrodynamics. The weakening of the north eastern protective reef would prove particularly
costly in the months that followed. Although the pier was completed according to plan, it was
short-lived. On the morning of the 17th February 1996, just a month after completion of the pier,
Biak was shaken by a powerful earthquake. Within an hour of the earthquake Meos
Mangguandi was struck hard by a tsunami approaching from the north east. Considering the
power of the tsunami and the fact that most houses were located in low lying areas adjacent to
the beach, it is remarkable that only a single life was lost from Meos Mangguandi that day. The
tsunami destroyed the newly constructed pier, the school, the church and left most houses in
rubble. Large sections of the exposed eastern reefs bore the brunt of the powerful waves which
damaged a large section of the fragile fan corals. With the intensive coral mining that had taken
place in the months during construction of the pier, the reef provided little protection from the
incoming waves.
The events of 17th February 1996 mark an important point of transition for many villagers’
perception of local environmental change. Many respondents claim it indicates for example the
start of the intensification of coastal erosion on the island. Other ecological shifts, which may
not necessarily be related to the tsunami, including even human-induced damage, are often
explained as a consequence of the tsunami. Two known cases of coral bleaching140 along the
west coast in 2001 and 2003 for example are associated by many with the tsunami, as are the
king tides that occur annually.141 Similarly, two areas known to have been heavily dynamitefished in 2004 are also often claimed to have been damaged as a consequence of the tsunami.
The rush of foreign aid into Biak after the tsunami coincided with a wave of initiatives
undertaken to bolster Biak’s economic potential. Earlier economic development interventions
139

The construction was under the coordination of an externally appointed contractor, while local
villagers provided casual labour
140

Coral bleaching is a physiological response of corals to environmental stress, typically caused by
unusually high water temperatures. Under such stress, corals expel algal cells, losing their algal pigment
and colour to become pale or white. Extensive bleaching on a single coral can lead to complete mortality.
141

King tides, also known as spring tides, refer to the abnormally high tides that occur periodically and
predictably according to the lunar cycle. Spring tides occur every 14 days with every new moon and full
moon, however the extent of the tide varies per month. In Biak the months between February and May
see the high king tides, with the highest king tide often flooding large parts of the Supraima village
around March or April.
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by the national government under the ‘Go East’ policy of the late 1980s and early 1990s found
new momentum. Intentions to develop the Padaido islands into a tourism hotspot that would
rival even Bali were reinvigorated. In 1997 the entire Padaido island territory was declared a
Marine Recreational Park, under the Ministry of Forestry (No. 91 Kpts, 1997, dated 13th
February 1997). Although plans were drawn up to develop community-managed
accommodation facilities, the initiatives stalled after construction of guesthouses on several of
the islands. A handful of the Padaido islands currently retain remnants of these tourist
accommodations. Most however were destroyed or burnt, in protest by local villagers who had
not been involved in any prior planning or implementation. The declaration of the marine
recreational park meant little for people in Meos Mangguandi or its coral reefs. The reserve
received a scoring of 29 % on the World Bank’s MPA scorecard (CTSP 2009).142 When asked,
most villagers were not aware that such a declaration was ever passed. It did however attract
important NGOs who at the time focused on providing sustainable economic opportunities for
islanders.
In 1998 the national Coral Reef Rehabilitation and Management Program (COREMAP)
initiated its 1st phase,143 starting in six pilot sites across Indonesia, one of which being the
Padaido Islands of Biak. RUMSRAM144 was one of the first locally operated NGOs to work in
eastern Biak and the Padaido islands. In line with the local development rhetoric at the time of
reviving traditional adat structures (Laksono et al. 2001, p. 65), RUMSRAM actively worked
with selected villages including Meos Mangguandi to reinvigorate adat as a governance
institution. RUMSRAM became the implementing partner to the COREMAP program in Biak
and was endorsed to carry out training and set up effective local marine governance systems at
142

The World Bank MPA score card refers to a global measuring system of MPA management
effectiveness (Leverington et al. 2008).
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Initially COREMAP received most of its funding support from the World Bank (WB), however in the
subsequent phases the Asian Development Bank (ADB) joined to provide substantial financial support
also. Currently the COREMAP sites located in western Indonesia receive support from ADB while the
sites in eastern Indonesia, are supported by WB. COREMAP was originally designed along a 15 year
time line, but was later amended due to the changing political context of Indonesia at the turn of the
century. The program is currently made up of three phases. PHASE I (1998-2004) was the initiation
phase and aimed ‘to establish a viable framework for a national coral reef system’. Originally six districts
were selected as priority sites, however two (Ambon in Maluku, and Kupang in Nusa Tenggara Timur)
were abandoned due to security issues. Next to the Padaido Islands in Biak, the other three sites included
the Riau Islands in Riau, Sikka in Nusa Tenggara Timur, Selayar in Sulawesi Selatan. PHASE II (2004 –
2009) was the decentralisation and acceleration phase, and set out ‘to establish viable coral reef
management systems in the priority sites’. During this phase the program expanded to include nine more
sites across Indonesia. PHASE III (2010-2015) forms the final institutionalisation phase where the
program is ‘to establish viable reef management systems which are operational, fully decentralized, and
institutionalized’ (COREMAP website: http://www.coremap.or.id, last visited 30-04-2012).
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RUMSRAM literally means traditional house and refers to the traditional house of clans in the Biak
adat system. Their name aptly reflects their intentions to approach development issues through the revival
of adat institutions. Refer to chapter 4 for more information on RUMSRAM.
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ground level. Simultaneously, intentions were clear to build on the recent declaration of the
marine recreational park by developing ecotourism opportunities for communities. Although
ecotourism never became a viable income source for communities, nonetheless these years
proved important in establishing important collaborative links between NGOs and Meos
Mangguandi.
Indonesia’s economic plummet under the Asian financial crisis was part of the reason why
tourism never flourished in those years despite the government fuelled economic boom of the
nineties. Towards the end of the 1990s only a few investments were still operating.
Simultaneously, the national government was becoming increasingly unsteady, and by the end
of 1997 the fall of Suharto’s New Order was imminent.
The years before and after the beginning of Indonesia’s reform era were particularly turbulent
ones for people in Biak (Rutherford 1999, 2003). In this period there was a steep rise in
dynamite fishing throughout Biak, with its epicentre around the islands closest to Biak (Nusi,
Auki and Osi) and spreading occasionally into Meos Mangguandi waters also. There are
different explanations for this sudden widespread rise. Some respondents regarded those actions
as deliberate responses by citizens wanting to send a message regarding the Indonesian presence
in Papua. Others recall a feeling of pending liberation amongst the Biak with the collapse of the
New Order regime. Where previously many people lived under restricted freedom of speech and
action, in the transitional years of 1998 and 1999 people ‘felt euphoric and no longer feared
prosecution at sea’ (Respondent LM-4, open interview 26-04-2011). Whichever explanation
stands, there is no doubt that the way in which Biak’s waters were policed under the previous
top-down New Order system no longer functioned in these transitional years. Maritime policing
in Biak waters was weak and simply not a priority on the government agenda. The intense
dynamite fishing throughout Biak caused localized damage on Meos Mangguandi’s south
eastern reefs, although it was curbed somewhat by early conservation initiatives around the
island at the time.

3.4.2

2000 – 2005

The start of the new millennium saw an acceleration in marine conservation activity as well as
the economic development of rural coastal communities. The decentralisation of management
responsibilities to district levels meant that rights over marine resources management came
closer to ground level actors. The declaration of special autonomy for Papua under the Law No.
21/2001, later revised under the Regional Government Law No. 32/2004, meant also that
communities supposedly gained more decision making power. RUMSRAM’s work initiated in
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Meos Mangguandi in earlier years was into a more advanced stage by 2000. Political changes
strengthened this ground level work further, with active village level governance on marine
resources starting to take shape. Institutions that previously did not play major roles in formal
decision making were gaining recognition under the three-way village governance system put
forward by the government in an attempt to better match local institutional structures. This saw
formal village government (Pemerintah desa), adat councils (Adat) and religious councils
(Tokoh Agama) working together on similar decision making matters. Through collaboration
with RUMSRAM the community had at that point already formed a women’s group that
focused on alternative income generation, received training on resource monitoring activities145
and were in the process of defining a set of locally important marine resources that would
become subject to internal management. Particular emphasis was placed on the latter activity as
this would involve traditional systems that were long disused. Systems like sasi, although still
commonly applied on land, no longer played a role for marine areas as they had in the past
(Laksono et al. 2001). With the new RUMSRAM initiatives, such practices were being recalled
and reinstated. In 2000 the community, led by the adat council and mediated through the church
council, declared four areas as non-harvest zones for red snapper, clams and sea cucumber
species.
In the wider district of Biak, marine conservation was taking a more serious form under the
national COREMAP program. Initiated nationally in 1998, the program started its ground-level
implementation in Biak in 2000. The Padaido islands, recently declaration as a Marine
Recreational Park and with ongoing marine conservation work undertaken by RUMSRAM, was
regarded amongst government officials as a model example site that could represent Papua well
within COREMAP. In its first phase the program set out to facilitate community-based
management (CBM) of coral reefs habitats, largely through monitoring and patrolling activities
against illegal fishing. At district level, a working group (Pokja)146 was established to oversee
and coordinate progress (The World Bank 2004). Efforts at ground level focused on
establishing local support for coral reef protection in communities. Within villages individuals
were employed to patrol and report illegal activity around their reefs, under the Reef Watchers
program. Moreover each village had an appointed village facilitator, who would coordinate invillage COREMAP activities and report to the program’s higher level coordinators. This
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In 2000, the first complete island coral cover monitoring mission was carried out. A marine biologist
from Ambon was invited, as a freelance consultant, to coordinate and train the team put forward by the
community.
146

This working group was made up of agency representatives from civil society groups, government
departments, local NGOs and universities, and was coordinated by the regional body for planning and
development (Badan Perencana Pembangunan Daerah, BAPPEDAs).
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initially proved effective during the first years, however the program remained very dependent
on financial support from the central district management. This became all too clear in the
transition period between phases I and II of the program.
In 2004-2005 the program came to a temporary halt at national level. Apart from administrative
difficulties that hampered a smooth transition between the phases, COREMAP was complicated
by the long awaited national handover of coordinating responsibility from the Indonesian
Institute of Sciences (Lembaga Ilmu Pengetahuan Indonesia, LIPI) to the newly formed
Ministry of Marine Affairs and Fisheries147 (MMAF - Kementerian Kelautan dan Perikanan,
KKP, represented at provincial and district levels by Dinas Kelautan dan Perikanan, DKP). It
left reef watchers without salaries and communities without institutional support from district
levels, as suddenly ‘everything stopped and nobody knew who was responsible for what’
(Respondent MM-Sup 5, open interview 04-03-2011). Discontent grew amongst community
groups throughout the Padaido islands. Reef watchers abruptly stopped their patrolling and
reporting duties, allowing dynamite fishing to take place. Several cases on neighbouring islands
of Auki and Nusi were noted where the reef watchers themselves resorted to dynamite fishing as
a form of active protest. In Meos Mangguandi this period saw at least three cases where the
south-western coral reefs were visited by groups of fishers from other islands, whose use of
explosives left the area with considerable damage. Where elsewhere in the Padaido Islands
fishers used dynamite openly without much resistance, on the occasions that they came to Meos
Mangguandi reefs, they would approach at night since local village resistance was well-known.
I-LMMA was officially established in 2003 by a group of ex-RUMSRAM staff, who pulled
away from the NGO to start their own independent program under I-LMMA.148 Continuing the
conservation work initiated under RUMSRAM, I-LMMA adhered to a stronger emphasis on
147

Although MMAF was established in 1999, to ensure smooth transfer and allow LIPI to coordinate the
activities it had initiated under Phase I, the transfer of responsibility over COREMAP was planned at the
conclusion of the first phase. Despite the national transfer of authority, Biak formed an exception. Unlike
COREMAP’s other sites, Phase II in Biak remained under the coordination of BAPPEDA. The national
transfer however did bring ground level activities to a halt.
148

The ground work of I-LMMA was born out of relations that grew from a collaborative international
research project carried out in the late 1990s with support of the Biodiversity Conservation Network
(BCN) (Biodiversity Conservation Network (BCN) 1998). The work under the BCN investigated the state
of community based reef management initiatives in two village sites in eastern Biak (Saba and Pasi
Island) (Pomeroy et al. 2003). The initial research project ended in 1999, but in 2003 new initiatives
within the same set of contacts grew under a Community Conservation Network (CCN) that was
expanding its work in the Pacific into South East Asian waters. I-LMMA was established as part of the
international LMMA network. I-LMMA continued work in two different sites in the Padaido Islands,
namely the island community of Auki and Meos Mangguandi. In both cases no introduction was
necessary as the I-LMMA staff were largely the same from RUMSRAM, who had collaborated
extensively with the communities in past years. Refer to chapter 4 for more information on the formation
of I-LMMA.
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sustainable marine ecosystem management. The program established four target species no-take
zones, set up an in-village conservation team, strengthened existing community-based resource
monitoring and mapping (with extensive training), and initiated the formulation of a set of
village regulations over the use of Meos Mangguandi’s resources that would later be brought
forward to district authorities for formal recognition. The photographs in plate 3.6 show
conservation team members declaring sasi on a particular area, being one of the I-LMMA’s
most visible interventions.
Plate 3.6 Photographs illustrating the demarcation of marine areas subject to sasi closure
(i)

( iii )

( ii )

( iv )

(v)

Note: Top Left: (i) Conservation team members preparing woven palm leaves as markers for sasi area;
Top Right: (ii) Conservation team members erecting one of four marker posts;
Bottom Left: (iii) Conservation team members fixing a marker post foundation;
Bottom Middle: (iv) Four plates of offerings containing siri-pinang, cigarettes, tobacco and coins;
Bottom Right: (v) Offerings being made by village elder before declaring sasi.
Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2011 (Photographs courtesy of I-LMMA 2010)

With its staff being at the helm of RUMSRAM’s earlier work to revive the role of adat councils
in village governance, I-LMMA continued to focus its collaboration through the three-tiered
institutional village governance system. The initial years of I-LMMA in Meos Mangguandi
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injected new enthusiasm amongst community members because of the possibilities this
collaboration could yield. The new international network for example brought foreign experts to
the village for training. For many respondents the involvement of foreign experts elevated the
prestige of the village among its neighbours.
We [Meos Mangguandi community] were not like them [neighbouring island villages]. We
often had international research scientists come to work with us [...] When I went to Biak
city many people would ask why so many foreigners come to Meos Mangguandi despite that
we are the furthest away from Biak city
Respondent MM-Sup 31, open interview 24-04-2011
In its first years, the I-LMMA program saw considerable outcomes that countered many of the
negative impacts on marine ecosystems that were taking place throughout Biak during this
period. Despite effects of coral bleaching in 2001 and 2003, and cases of dynamite fishing
damage in 2004 and 2005, the marine environment of Meos Mangguandi withstood destructive
trends.149
The local economic milieu in the village also advanced during this five-year period. The end of
the Asian economic crisis of the late 1990s, and inauguration of a new political era, meant
economic opportunities started to materialise in the village. These occurred through extended
market links as well as through sporadic yet significant development aid from the government.
In response to the large development budgets that were being allocated to Papua, throughout the
province new villages and even new districts were formed in the hope of attracting more
development aid to lower levels (Suebu 2012). In 2000 Meos Mangguandi was administratively
split into two separate village governments, Supraima and Meos Mangguandi. The new division
abruptly created two separate village government units. Following village elections held
towards the end of 1999, the ‘new village’ of Supraima chose its first village head from one of
the prominent kerets of Rumkorem, while the standing village head from the Rumkabas keret
became responsible for the northern village section that kept the name of Meos Mangguandi.150
In 2004, the island underwent a sudden economic jolt with the donation of eight outboard
motors per village, by the Department of Marine Affairs and Fisheries (DKP).151 Before this

149

It is reported that in this same period, damage to the reefs along neighbouring islands of Pakreki, Pasi
and Bromsi was significantly higher, to a point where several reefs no longer could be fished (Personal
correspondence with I-LMMA coordinating officer, 26-04-2011).
150

When referring to the island community as a whole the term Meos Mangguandi will be used. Desa
Meos Mangguandi is applied when referring to the administrative village unit (desa).
151

Refer to appendix 3.1, section VII, for allocation of outboard motors to the specific fishing groups.
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time there were a mere four outboard motors on the entire island, which were collectively used.
With the donation of the sixteen outboard motors, most of the existing larger outrigger boats
now had an allocated outboard motor, and in some cases new larger boats were constructed
because of this. Almost overnight the frequency of travel to and from the urban centre of Biak
increased. In the following years further aid handouts from district government, in the form of
fishing gear (nets, petroleum lamps, and fishing lines), reached the village. Local catch by
fishers increased accordingly.
Although environmental impact was evident, the impact in Meos Mangguandi could have been
more severe when considering how neighbouring islands were affected by similar interventions
at the time (Personal correspondence with I-LMMA coordinating officer, 26-04-2011). Meos
Mangguandi was somewhat of an exception to the level of reef degradation emerging amongst
other villages that underwent similar economic spurts but which did not have the same
regulatory bodies in place. Its healthier marine environment in comparison to neighbouring
islands meant that pressure on the island’s marine resources from outside intensified. This
pressure was compounded particularly since recent technological improvements and economic
opportunities in the area had made island fishers throughout Biak more mobile and effective. By
2005, Meos Mangguandi villagers were dealing with non-local fishers on a weekly basis during
peak fishing season.

3.4.3

2005 – 2010

The second half of the decade saw continued government aid flowing into the village. With the
influx of funds and projects came significant impacts. Government aid developed into a main
source of income for many households, as opposed to supplementary support. Increasingly,
more people became involved in honorary project positions. Where previously such positions
were held within specific groups in the village, after the creation of the two village
administrations in 2000 the number of honorary positions doubled. Positions like village project
coordinators, specific team leaders, project finance administrators and various types of
committee members needed filling. Within a few years most households received some kind of
monetary payment through the involvement of a household member in one of the many
development projects. In 2008 the regional government program Rencana Strategis
Pembangunan Kampung (RESPEK, Strategic Village Development Plan) commenced
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implementation throughout Biak.152 The program provided community development funding
directly to villages (administered through district government) through allocating village block
grants of IDR 100 million153 (UNDP website, http://www.undp.or.id/papua/, last visited 30-042012). Funds distribution is primarily determined by the proposals each village puts forward, in
which village members define their collective priority needs through a community development
meeting. In Meos Mangguandi, improving housing construction was a first priority, partially as
a result of the realisation of their vulnerability in the face of natural disasters like the tsunami of
1996. In the years to follow new houses with concrete foundations were constructed. Local
building materials were used as much as possible, increasing pressure on the island’s timber
resources. The rate of local timber use increased significantly in 2009 and 2010 for the
construction of houses and boats.
In 2009 and 2010, people were constructing houses, and needed timber for that. At times we
went into the forest three or four times in a week to get timber. A lot of the big trees were cut
down. We still have a lot but there is definitely less since 2010.
Respondent MM-MM 5, open interview 7-03-2011
As the local economy expanded disproportionately and household spending-power and mobility
increased, trade with Biak markets intensified. The commuting frequency per household to Biak
increased from the once every two weeks in the 1980s and 1990s, to twice or three times a
week. Households still fished and gleaned mudflats for molluscs and octopus to trade, however
the pressure to collect these marine resources was less. Although this would seem a positive
result, it was in fact counterproductive with interest in managing these resources simultaneously
decreasing. Despite the progress under the various conservation initiatives thus far, the ILMMA program increasingly experienced difficulty in gaining and maintaining the enthusiasm
of the community members for the program.
Being part of the conservation team was exciting, everyone wanted to be part of the
conservation team […] but after RESPEK came, people had so many other things to do, so
people were not as excited anymore to go monitoring or have planning meetings.
Respondent MM-Sup 6, open interview 6-03-2011
Local monetary circulation was overridden by more individual transactions between households
and the increasingly accessible market on Biak. The boundaries that previously clearly defined
152

Several fact finding missions in the Papua province that were funded by the UNDP, coordinated by
central government agencies and carried out by four local Papuan NGOs in different regions of Papua
formed the basis of the program’s strategic design. This led to the initiation of the RESPEK program in
2008 in Biak.
153

Equivalent to approximately US$ 11 000.00. Refer to currency conversion table.
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the island’s economy were blurring. Although village barter trade within the village still takes
place, it is for very small day-to-day needs like tobacco. Similarly church fundraising activities
increasingly tap into local household spending power to supply their annual budget, whereas
collective fishing, processing and sales in Biak previously provided most such funds. More
recently however the many church community groups organise monthly fundraising activities
within the village. Such fundraising will involve local bake sales, movie watching or games for
which a small payment is required (plate 3.7). Clearly there is more money in circulation within
the village. This is also evident in that households are more self-supporting, without having to
depend on reciprocity with others to share the burdens of economically harder times. As a
result, many of my respondents perceived a weakening in the degree of the social links they
shared in those times. Church leaders and several other working group coordinators in the
village consistently noted that there was a loss of interest amongst community members to work
towards collective goals. Organising voluntary working groups is becoming increasingly
difficult, with many having expectations of payment for their efforts.
Plate 3.7 Collective fundraising activities carried out by church working groups (Wilayah
Kerja, WIK)
(i)

( ii )

( iii )

( iv )

Note: Top Left: (i) Fundraising activities of WIK II, including karaoke, dominoes and dancing activities;
Top Right: (ii) ‘Hit the cans’ WIK II fundraising activity.
Bottom Left: (iii) Women of WIK I preparing bread and cakes for a bake sale;
Bottom Right: (iv) Women of WIK I frying donuts for a bake sale.
Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2011
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Towards the end of my stay in the village, there were yet again new proposals being put forward
to stimulate further economic growth. Discussions were ongoing regarding the development of a
cool storage facility on the island that would allow for storage of fish before being sold on the
market. This will most certainly impact fishing behaviour around the island. Fishing frequency
would be likely to intensify, with the opportunity to store catch that in turn would allow for
three or four days of fishing before travelling to Biak to sell the catch. There would also be
shifts in species of fish fishers choose to target. In the 1980s and 1990s with poorer market
access, villagers traded smoked molluscs and salted fish due to their longer shelf life. As
accessibility increased, people frequented the markets more and could earn more money trading
fresh fish. Red snapper species were targeted because of their good market price and higher
demand. In 2006 and 2007 these species populations experienced a serious decline, which
meant fishers resorted to catching species like parrot fish that were less in demand as fresh fish
on the market. Subsequently women started frying the parrot fish to sell on market days, since
in its fried form parrot fish meat was readily eaten in Biak. Villagers adapted to overcome
economic and ecological fluctuations by shifting target species rather than confronting the
causes of those fluctuations, even when clearly a direct consequence of their own actions. The
introduction of a cool storage facility is highly likely to have significant implications for local
fishing behaviour.
Although everyone engaged in the new opportunities wholeheartedly, people in Meos
Mangguandi were not oblivious to the negative social and ecological trends emerging from the
economic growth. Throughout the years since 2000 these trends were countered by efforts
within the church community and also partially through I-LMMA’s conservation program. The
Protestant church retains a strong position in the community. As an institution perceived as
based on moral codes of faith and religion, rather than politics and economy, the church has
maintained its central significance for the community. Evident in the weekly and monthly
activities and scores of voluntary groups that exist under its structure, the church continues to
perform important roles in terms of household conflict resolution and village level decision
making. For example in 2005, the church passed a ban on the brewing of palm wine on the
island following periods of frequent violent drunken conflicts between youths. Three
households had started brewing the potent alcohol drink more regularly and were selling it the
villagers who now could quite easily afford it. During a community meeting in 2005 community
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church members passed a motion to allow for consumption of alcohol but prohibit the brewing
of palm wine.154
In the conservation domain, the opening and closing of sasi and management of funds from
collective harvesting from protected areas is largely organised through church committees. The
I-LMMA program still collaborates closely with the church. It is no surprise therefore that up
until early 2010 the village coordinator of the conservation team was also the head of the local
church.
I-LMMA’s early conservation work continued in this period. With the prolongation of
COREMAP through phase two taking effect in 2006, the years from 2005 onwards were
important in consolidating Meos Mangguandi’s conservation program. In Meos Mangguandi,
COREMAP functioned in parallel to the I-LMMA conservation program but lacked
implementation of any systematic resource monitoring or institutional building. Rather
COREMAP provided significant grants for housing construction, communal generators and
fishing gear. Between 2007 and 2009, the two villages were also allocated funds to construct
their own information and meeting centres (plate 3.2), and to set up micro-credit projects
(Respondent MM-Sup 5, open interview 04-03-2011). The ongoing activities of the I-LMMA
conservation team and the ten year experience of such conservation work in Meos Mangguandi
resulted in the regional COREMAP coordinating team’s decision to direct its capacity building
focus to other islands. Consequently, COREMAP had neither strong ongoing programs nor
significant presence in Meos Mangguandi, despite the appointment of a village facilitator. The
I-LMMA program therefore represented the most important collaborative conservation program
in the village (plate 3.8).
A notable outcome of the I-LMMA program occurred in 2006, when Meos Mangguandi
finalised a draft of village regulations on the management of land, coastal and marine resources
(Aturan Adat Pengelolaan Sumber Daya Alam Darat, Pesisir dan Laut). The draft regulations
were later passed and signed by all three institutional leaders in the village, and by the head of
Aimando Subdistrict (kecamatan). In the same year, the community conservation team
(established under Meos Mangguandi’s I-LMMA program) initiated weekly information
bulletins via the local radio station in collaboration with I-LMMA. These bulletins informed
surrounding islands of the protected area status of Meos Mangguandi’s reefs and the fact the
154

It is striking that in roughly the same period a similar motion was passed in I-LMMA’s other site in
Tanimbar Kei. Although no confirmation could be made that these motions were in any way related to ILMMA’s work, it is plausible that I-LMMA’s conservation program promoted discussion to address
social issues like alcoholism and domestic violence.
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community had a set of village regulations that provided them with a mandate to sanction
offenders.155 Also, in response to developments throughout Biak that were driving the use of
destructive fishing techniques, as discussed previously, socialisation meetings were held in
neighbouring communities. Villages known to regularly fish on the reefs of Meos Mangguandi
were targeted for these socialisation meetings.
Plate 3.8 Marine conservation program activities by the village conservation team
(i)

( ii )

( iii )

( iv )

(v)

( vi )

Note: Top Row: (i-ii) Meos Mangguandi conservation team members monitoring coral cover transects;
Middle Row: (ii-iii) Meos Mangguandi conservation team members monitoring sea cucumber
population along transects;
Bottom Row: (v-vi) Meos Mangguandi conservation team members recording and preparing
presentation of monitoring data.
Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2011 (Photographs courtesy of I-LMMA 2010)
155

The same radio bulletin would be featured weekly during airtime reserved for village news reports.
The bulletin involved a form of role play between two friends talking casually about the new
developments around the reefs of Meos Mangguandi.
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Although villagers do recognise a general decrease in outsider fishers around the island, many
respondents noted that the socialisation meetings do not stop destructive fishing practices
carried out by particular neighbouring communities. The issue cannot simply be understood as
one in which Meos Mangguandi villagers are helpless in the face of ‘cunning outsiders’. It
appears more complicated when enquiring among community members why the village
resource management rules have not been not applied to prosecute those offenders. The intricate
kinship relations that exist across the islands are strong and in many ways valued above laws
that hold the stamp of government. Regulations developed in collaboration with I-LMMA,
although celebrated amongst villagers, in reality are perceived as a foreign product and therefore
stand beneath law of blood links between Biak kin. This is exemplified if we briefly recall the
actions undertaken by Tete Kabel’s group in the 1970s and 1980s, which undoubtedly were also
directed at neighbouring community members who made up part of the extensive clan network
in Biak. The difference here is that Tete Kabel’s team acted on their own behalf without tools or
support from outside. Although contested amongst villages in those times, within Meos
Mangguandi the actions were supported and seen as actions of justice for the people by the
people. Villagers in Meos Mangguandi are hesitant to apply the newly formulated village
resource management rules for there is an underlying influence from outside that characterises
them. One comes to question the value of political recognition of these rules, beyond the
formalities of red tape corridors.

3.4.4

Reflecting on impacts on Meos Mangguandi’s coral cover

The reefs along the northern cape of the island have generally been a better state throughout the
decade. This area’s resilience to bleaching is largely due to the continuous cool currents that
pass over the island’s northern cape. These currents also provide the reef ecosystem with
constant supply of nutrients. The area is a difficult area to fish, with rough surface conditions
and strong currents. The northern reef consists of a thin strip of shallower seabed which quickly
descends to greater depths. All this provides more favourable conditions for the coral
ecosystems to function. Along the southern cape however, coral cover has fluctuated throughout
the last decade. The conditions here are opposite to those along the northern cape. The area is
sheltered and shallow, making it easily accessible for fishers accounting for a higher frequency
of disturbance here.
The southern tip of the island was hardest hit by the surge of dynamite fishing that took place in
1999 since it is sheltered from sight from the village. There are no data available for this area,
but when asked villagers consistently reported that the reefs here were left in rubble with only
sporadic coral outcrops still alive in 2000. Although not as impacted as the southern coast, coral
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cover along the west coast and the north-western cape was also significantly degraded by the
dynamite fishing activity since the turn of the century.
The maps in map 3.3 present results from three periodic coral reef monitoring activities and
show the condition of corals between 2000 and 2010. The uppermost map, presenting
monitoring data of 2000, does not include data from large portions of the eastern reefs. Villagers
noted that the reefs along the eastern coast, particularly along the eastern inlet, would likely
have exhibited high levels of damage over the last decade as a result of with the 1996 tsunami.
The 2005 map shows the degradation along the south western reefs post-2000. This degradation
was believed by local fishers to be due to the second surge of dynamite fishing and destructive
prodding by outside fishers that occurred in the transition period between the first and second
COREMAP phases.156 With Meos Mangguandi hosting some of the healthiest coral reefs in the
Padaido islands, these reefs were prime targets for outside fishers. Villagers spoke of at least
three confirmed instances in 2004 of groups coming to the reefs using prods to excavate clams
and catch coral dwelling reef species. Apart from these human activities, during the period
before 2005 two instances of coral bleaching affected the south western reefs. The combination
of intensive destructive fishing and coral bleaching led to a rapid degradation along this strip of
reef. Along the northern cape however, coral conditions improved significantly, largely due to
the consistent cool currents preventing bleaching damage.
By 2010 conservation efforts by villagers under the I-LMMA program gained more
momentum.157 In particular, the efforts geared towards socialisation of surrounding island
communities through information provision and use of media in its conservation awareness
campaigns became regular. This is said to have played a significant part in some of the
improvement of coral cover shown in the 2010 map. Further improvement of the reefs along the
northern cape can be noted in addition to a significant recovery in the degraded south-western
reefs. Along the eastern reefs however, several areas show signs of damage incurred since 2005.
This correlates with two recorded storms, one in 2007 and one more in 2010. These storms
created strong waves that hit the island from the eastern flank. The 2007 storm was noted to
have displaced a large amount of coral debris on the south eastern and north eastern tip of the
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Although most respondents did not explicitly say so, some of this damage may have also been caused
by Meos Mangguandi fishers who used prodding devices. It is however unlikely that bombs were used by
these Meos Mangguandi fishers.
157

Including frequent resource monitoring, delineation of no take zones and the regular in-village
socialisation meetings.
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island. Plate 3.9 gives an indication of different levels of hard coral recovery along the fringing
reef of Meos Mangguandi during the period of fieldwork.
Plate 3.9 Stages of hard coral recovery along Meos Mangguandi’s fringing reef in 2011
(i)

( ii )

( iii )

( iv )

Note: Top Left: (i) Complete destruction along the SE reef- 0%-25% hard coral cover.
Top Right: (ii) Pioneering recovery along the E inlet reef - 25%-50% hard coral cover;
Bottom Left: (iii) Recovery along the SW reef - 50%-75% hard coral cover;
Bottom Right: (iv) Complete recovery along the NW reef - 75%-100% hard coral cover.
Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2011
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Map 3.3

Coral cover conditions between 2000 and 2010 around Meos Mangguandi
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Condition of coral cover:

KEHATI, TERANGI & RUMSRAM, 2000, Studi Kondisi dan
Potensi Sumberdaya Laut di Pulau-pulau Kecil Kepulauan
Padaido (Study on conditions and potential of marine
natural resources amongst the small islands of the Padaido
Islands), Biak Timor, Papua.

Map 2005:

Survei Masyarakat Adat Meos Mangguandi & SEKPRO,
October 2005, Transek Kondisi Terumbu Karang Kepuluan
Padaido (Coral cover transects of the Padaido Islands),
Biak Timor, Papua.

Map 2010:

Survei Masyarakat Adat Meos Mangguandi & I-LMMA,
August 2010, Transek Kondisi Terumbu Karang
Kepulauan Padaido (Coral cover transects of the Padaido
Islands), Biak Timor, Papua.
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Map 2000:
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Data sources:
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Data for all three maps were collected through the same method, whereby a village conservation team member and a
trained marine biologist were towed simultaneously behind a boat along a saved GPS track, following the fringing reef.
Every 100 metres coral conditions were recorded among the two observers. Map 2000 was only partially completed due
to bad weather conditions during data collection.

Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2011
Amended from I-LMMA 2011 (Kondisi Terumbu Karang Meos Mangguandi Tahun 2000-2010)
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3.5

The shaping and reshaping of factions in Meos Mangguandi over time

In Meos Mangguandi there are two main factions that co-exist in the context of conservation
work being undertaken. These factions are born out of a stark division in the village whereby
there is an established centre of influence in the village, and a peripheral portion that falls
largely under this central influence. With several important political developments and the
administrative division brought about in 2000, these factions were accentuated and today
closely resemble the two different village administrations of Supraima and Meos Mangguandi.
However I will not refer to the factions by these names, since their boundaries although roughly
similar do not always follow these administrative divisions. The distinction between the factions
is far too fluid and dynamic to allow for a fixed physical boundary. I therefore refer to the
factions in question as the ‘Centre’ and the ‘Peripherals’ factions.
These factions are visible in the island’s complex composition of organised groups and
networks that have emerged out of government, church and NGO sector initiatives.158 The
increased involvement of NGOs in tandem with the greater impact of government institutions
on local village structures has led to the formation of a myriad of different groups, committees
and organisations within the village. Many people take up dual positions with so many formal
groups transcending institutional boundaries within such a small community. The overlapping
structures blur the standard three-part governance arrangement of village government, adat
council and church council by which GOs and NGOs approach these communities.
Consequently this three-part governance arrangement is weakened in its integration as a
standardised way to organise villages. A focus on the deeply rooted keret structure that binds
groups of villagers through kinship relations and longstanding family ties thus can provide a
more accurate reflection of village dynamics. Although kerets are recognised within formal
circles, they are only recognised in so far as being part of the Adat structure (refer to figure 3.1)
and not as a fundamental social arrangement that dictates to a large extent daily interactions
within the community.159 When examined closely these keret structures illustrate the positioning
of local centres of influence which are less visible through the standard three-part governance
structure approach.

158

Refer to appendix 3.1 for an overview of the various organized groups in Meos Mangguandi and
corresponding clan memberships of people occupying positions in these groups.
159

One may argue that ‘being part of Adat’ automatically implies that kerets are ‘recognized as a
fundamental social arrangement’. However in referring to figure 3.2, it becomes apparent that in
conflating these differences under Adat (referring here to the formal structure making up village
governance) internal differences are suppressed and subordinated under the relatively small circle
(representing decision making influence) of the Adat institution that is subject to the greater role of the
church and village government when it comes to decision making and distribution of external resources.
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Before elaborating on the local socio-political developments that have taken place as a result of
modern governance intervention versus the established keret structure, let me first reflect on
how Meos Mangguandi is structured according to external agencies. The partitioning of the
original village into two dinas village administrations has created a rift in village institutional
arrangements, and not without consequence. Despite the formation of the two village
administrations, both the church and the Adat councils remain single structures that cover the
entire community. As a strong and ongoing earlier legacy of missionary influences, the church
dominates in Meos Mangguandi, as both a decision making institution as well as a centre for
local identity and community cohesion. More recent decades have seen the symbolic elevation
of Adat as an officially recognised institution operating next to church and village government.
Following political recognition of Papua’s Special Autonomy and the national movement to
integrate adat structures back into village governance, a revitalisation of adat councils took
place. Revived Adat councils were reserved a space in village decision making. However in
Meos Mangguandi under the New Order the original adat councils had since all but withered as
a functioning body for village governance. What stands now bears little resemblance to the
former adat council that made up village leadership. Now largely representative, the current
Adat council160 plays a significant role in the post New Order village governance. This is
evident in the requirement for Adat council approval in many development project proposals put
forward by the community.
What results is a structure of institutions, as depicted in figure 3.1, that is designed to operate
within a defined single administrative unit, but which in Meos Mangguandi’s case is actually
superimposed across newly formed administrative boundaries. The system fosters conflict in the
fact that some of the older established institutions operate across the entire community while
other newer ones are related to one of the two specific administrations.

160

The official Adat council currently operates as a structural part of the village governance
configuration, while the role of the original adat councils was far more extensive, including coordinating
social rituals, conflict resolution and managing sources of livelihood.
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Figure 3.1

Formal institutional structure across the village administrations of Meos
Mangguandi, with size roughly representing perceived decision making spheres of
influence by external agencies and relative position between village
administrations representing institutional coverage

SUPRAIMA

MEOS MANGGUANDI

CHURCH
COUNCIL

VILLAGE GOVERNMENT
MEOS MANGGUANDI
(Pemerintah Desa)

ADAT

COUNCIL

VILLAGE GOVERNMENT
SUPRAIMA
(Pemerintah Desa)

Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2012

Under this institutional arrangement, government development aid enters the community
through the two administrative villages (pemerintah desa), implying that there are separate
village governance structures operating on the island. With so many formal groups and
leadership roles that need filling, people maintain multiple memberships as a livelihood
strategy. These memberships however, last only as long as the individual projects run, often
being short term, adhoc and without recognition of former group or institutional formations.
With aid initiatives being so disjointed, little opportunity develops within the community sector
involved in dealing with external government aid that allows for Cleaver’s idea of institutional
bricolage whereby institutions build on former institutions or find fit next to each other (Cleaver
2012). As a result of these diverse and short-lived administrative opportunities, a person’s sense
of membership to any one of these project related groups is not as strong as with the deeper
lasting institutions like the church or keret.161

161

Refer to appendix 3.1 for an overview of the recently formed groups under village government, church
and adat, and their compositions according to keret membership.
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I work with different people at different times, [...] I work with the COREMAP fishing
group, I am involved in the BPD [village committee], I am involved in the RESPEK
planning group [village development and empowerment program], I must help fundraise
with WIK I [church prayer group] [...]. With who I work depends on what the project is
about. [...] What does not change is that I am Rumkorem.
Respondent MM-Sup 10, open interview 15-03-2011
As illustrated by the quote above, stronger and more consistent ties are experienced in the dayto-day friendships and kinship relationships people share. These strongly bind individuals into
groups which in turn influences how formal groups take form. The respondent refers to his
affiliation to Rumkorem as a constant and source of pride. A similar development is described
in Visser’s (2001) account of village cooperative formations in two cases in the subdistrict of
Teminabuan in West Papua province. Here, Visser describes how existing keret-based working
groups re-organised themselves along lines of familiarity and kinship to fit formal structures, in
order to attract further funding from outside. Clearly the keret structure is a more robust,
intimate and deeper network existing within the community, to which people feel a strong tie.
Subtle indications of peoples’ affiliation to a certain keret chain are evident from observing with
whom individuals fish at night; with whom they choose to board a boat with when travelling to
Biak; or with whom groups of men and women socialise at the end of the day. Such relations
form out of intimate bonds structured by kinship rather than a democratic process of selection.
But a focus on keret structure reveals more than friendships and alliances. It reveals the
longstanding centres of influence that significantly affect the way village governance was, and
to a certain extent still is, carried out. This stands in contrast with the standard institutionalist
framework which assumes a more or less equal distribution of influence across local
institutions. The keret structure depicts a different organisational arrangement which illustrates
a politically important continuity that underlies the imposed village administration division, as
shown in figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2

Clan distribution across the village administrations of Meos Mangguandi, with size
indicating roughly the relative sphere of influence, position indicating overlap in
relation to other kerets and official village administrations (desa dinas), and
shading indicating strength of keret influence
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MEOS MANGGUANDI
MORIN

RUMBIAK
RUMKOREM
RUMKABAS
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Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2012

In Meos Mangguandi today the three largest and most influential keret centres of Morin,
Rumere and Rumkorem function under the village administration of Supraima, while the
relatively smaller keret of Rumbiak and Rumkabas fall under the Meos Mangguandi village
administration. This is also evident in the physical distribution of households as presented in
map 3.4. The western coastline of the village is lined by households from Rumkorem, while the
main pocket of Morin households are located in the south eastern corner. Rumere households
are located in the centre of the village. All three of these areas make up Supraima village.
Within the Meos Mangguandi village area, households are more spread out with Rumbiak
households spread across two household clusters at respective outer ends of the village, and
with Rumkabas taking up two households in the centre. Both Morin and Rumere also have
several households located in small single or double household clusters in Meos Mangguandi
village. I shall now examine more closely the development over time of the two factions, that is
now manifested in the asymmetrical division of kerets across the two administrative villages.
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Map 3.4

Household distribution according to keret membership in Supraima and Meos
Mangguandi

Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2011
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3.5.1

Administrative division polarizing keret-based faction formation.

Until the mid 1990s, rule within the village was strongly influenced by the three kerets of
Morin, Rumere and Rumkorem. Rumkorem was the strongest amongst the three. Meos
Mangguandi’s village leadership history shows that since 1975, when Tete Kabel (Rumkorem)
handed over his function as village head to a representative of the Rumere keret,162 all
subsequent village heads until 1996 have originated from one of these three dominant kerets.163
Ever since 1975 the island has functioned under a single but weak government administration. It
was the church institution that played a dominant role in village governance. Through the
church the village was divided into three working groups (Wilayah Kerja, WIK).164 Given that
households belonging to the same keret would live together in a neighbourhood, these church
groups are mostly keret-based. The first group largely comprises of Rumkorem households in
the western quarter of the settlement, while the second includes mainly Morin and Rumere
households from the central and southern quarters. The final group includes Rumbiak, Morin
and Rumkabas households from the northern quarter. These church group divisions were the
first to define a loose boundary between the Centre and the Peripherals factions across the
whole settlement. Rumkorem, Morin and Rumere make up WIK I and II that are both physically
located closest to the church, while WIK III largely comprising Rumbiak and Rumkabas are
located further north.
In 1996 Meos Mangguandi broke from its tradition of choosing a village head from the three
main kerets, with the election of the Rumkabas keret leader as village head. The new village
head was a strong personality with a solid network both within the village and more importantly
beyond the village in government circles. The latter point in particular appeared decisive in his
election, since there was a strong move in the village to try and tap into the economic boom that
was occurring on the main island of Biak at that time. His leadership proved beneficial in the
early years and for a brief period the local village governance centre shifted slightly towards this
faction. However, this was not to last; for two reasons. Firstly, within a few years the
concentration of infrastructure (solar panels, generators and accommodation for local police
representatives) around the village head’s house became a point of friction amongst villagers.
Secondly, these years saw the increased involvement of NGOs in the village, starting with

162

This Rumere representative was the first village head (kepala kampung) under Indonesian government.

163

Refer to appendix 3.1, section IX, for overview of village leadership history since 1975.

164

Although often translated by respondents as a ‘working group’ or wilayah kerja, the term wik
originates from the Dutch word wijk meaning neighbourhood. These groups still exist and function today,
and are known as WIK I, WIK II and WIK III. The working groups largely function to raise funds for the
church.
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RUMSRAM. RUMSRAM approached the village with the intention of reviving adat structures
and deliberately choose keret channels to organise the community rather than the village
administration. These programs were rapidly mobilised in the community through the three
main kerets. Thus despite the village government being centred around Rumkabas, the prestige
and resources associated with the RUMSRAM program overshadowed the initial years of
Rumkabas office.
During the national move towards administrative decentralization, the then governor of Irian
Jaya, Barnabas Suebu,165 designed a ‘villagisation’ program (Suebu 2012) which encouraged
splitting the existing larger New Order administrative village units (desa) to form new smaller
administrative units. This strategy was to attract more funding from village development
programs like the World Bank’s Inpres Desa Tertinggal (IDT) (Visser 2001)166 to the province
and to smaller villages (kampung). As a result, district level governments throughout Papua
pushed for administrative segmentation of these lowest government units. In 2000 this
segmentation was drawn up in Meos Mangguandi through negotiations amongst villagers. It
essentially split the village into two sections, administratively dividing the long-established
village centre from the northern peripheral areas. The Rumkabas leader remained the village
head of the village area to the north of the border (retaining the name Meos Mangguandi), while
a representative of Rumkorem was chosen as village head of the village area south of the
border. The choice of ‘Supraima’ as the name for this ‘new’ village was intended to stress this
area as the original or old village (kampung lama). The name Supraima was originally given to
the island by the people of Orwer and Bosnik during times they used the island as their
harvesting grounds. In using the name Supraima, keret leaders from Morin, Rumere and
Rumkorem emphasised their closeness to adat ways. With an established power structure in
place village government in Supraima was rapidly implemented. Boasting a separate village
administration based on existing strong ties with the NGO program, Supraima was driven by the
three main kerets, and propelled itself in the new era far more effectively than its neighbour
administration.
In the Meos Mangguandi village administration, effective organisation collapsed once the
support positions previously occupied by Morin, Rumere and Rumkorem representatives under
the single administration fell away. Rumkabas remained in place but with the authority less
165

Barnabas Suebu’s term as governor of the then ‘Irian Jaya’ was from 1988 to 1993. Later, from 2006
to 2011, he returned as governor of Papua province (by this time the region previously known as Irian
Jaya had split into the provinces of Papua and West Papua).
166

The IDT development program for under-developed villages, operated from 1995 to 1998, and
provided large development funds through subdistricts to the villages.
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established and internal organisation faltering, the deterioration of the village government
continued under rumours of local corruption. The elections of 2010 saw the elevation of
Rumbiak into office. However, the legacy of the previous administration’s disorganisation
continued. A year after the elections, during the period of fieldwork, most of the staff under the
village head were still not appointed and on several occasions village government was
suspended completely because of internal strife.
Due to the village segmentation program (villagisation) promised under Governor Suebu and
despite difference in administrative strengths, both administrations have equal formal positions
and government resources to work with. However the high levels of organisation that exist in
the Centre faction appear to support the functioning of Supraima while the weak position of the
Peripherals faction is reflected in the breakdown of the Meos Mangguandi village
administration. Moreover, the Centre faction retains far closer ties with the I-LMMA program
than the Peripherals as a result of earlier links with NGO work. The political division has clearly
emphasised underlying power relations between the kerets and in that has strengthened the
delineation of the two factions.

3.5.2

The Centre faction

The Centre faction, as the name suggests, forms the historically legitimised centre of power on
Meos Mangguandi. It identifies itself strongly with precedence in the keret structure. The
previous section shows that there is a strong legacy of leadership in the three main kerets which
are located in the heart of the Supraima village administration (desa dinas). The fact that the
communal infrastructure like the church, primary school and community health clinic is located
around the household clusters of Morin, Rumere and Rumkorem, indicates the strong pull of
this network. Although the role of village government and associated development perks are
valued across the community, the affiliation to adat is what members of this faction most often
rely upon to reinforce their interactions with outsiders, but also to draw on trust and authority
with insiders. This is both a response to the recent shift towards adat revitalisation in the
national development paradigm as well as an expression of membership to a powerful
customary network.
The first NGO work under RUMSRAM established strongest ties in this part of the village (now
Supraima village), despite the fact that during the initial period of socialisation the
administrative centre was located around the Rumkabas sphere. This indicates an eagerness
from faction leaders at the time to adopt approaches emphasising adat recognition. However the
initial presence of RUMSRAM here was not completely due to the ability of faction leaders to
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attract this foreign initiative into its circles. RUMSRAM had a clear objective from the outset to
focus on keret structures, since the revival of adat structures was their main focus. It too was
eager to make use of any path into the keret structure. Predictably, the path best paved led
towards the three dominant kerets under the Centre faction. Later, with the official government
shift to more recognition of adat structures, the dominance of its three main kerets grew further.
In particular, the formation of Supraima catalysed the Centre faction’s influence on the island.
Quite suddenly the faction had a village governance structure that was far more attuned to the
character of the faction. This meant that government programs and projects that previously
spanned the entire community were now exclusively geared to this new village and its Centre
faction.167 The political division has become a significant boundary that distinguishes one
faction from the other when discussing village development. People from both villages have
started to talk in terms of ‘them’ and ‘us’ when referring to islanders from the other village.
Prominent members of the Centre faction would often refer negatively to the members of the
Peripherals through examples of their inability to organise their village government,
emphasising the lack of cohesion and organisation amongst the faction members.
We [Supraima villagers] are better organized. Look at our BAMUSKAM [village
committee], after elections our BAMUSKAM was established very quickly. Their [Meos
Mangguandi] BAMUSKAM is still vacant after one year [...] they never have meetings, all
they do is argue.
Respondent MM-Sup 29, open interview 20-04-2011
I-LMMA’s link to the community grew out of RUMSRAM’s previous work. In establishing its
conservation program it built on existing ties with the Centre faction. Today, all three team
coordinators and the majority of the conservation team hail from within this faction. Further, the
host household, which has come to form the residence of I-LMMA staff that occasionally stay
in the village, belongs to the Rumkorem keret and is located in the heart of the Centre faction.
Within the core of the Centre faction, the appeal of I-LMMA’s long term program is stronger
than that of government programs, even though it delivers less in terms of physical
infrastructure and development. Their enthusiasm to adopt a participatory approach which
emphasizes local ownership is set in a culture of opposition towards outside government. The
social structure of Biak culture, with its village keret system has maintained a culturally
decentralised character throughout history (Rutherford 1998). Pouwer (1960) refers to Papuan
(Netherlands-New Guinea, and later Irian Jaya) society as loosely structured. Answering to a

167

As was the case also with the Peripherals faction, which similarly gained its own exclusive access to
projects and programs as a separate administrative village (desa dinas).
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higher form of foreign rule has always been heavily contested. Government bodies are seen as a
foreign structure, placed there through ‘Indonesian aspirations to control Papuans’ (Respondent
MM-MM 2, open interview 05-03-2011). Benefits from government development programs are
nonetheless welcomed. However, these programs are deployed within the village through local
hands and thus also through local keret structures. Their acceptance of ‘foreign’ development
aid, whether Indonesian or international, is therefore not so much a reflection on their
willingness to integrate into the wider Indonesian nation state but more as an act of strategic
utilisation of outside resources to further their lives and identities as islanders, and as members
of specific kerets.

3.5.3

The Peripherals faction

Unlike the Centre faction, the people associated with the Peripherals faction are not united by a
strong association to a single keret or keret alliance, but rather by a disassociation from the three
main kerets. Households in this area of the village are far fewer and do not form a closely knit
unit. Instead, they are spread along the coastline in smaller clusters. Household connectivity is
relatively weak in comparison to that between some keret households in the Centre faction and
clusters of households here operate independently. Some make a living for example as boat
builders, while others have adapted to gain an income through involvement in government
development projects. The overwhelming flow of funds into the small village of Meos
Mangguandi has led to competition amongst household for projects. This was more so in the
Peripherals than in the Centre faction where the established kerets largely dictated funding
distribution. The failure of village government to facilitate equitable distribution or formulation
of collective goals is a source of local disappointment amongst households in the Peripherals
faction.
Everyone is getting involved in these political issues now. It [the Meos Mangguandi village
government] has already fallen twice since it started last year. It’s all about people wanting
too much. I don’t get involved. I build my boats here and mind my own business.
Respondent MM-MM 3, open interview 06-03-2011
The identity of the Peripherals has its roots among several groups that functioned in the
shadows of the Centre faction. There is no clear lineage of organised leadership, nor was there
ever a need for this with the longstanding community-wide dominance of the three kerets in the
Centre faction. This is also likely a reason why households in this faction tend to be more
independent. With the establishment of Meos Mangguandi as a separate administration from
Supraima, all of a sudden the Peripherals had a spotlight directed on themselves. The
households had no form of organisation in place besides the newly imposed village government
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structure. Since the island-wide program of I-LMMA had its established base in the Centre
faction at this time, the Meos Mangguandi village administration became strongly focused on
government projects. The result of this is evident in the low level of participation of Peripherals
in I-LMMA projects. Although several conservation team members live in the Meos
Mangguandi village, they do not play a significant leadership role in the island’s conservation
program. The casual labour they provide to the conservation team is not necessarily grounded in
a close affiliation to the program or its objectives. They perceive ownership of the program lies
with the Centre faction. As a result, many of the Peripherals faction members operate at a
significant distance from the I-LMMA program.
I know of the I-LMMA program, but I am not involved in it. That is something they
(Supraima villagers) do. I hear through my friends from Supraima only.
Respondent MM-MM 12, open interview 16-03-2011
These households do not actively oppose the village marine conservation program, however
they do not make an effort to change their behaviour so as to adhere to I-LMMA initiated
measures promoting sustainable management of marine resources either. Fishers from the
Peripherals described on numerous occasions their antagonistic position in relation to the village
marine conservation program because of their exclusion from it.
They [village conservation team] tell me I must use a net with larger mesh size when I go
fishing [...] but why must I listen to them if they do not listen to me [...] I just continue, what
can they do?
Respondent MM-MM 9, open interview 14-03-2011
It [the I-LMMA village conservation] will not stop us [his household] from looking for
octopus and shells the way we have always done it [referring to application of destructive
prodding devices] [...], as long as they [village conservation team] do nothing for me, why
should I?
Respondent MM-MM 18, open interview 25-03-2011
Although members of the Peripherals faction do not overtly oppose the program, they certainly
resist compliance, with reasoning that the program fails to acknowledge them as equal members
of the program. It also underlines the fact that even though both the Rumbiak and Rumkabas
kerets make up part of the traditional local keret structure and in this respect represent most
people associated to the Peripherals faction, their sphere of influence relative to the three main
kerets is small.
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3.6

The position and roles of the key conservation brokers over time

The aspect of achieved as opposed to inherited status in Biak culture was discussed in section
3.2. It indicated how actions and reputations of individuals become decisive in determining a
person’s status in society, beyond one’s affiliation to any keret. In considering this it becomes
apparent that it is insufficient to illustrate the dynamics of the faction formation based on
dominant keret structures alone. Therefore, a closer examination of the individual actors
operating as brokers that have been involved in the formation of factions over time is warranted.
This, I argue, better shows the dynamic interface of kerets and I-LMMA than a structural
approach. My focus will be on the specific individuals who functioned as drivers of
conservation in the pre-intervention era, and those who functioned as conservation brokers
between the community and external conservation groups. Placing them among the factions will
in turn indicate why the I-LMMA conservation program has become attached closer to the core
of the Centre faction rather than the Peripherals faction. Four different periods are examined and
within each period the roles and affiliations of important individual brokers are highlighted.

3.6.1

Pre-conservation intervention period

For this period I return to the pivotal role that Tete Kabel played from the 1970s onwards with
regard to protection of Meos Mangguandi’s reefs. Tete Kabel was the village head of the island
during and following Dutch occupation. He also was the head of the Rumkorem keret. He is
remembered in particular for his actions regarding enforcement against dynamite fishers around
the island. However he did not act alone. In this same period the other keret leaders of Morin,
Rumere and Rumbiak played important roles together with Tete Kabel. The role of the Rumbiak
head is particularly interesting here. Despite being from a relatively small keret next to the
larger ones, this Rumbiak leader in his role as an aide to Tete Kabel evidently conjured
significant status within the village. As a foursome they formed a strong coalition that would
largely determine the direction of governance in the village.
Although Tete Kabel was replaced as village head by a Rumere representative in 1975 when
Biak fell under Indonesian rule, the influence of the team remained strong. The village official
government structure in the period was merely symbolic and had little impact on in-village
decision making (FGD with village elders 15-04-2011). As a result most influence was exerted
through this traditional leadership. Without the administrative segregation on the island and
with keret structure determining village rule, the governance centres had not yet evolved
strongly into the dual factional divisions that started emerging during the 1990s with increased
foreign influence.
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3.6.2

Brokers in the pioneering conservation stage

During the 1990s the first conservation program was initiated. By this time, Indonesian
government influence was also increasing. In 1996, following village elections, the Rumkabas
keret leader was elected as village head. The centre of influence however still remained strongly
amongst the three main kerets, particularly Rumkorem. The Rumkabas accession to the newly
elected village head position was attributed by many elders to his marriage with a woman from
Rumkorem. However, it also stemmed from connections developed in the period he worked in
Biak prior to his return to the village, which gained him a considerable reputation. His role as a
village head was seen to be beneficial to the village if he could draw upon those same networks.
By this time the two eldest sons of Tete Kabel had come to play important roles in the village
also. The eldest son took over as keret head with the passing of Tete Kabel. Both had received
formal education outside the village and were part of a new generation of islanders that were
increasingly in touch with external groups. Both sons nonetheless fostered close ties within
Rumkorem and were strongly attached to the keret structure. Initially their prominence in
village governance was not as strong as that of their father, however this would change with the
influx of NGO programs.
When RUMSRAM started work in the village in the second half of the decade, their intentions
to work on natural resource management issues through the traditional keret structures of
governance were clear. As a result, links between RUMSRAM staff and the dominant
Rumkorem brothers developed fast. Leadership roles in the program were either taken up by
one of the brothers or delegated by them to their closest kin or to adjacent keret of Morin and
Rumere. The eldest brother, whom I shall refer to as ‘Yesopo’, was a strong individual with the
same moral stand that made his father’s reputation so enduring. His leadership in the work
under the NGO and their coordination of who occupied roles in the program rapidly reinforced
the keret-based arrangement. The Rumkabas leader was the village head and acted as a formal
link to government authorities, of vital importance for RUMSRAM’s program as well as for
general village development. The connection between these three individuals from the village
and the RUMSRAM staff were strongest, particularly with the Rumkorem brothers. The three
functioned as an effective unit whereby government related matters to do with the conservation
program were channelled through the Rumkabas leader, while program management and
training was channelled through the Rumkorem brothers. As a result the three men formed the
first generation of conservation coordinators. They positioned themselves as brokers between
the village and the NGO, and in that way significantly determined how the program was
received by the community.
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3.6.3

2nd generation conservation brokers

The division of village administration in 2000 had a profound impact in strengthening the
Centre faction over the island community. Following his elevation in status alongside his
brother during the nineties, Yesopo was elected village head in the Supraima administration.
The Rumkabas leader remained in the Meos Mangguandi office but as a result of the split he no
longer shared the tight link with the RUMSRAM program which had come to centre around
Rumkorem and its alliance kerets. RUMSRAM and later I-LMMA still required interaction with
village government for local policy making, however now the interaction was dispersed over
two administrations. Of the two administrations, the Supraima staff enjoyed a closer personal
link with I-LMMA staff because of Rumkorem’s earlier more intimate connections.
Rumkabas’s administration thinned in reputation over the years and failed to maintain the
support of its own village inhabitants. His reduced position coincided with his decreasing
involvement with the conservation program. The combination of the end of the Rumkabas
leader’s role as village head and his increased focus on external government in his last years in
office, quickly eroded his role as a broker to the I-LMMA program.
However a shift was also taking place within the Centre faction regarding brokerage with ILMMA. Youthful members were filling the vacuum left by the previous generation. Since
Yesopo had become village head his role in the I-LMMA program shrank owing to his other
commitments to establish a new village government in Supraima. Yesopo’s brother however
remained a close collaborator. At the same time, a young and entrepreneurial-minded individual
whom I shall refer to as Mosama emerged from the Morin keret. Ambitious, well-educated and
widely popular amongst villagers, Mosama had been a part of the RUMSRAM program since
its inception and had shown great potential within the team. He enjoyed close personal ties with
the staff and over the years carved an important role for himself in the program. Mosama
remained out of local village political circles and was exclusively involved in the NGO work.
This made him an important apolitical figure in the village, something that many villagers
admired. In a time with numerous opportunities to make an income through government
development projects, many people were quick to get involved. Stories of conflicts and
corruption scandals are still frequent at all levels of government and often underline people’s
sceptical attitude to government. Being able to withstand the lure of an easy income at the risk
of tainting one’s reputation is an admirable trait.
Often people asked [Mosama] to be village secretary or even to run for village head in the
latest elections because they trust him, but he always said that he wants nothing to do with
government.
Respondent LM-4, open interview 26-04-2011
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When Yesopo was elected village head, Mosama’s role in the program leapfrogged. By the time
I-LMMA initiated work in 2004, Mosama was the regional coordinator for all I-LMMA sites in
Biak. His reputation in the village grew. His devotion to the I-LMMA program meant that he
was seen as a representative of the principles that the conservation program upheld. His parallel
standing as an independent member of the village community meant also that villagers came to
appreciate the program’s objectives. Some program outputs were even seen as the doings of
Mosama personally. Mosama found diligent support particularly within the Morin keret. Under
Mosama’s lead another member of the Morin keret, Mosama’s cousin, made a considerable
impact. Although not as popular as Mosama, his active involvement strengthened the position of
the Morin keret in relation to the conservation program.
Over time with Mosama’s involvement and his cousin’s support, the Morin keret came to play
an increasingly large role in the governance discussion on marine conservation matters.
Mosama’s stature continued to grow and in 2006 he was invited to coordinate activities under
the emerging government COREMAP program that focused on marine conservation across the
Padaido Islands. This would see Mosama distanced from his local leadership role in the ILMMA conservation program, and would make way for the third generation of conservation
brokers.

3.6.4

3rd generation conservation brokers

Mosama’s professional move to work with COREMAP meant that he and his young family had
to move to Biak. His wife had an opportunity to work as a civil servant in Biak city while he
continued his work with COREMAP based there. Consequently Mosama’s involvement with
the local I-LMMA program lessened. Although he frequently worked in the village and in 2009
even started constructing a house in Supraima, Mosama no longer assumed a formal role in the
I-LMMA program. The passing of Yesopo and the ageing of his younger brother meant the old
Rumkorem stronghold was lessening. Yet another opportunity presented itself for new
individuals to function as brokers between the community and I-LMMA and exert influence on
faction formation.
In 2007 a new set of brokers emerged. Most prominent was the appointment of the new village
coordinator from yet again the Rumkorem clan. This individual was not a direct descendant of
Tete Kabel or Yesopo, but did occupy an important position in the village as head of the church
council. I shall refer to him as Sairak. The role he performed as the head of the church council is
generally perceived as one reserved for morally sound and trustworthy individuals. He was
appointed amongst those closely involved in the conservation team.
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He was the best choice as [I-LMMA] village coordinator because people knew he was a
good man. He is the head of the Majelis Jemaat (church assembly). Also, he knows I-LMMA
because he has been in the conservation team for a long time.
Respondent MM-MM 2, open interview 05-03-2011
Alongside Sairak’s role, Yesopo’s nephew also started to play a more prominent decision
making role. Although he comes from a rich line of influential villagers, his reputation does not
rival that of his uncle or grandfather. He is still relatively young and thus has yet to demonstrate
his worth for the position. He works together with Sairak and often under guidance of his father.
Meanwhile Morin’s influence continued to expand based on the foundation laid by Mosama in
the previous years. It would lead to the appointment of the third coordinator next to Sairak and
Yesopo’s nephew. This arrangement suggests that in the immediate future the potential for
further reinforcement of Morin and Rumkorem influence on conservation work is considerable.
The current status of the conservation program in relation to the kerets shows that both Morin
and Rumkorem exhibit the largest influence over conservation topics, followed closely by
Rumere. Rumbiak and Rumkabas have far smaller spheres of influence. It is on the account of
the individual personalities along the central Rumkorem lineage that their dominance is
maintained. Moreover, Morin’s exceptional involvement in the program is largely due to
Mosama’s engagement in the program and the individuals from the Morin keret that followed
him. These shifts in keret influence are schematically represented in figure 3.3. In reflecting on
the roles of certain key individuals it is clear that the impact of individual actors on how
different groups relate to the I-LMMA program, and to what extent these groups associate
themselves with it, is considerable.
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Figure 3.3

Distribution of key drivers for conservation amongst clans on Meos Mangguandi
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3.7

Conclusions: making sense of the local responses to conservation over
time

The ways in which centres of influence in the community of Meos Mangguandi are composed
reflect a legacy of both specific individuals’ leadership as well as the traditional social
structures (such as kerets) which form the foundation of relationships between groups of
villagers. What has materialised is a recast form of leadership on the island that has come to
function in and be part of a larger modern governance arena.
Throughout Biak’s history, evidence shows that its culture has an ability to accept aspects of
‘the foreign’, give it meaning and internalise it to suit local frames of thought (Rutherford
2001). Essentially something foreign is made one’s own through hybridisation between rooted
culture and external concepts or ideas. At a very intimate village level, this ability surfaces in
Meos Mangguandi’s interaction with Indonesian state authorities and external conservation
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groups. The oral account of elders shows that there has always been a dual system of
governance set within the traditional keret structure. Decision making was dominated by the
central three-way keret alliance of Rumkorem, Rumere and Morin to which the smaller kerets
adhered.168 Over time, this internal relationship between the Centre and the Peripherals faction
was shaped and reshaped under the influence of external intervention and digestion of these by
local leadership. This divide was reinforced in 2000 through the division of the New Order
community of Meos Mangguandi into the two administrative villages of Supraima and Meos
Mangguandi. Although the border between the two was referred to by many as a random fluid
border without physical consequences of community division, in practice it has certainly
hardened the line between the factions. The previous dynamic, fluid social boundaries between
the Centre and the Peripherals factions have now been institutionalised through the political
division into administrative villages.
The extent to which the conservation program has been accepted into the livelihood strategies of
people on the island is also rooted in these factional arrangements and the influence of keyindividuals within them. The Centre faction’s ability to keep the conservation project well
within its internal network from the start led to their stronger sense of ownership of the program
than the Peripherals faction. Influential faction leaders invested more in specific external
relationships over others, for example in preferring NGO over government relationships. Those
same faction leaders also determined to a large extent who had access to positions in the early
stages of the conservation programs. A solid foundation has been established over the years
within a distinct network of people in the Centre faction. Today Peripherals faction members
talk of the conservation program as the Centre faction’s program. They do not perceive their
own participation as a mutual proprietor of the program. Their opposition to the program has
not materialised in physical counter action. It has however worked to intensify their focus on
alternative, more profitable links to the external world in the form of lucrative development
projects. The declaration of Meos Mangguandi as its own village administration meant that the
Peripherals faction, being far smaller in size than the Centre faction, suddenly enjoyed exclusive
rights to a considerable sum of funds under the village block-grant system (RESPEK).
Since the inception of the first NGO work under RUMSRAM and later I-LMMA, conservation
activities and resources have been channelled along a choreographed path into the Centre
faction. This flow is both the result of and a catalysing factor in faction maintenance. However,
the fundamental and in some cases unexpected shifts in governance that specific individuals
instigated in the past suggest that similar unexpected shifts can occur at the hands of individuals
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who are not members of established networks but who are able to conjure support in a new
direction. It is evident therefore that the forces that shape factional alignments in Meos
Mangguandi are the product of predictable structures of the social domain as well as
unpredictable, charismatic and influential personalities of individual actors who dominate the
interface between the community (keret structures and factions) and external NGOs.
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Chapter Four
Conservation practice from a conservationist perspective, I-LMMA
4.1

Introduction

The previous two chapters addressed the dynamics that emerge within communities in response
to conservation interventions from the perspective of the resource users. This chapter examines
the dynamics of conservation collaborations from the perspective of the Indonesian Locally
Managed Marine Area network (I-LMMA).169 The intermediary position of I-LMMA on the
vertical axis between the resource user on the ground and the political agents of national and
international conservation initiatives means it engages with the community at the same time as
holding a distinct affiliation to a higher level constituency.170 This chapter examines to what
extent their associations with the larger conservation agencies influences the way the
conservation program is delivered to the community. It is important to examine here the extent
to which I-LMMA adheres to contemporary marine conservation principle and practice on one
hand, and on the other hand how far it allows deviation from this path in order to accept local
development aspirations, politics and cultural beliefs. A second dimension to I-LMMAs
perspective is the role of individuals as conservation agents that drive engagement with both
local communities and international networks. I argue that these agents, as was the case with the
community brokers, are central to understanding firstly how community groups are understood,
and secondly how this understanding articulates with the larger multi-scale conservation
governance framework.
The role of conservation brokers in the community case study sites proved particularly
important in interpreting and representing community values, and affected how I-LMMA’s
program was initiated and received in the village. Considering I-LMMA’s role reveals how
strong conservation discourses driving conservation movements across a state or region are
moulded into on-the-ground activities. I-LMMA policy is translated through mediation before
entering the community (downwards stream), and is informed by experiences from the
community (upwards stream). Individual mediators, as agents of conservation, occupy key
positions in the analysis since they implement conservation principles in contexts which are not
necessarily familiar with, or equipped to accept, new marine resource management concepts.
The agents moreover play an equally pivotal role in the upwards stream of information flow and
169

Refer to figure 1.4 for overall structure of the thesis.
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Refer to figure 1.3 for schematic view of I-LMMA’s position in relation to the conservation
governance interface with communities and to the conservation policy framework.
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influence. Conservation actor groups operating at higher policy levels are informed of
innovations, challenges and progress from the community primarily through the conservation
agent. A central purpose of this chapter is thus to deconstruct the position that conservation
agents take at the interface with a community, by examining what influences affect their
function and interaction in engagement with brokers and other local actors.
The Coral Triangle and Indonesia as respectively the regional and national conservation policy
seascapes are examined first to illustrate the wider context from which local marine
conservation policies are derived. Following this the I-LMMA program is introduced in more
detail. I-LMMA is presented as being part of the larger regional Locally Managed Marine Area
(LMMA) collaborative conservation network, as well as having its own locally focused
structural arrangements and vision. In this I-LMMA is positioned within Indonesia’s marine
conservation policy field, indicating how it conforms to widely accepted conventions of practice
and principle, but also how it diverges from these. The chapter then introduces I-LMMA’s
conservation agent, the country director. I examine his background, networks and functioning in
the program. Finally the role of the agent is linked to the conservation program’s entry into the
community. The chapter closes with a reflection on the influence that both I-LMMA’s agent as
well as its institutional affiliations to its constituency (donors and network memberships) have
on how the program functions.

4.2

The conservation seascape – the Coral Triangle

Referred to as ‘the epicentre of marine diversity and a global priority for conservation’ (Green
and Mous 2008, p. vii), the Coral Triangle encompasses 73 000 square kilometres of coral reef.
Map 4.1 shows the ecological boundaries of the Coral Triangle,171 comprising part of Malaysia
in the west; the Philippines, Indonesia and East Timor in the centre; and Papua New Guinea and
the Solomon Islands in the east. Although the Coral Triangle only spans 1.6% of the world’s
ocean surface, it holds 37% of the world’s coral reef fish species (Veron et al. 2009, p. 95), 76%
of the world’s coral species and represents 29% of global coral reef cover (Burke et al. 2012, p.
7). Furthermore, it hosts extensive coastal mangrove forests and important spawning areas for
tuna and other important commercial fish. Besides the high level of marine biodiversity, it is
also an area that is culturally highly diverse and densely populated in some areas. With a
combined regional population of 363 million people, of which 88% (320 million people) live
171

Delineation of the Coral Triangle core as depicted in map 4.1 is based on coral and reef fish diversity
data. These ecological boundaries do not correspond with political and economic borders. The Exclusive
Economic Zones (EEZs) of each of the six countries of the Coral Triangle span out further than the
depicted core (CTI-CFF 2009).
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within 100 kilometres of a coral reef (Burke et al. 2012, p. 9), the area is as important
ecologically as it is imperative to sustaining human livelihoods.

4.2.1

The Coral Triangle Initiative

In an attempt to sustainably manage the resources in this vast area, the six Coral Triangle
countries (CT6) have engaged in a multilateral partnership under the Coral Triangle Initiative on
Coral Reefs, Fisheries and Food Security (CTI-CFF). The partnership also involves actors from
both private and public sectors, with a prominent role set aside for the three Big International
conservation NGOs (BINGOs) of TNC, WWF and CI. Its regional plan of action outlines the
intentions of the CTI-CFF in five main goals with corresponding targets to be addressed, as
presented in table 4.1. The vision and goals of the CTI-CFF suggest that long term investments
will facilitate effective conservation of biodiversity, sustainable management of fisheries and
safeguarding of food security (Foale et al. 2013). Guided by a set of nine principles for best
practice in marine resource management,172 the CTI-CFF provides the political backdrop for
multi-scale conservation initiatives to take place across national borders.
Map 4.1

Map showing the ecological boundary of the Coral Triangle
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Source: Adapted from (Green and Mous 2008)
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Refer to appendix 4.1 for the nine principles of best practice for marine resource management on
which the CTI approach is based.
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Table 4.1

Table showing goals and targets to the CTI-CFF

Goal 1

Priority Seascapes Designated & Effectively Managed

Goal 2

Ecosystem Approach to Management of Fisheries (EAFM) & Marine Resources Fully Applied

Target 1
Target 2
Target 1
Target 2
Target 3
Target 4

‘Priority Seascapes’ designated, with investment plans completed and sequenced
Marine and coastal resources within all ‘Priority Seascapes’ are being sustainably
managed
Strong legislative, policy and regulatory frameworks in place for achieving an
ecosystem approach to fisheries management
Improved income, livelihoods and food security in an increasingly significant
number of coastal communities across the region through a new Sustainable
Coastal Fisheries and Poverty Reduction Initiative (‘COASTFISH’)
Effective measures in place to help ensure exploitation of shared tuna stocks is
sustainable, with tuna spawning areas and juvenile growth stages adequately
protected
A more effective management and more sustainable trade in live-reef fish and reefbased ornaments achieved

Goal 3

Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) Established & Effectively Managed

Goal 4

Climate Change Adaptation Measures Achieved

Target 1

Region-wide Coral Triangle MPA System (CTMPAS) in place and fully functional

Target 1

Region-wide Early Action Plan for Climate Change Adaptation for the near-shore
marine and coastal environment and small islands ecosystems developed and
implemented
Networked National Centres of Excellence on Climate Change Adaptation for
marine and coastal environments are established and in full operation

Target 2

Goal 5

Threatened Species Status Improving
Target 1

Improved status of sharks, sea turtles, seabirds, marine mammals, corals, sea grass,
mangroves and other identified threatened species.

Source: (CTI-CFF 2009)

Since its formal inception in 2009 the CTI-CFF has gained increasing global recognition within
academic and practicing conservation circles as one of a very few significant initiatives of this
magnitude that addresses marine and coastal resource management through a transnational
governance structure.173 The large leap in amount of research on the Coral Triangle evidenced at
the 12th International Coral Reef Symposium (ICRS) in Cairns in May 2012, in comparison to
the previous symposium, indicates how rapid the CTI-CFF has developed since its formal
inception just three years earlier.
Judging by the many sessions dedicated solely to Coral Triangle related issues and the fact
that the majority of research presented here [the 12th ICRS, Cairns 2012] is related in one
way or another to the Coral Triangle, it is clear that the CTI-CFF has gained a solid stand on
today’s global marine conservation agenda.
Terry Hughes, Launching of State of the Coral Triangle Report, 12th ICRS, 07-08-2012 Cairns
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An increasing trend towards large scale conservation initiatives is emerging in the wake of the CTICFF. The Pew Environment Group’s Global Ocean Legacy Program for instance will see the formation of
630 000 square kilometres protected area in the Karmadec Islands of New Zealand and a 900 000 square
kilometre protected area in the Coral Sea of Australia (Fidelman and Ekstrom 2012).
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The importance that the CTI has gained globally warrants a closer examination of how this
came to be and how actors from both public and private sectors have come to be intimately
involved. Although many marine conservation initiatives have been active in South East Asia
since the early 1980s, it is only relatively recently that formal conservation governance
structures have taken on more substantive forms at regional-level. The CTI-CFF is the most
significant example of this. The foundation for the establishment of the CTI-CFF can be traced
back to a series of important marine ecological assessments carried out in the shallow seas of
the Indo Pacific towards the end of the 1990s. At the 9th ICRS held in Bali in 2000 these results
were presented to a wider conservation audience. The assessments identified exceptionally high
levels of marine biodiversity in the shallow seas around the Indo-Australian Archipelago.
However, serious concerns were also expressed regarding the levels of disturbance and
destruction affecting these ecosystems (Briggs 1999; Allen 2000; Hoeksema and Putra 2000).
Subsequently, the conservation BINGOs, led by The Nature Conservancy’s (TNC) Indonesia
Marine Program, initiated several expert workshops involving GIS and marine biology experts.
Efforts here aimed to delineate this area of exceptional marine biodiversity in order to
ultimately earmark it as an international conservation priority.174 The workshops produced a
living document that would be revised and refined in the years to follow, and primarily
functioned to indicate the boundaries of the Coral Triangle, its eco-regions and functional
seascapes (Green and Mous 2004; Hoeksema 2007; Green and Mous 2008; Veron et al. 2009),
as shown in maps 4.2 and 4.3.
The media networks of the BINGOs effectively reported these findings to wider audiences,
including specifically regional political actors. Powerful superlatives like ‘the Amazon of the
seas’ or ‘the global heart of coral reefs’ frequently accompany introductions to the Coral
Triangle (Burke et al. 2002; Barber 2009). Reports emphasize the increasing pressures on these
ecosystems and present alarming statistics of disturbances and degradation. A total of 40% of
coral reef and mangrove areas in the Coral Triangle for example are estimated to have already
disappeared in the last 40 years (Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2009, p. 26). Another influential report
notes that 80% of the Coral Triangle’s coral reefs are threatened by anthropogenic factors;
including destructive fishing practices and runoff from poor land use practices (Burke et al.
2002). These powerful statements precipitated a marine conservation-oriented surge that
mobilized actors across political and economic sectors.
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The first workshop was held in Bali, Indonesia from April 30th until May 2nd 2003, and was organised
principally by TNC’s South East Asia Centre for Marine Protected Areas (Green and Mous 2004).
Several similar workshops would follow in the years after.
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Map 4.2

Map showing the Coral Triangle Eco-regions
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Source: Adapted from (Green and Mous 2008)

Map 4.3

Map showing the Coral Triangle functional seascapes
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In 2007, in response to increased advocacy pushing for political action against destructive
pressures on marine resources in the Coral Triangle (led by the conservation BINGOs),
President Yudhoyono of Indonesia proposed a multilateral partnership with its five
neighbouring governments as a strategy towards regional marine conservation. His proposal
involved mobilizing efforts towards securing ecosystem health and productivity in the shared
maritime environment.175 It paved the way to initiate a series of events that would bring national
governments’ representatives, donor organisations, academic institutions, and implementing
agencies together to build on the idea of establishing a joint regional marine resource
management structure. The first formal recognition of the CTI-CFF, by the CT6 took place in
August 2007. These plans were further affirmed on the global political stage in September of
that year when they were formally presented to the 21 heads of member states at the Asia
Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) summit (The Nature Conservancy 2011). This event
initiated the process of cementing a regional multilateral partnership amongst the CT6. Just two
years later, after a series of senior officials’ meetings and workshops, the CT6 commissioned
the final draft of the CTI-CFF Regional Plan of Action and endorsed a Ministerial statement at
the First CTI-CFF Ministerial Meeting in March 2009:
[...] our six governments have now developed an ambitious and visionary 10-year Regional
Plan of Action. It captures the joint priorities and commitments of all of our governments,
and reflects extensive inputs over the past 17 months from many partners. Our Action Plan is
intended to serve as a rallying point for collective and parallel action at regional, national,
and sub-national levels.
(CTI-CFF 2009)
The formal signing of the CTI-CFF declaration176 by the respective CT6 leaders followed
shortly in Manado on 15 May 2009. The declaration acknowledges the Coral Triangle as an area
of exceptional biodiversity in which there is high human dependence. It stresses the close
relationship between achieving environmental sustainability and social development objectives.
Specific mention is made of governments’ responsibility to address poverty along their coastal
areas and to meet agreed international Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) as part of the
CTI-CFF.
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This followed President Yudhoyono’s initial formal ‘call to action’ for such a trans-border
conservation strategy among the CT6 at the eighth meeting of the Conference of the Parties to the
Convention on Biological Diversity (CoP-8) in Brazil a year earlier.
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Refer to appendix 4.2 for a copy of the formally signed CTI-CFF declaration by the six member
country leaders (CT6).
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Three key features of the multilateral agreement are accentuated: namely its function to
facilitate institutional cooperation, the need for long term commitment by member states and
partners, and obligation to respect national sovereignty in the design and implementation of the
transnational initiatives. Elaborating on the first key feature the declaration notes that ‘[...] the
Coral Triangle Initiative primarily focuses on areas of cooperation in relation to coral reef
fisheries, food security, and adaptation to climate change’ (Coral Triangle Initiative Summit
2009, p. 2). The multilateral agreement does not focus directly on implementation, but rather on
making it possible for the relevant actors to do so collectively with acknowledgement of parallel
initiatives taking place elsewhere in the region. In terms of cooperative arrangements, the
declaration underlines the significant roles of partner organisations, referring primarily to the
conservation BINGOs (TNC, WWF and CI). It highlights the need for these partnerships to
endure, and promotes the establishment of more cross-sector partnerships between governments
and non-government actors.
The second key feature referring to the importance of long term political and financial
commitment is expressed, for example, in the need to organize regular conventions and to
collectively mobilize new funds and sustainably utilize existing ones. Despite the significance
attributed to the document, the declaration specifies the voluntary nature of the agreement,
reiterating that the Regional- and National Plan of Action (NPoA) are non-legally binding
documents (CTI-CFF 2009; 2009a).
The last key feature regarding respect for national sovereignty, affirms that the CTI-CFF is to be
implemented ‘[..] without prejudice to the sovereignty, territorial integrity, sovereign right of
the six countries respectively over their marine resources and the position of each state on the
ongoing and future negotiations on the delimitation of maritime boundaries between countries’
(Coral Triangle Initiative Summit 2009, p. 2). Mention is made of the need to recognize the
respective national laws and legislation of member states, and also existing multilateral
environmental agreements. Clearly the primary focus of the CTI-CFF, at least in its first phase
of operation, is to function within existing institutional frameworks rather than to significantly
alter these frameworks.
The establishment of the CTI-CFF was very much a product of mobilization of resources by
specific individuals from the NGO sector that found themselves in positions to play a role in
policy formation. In particular the partnership between the three conservation BINGOs (TNC,
WWF & CI) in Indonesia that forged an alliance as the collective implementers of the Coral
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Triangle Support Program (CTSP),177 proved instrumental. The presence of the three BINGOs
in each of the CT6 countries meant their recognition as partner organisations was already
established throughout the region. In their analysis of the importance of institutional
entrepreneurs on the formation of the CTI-CFF, Rosen and Olssen (2013) reveal how influential
the role of the BINGOs has been. Figure 4.1 presents their analytical break down of the CTICFF formation into four phases.
According to Rosen and Olssen (2013) in phase one when the concept of CTI was introduced, it
was mainly through corridor discussions and informal meetings that initial support for the idea
was garnered. Important in this phase were the efforts directed to convincing significant voices
like that of the Indonesian President to push through to a convincing proposal. Phase two
involved maintaining the momentum following formal announcements of the intention to
initiate CTI-CFF. The CTSP targeted international conferences and meetings to promote the
idea to acquire new support and partners. In phase three the CTI-CFF institutional framework
was given shape, primarily through expertise from within the CTSP. Next to the formulation of
its vision, goals, targets and guiding principles that would form the framework for CTI-CFF, the
structural governance design across the region was drawn up. Finally, once significant structural
support, political goodwill and financial backing were gathered, the CTI-CFF was established
with a formal institutional framework. This involved appointing senior officials, regional
coordinating and national coordinating committee members and the CTI secretariat
representatives before the formal signing in Manado in 2009. Having been intimately involved
in the structural design, the CTSP had substantial influence over how these positions were filled
(Rosen and Olsson 2013).
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The CTSP is a 5 year program that formed around the strong consortium partnership between the three
conservation BINGOs in Indonesia. In collaboration with the US Agency for International Development
(USAID), CT6 country governments and other private actors, the CTSP works to support the national
plans of action of the respective CT6 countries (CTSP 2009).
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Figure 4.1

Conceptual illustration of the formation of the CTI-CFF in the three phases as
outlined by Rosen and Olssen (2013, p. 200), emphasizing the utilization of
conservation NGO networks by institutional entrepreneurs in mobilizing support
towards its establishment

Phases of Formation of the CTI-CFF

Note:

GEF
- Global Environment Facility
CCC
- CTI Coordinating Committee
NCC
- National Coordinating Committee
CTISP - Coral Triangle Initiative Support Program

CTI Secr - Coral Triangle Secretariat
MM
- Ministerial Meetings
SOM
- Senior Officials Meetings

Source: Diagram from (Rosen and Olsson 2013, p. 200)

Individuals that occupied key positions in the three conservation BINGOs were able to translate
marine conservation aspirations into several key components that articulated with a range of
political, economic and environmental concerns relevant to international political discussion at
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that time. In order to build strong partnerships with prominent global political players for
example, emphasis was put on the potential the CTI-CFF had to strengthen international
collaboration between the United States (US) and the Southeast Asia region. US foreign policy
underlines the importance of the Southeast Asia region in terms of both its national and
economic security.178 Specifically in terms of marine conservation, the region is important as the
prime supplier of marine resources for the US consumer market. Having grown over the last
decade into the world’s largest tuna supplier, exceeding Japan to claim 11% of the world’s
landings, Indonesia forms an important source for tuna import for the US (Sustainable Fisheries
Partnership Foundation 2008). The US buys 20% of Indonesia’s total tuna export, second only
to Japan (35%) (Sustainable Fisheries Partnership Foundation (SFPF) 2011). In fact, Indonesia
and the Philippines form the two biggest suppliers for fresh and frozen tuna for the US,
respectively accounting for 36% and 23% of total tuna import in 2007 (Sustainable Fisheries
Partnership Foundation 2008; Sustainable Fisheries Partnership Foundation (SFPF) 2009).179
The high economic and political stakes in the Coral Triangle region led to commitment of
substantial support from the United States Agency for International Development (USAID).
On a regional scale the potential for enhancing political stability through CT6 collaboration was
emphasized by President Yudhoyono. In economic terms the BINGOs focused on arguments
stressing the potential improvements the CTI-CFF could bring to important regional commercial
tuna fisheries and marine-based tourism sectors. Finally, environmentally, issues of climate
change, biodiversity loss and trans-boundary illegal fishing (particularly in the seas between
Australia and its SE Asian neighbours180) were ‘hot topics’. These too featured prominently in
BINGOs’ justifications for the CTI-CFF (Rosen and Olsson 2013). A combination of good
timing, shadow networking, strategic use of opportunities to announce upcoming political
moves, effective aligning of conservation issues with relevant political agendas and finally
employment of powerful voices to reach specific audiences, meant that the CTI-CFF was able to
gain the solid position it has within a very short time frame.
The consortium of BINGOs continues to play a central role in the workings of the CTI-CFF.
Their position in the Southeast Asian marine conservation policy landscape has consolidated as
the three BINGOs moved beyond individual projects to also work across multiple policy levels.
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Since the start of the ‘war on terrorism’ following the events of 9-11, and the subsequent terrorist
attacks on American embassies on foreign soil, the US national security has a strong interest in
maintaining good links with Indonesia, being the world’s largest Muslim country.
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In the marine aquarium fish trade alone, the Philippines and Indonesia account for 86.6% of total
import into the US, claiming 55% and 31% respectively (Rhyne et al. 2012, p. 7).
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Refer to (Stacey 2007) for accounts on fishing activities by Bajo fishers in the Australian fishing zone.
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Whereas some ten years ago the BINGOs operated largely as recipients of funds and direct
implementers of projects on the ground, today with the expansion of their marine programs and
close involvement in policy design processes, they are operating more intensively within higher
political circles. In many cases throughout the Coral Triangle the BINGOS act as intermediaries
between on-the-ground work and donors. Many of the field stations, particularly those tasked to
engage with communities, are administered by local NGOs with which the BINGOs collaborate
to implement their projects. In engaging in such partnerships the BINGOs take up a quasi-donor
role, soliciting and coordinating funding distribution amongst the local NGO partners that run
many parallel programs under the CTI-CFF banner. The local NGOs report back to the BINGO
instead of directly to donors, and likewise adhere to protocols set out by the BINGO. This shift
in the BINGOs’ field of operation towards higher level political lobbying is strengthened in
their close involvement in the CTI-CFF as joint coordinators of the CTSP. As a result, the
vision and mission by which these large multi-national conservation NGOs operate, not only
significantly gives shape to the way the CTI-CFF operates, but also how it obtains support. This
is apparent in the international donor links that developed to support the CTI-CFF, which are
based on existing networks through these BINGOs, who thus have substantial influence over
CTI-CFF’s function.

4.2.2

Indonesia in the CTI-CFF

From the outset Indonesia has taken on a leading role in forming the CTI-CFF. President
Yudhoyono’s CTI-CFF announcement on the global stage, Indonesia’s role as first host of the
CTI Secretariat, and the fact that core technical support was summoned from the three-way
partnership between the conservation BINGOs in Indonesia, all indicate clearly that the CTICFF has its fundamental roots in Indonesia. But CTI-CFF by no means marks the beginnings of
fisheries and marine resource management in Indonesia. In fact, the history of coastal and
marine resource management in Indonesia dates back far earlier. Although there is little
evidence of effective offshore fisheries management amongst pre-colonial coastal and seafaring
societies, many coastal societies throughout the archipelago are known to have applied small
scale management practices on local reefs and inshore resources (Butcher 2004; Henley 2008).
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Some of these customary management practices are still applied today by many coastal and
small island communities throughout the archipelago.181
These early systems were often small scale and managed through local traditional governing
structures (adat) within one or a series of villages. The systems not only formed the main
mechanisms for conflict resolution in disputes over resources, but also managed harvesting in
such a way as to ensure controlled distribution amongst its traditional custodians (Satria and
Adhuri 2010). In his historical account of peoples’ use of marine resources in the Indonesian
archipelago before 1900, Peter Boomgaard (2005) indicates that although prior to colonial
occupation peoples’ consumption of marine resources was high and varied, the harvest could be
assumed sustainable due to sheer abundance: ‘There are hardly any indications that in the two
centuries between Rumphius and Wallace the impressive biodiversity to be encountered in the
sea had been compromised in any way, or that the quantity of fish to be found in the water
decreased’. He notes specifically however that the growth of certain early ports of trade like
Banten on Java around 1600 did lead to fishery depletions in the immediate waters around these
growing cities. It resulted in expanded fisheries networks with the rise of ‘feeder fishing towns’
(Boomgaard 2005, p. 103).182 Another of his accounts from 1714 describes a prohibition for
fishing declared in the waters within one hour sailing distance from the coast by the governor of
Ambon (Boomgaard 2005, p. 101). This indicates an increasing level of fisheries intervention
parallel to the early establishment of formal governing structures. The Dutch colonial
administration furthermore delineated small protected areas throughout the archipelago, largely
for recreational purposes (Djohani 2009) but also as a means to control local small-scale
fisheries (Antunes 2005). In some areas, as in Maluku, local tenure systems were incorporated
into administrative governing structures and thus formalized in one form or another under
colonial rule (Thorburn 2000, 2008).
With declaration of independence, the 1945 constitution of Indonesia laid the foundation for
how marine resource management would be practiced in Indonesia, at least for the next half a
century. Because there was no legislation specifically for marine conservation, policies
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The awiq-awiq and sawen system of Northern Lombok and the petuanan and sasi system of Maluku
are among the most well-known examples of such traditional regulation systems. In North Sulawesi seke
is documented to have been practiced throughout the Dutch colonial period (1521-1945). Moreover, the
application of fish aggregation devices (FADs) like the rompong that originated amongst the Bugis in
South Sulawesi formed important means to control access to fish resources between groups of local
fishers (Satria and Adhuri 2010). Refer to chapter 1 for elaboration on sasi practices, and chapters 2 and 3
for details on customary practices that are still evident in the community case study sites.
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Feeder fishing towns refer to smaller coastal fishing settlements located around the expanding city that
would typically supply salted fish caught from their better stocked fishing grounds to feed the growing
demand in the city.
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developed for fisheries management had most impact on how Indonesia’s maritime areas were
used and managed. The most significant changes brought about after independence were firstly
the centralized governance over the seas of the archipelago, and secondly the fact that
Indonesian seas became by default open access areas without formal recognition for local
stewardship or ownership rights. In the period between declaration of independence in 1945 and
the inception of Suharto’s New Order 1966, fisheries management was supposedly
decentralized to provincial level through the enactment of five government regulations in 1951
that would allow for provincial level management over its marine territory. However the
decentralization was weak as decision making was strongly regulated by central authorities in
Jakarta (Satria and Matsuda 2004). Marine areas under protection in this period were few and
often simply extensions of terrestrial protected areas.
After 1966 when Suharto came to power, authority over Indonesia’s waters was centralized
further. Indonesia’s maritime territory was divided into economic fishing zones and managed
centrally through the Ministry of Agriculture (Satria and Matsuda 2004). The huge economic
value of Indonesia’s waters meant interest from foreign fishing fleets was substantial. Although
in 1980 a ban on trawling was instituted by Suharto, which forbade trawling in all Indonesian
waters, arrangements were made with foreign fleets (mainly Thai, Japanese, Taiwanese, et
cetera) allowing their continued fishing in specific areas. The Arafura Sea region (including the
southern Maluku Islands) was not included in the ban and was essentially still open for
exploitation and remained largely unpoliced (Heazle and Butcher 2007). The few protected
areas that were established over marine areas either did not cover economic fishing grounds or
were simply unpoliced (Persoon et al. 1996). Only later on in the 1970s and 1980s did the
Indonesian government start to expand the existing protected areas and to designate new
substantive areas for protection, including amongst others Komodo National Park (Djohani
2009; Green et al. 2011).
In 1982, when the World Parks Congress was held in Bali the government announced its
conservation intentions under its National Marine Conservation Strategy. Indonesia was
determined to designate 100 000 square kilometres of its marine territory to conservation. Under
the Directorate General of Forest Protection and Nature Conservation a detailed plan was
formulated to develop an MPA network in Indonesia (United Nations Environment Program's
World Conservation Monitoring Centre (UNEP-WCMC) 2008). However with no legislative
support, the implementation of these plans remained weak (Dirhamsyah 2004). Up until the
early 1990s conservation efforts were largely focused on terrestrial environments. Although
some designated areas did include significant marine areas, management interventions and
policy were designed primarily for terrestrial conservation purposes (Djohani 2009).
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It was only in 1990 that the first legislation appeared that in part addressed conservation of
marine ecosystems. Act No. 5/1990 on Conservation of Biological Resources and their
Ecosystems defined two types of nature protection areas, ‘nature reserve areas’ and ‘nature
sustainable-use areas’183 (Dirhamsyah 2004; Satria and Matsuda 2004). Further legislative
support relevant to coral reef management came far later with the passing of Act No. 31/2004
on Fisheries. This replaced the previous fisheries act No. 9/1985, which provided the right for
the Minister of Marine Affairs and Fisheries to approve implementation of management and
control measures for fisheries; coral reefs are included under the category of fish resources.
Typical of sectoral legislation in Indonesia, the Fisheries Act was more directed toward
development than conservation, prioritizing food and economic security above biodiversity
conservation. In managing its national marine policy Indonesia currently relies on the 20102014 National Medium Term Development Plan, which includes policies on a wide range of
issues from fisheries and marine environmental management to mining and forestry. To date
Indonesia does not have a law or regulation in place that specifically addresses the use and
management of coral reef resources, but rather utilizes a set of 17 general laws and regulations
on natural resource management (Indonesia National Coordinating Committee 2012).
Up until the end of the 1990s all protected areas (land and marine) fell under the mandate of the
central Ministry of Forestry, which had significant implications for how conservation was
carried out in marine areas. Marine conservation approaches largely duplicated models applied
in established terrestrial protected areas and were ill-designed to meet the specific maritime
environmental and social conditions in the field (Visser 2004).184
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Act No. 5/1990 defines two types of protection areas, which since have been further subdivided into
types of areas subject to different types of control under Indonesian Government Regulation No. 68/1998.
‘Nature reserve areas’ are subdivided into: nature reserves and wildlife reserves. ‘Nature sustainable-use
areas’ are subdivided into: national parks, forest estate and nature recreational parks (Dirhamsyah 2006).
Only very few protected areas that exclusively covered marine areas were established, of which most
were declared under the category of national parks (NP), including for example Komodo NP, Wakatobi
NP, and Cenderawasih NP. Only recently have MPAs been included in more categories with the design of
multiple zones allowing for different extents of use. The majority of marine areas that received some form
of protection before the 1990s, however, were largely extensions of terrestrial protected areas and thus
fell under the management and policy for the land-based conservation area.
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Refer to chapter 1 for differences in principle and practice of conservation in terrestrial and marine
context, and for details on the misfit between ecological and social program design.
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In partial response to these inadequacies,185 the MMAF was established under Presidential
Decree No.136/1999 as the new governing institution with primary responsibility over most of
Indonesia’s maritime environment (Bolongaita et al. 2009). Although all new major MPA
establishments theoretically fall under its jurisdiction, significant areas of marine management
fall outside its authority.186 This had several implications for the design of conservation
strategies. Firstly, in order to accommodate the open and inter-connected nature of ocean
environments, rather than single small protected areas as on land, marine conservation strategies
would be designed around the establishment of either networks of smaller connected MPAs (for
example the Bird’s head seascape in West Papua) or MPAs that encompassed very large marine
area expanses (for example the Savu Seas MPA in East Nusa Tenggara or Cenderawasih Bay
MPA in Papua). Secondly, zoning of MPAs would play an important part in the designing of
management frameworks to accommodate the complex spatial and temporal variations in use of
resources. Where land-based protected areas are often made up of a core area with several
surrounding buffer zones, each allowing for increasing degrees of utilization by people as one
moves further from the core area, MPAs would need to allow for more complex utilisation
patterns. As a result zoning plans for MPAs would come to represent a mosaic pattern rather
than the more centrally stratified pattern of terrestrial protected areas. Thirdly an emphasis on
defining access rights to certain areas and gaining consensus on tenure over coastal waters was
necessary to counteract the ‘social boundary-less’ character of ocean environments.187
In 2008, in an attempt to harmonize the overall management of MPAs between the two
government institutions, eight MPAs that had been established under the Ministry of Forestry
(MoF) were transferred to the MMAF. Currently 40% of MPAs in Indonesia still fall under the
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The establishment of the MMAF grew from a wider recognition that Indonesia’s dependence for
economic growth on the extraction of non-renewable marine resources was high and unsustainable. The
implied reconciliation of development and environmental protection necessitated the establishment of
new institutions and frameworks, hence the formation of the MMAF. The MMAF’s mandates would have
to address this tension and included organisations to: ‘(i) to promote economic growth in the context of
sustainable development, (ii) to establish links between environmental preservation and utilization and,
finally, (iii) to reconcile environmentally sound growth while pursuing poverty alleviation’ (Bolongaita et
al. 2009, p. 3-4).
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Currently there are four management bodies that have the right to develop and manage MPAs. The
two highest level government management bodies include the Ministry of Forestry (MoF), which
manages both terrestrial and marine protected areas (MPAs), and the MMAF, which manages only
MPAs. At lower levels provincial and district level government bodies and local traditional leaders can
declare protection status over coastal waters also (Wiadnya et al. 2011), leading to legal pluralism and
conflicting interests between MoF and MMAF within same MPAs.
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More recently this concept of ‘boundary-less’ness of marine areas is increasingly being challenged.
Particularly in Indonesia several case studies show contestations emerging between social groups
regarding boundary definitions around areas of subsistence harvest, sacred value, biodiversity protection
and economic venture. Gunawan and Visser (2012) talk of ‘permeable boundaries’ in such contexts.
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MoF, with the remaining 60% under MMAF.188 The anticipated expansion of MPA coverage
will fall under the MMAF, as all new sub-tidal protected areas are its responsibility (Green et al.
2011; Burke et al. 2012). With the decentralization of governance structures since 2001,
resource governance responsibilities are channelled to provincial and district level governments,
implying that management and policy design is increasingly taking place at lower level of
governance scales.189
Indonesia has expressed its ambition in marine conservation by surpassing the targets set by its
neighbours. In 2000 Indonesia recommitted itself to reach an initial target of 100 000 square
kilometres of marine area under conservation protection by 2010, and subsequently added a
further commitment to conserve a total of 200 000 square kilometres by 2020. By 2009
Indonesia had surpassed its first target and claimed an area of 130 000 square kilometres under
protection of its 95 formally registered MPAs (Djohani 2009, p. 158). A recent report estimates
that the total MPA coverage in Indonesia has increased since to 139 000 square kilometres
(Burke et al. 2012). However, with weak on-the-ground management, many of these protected
areas do not meet conservation criteria. It is estimated that only 20% of Indonesian MPAs are
meeting conservation objectives (United Nations Environment Program's World Conservation
Monitoring Centre (UNEP-WCMC) 2008; Leverington et al. 2010). Any assumption that
conservation success can be equated to the extent of area granted official protection would be
misleading. It appears that the drive towards expanding the area under protection was in part a
political exercise to garner support to push through further conservation initiatives, like the CTICFF. The formation of the CTI-CFF can thus be argued to be both an end and means; an end in
terms of providing a rationale for the massive expansion of MPA coverage in Indonesia (albeit
largely on paper), as well as a means to overcome the shortcomings of effective management to
date.
Indonesia’s National Coordinating Committee (NCC) is the highest structural coordinating unit
responsible for implementing the CTI-CFF in Indonesia. This committee answers to the regional
coordinating bodies like the CTI Coordinating Committee (CCC), the Ministerial Meetings and
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The 40% of MPAs still under the jurisdiction of Ministry of Forestry include areas that were
established when the Ministry of Forestry was still responsible for management of MPAs. These were not
transferred in 2008 due to consensus on the ground in each case to remain within the Ministry of Forestry.
Reasons for this vary per case, however often it was decided against an institutional transfer of
management in order to minimize loss of financial resources and time.
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Specifically Law No. 32/2004 for local government notes the maritime environment within 4 nautical
miles from the coast falls under the jurisdiction of the respective district, regency or city (Kabupaten or
Kota), and that the area within 12 nautical miles offshore falls under provincial (Provinsi) jurisdiction
(Republik Indonesia 2004).
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the CTI Secretariat. In-country activities are carried out according to its National Plan of
Action, which ‘will guide and streamline Indonesia’s efforts on the ground to achieve
conservation of coral reefs for sustainability of fisheries and food security’ (CTI-CFF 2009, p.
9). The MMAF is responsible for coordinating activities under the national plan of action
(CTSP 2009). Five working groups have been established, each focused on addressing one of
the five main goals of the CTI-CFF190 in Indonesia. The five goals of the CTI-CFF essentially
set out what the priority areas of concerns are, where activities should be focused upon and how
these concerns should be approached. In summary, Goal 2 clearly indicates the CTI-CFF’s
intention to improve region-wide management of fisheries and marine resource management.
This is to be achieved through adopting appropriate policy design, addressing local livelihoods
and food security, and explicitly controlling key exploitive markets like the tuna and live fish
trade industries. Goals 4 and 5 indicate a particular urgency to address the need for climate
change adaptation measures and the high rate of threatened species loss. The CTI-CFF by
default stipulates where activities take place, namely within the Coral Triangle, however goals 1
and 3 indicate more specifically that resources are to be channelled to particular priority
seascapes and MPAs. The identification of these priority seascapes is based on ecological
surveys that apply levels of biodiversity and their threats as main indicators for area selection.
Apparently ‘backwaters’ which do not exhibit high levels of biodiversity are unlikely to be
flagged as priority sites. Lastly, goals 2 and 3 specify that Ecosystem-based Management
(EBM) approaches (goal 2) and the establishment of MPAs, and networks of MPAs (goal 3),
will form the main strategy towards conservation and management of the region’s maritime
environment.
In order to facilitate dialogue and discussion in the implementation process, the MMAF, the
Ministry of Forestry (MoF) and Ministry of Environment (MoE) have been specifically
appointed a relevant working group to coordinate activities and facilitate liaison with other
institutions. These working groups engage with international and local level NGOs, provincial
and district level government and universities in their implementation programs. Activities are
to be measured on the basis of key indicators that have been formulated at regional level.

4.3

The regional Indo-Pacific network of LMMAs

Alongside the CTI-CFF, an important regional level initiative is the Locally Managed Marine
Area (LMMA) network. This is a regional collaboration between groups of marine
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Refer to table 4.1 for Goals and Targets of the CTI-CFF.
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conservation-oriented community practitioners. The network spans marine conservation
programs in eight countries in the Indo-Pacific including Fiji, Solomon Islands, Vanuatu,
Pohnpei, Palau, Philippines, Papua New Guinea, and Indonesia. It was spawned from several
collaborative conservation programs that were operational towards the end of the 1990s, most
notably the Biodiversity Conservation Network (BCN). In these initial networks both
practitioners and academics collaborated on community participation issues in varying
conservation contexts in the Asia/Pacific region, including both terrestrial forest projects and
coastal marine conservation projects. Three of the thirty-nine BCN sites were marine and
coastal sites located across the Indo-Pacific, and included one site in Verata district in Fiji, one
in the Arnavon Islands in the Solomon Islands and one in the Padaido Islands in Papua.191 When
the BCN formally drew to an end, many of the individuals involved continued collaborations
independently, particularly those involved in the three marine sites. From these continued
collaborations sufficient support was summoned from donor agencies to establish the LMMA
network. Initially the programs commenced in the two sites located in Fiji and Indonesia, and
within ten years the network spread to include the current eight country programs.
The core justification for developing such a regional network of conservation practitioners grew
from the conclusion deduced by several key studies under the BCN network experience. These
studies recognized that although there were ample ground level initiatives taking place that
attempted to involve communities in marine conservation practice, there were too few
connections between these programs. Projects evaluated in the different areas were often found
not to have met their potential because of the absence of a crucial learning link, which could
enable programs dealing with similar issues to adapt successful approaches from other
communities. This recognition would stand at the heart of what the regional LMMA network
would take as its mission. It was to function as a connector between in-country LMMA
networks, and not as a donor agency that institutes programs itself. Country programs therefore
operate independently with their own funding, but are linked to each other through a regionwide learning framework: ‘Project teams in the network use a common monitoring guide called
the ‘learning framework’, which outlines specific factors and methods to measure biological,
socio-economic and governance conditions that may influence the success of their work’
(LMMA 2004, p. 3). This learning framework, therefore not only provides a common reference
for LMMA practitioners to plan and manage conservation in their cases, but also to be able to
report back to a shared conservation community.
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Refer to section 4.4 for further details on how these networks evolved into the current LMMA
network.
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The LMMAs in each country were established in response to several common trends that were
emerging in marine conservation practices in the region. First of all, they reacted against the
overwhelming tendency of implementing agencies to set the agenda on conservation, rather than
local on-the-ground stakeholders (Glaser et al. 2010; Ban et al. 2011). This concern was pivotal
to the design of LMMA’s alternative approach. Rather than being simply consulted about
interventions, communities needed to play a more meaningful role in the planning and
management of resources (Salafsky and Wollenberg 2000; Pomeroy et al. 2007). Conservation
practices had been very dependent on standardised Western understandings of conservation best
practice, that were natural science oriented and quantitative data dependent. Too little
acknowledgement was being made of the potential contributions that culturally embedded
management practices or traditional ecological knowledge could make (Christie 2004; Oracion
2008; Christie et al. 2009; Stacey et al. 2012). The LMMA approach would work to combine
technical science with local knowledge to support conservation decision making. Finally, many
large-scale programs demonstrated high ongoing dependence on financial resources for
operations. Emphasis continued to be put on securing financial support before establishing local
strongholds for conservation through initial social investments. The practices within the incountry LMMA programs would have to be locally based, small-scale and low cost. The
country LMMA network would then set out to develop approaches that addressed these ongoing
trends by working closely with resource users and relevant local stakeholders.
The LMMA network defines an LMMA as ‘an area of near-shore waters and coastal resources
that is largely or wholly managed at a local level by the coastal communities, land-owning
groups, partner organisations, and/or collaborative government representatives who reside or are
based in the immediate area’ (Govan et al. 2008 , p. 2). There are several important points to be
made in considering LMMA’s choice of name and area definition. Unlike most other
participatory conservation approaches, the words ‘community’ or ‘protected area’ deliberately
do not feature in the name of the network. Although communities play a central role in the
LMMA approach, they are only one of several local stakeholders that need to be involved in onthe-ground practices. The LMMA approach towards marine resource management emphasizes a
collaborative approach between local and external bodies. Similarly, terms like ‘protected area’
are often understood to mean areas that are under the coordination and management of external
agencies. It suggests furthermore that such areas are closed completely with no room for
resource use. LMMA on the other hand underscores the local ownership and management
aspects of conservation, and in doing so does not exclude options for sustainable utilisation
(Govan et al. 2008 ; Govan et al. 2009). The design of the LMMA approach is built on the
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concept of participatory adaptive co-management,192 which involves local stakeholders and
external technical groups in close cooperation to design, plan, implement and evaluate a
program (LMMA 2010 ).
The final justification for the establishment of a regionally inter-connected conservation
program of such local initiatives through LMMA, was in direct response to the ongoing
criticism that participatory conservation initiatives were too small, too localized and too
unscientific. To have a meaningful impact on marine environment at national or regional scales,
such initiatives simply lacked the link to higher scale coordinating structures. The LMMA
network functions to link individual country programs and to facilitate cross-regional learning
and comparison. In this regard, it attempts to assist in designing standard, yet adaptable,
operational approaches to management implementation, monitoring and planning. The
individual LMMA country networks for their part enact these similar functions across incountry sites.

4.3.1

The Indonesia Locally Managed Marine Area (I-LMMA) network

Whereas the regional LMMA network forms a network-binding structure that links country
programs with one another, the I-LMMA network operates within Indonesia’s borders and
coordinates activities between the sites in the eastern provinces. The origins of I-LMMA lie in
one of several subprograms functioning under a social development and environmental
management NGO in Papua, RUMSRAM. In 2002 an independent working group was formed,
which later would become I-LMMA. I-LMMA was registered formally as an Indonesian NGO
in 2007193 (Republik Indonesia 2007). Initially starting its activities in Papua, today I-LMMA is
active in three main sites, the Padaido Islands and Tanah Merah Bay in Papua province and the
Kei Islands in South East Maluku province. I-LMMA finances the majority of its activities in
these focal areas through ongoing grants from the MacArthur and Packard foundations. Several
smaller grants through other funding agencies support parallel initiatives in the focal areas that
are not necessarily ongoing. Next to its three focal areas, I-LMMA provides support to develop
community participation components in other NGO- and government managed conservation
programs. These include for example collaborations in West Papua province with TNC in the
Raja Ampat Islands, and WWF in Sausapur Abun. Map 4.4 indicates the locations of ILMMA’s focal and support sites.
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Refer to chapter 1, section 1.1, for conceptual definition of adaptive co-management.
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The formal Act of Establishment issued by the department of Law and Human Rights was issued
under the organisation’s Indonesian name, Yayasan Pengelolaan Lokal Kawasan Laut Indonesia.
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Although it is registered as a foundation (yayasan) I-LMMA identifies itself as a support
network. Considering the extensive area within which the network operates, and having only
five fulltime paid staff members, a small coordinating office located in Biak and a modest
annual operating budget,194 I-LMMA is by no means asset rich.
We [I-LMMA] are not an NGO like WWF or TNC. We are a network [...], the ‘link’
between communities. [...] We help by facilitating and supporting, but do not focus on
building or delegating, that is all done by the communities. We simply try to make it possible
for them to do those things. We do not have a large office, or a boat or many staff. All our
assets are in the community. [...] The program is theirs so why should we [I-LMMA staff]
hold onto assets in an office, they [communities] must take care of that, and they do.
Respondent LMMA-CD5, interview 24-04-2011
This network support role resonates further in I-LMMA’s mission ‘to support communities as
they work to improve the condition of their natural resources through joint programs and
exchange of lessons learnt between members and partners of I-LMMA’ (I-LMMA 2011, p. 1).
With such an extensive working area and with the limited manpower within I-LMMA,
communities in the I-LMMA program are required to work with considerable independence and
have little expectation of financial gain from the collaboration.

194

I-LMMA’s full time staff positions include - a country director, a program administrator, a financial
administrator, and two focal area coordinators. I-LMMA’s financial audit in 2010, showed that the total
annual budget for the entire program that year was US$ 124 610.00 (Amir Hadyi Registered Public
Accountants 2011). By comparison the conservation BINGOs in Indonesia operate with far greater
budgets.
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Map 4.4

Map showing all I-LMMA sites in eastern Indonesian, distinguishing main sites
from sites where I-LMMA provides support
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I-LMMA’s organisational structure is presented in figure 4.2. It is headed by a series of
honorary chairman positions and an executive board that includes both founding members and
current employees of I-LMMA. The governing chairman and supervisory chairman form the
highest level internal accountability and oversee the foundation’s general practices. Their role in
decision making on the ground is small, although decision making on organisational matters for
I-LMMA requires the chairman’s approval. Chairmen include senior level conservation
practitioners and academics. Most notable is Dr. Jakobus Jusuf Wenno, a since retired fisheries
biologist at Pattimura University (UNPATTI) in Ambon who was instrumental in establishing
collaboration between I-LMMA and UNPATTI. The ‘executive board’ is made up of
individuals currently active in the program, namely two senior I-LMMA staff members and a
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close associate of I-LMMA. The executive board members currently include I-LMMA’s
country director as well as the program administrator, next to a senior academic from the
University of Cenderawasih in Jayapura (UNCEN), Elizabeth Holle. She has been closely
involved from the earliest pre-cursor activities leading up to I-LMMA’s formal establishment.
None of the chairman or board member positions are paid positions.
Figure 4.2

Organisational Structure of I-LMMA, indicating its structure of honorary boards,
program organisation and site level organisation

Conservation & Management

Science & Research

Program Manager & Planning *
Financial Administrator *

Focal Area Coordinator I *
Padaido Islands

Focal Area Coordinator II *
Kei Islands

Site Coordinating Team

Conservation Team

Conservation Team

- Conservation Coordinator
- Institutional Coordinator
- Financial Coordinator

Tanimbar Kei
- Conservation Coordinator
- Institutional Coordinator
- Financial Coordinator

* - Fulltime employee under I-LMMA, receiving salary.
Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2011
Adapted from (LMMA 2006)

The I-LMMA country program is coordinated and managed centrally by the national
coordinating team. At the helm of the program is the country director, Cliff Marlessy. He
coordinates the program in close collaboration with the education program leader and data
manager, Elizabeth Holle. She manages the science and research aspects of I-LMMA, including
the education development component. As a fulltime employee of the university, her
involvement in I-LMMA is strictly on a pro-bono basis. Besides the country director, four other
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employees work in fulltime positions, including a program manager and financial administrator,
and two focal area coordinators. The latter are responsible for linking the implementation of
activities in the field with the national coordinating team of I-LMMA and spend most time in
the field working closely with village level teams.
The on-site programs of I-LMMA function under a similar structure in all its community sites.
A three-person village coordination team forms the main coordinating and management unit for
in-village activities, and is made up of a conservation coordinator, institutional coordinator and
financial coordinator. As village coordinators these individuals receive a monthly allowance.195
Although each coordinator is formally assigned particular responsibilities, in practice the three
coordinators collectively manage the implementation of the program. Only the financial
coordinator as treasurer and auditor of the in-village activities requires a person-specific
appointment. The coordination team oversees all activities related to the program and steers the
village conservation team made up of village youth. This conservation team is typically made
up of 6-8 fixed members and several more individuals who may participate from time to time.196
The conservation team members do not receive a monthly allowance however they may be paid
a small amount according to implementation activities they participate in.197
The village conservation approach that the coordinating and conservation team implement has
conservation, institutional and educational development components. The conservation
component involves all activities and technical support directed towards conservation measures,
including delineation of protected areas, regular resource monitoring, and technical training in
resource mapping, sustainable fishing techniques and alternative livelihoods. The institutional
component focuses on strengthening a community’s capacity to manage its resources, through
technical as well as political capacity building. Technical capacity building involves training in
program planning, financial management and coordination, while the political strengthening
involves for example facilitating formal district-level recognition of traditional ownership rights
to land and marine areas. Finally the education component concerns itself with the development
of environmental curriculum for primary school children. Here I-LMMA collaborates with local
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The monthly allowance for a village conservation coordinator is IDR 200 000 (US$ 22.00). Average
monthly household income in Meos Mangguandi and Tanimbar Kei was estimated at IDR 1 430 000
(US$ 157.00) and IDR 1 570 000 (US$ 173.00) respectively in 2010 (I-LMMA socio-economic surveys,
2010). This indicates that the monthly allowance which coordinators receive is merely supplementary.
Refer to currency conversion table.
196

The village conservation team specifically requires involvement of female youth, whereby a minimum
recruitment of three young women in a village conservation team is required.
197

Conservation team members are paid IDR 50 000 (US$ 5.50) per day for their labour in activities such
as resource monitoring, village surveys and PA demarcation. Refer to currency conversion table.
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village teachers to develop and incorporate environmental education manuals into the existing
primary school curricula.
To enable inter-community training, involving transfer of skills from one community to another,
specific I-LMMA sites have developed into ‘community learning centres’. Meos Mangguandi
has developed into a community learning centre for participatory mapping and development of
local marine resource regulations, while Tanimbar Kei has become a community learning centre
for traditional management and alternative income development. A third learning centre located
in Tanah Merah Bay specialises in environmental education (I-LMMA 2011).198 The
development of community learning centres not only lies at the heart of their vision of
establishing inter-connected networks, but also forms an important component of their
expansion strategy within focal areas. This is in response to ongoing critique of the small-scale
local nature of their conservation approach. Based on experiences of their recent expansion of
sites in the Padaido Islands, I-LMMA is currently also developing management manuals for
programs involving multiple island communities within a seascape (Respondent LMMACD&SM, open interview 09-07-2012). This follows up earlier management manuals for small
island community programs that were developed based on LMMA country program experiences
with single community cases (Govan et al. 2008 ).

4.3.2

I-LMMA’s position in the Institutional Conservation Landscape

I-LMMA finds itself operating as an important channel of translation between two scales of
conservation with different orientations and functions. On the one hand there is a downwards
stream of influence, information and legislation, whereby I-LMMA forms an entry point into
local practices for higher level conservation bodies. Since I-LMMA operates strongly within
local networks of communities, universities and district-level governments it is institutionally
well positioned not only to reach resource users at the ground level, but also other locally
influential knowledge and political institutions. At a regional level, for example, policy
guidelines formulated under initiatives like the CTI-CFF or principles set forth by the LMMA
regional network all impact upon how I-LMMA delivers its message of marine conservation to
communities. At a national scale Indonesian law and regulations related to marine resource
management are complex. Consequently communities often do not fully comprehend legislation
or know sufficiently of opportunities that government policy may offer. Through their
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Tanimbar Kei also an active group of teachers developing curriculum materials with I-LMMA, geared
towards integrating environmental education at primary school level. They have on several occasions
collaborated with Tanah Merah Bay communities for this.
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collaboration with I-LMMA, community members have been directly involved in negotiations
with provincial- and district level bureaucrats as well as academics specialised in Indonesian
marine fisheries law.199 As a result community members gain a better understanding of
legislative frameworks and the opportunities and constraints they present.
There is also an upwards stream of influence from a ground level to higher scales. Here too ILMMA forms a vehicle for knowledge and experience from local level that influences higher
level political scales. Actors at these higher scales are otherwise positioned too far from on-theground communities to receive such information about local issues or the effectiveness of their
interventions. One example in which activities at ground-level are influencing higher level
policy design is through the environmental education program that is being developed by local
teachers in the I-LMMA sites. Local teachers in Tanimbar Kei for example have developed in
collaboration with I-LMMA coursework material and activities as part of a primary school
curriculum module on environmental awareness and sustainability. These modules have been
printed and are used in the other sites across eastern Indonesia as reference material to develop
environmental education curricula elsewhere. In the conservation programs to which I-LMMA
was invited to provide support, such as with TNC in West Papua, these curriculum materials
were also used.
Another striking example of this upwards stream of influence, is the new establishment of an
LMMA country network in East Timor (Respondent LMMA-CD8, open interview 14-07-2012).
Through its membership to the CTI-CFF the East Timor government has promoted the
development of marine conservation programs involving its coastal communities. Instead of
initiating large ecologically-oriented MPA networks, the start-up phase has involved
establishments of locally managed marine areas as a viable strategy. I-LMMA formally supports
the establishment of these new programs in East Timor. It actively utilizes the two cases of
Meos Mangguandi and Tanimbar Kei to inform practices and management design in these new
sites. The initiation phase in the East Timor sites was facilitated largely by the I-LMMA country
director, who used lessons from I-LMMA experiences in eastern Indonesia to give shape to
activities being undertaken in East Timor. As part of this, cross-site learning exchanges were
planned between East Timor community sites and the I-LMMA sites in eastern Indonesia. On
these cross-site learning exchanges delegates from the East Timor pilot communities received
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The process of gaining recognition of ownership, usage and management rights over land and marine
resources by district government, meant community members, with facilitation by I-LMMA, engaged in
lengthy negotiations with district level government institutions (made possible following implementation
of regional autonomy in 2001). Academics specialized in Indonesian maritime policy and law from the
University of Pattimura, were involved to inform the process.
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on-site training in specific activities by the community conservation teams. In Tanimbar Kei for
example the conservation team provided training in alternative livelihood management,
whereby skills in sustainably managing diversified livelihoods (seaweed farming, fishing and
copra) were demonstrated.200 Similarly, having developed into the community learning centre
for resource mapping, the Meos Mangguandi conservation team provided training in resource
mapping for the visiting delegates.201 It is expected that these skills can be adapted and applied
by the visiting delegates in the initiation phase of their community conservation programs.
Clearly the activities that are being undertaken at a community level in one site are having a
wider impact on how marine conservation is approached elsewhere through the mediation of ILMMA. Although credit for the increased recognition amongst state actors of the value such a
grass root approach has in gaining local conservation strongholds cannot be claimed exclusively
by I-LMMA, it is clear that I-LMMA has come to represent this approach in the context of
Indonesian marine conservation.
In figure 4.3 the position of I-LMMA in the institutional conservation landscape is presented.
The arrows indicate the upwards and downwards direction of influence and information flow
along which I-LMMA mediates. The figure shows the regional LMMA network and the CTICFF as the highest relevant conservation bodies that function internationally.202 At a national
scale ‘Indonesia’ represents not only the government bodies that enact relevant national
legislation on the maritime environment, but also includes other relevant actors who influence
the national policy design process such as the conservation BINGO’s. Indonesia is placed here
next to its immediate regional neighbour countries. Under the national level bodies, I-LMMA
functions as an agent for institutional mediation between local community sites at ground level
(Tanimbar Kei and Meos Mangguandi) and higher level conservation structures.
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Refer to chapter 2 for details on Tanimbar Kei as a community learning centre for development of
alternative livelihood sources.
201

Refer to chapter 3 for details on Meos Mangguandi conservation team skills in mapping activities.
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As is indicated in figure 4.3 of the six member countries of the CTI-CFF, only Malaysia does not have
an LMMA country program. Four countries that fall under the regional LMMA network but are not part
of the CTI-CFF include Fiji, Vanuatu, Pohnpei and Palau.
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Figure 4.3

Structural depiction along the vertical policy axis of the multilevel governance
arrangement, showing I-LMMA’s mediation position between the case study sites
of Tanimbar Kei and Meos Mangguandi, and the relevant national and regional
level conservation bodies
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Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2012

In its downwards collaboration with communities and the upward links it fosters with higherlevel conservation groups, I-LMMA gives shape to these frameworks and legislation. With
opportunities provided through Indonesian government decentralization, I-LMMA has
facilitated new forms of local governance. All sites of I-LMMA have drafted village level
marine resource regulations which they administer and which places communities in a position
to sanction offenders. Sanctioning power has therefore shifted to a lower level, from
government enforcement agencies of fisheries legislation to local communities. Furthermore,
through the support programs I-LMMA provides as components within other conservation
programs sponsored by BINGOs in other regions, it is able to exert influence on how
conservation is practiced at a larger scale.
It is important to stress here that I-LMMA does not function as an institutional mediator
exclusively because of institutional arrangements. Rather its position amongst actor groups is
the function of both the wider institutional structure as well as the individual networks of strong
mediating individuals within I-LMMA. It is therefore important to acknowledge the role of
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personal and professional networks and the capacity of such individuals for institutional
entrepreneurship (Rosen and Olsson 2013).

4.4

The conservation agent - Marlessy

In the previous section I acknowledge the fact that many of the collaborations that occur
between institutions are built on relationships among individuals operating through commonly
oriented networks. Clearly the actors that occupy key positions within and between institutions
are important and warrant closer examination. Examining the role of the conservation agent in
the case studies presented here, requires first a more in-depth consideration of the personal and
professional background of the individual concerned. I will therefore sketch a brief professional
biography of I-LMMA’s country director, Cliff Marlessy, before positioning him as the prime
mediator between the wider conservation movement and the local community. Important here is
firstly the development of Marlessy’s strong affiliation to Papuan activist networks (both
environmental and human rights) and secondly the expansion of his solid international network
later on in his career.

4.4.1

Professional biographical background

Born in Surabaya, Marlessy grew up in Jogjakarta where he would later complete a degree in
civil engineering at Gajah Madah University. His father was from Ambon and his mother from
the former West Germany. His parents met whilst his father was in the Indonesian navy, and
was sent for training as a naval pilot in West Germany. On completion of the naval aviation
training, the pair moved back to Indonesia. Although his mother would remain in Indonesia, his
father fled the country as a political refugee as a result of his vocal opposition towards political
oppression under Suharto’s New Order (Respondent LMMA-CD8, open interview 14-07-2012).
The strong ethical standpoint Marlessy exerts is evidently a product of his family background as
well as influence from some of the people he worked with at different stages in his engagement
in development and environment issues in eastern Indonesia. His concern with human rights,
social justice and environmental activism remain deeply instilled in the conservation work he
leads through I-LMMA.
Marlessy’s paternal kinship roots to Ambon were never strong and not his reason for working in
eastern Indonesia (Respondent LMMA-CD8, open interview 14-07-2012). It was rather by
chance that he commenced work in Papua. After attaining his degree in Jogjakarta, Marlessy
was offered a position in a development project where his technical skills in water management
as a civil engineer were required. At an early stage in this project Marlessy came into contact
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with influential figures like George Aditjondro, a renowned sociologist who later would become
well known for his human rights activism and development work in Papua, and not the least for
his critical position towards the Suharto regime (Aditjondro 1998; Amirrachman 2007). In his
collaboration with Aditjondro, Marlessy became more involved with human development
initiatives in Papua that were being put forward through the establishment of the Irian Jaya
Development Information Service Centre (IRJADISC)203 and later the Rural Community
Development Foundation (Yayasan Pembangunan Masyarakat Desa, YPMD), established
under Aditjondro’s leadership. The early development activities of these organisations focused
mainly on healthcare and sanitation provision to Papuan rural communities. Aditjondro’s
sociological background was reflected in the strong emphasis that was put in the development
strategy of these organisations upon understanding local cultures, their societies and struggles.
Marlessy’s early involvement was mainly through his technical input in developing access to
clean drinking water for remote Papuan communities. Being strongly environmentally oriented
in his work Marlessy stretched his involvement beyond simply providing technical support for
water management. Supported by Aditjondro, he played a large role in several high profile antilogging campaigns against logging companies who operated under concessions granted by the
central government. Although these campaigns proved effective in limiting deforestation
practices, mounting pressure on Marlessy meant he had to leave Papua in the mid-1980s.
Marlessy however remained in eastern Indonesia, and based himself in Ambon. From here he
co-founded two ground level collaborative organisations, RUMSRAM and HUALOPU, in order
to be able to continue supporting the programs. RUMSRAM was based in Biak, Papua, and
formed a community development implementing agency. HUALOPU however was based in
Ambon and grew out of Marlessy’s collaboration with Dr Jakobus (Bob) Wenno from the
Faculty of Fisheries at the UNPATTI. The collaboration with Wenno existed well before the
establishment of HUALOPU. Wenno’s extensive work in coastal communities throughout the
203

Historically in Papua human development initiatives were undertaken by Catholic missionary groups.
The Catholic ecumenical working group (KKO, Kelompok Kerja Oikumene) for example addressed
human development issues in Papua mainly through initiatives toward Christian unity amongst Papuan
and transmigrant sectors of society. In 1980, under Aditjondro’s influence, and before him Papuan human
rights activist Arnold Ap, the KKO changed its development strategy so that more attention was given to
research to gain an understanding of Papuan culture and society (Glazebrook 2008). Their ambition here
was to innovate more relevant forms of development aid that acknowledged local cultural diversity. KKO
was consequently renamed IRJADISC and was based at the Anthropology Department of the University
of Cenderawasih (UNCEN) in Jayapura. IRJADISC also functioned to disseminate information from
Papuan villages to the outside world through reporting on voices from villages in their publication Kabar
dari Kampung. It reported regularly on on-the-ground struggles, and successfully reached a large
audience amongst Papuans but also beyond the province’s border (Baab and Mambor 2006). In 1984
IRJADISC commenced a sub-development group, the Village community Development Organisation
(YPMD). The intention of the YPMD establishment was action oriented, and aimed to address the
concrete needs of Papuan communities which the research of IRJADISC uncovered but had not acted
upon (Yayasan Pembangunan Masyarakat Desa (YPMD) 2005).
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Maluku regarding traditional management of small scale fisheries, meant Marlessy frequently
consulted his expertise to guide his own work in Papua (Respondent LMMA-CD7, interview
19-04-2011). His link with Dr Wenno would later facilitate Marlessy’s entry in the Kei Islands.
HUALOPU was established to provide the academic and conservation-oriented support to
RUMSRAM’s activities.204 With funding from the Dutch Institute for Humanitarian Aid
(Humanistisch Instituut voor Ontwikkelingssamenwerking, HIVOS), Marlessy continued
addressing local issues of community development and environmental management in the
coastal areas of Papua (and now also Maluku) through this collaborative arrangement. He
remained in Ambon for three years before returning to his former employer in Papua, YPMD,
this time as the new director. The change in governorship at the time meant political pressure no
longer prevented him from working in Papua. During his time as director of YPMD, Marlessy
was based in Jayapura again, but commenced more intensive work in the field sites, including
the Padaido Islands in Biak. In 1995 Marlessy was elected by the board of the Papua NGO
forum (Forum Kerjasama LSM, FOKER) to act as Secretary General for one year. Not having
to leave Jayapura, meant that during this year he still remained active in steering not only
YPMD’s activities, but also those under RUMSRAM and HUALOPU.
A year later, in 1996, Marlessy moved to Jakarta to take up a position as senior program
manager at Indonesia’s largest local conservation NGO, the Indonesian Biodiversity Foundation
(Yayasan Keanekaragaman Hayati, KEHATI). For six years Marlessy would be active in this
coordinating position, which would see him lead conservation projects across Indonesia that
were implemented at larger scales and with better funding than his previous work. As a result he
became more directly involved with international conservation networks, which ultimately
would familiarize him to the workings of donor agencies and BINGOs (Respondent LMMACD8, open interview 14-07-2012). Particularly important for Marlessy was his involvement
through KEHATI in the Biodiversity Conservation Network (BCN).205 Being exposed to this
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The collaborative link that existed between RUMSRAM as an operational NGO and HUALOPU as an
academic support NGO, was similar to the arrangement Marlessy had worked under in the IRJADISC and
YPMD structure.
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The BCN formed one of several important initiatives that flowed from the international twenty-year
Biodiversity Support Program, which was under joint coordination by the Worldwide Fund for Nature
(WWF), The Nature Conservancy (TNC), World Resources Institute (WRI) and United States Agency for
International Development (USAID) from 1989 until 2001. The 20 million dollar BCN initiative was
operational for six and a half years from 1992, and was established with the dual objective to ‘(i) support
site-specific efforts to conserve biodiversity at a number of sites across Asia and the Pacific and (ii)
evaluate the effectiveness of enterprise-oriented approaches to community-based biodiversity
conservation. [...] The network provide[d] grants for projects that encourage[d] the development of
enterprises that are dependent on sustained conservation of local biodiversity’ (Biodiversity Conservation
Network (BCN) 1998, p. 1).
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international network of conservationists, Marlessy developed close working relationships with
foreign consultants and representatives of donor agencies.
I met many new foreign consultants when I was working with the BCN at KEHATI. I still
work with many of these people today. [...] I could not access this kind of international
network [BCN] before, when I was working locally in Papua. [...] It was very useful for me
then, but also for the work after that.
Cliff Marlessy - Respondent LMMA-CD8, interview 14-07-2012
Although he was active across the archipelago, Marlessy remained keenly interested in eastern
Indonesia, which was evident in the continuing involvement in marine conservation
management in Biak. With responsibility for allocating funding to field sites under KEHATI
and through his involvement in the BCN, Marlessy was able to channel resources to the work
being undertaken in sites he had co-initiated in the past. When the BCN initiative came to an
end in 1999, it left a strong legacy of social ties in a smaller network of individuals that had
closely collaborated in marine conservation research projects under the six year initiative.
Although the BCN network comprised a large range of conservation programs throughout
Southeast Asia, including both terrestrial and marine oriented programs, it provided opportunity
for the formation of various smaller more intimate networks of conservation academics and
practitioners working in specific fields such as small-scale fisheries and community-based
marine conservation. It was from such a smaller network that renewed collaborations emerged
later on. A year after BCN’s conclusion these individuals would re-establish formal
collaboration under a new initiative that intended to carry on the relationships they developed,
now operating from their new more influential positions, and fuelled by new resources
(Respondent LMMA-CD8, interview 14-07-2012).
The follow-up collaboration was initiated under a new program ‘Fish for the Future?’, with
support from the World Resources Institute (WRI) and Foundations for Success (FOS).206 It
included an important role for Marlessy as a well-connected community-based marine
conservation practitioner in eastern Indonesia, a reputation he had gained through his
involvement in various BCN funded projects. Two meetings were held in 2000 within a space
of a week to initiate a new marine conservation network that would span the Indo-Pacific
region, one in Suva, Fiji and the other in Iloilo City, Philippines. Later that year at the
International Coral Reef Symposium (ICRS) held in Bali in October 2000, these two groups
convened to ‘finalize the social contracts necessary to launch their learning portfolios’ (World
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Funding for many of the activities under this program were provided by the David and Lucile Packard
Foundation and the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation.
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Resources Institute and Foundations of Success (WRI-FS) 2001, p. 1). The learning portfolio
approach entailed applying similar conservation strategies and asking similar questions at
different core sites (portfolios) so as to learn what kinds of conservation interventions and
initiatives work under certain conditions. These portfolios were compiled within the larger
‘learning framework’, where lessons from the field could inform conservation practice
elsewhere and vice versa. The approach was built on the foundation of adaptive co-management
principles, in a spirit of ‘learning by doing’ (Govan et al. 2011), very much in line with how
Armitage et al (2007) interpret adaptive co-management where emphasis is put on learning.
This initiative was by no means at the financial nor institutional scale of the BCN. It was
nonetheless aimed at site-specific activity and intimate collaborations amongst both individuals
and the organisations they represented.
We knew each other well from the work before, so even though we came together this time
as representatives of new employers, the trust was still there. [...] That is why we could make
so many of the decisions just by talking. We trusted each other and people were willing to
help each other. That was our biggest strength.
Respondent LMMA-CD8, interview 14-07-2012
The ‘Fish for Future’ program, set out to establish Locally Managed Marine Areas (LMMAs)
across sites in the Indo Pacific, and would later lead to the formation of I-LMMA. The program
built upon activities started in the BCN program, and thus maintained a focus on using
sustainable enterprise-oriented approaches to marine conservation. For the period between 2000
and 2002 while still with KEHATI, Marlessy brought together RUMSRAM, which was still
active on the ground in Biak, with the Fish for Future program. RUMSRAM became the
implementing agency in the Indonesian case. Later in 2002 Marlessy left KEHATI and focused
fulltime on the establishment of LMMAs in eastern Biak under RUMSRAM. At the time the ILMMA program existed as a subcomponent of RUMSRAM activities. Marlessy coordinated
this subcomponent, assembling a group of collaborators from his time at YPMD, HUALOPU
and FOKER. By 2002 the Fish for Future program had come to an end. However, in its brief
operating period it had spawned a solid international LMMA network spanning the Indo-Pacific
region which would continue the support of individual country programs like the I-LMMA.207
In 2004 Marlessy separated from RUMSRAM after a dispute regarding RUMSRAM’s
acceptance of funding for a separate community development project from a locally operating
company in the oil and gas industry. RUMSRAM by this time had come under new leadership,
207

The international LMMA network forms an important institutional funding link between the national
I-LMMA program and the donor agencies like the David and Lucile Packard Foundation and the John D.
and Catherine T. MacArthur foundation.
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and had expanded to include several parallel projects in different sites. For one of these other
sites RUMSRAM was offered substantial financial support from an oil and gas extraction
company in order to carry out development oriented projects in the communities where it was
operating. Marlessy, being one of the co-founders of RUMSRAM and having a strong
environmental orientation in his work, voiced strong opposition to accepting support from a
source that was responsible for a lot of social and ecological disruption in the area. As is evident
in his past involvement in social and environmental justice campaigns against logging
companies in Papua, Marlessy has a very strong moral and ideological standpoint against such
arrangements. When the funds were accepted despite his opposition, Marlessy decided to leave
RUMSRAM wanting nothing to do with ‘dirty money’ (Respondent LMMA-CD8, interview
14-07-2012). In leaving RUMSRAM, Marlessy took with him the I-LMMA program and all
those he had recruited for it. I-LMMA began operating independently from this point. Known
locally amongst the sites as SekPro-PLKL (Sekretariat Program Pengelolaan Lokal Kawasan
Laut, Program Secretariat for Locally Managed Marine Areas, referred to in the dissertation as
I-LMMA), it set up its administrative office in the house of one of its employees in Biak city.
From the very start of I-LMMA, Marlessy’s group reengaged longstanding collaborations with
academics from Cenderawasih University in Jayapura and UNPATTI in Ambon.
By 2006 the activities under I-LMMA had gained significant momentum and had expanded to
other new sites outside of Biak, namely Teluk Tanah Merah near Jayapura and the Kei Islands
in South East Maluku. In 2007 I-LMMA was officially registered as an independent Indonesian
NGO (Republik Indonesia 2007), and moved into its own small office building in Biak city. ILMMA remains very much the product of Marlessy’s channelling of resources through
established locally embedded networks and connections, and newer emerging ones that span
further into conservation policy fields, engaging government as well as non-government sectors.
In Kei, Marlessy’s links to district government have strengthened with the fact that the former
subdistrict head, whom he would often consult for advice when he first started working in Kei,
has since been promoted to district level government. This link has become a particularly
important one for Marlessy, since he is both a respected traditional elder with considerable
knowledge of Kei traditional law and also active in formal government. When for example in
2008 the Tanimbar Kei conservation team drafted their proposal for village level marine
resource use regulations within their traditional waters, Marlessy used this relationship to have
these reviewed and formally recognized by district level government. Instead of submitting the
proposal through standard bureaucratic submission steps, Marlessy submitted the proposal
directly to the former subdistrict head who then facilitated its review within the department.
Beyond district level government, having been involved through KEHATI in many early
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national level marine conservation initiatives in the dynamic period of change after the fall of
Suharto, Marlessy has gained important connections within national marine conservation
circles. I-LMMA’s invitation to support several of the BINGO’s involved in the Bird’s Head
Seascape initiative in West Papua, resulted from these early links.

4.4.2

Past engagement in I-LMMA focal area sites

Marlessy’s work in the Kei Islands is far more recent than in the east Biak sites. In the period he
worked for KEHATI, he was invited to Kei by a local NGO, Yayasan Nen Mas Il. At the time
Nen Mas Il was seeking support to initiate a community development program in several pilot
sites in the Kei islands. Through a mutual contact at the Faculty of Fisheries of the Pattimura
University in Ambon, Dr. Jakobus Wenno, initiators of Nen Mas Il were put in touch with
Marlessy. As part of KEHATI’s mandate to support local initiatives, Marlessy travelled to Kei
for the first time in 2001. Initially engaged as a financial support agent to Nen Mas Il, he
remained distant from implementation activities. The program stranded a mere year later when
Nen Mas Il’s community outreach team met stiff opposition from the communities throughout
Kei.
Nen Mas Il had been established in the aftermath of the religious clashes in Kei around 2000. It
was one of the first NGO’s to focus on development of rural communities under the new
decentralized government. In 2000 Nen Mas Il carried out Rapid Rural Appraisals in several
communities in Kei Kecil, including Tanimbar Kei, with the main objectives of identifying
priority needs of communities and gaining a better understanding of traditional governance
structures. The latter was in fact a main priority as the decentralization policy was expected to
facilitate the revival of traditional governance, something Kei islanders were eager to enact.
This knowledge was essential for developing strategies to harmonise national legislation with
customary governance (Respondent LMMA-UNPATTI1, open interview 16-05-2010).
Although Nen Mas Il received financial support to carry out their appraisals in communities,
there was no follow-up. After its first year in the field the Nen Mas Il team, mainly made up of
Ambonese development workers, were no longer welcome in several villages. Community
members were left disillusioned after the many promises made during data collection and
community visits were left unaddressed. One Tanimbar Kei fisher expressed his disaffection:
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I remember they came here to do interviews and promised many things for us like fresh
drinking water, better transportation and roads. But nothing ever happened. We gave them
our time to talk and we talked honestly, but we got nothing for that. Until today we have
heard nothing from them [...]. They did not understand that this is not how we do things here
[Tanimbar Kei]. When a person promises something they must keep their word. This is very
important to us.
Respondent TK-Tn 17, open interview 18-12-2010
Soon after the NGO fell apart due to disagreements over alleged internal mismanagement of
financial resources. Although Marlessy’s first experience with communities in Kei was not a
success, their response to Nen Mas Il’s failure to deliver had left a lasting impression. The
opposition to Nen Mas Il had demonstrated the strength of local voice in the Kei island
communities.
The program [Nen Mas Il] failed for many reasons, and that was bad. But the failure also
showed me how strong Kei people were. They did not like to be told what to do and how [...]
If something was proposed, it had to be done the Kei way. If not then they could leave. [...]
This impressed me very much.
Cliff Marlessy - Respondent LMMA-CD8, interview 14-07-2012
Two years later in 2004, on invitation by another local conservation NGO called SIRaN (Save
Indigenous Rights and Nature),208 Marlessy returned to Kei again. This time, however, Marlessy
came without promise of big funding as he could when representing KEHATI. Instead he came
as a representative of the LMMA approach that had since started in Biak. His involvement this
time would be far closer to the ground. SIRaN had recently commenced conservation oriented
work with several communities in Kei as the local implementing partner of a larger WWF
conservation project. I-LMMA (which at that time was still a sub-program of RUMSRAM) was
invited to assist in developing an effective community engagement and alternative livelihoods
program. Consequently Marlessy’s team consisting of I-LMMA staff and community leaders
from Biak travelled to Kei for a workshop to initiate collaboration with SIRaN in the
communities of Ohoira and Ohoiren on the west coast of the main island of Kei Kecil.
In May 2005 I-LMMA started the implementation of its program in Ohoiren, and focused on
developing management schemes for the production of trochus shell and sea cucumber, as an
alternative livelihood strategy to alleviate pressure on local fish stocks and reduce destructive
fishing. Through applying aspects of their traditional sasi marine resource practice to modern
market-based harvesting models, I-LMMA’s program developed management plans with the
208

SIRaN aimed to use traditional networks and customary law systems in Kei to build a conservation
stronghold amongst communities associated to a specific Ratskap (traditional governing structures made
up of a group of communities linked together under a single leader, or Raja).
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community to bolster sea-cucumber and trochus shell production. The results from these sea
cucumber management interventions were promising.209 In 2005 the conservation team had
established specific areas as sasi-sites (no-take zone) and harvest sites (controlled harvesting
when sasi is opened), and accordingly had planned for periodic population monitoring and
harvesting (LMMA 2007).210 The graphs in figure 4.4 show how sea cucumber numbers in the
Loon Tawod no-take area located in front of Ohoiren Village steadily increased. Similarly
harvesting counts of sea cucumber in the areas around Loon Tawod increased as well.211
Clearly the I-LMMA management interventions were yielding consistently improving harvests,
which in turn were producing collective incomes for the community. However while progress
was achieved with the community’s sea cucumber management with I-LMMA, its collaboration
with SIRaN was deteriorating. SIRaN’s program was an extension of a WWF conservation
program and geared more towards turtle conservation, specifically targeting the leatherback
turtle.212
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The graphs in figure 4.4 indicate a growth in sea cucumbers populations in the Protected Area (PA),
increasing yields during periodic harvests from around the PA and a rapid recovery of the populations
after these harvests. Particularly the impact of the last two harvests in April 2007 and November 2008
(indicated in the lower graph) are visible on the upper graph. In both cases the populations see a stark
decline in population size after harvest but both rapidly recover afterwards. It must be noted here that the
measured population decline is not a direct consequence of harvest, since no harvesting takes place in the
PA. However, since the surrounding area is harvested the populations in the PA are affected by outmigration of sea cucumbers when those from the surrounding area are removed.
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Monitoring of sea cucumber takes place in both the sasi sites as well as the harvesting zones, in order
to compare populations that undergo periodic harvesting disturbance and those that do not. Five parallel
running transects of 100 metres, spaced 50 metres apart, are delineated by markers and used for periodic
monitoring exercise. When sasi is opened harvesting of sea cucumbers may only take place in the
harvesting zone. The smaller sasi sites remain closed as a no-take zone, even when sasi is opened.
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The harvesting numbers are far higher than those noted in the periodic population monitoring because
harvesting takes place across the entire expanse of harvesting zone. The results from monitoring are a
sample of this area, measured along sample transects. Data on comparative surface area between
harvesting zone and the transect was unavailable, making extrapolation impossible. However, the growth
trends in both sea cucumber population and its harvest are striking.
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Refer to chapter 5, section 5.3, for more details on WWF and SIRaN’s conservation involvement in
the Kei Islands.
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Figure 4.4

(i)

Graphs respectively illustrating (i) population growth of sea cucumber over time in
Loon Tawod no-take area, and (ii) harvesting counts of sea cucumber in the marine
areas immediately around Loon Tawod
Total sea-cucumber population counts in the Loon Tawod sasi-laut area, Ohoiren
June 2005 – March 2012
4th harvest, Nov. ‘08

3rd harvest, Apr. ‘07

T-0
T-1
T-2
T-5
T-6
T-7
T-8
T-9
T-10
T-3
T-4
(Jun ‘05) (Nov ‘05) (Jan ‘06) (Oct ‘06) (Apr ‘07) (Oct ‘07) (Apr ‘08) (Sep ‘08) (Mar ‘09) (Oct ‘09) (Mar ‘10)

( ii )

Total sea-cucumber harvest around Loon Tawod sasi-laut area, Ohoiren
2005 - 2008

Dec 2005

Oct 2006

Apr 2007

Nov 2008

Source: Adapted from I-LMMA 2010, (appendix 5.1)

In 2008 SIRaN’s collaboration with the community broke down, and the SIRaN team were
advised to move their base of operations from Ohoiren to the main urban centre of Langgur.
From this point I-LMMA withdrew their collaboration with SIRaN also, but maintained their
close link with the community of Ohoiren and continued their sea-cucumber management
program with the community. The I-LMMA network in Kei even expanded to include the
neighbouring village of Ohoira and the more remote community Tanimbar Kei in 2006.213 To
213

Refer to chapter 3 on I-LMMA’s engagement with the Tanimbar Kei community.
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the present I-LMMA continues to function as an independent program in Tanimbar Kei. Figure
4.5 provides an overview of Marlessy’s sum involvement in the two case study field sites of Kei
and eastern Biak.
Figure 4.5

Overview of Marlessy’s professional background in Indonesian marine
conservation since 1980

Marlessy’s Professional Career Timeline since 1980
Marlessy’s Institutional

Main Funding Programs

E. Biak

- IRJADISC

- 1980

Marlessy’s Activity in
Kei Isl.

- 1982
- 1984
- YPMD-IRJADISC Deputy Director [Jayapura]

- 1986
- 1988

- HUALOPU (& RUMSRAM)

Co-founding member [Ambon]

- 1990
- 1992

- YPMD-IRJADISC Director [Jayapura]

- 1994

- Biodiversity Conservation Network
[WWF, TNC, WRI & USAID]

- Papua NGO Forum (FOKER) Sec. General [Jayapura]
- Indonesian Biodiversity Foundation (KEHATI)

- 1996

Senior program manager [Jakarta]

- 1998
- Fish for the future?

- 2000

[Packard & MacArthur Fnds.]

- SekPro PLKL Country Director [Biak]

- 2002

- I-LMMA Country Director [Biak]

- 2004

- LMMA

[CTSP] & [Packard & MacArthur Fnds.]

- 2006
- 2008
- 2010
- 2012
- Direct Association
- Indirect Association

Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2012

4.5

I-LMMA’s practice as a product of its institutional position and agent
links

Having noted I-LMMA’s institutional links and the networks fostered and applied by the
conservation agent, the country director, it is useful to examine I-LMMA’s practice in the field
in relation to these associations. In doing so particular aspects of I-LMMA’s functioning are
highlighted which distinguish it from other conservation initiatives being under taken under the
CTI-CFF by other conservation NGOs.
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First of all, I-LMMA’s approach to site selection diverges from site selection strategies of many
government and BINGO conservation projects. These latter organisations target areas of
exceptional biodiversity as a primary selection indicator, while I-LMMA uses social targeting
parameters in their conservation approach. The interest of specific social groups forms a
decisive justification for working in an area. This has partially led the I-LMMA program to
work in (degraded) backwaters rather than ecologically intact seascapes. The communities or
groups of resource users are a priority consideration in establishing collaborations. In all three
focal areas I-LMMA initiated its work in more remote isolated communities. Empowerment
being a central principle in the I-LMMA approach means that marginalized communities are
prime candidates with whom the organisation seeks to establish collaborations.214
Isolated communities are often located further from the prime environmental degradation
drivers like markets and urban centres, have less contested access to marine and land resources,
and are less likely to have many ongoing aid programs running in the village that could
potentially fragment participation. These conditions according to Marlessy ‘make communities
more willing to engage in collaboration’ (Respondent LMMA-CD4, interview 14-08-2010). The
longevity of these collaborations is ultimately dependent on the community’s response. The
prime sites of Tanimbar Kei and Meos Mangguandi for example have demonstrated high levels
of motivation to maintain collaboration and have become model implementers of conservation
programs and vehicles for expansion of conservation practice to neighbouring communities. ILMMA works with a ‘pebble in a pond’ strategy that involves establishing a solid conservation
stronghold in one community with the ultimate objective that a conservation practice spills over
to neighbouring communities in later phases. The community learning centres in each focal area
fulfil the role as pebble. In the Padaido islands for example, Meos Mangguandi’s conservation
team takes a leading role in expanding the local LMMA network by socializing principles of
LMMAs and marine resource management. As such the collection of baseline data of new sites
is carried out by the village conservation team together with their neighbouring communities,
and includes participatory mapping activities and socio-economic surveys. The current
expansion of I-LMMA sites taking place in Aimando subdistrict is seeing the inclusion of
neighbouring island communities from Pakreki, Bromsi, Pasi and Padaidori. Concepts of
adaptive co-management are being applied in the establishment of the necessary human
infrastructure in the villages. The formation of conservation teams, deliberation about the
appointments of key individuals as coordinators and the training in management skills, are all
facilitated by Meos Mangguandi conservation team members together with I-LMMA’s focal
214

Refer

back to section 4.3 for the main principles of the LMMA approach.
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area coordinator. Currently most new sites already have their resources mapped and have
delineated potential sites for sasi closure for specific species that are of economic interest for
them. On I-LMMA’s part the expansion is also leading to the formulation of an islands
management plan that will guide the existing individual island management plans. The
expansion of the I-LMMA program in the Padaido Islands therefore implied an expansion at
several coordinating levels, namely at village level and focal area network management level.
I-LMMA is therefore very much reliant on a two-way relationship with its partner communities.
The fact that the collaboration with Tanimbar Kei was initiated by insistent invitation on the
part of a few community leaders to I-LMMA is an example of the principle I-LMMA uses in
actively distinguishing itself from the larger BINGOs. I-LMMA invests significantly in
developing relationships with key individuals that it feels will give it sufficient support amongst
the diverse groups that make up a community in order to establish an effective co-management
conservation structure. If response from a community is not positive or if no such relationships
culminate, then I-LMMA cannot function and inevitably cannot implement a collaborative
program. In the Padaido Islands for example, I-LMMA was initiated in Auki and Meos
Mangguandi because responses from earlier collaborations were positive.
The conservation BINGO’s in Indonesia on the other hand are geographically and ecologically
oriented in their implementation of Ecosystem Based Management (EBM) approaches
(Conservation International (CI) et al. 2007; Gray and Hatchard 2008; Scherrer 2009; Aswani et
al. 2012).215 As large international agencies seeking involvement in new areas, these BINGOs
are required to engage with government institutions first. Their departure point into
conservation work in Indonesia starts with agreements with central state institutions. Only after
relations are instituted with the relevant provincial and district level institutions and ‘necessary’
infrastructures are set up (for example a field office) can the program proceed to engage with
communities. By this time a geographic area that requires some form of protection is often
already defined, which in turn means that certain communities (often those in proximity or those
known to make use of resources in the target area) are already identified as the stakeholders
with whom the BINGO has to work to address their conservation concerns. As a result the
targeting of which community is collaborated with is not so much rooted in the responsiveness
of the communities to the idea of working together on conservation issues, but rather dependent
on a judgement call made by the BINGO that collaboration is necessary because of the
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CI defines Ecosystem-Based Management as ‘a management regime in which decisions explicitly take
into account the effects and values of interactions among the living organisms, the physical and biotic
environment, and the human actors in an ecosystem’ (Conservation International (CI) et al. 2007, p. 2).
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conservation priority in that area. Without making judgement on either of the approaches, they
certainly lead to different kinds of relationships between conservationists and resource users.
The fact that I-LMMA is also active in those larger focal areas however is not random, or based
on a trial-and-error approach to gauge community response, as the above argument may seem to
suggest. It is both due to I-LMMA’s institutional affiliations to higher conservation bodies, as
well as to Marlessy’s own networks. I-LMMA’s institutional affiliations to higher conservation
bodies, for example, largely determined why I-LMMA initiated work in Papua. This is because
I-LMMA is a member to the wider regional LMMA network and a recipient of funding through
specific donor channels. The regional LMMA network has its roots in the Indo-pacific region
including the Pacific Islands of Melanesia. Since the main donors, being the MacArthur and
Packard foundations, have a strong focus on this region, and in their granting mechanisms set
work in these areas as a criterion, I-LMMA had to select sites accordingly to access this
funding. Consequently the smaller island groups of Maluku to the west of West Papua do not
fall in the donor region. In this respect I-LMMA like many of the conservation BINGOs, is also
subject to certain donor limits. However, I-LMMA’s relationship with its donor distinguishes
itself from these larger agencies. This distinction is evident in the way ongoing program
management and outcomes are monitored and reported. BINGO conservation programs often
function on the ground through collaborative links to government departments which in turn
manage larger budgets. In order to prevent malpractice, donors demand tight budgetary
management. I-LMMA on the other hand is not even required by its donors to perform
independent annual audits. Instead, I-LMMA’s main donors rest the accountability of
responsible financial management on the I-LMMA team itself.
Naturally, with Marlessy’s strong local networks in Papua, which grew from his longstanding
work with YPMD and later RUMSRAM, the geographic focus on Melanesia suited the
foundation of I-LMMA. As co-founder of those Papuan networks he was well-suited to initiate
the I-LMMA program here. With the potential for establishment of a new site in Kei, and more
recently in East Timor, new funding sources were required. These program expansions are by
themselves indicators of the influence of Marlessy’s networks. As has already been described,
Marlessy’s network links to Dr Wenno at UNPATTI and the conservation groups in Kei,
facilitated the first interaction with Tanimbar Kei community members. Similarly, the more
recent invitation to help set up the LMMA country program in East Timor, is made possible
because I-LMMA spans both the LMMA regional network (of which East Timor was not a
member country) as well as the CTI-CFF network (of which East Timor is a member). Driven
by the CTI-CFF to integrate East Timor more into regional conservation initiatives, I-LMMA’s
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intermediary role here facilitated East Timor’s inclusion on the ground into both the
international LMMA network as well as the CTI-CFF initiative.
Although it is important to note limitations of for example I-LMMA’s donor dependency that
requires I-LMMA initially to work within Melanesian context (limiting it to Papua), it is equally
important to note here that the links between I-LMMA and its donor were deeper than the often
assumed impersonal business like relationship. On the contrary, as was shown in the section
about the mediator’s background, the evolution of I-LMMA grew from the close ties Marlessy
shared with key-individuals in the BCN initiative. This has resulted in a solid trust between
implementer and donor. Consequently, the freedom that I-LMMA receives is far greater than
many other conservation initiatives of its kind. As mentioned I-LMMA for example does not
require periodic auditing by the donors,216 nor does the donor insist on regular progress reports.
Instead, I-LMMAs annual reports feature as a section within the regional LMMA network
annual reports. This has a great impact on how I-LMMA implements its programs. The freedom
implies it is far more flexible to manage resources in order to accommodate the highly dynamic
field conditions.
Such freedom is partially also permitted because of the relatively small size of the grant with
which I-LMMA works. This point however also highlights another aspect of how I-LMMA
utilizes Marlessy’s networks and in doing so shapes the program’s character. Most of the local
technical expertise that guide training and data collection for example is carried out by
associates to the I-LMMA program who do so on a pro-bono basis. A primary example is the
longstanding and intense involvement of Elizabeth Holle from UNCEN. As a program leader
for science- and education development components, she plays a pivotal role in the program.
The fact that I-LMMA has no expenses on her salary makes her an invaluable asset and frees
more resources for other activities. Similarly for the coral cover monitoring that takes place
every five years Marlessy calls upon a local marine biologist whom he knows from Ambon. He
carries out coral coverage surveys in all sites together with the conservation teams. Typically he
will cover all sites over a period of two months in the survey year. Besides compensation of his
travel costs, he carries out these surveys for no payment. These aspects to the program have a
profound impact on the individuals from the communities who work together with these
professionals, when they know that these experts are contributing out of motivations other than
material remuneration.
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Although this is not a requirement by the donor, I-LMMA carries out biannual auditing of its financial
status on its own initiative in order to maintain clear oversight of its administrative situation.
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[The marine biologist] just came last month to work with us for a second time to monitor
coral. Just like us, he does not get paid for that work. [...] When the youth see people from
outside doing this work for nothing they realise it is important and want to join the
monitoring also.
Respondent TK-Rt21, interview 24-11- 2010
The impact of the cross learning exchanges between community learning centres from different
focal areas on how knowledge and conservation practices are spreading within the network is
also a product of mediation on the part of I-LMMA, in this case between community sites.
Typically two or three conservation team members from one community will travel and stay
with another community for up to several months. These visitors will study activities
undertaken in that community, and also run training on aspects of practices that have proven
successful in their own community. These exchanges have proven effective for their low cost,
but more specifically because of the mode of knowledge transfer through peer-to-peer relations
rather than through more intimidating external experts.
From the above it is evident that the practice of conservation through I-LMMA is made possible
and expanded through the conditions set by the constant interplay between the institutional
position of the I-LMMA and the coordination and mediation capacity of its country director.
Both aspects on their own part can provide opportunities for conservation practice but also can
constrain these activities. It is through the entrepreneurial ability of individuals, such as
Marlessy that institutional constraints are transcended by opportunities through personal
networks, and vice versa. The institutional association I-LMMA has with the regional LMMA
network for example ensures a strong relationship with donor agencies, a link that would
otherwise be difficult to maintain as an independently operating Indonesian conservation NGO.

4.6

Conclusion

I-LMMA’s approach to marine conservation clearly differs from initiatives undertaken by
government agencies and conservation BINGOs in Indonesia. The approach has a strong social
development character to it and seeks to institute marine conservation and sustainable
management of marine resources as a social movement within coastal communities, rather than
as an externally initiated project. Through instilling strong conservation-oriented practices in
one ‘epicentric’ community of a focal area, conservation and coral reef management practices
can spread through the work of village conservation teams in other neighbouring communities.
Communities and the people living in them are therefore seen as primary vehicles for
conservation. Negotiating sustainable conservation interventions with ongoing daily livelihood
aspirations is therefore a fundamental aspect of I-LMMA’s approach. To change conservation
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behaviour I-LMMA uses specific entry points to a community. Firstly, I-LMMA’s aim to
revitalize traditions and customs related to how people interact with the maritime environment,
which appeals to indigenous resource users, and secondly, the relationships it builds with key
community members as brokers.
Using human development dimensions, like empowerment and sustainable livelihoods, as a
departure point for marine conservation is strongly influenced by the background of the ILMMA country director, Marlessy. His early career involvement in human rights and
environmental campaigns in Papua, which later were given shape in marine conservation
context with his involvement in the international BCN, has clearly affected what kind of
conservation approaches are applied by I-LMMA. Particularly his dual set of networks, locally
within Papua and Maluku, and internationally within regional conservation structures, enabled
him to mobilize people and resources at several levels to develop I-LMMA program.
Although I-LMMA works largely within dynamic social domains of conservation at ground
level, being a conservation NGO in Indonesia means it must also function within a complex
multilevel conservation framework. I-LMMA operates therefore also at the disposal of those
institutional constraints and opportunities. Constraints can emerge in the form of institutional
accountability to higher level policy and donor requirements. In contrast opportunities may
materialize in the form of access to international conservation networks that can provide more
resources for improvement and expansion, or further access to other previously unconnected
networks. In negotiating a path through this institutional framework key mediating individuals
can play a vital role. In the case of I-LMMA, the country director plays a large role in
determining the direction of I-LMMA. The institutional constraints are mitigated and in some
cases complemented by his personal networks. Institutional opportunities strengthen or expand
his networks, simultaneously giving those opportunities more directed utility value for ILMMA’s activities in field sites. The entrepreneurial capacity of the mediator is therefore
fundamental in driving forward conservation initiatives under the I-LMMA program. The
functioning of I-LMMA within the national/regional conservation policy arena is therefore a
constant interplay between the institutional positioning of I-LMMA and the negotiation acts by
the mediator.
Clearly the role of key individuals in mediating positions, in this case the role of current country
director (and co-founder) of I-LMMA, can be decisive in the way conservation understandings
from higher levels are digested and delivered to coastal communities. I-LMMA’s accountability
towards institutions across conservation governance scales has implications for the way
interactions at the interface with communities take place. The way the conservation agent
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functions as discussed thus far will be extended in the following chapter by examining his
functioning within local contexts. Marlessy’s response to several notable conflict cases in a
previous I-LMMA site will illustrate how his background and current (multi-scaled)
accountabilities, in combination with his personal position in relation to the conflict in question,
influence decision making and outcomes.
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Chapter Five
I-LMMA’s mediation in ground level practice – three cases of
conflict
5.1

Introduction

Having noted the institutional position of I-LMMA between local and higher level conservation
actor groups, and acknowledging Marlessy’s role in leading I-LMMA, I now turn to consider
more closely how these factors influence or determine the way in which I-LMMA (and its main
conservation agent in Marlessy) negotiates conservation-oriented practice with collaborating
communities.217 The functioning of I-LMMA on the horizontal plain at local levels is thus
explored here. Examining specific conflicts over marine resources is useful for this purpose. It
is after all during moments of critical tension or conflict between groups or individuals, that ILMMA’s mediating position becomes most visible and most decisive. Moreover, during
conflict I-LMMA’s various relationships with the community are distilled to expose more
clearly both cooperative and resisting relationships.
Since conflict is an inevitable part of any system where different people are accessing a
common resource (Christie et al. 2009), it is the institution’s conflict resolution processes or
mitigation capacity that for a large part determines the effectivity of the management system at
large. Specific cases of conflict presented in this chapter will illustrate how I-LMMA’s
mediating position is in part defined by its links to people and institutions, and also in part
defines how decisions are made and what outcomes are reached.
In choosing recent cases of conflict to illustrate I-LMMA’s mediating capacity I acknowledge
the highly contextual nature of conflict. A conflict taking place at a specific time involving
specific people about a specific matter is difficult to compare to another. It is therefore not the
intention here to compare the conflicts per se, but rather to illustrate the different ways in which
I-LMMA functions as a mediator in relation to its position in the conflict and its response
towards different kinds of stakeholders, whether those are conservation BINGOs or local
community leaders. It moreover highlights what mechanisms exist within I-LMMA’s approach
that works well toward, or falls short of effectively reconciling conflict.
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As indicated in figure 1.4, chapter 5 further presents the perspectives of conservationists on
conservation and marine resource management programs.
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Conflict over marine resources and tenure is common in the Kei islands. Contesting the often
very vague boundaries marking marine areas that belong to a village or a group of villages is a
source of conflict for villages in the area. In fact, the adat rules regarding marine resources that
existed in the Kei Islands are largely a result of a long history of contestation over marine
resources (Adhuri 1998; Rahail 2000; Laksono 2002; Adhuri 2004; Thorburn 2008).
The village of Ohoiren forms the setting for all three conflict cases discussed in this chapter. ILMMA first established a program Ohoiren village in 2005. It was I-LMMA’s first community
program in the Kei Islands. The three different independent conflicts regarding marine resource
management all involve I-LMMA to differing degrees, and enable us to reflect upon I-LMMA’s
position as a disinterested independent mediator and as one of the parties involved in the
conflict.218
The first conflict case to be discussed occurred between Ohoiren and another village, after
fishers from that village were seen regularly fishing on their sasi restricted fishing grounds. This
case will illustrate how I-LMMA facilitated conflict resolution as a by-standing facilitating
party. The second conflict case, occurred between the village of Ohoiren and SIRaN, the
conservation NGO which was based in Ohoiren at the time and was working to develop a
marine and turtle conservation program with the villages in the area. The conflict here was the
result of escalating dissatisfaction with the way SIRaN was operating in the community.
Although not directly involved in the conflict, examining I-LMMA’s role here illustrates its
position as having definite stakes in maintaining certain ties to the community that affect its
independence. The third and final conflict case occurred between Ohoiren and its larger
neighbouring village of Ohoira (which by that time had also entered the I-LMMA program).
This case involved I-LMMA very closely and ultimately ended in I-LMMA pulling out of both
sites. This final case illustrates I-LMMA’s response as a direct party to the conflict.

5.2

Ohoiren village

Ohoiren village is located on the western shore of Kei Kecil, some two hours to the south by
motorbike from the Kei Islands’ urban centres of Langgur and Tual (map 5.1). It is located in
the subdistrict (kecamatan) Kei Kecil Barat and shares its northern border with the subdistrict’s
administrative centre, Ohoira. Ohoiren is substantially smaller than Ohoira, counting
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The case study site of Ohioren does not feature in the thesis as a central case study site, like Tanimbar
Kei or Meos Mangguandi. Instead, being a former I-LMMA village, it forms an extra case study site that
is included to inform the research how I-LMMA managed conflict, as to be discussed here in chapter 5.
Refer to appendix 1.2 for data collection activities in this site.
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approximately 567 people distributed among 119 households compared to the 1 313 people and
268 households of Ohoira (Kecamatan Kei Kecil Barat 2010). It is a largely Catholic enclave
(Ohoira being mainly Protestant); evident from the large recently constructed Catholic Church
adjacent to the beach.219 Many of the villagers of Ohoiren make use of services based in the
larger neighbouring village. Ohoiren has only a primary school and a village health service post
with nurse, while Ohoira hosts schooling services up to secondary school as well as health care
services in the form of a public health centre with doctor.
The village social structure is made up of five main families (marga): Rahaya’an Kadho’a,
Rahaya’an Banyal, Janwarin Renmeow, Janwarin Korbib and Faravonan. This kinship structure
forms the backbone of local adat governance. Although it is evident that adat structures have
withered further than in Tanimbar Kei,220 owing largely to its closer proximity to Langgur and
Tual, these family groups still play an important part in village governance. The adat council
operates next to village level government and the church, which collectively form the three
main governing bodies (tokoh) in the village. Unlike in Tanimbar Kei where the three governing
bodies operate with less formal organisation, in Ohoiren, these governing bodies have been
extensively formalized. Each of the three tokoh for example has a day allocated to them for
collective activities during the week. Time for collective activities and meetings are for example
reserved on Mondays for village government matters, Wednesdays for adat council matters, and
Fridays for church matters.221
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Before the 1999 religious conflicts throughout the Kei Islands, Ohoiren had several Muslim
households and a mosque on the border of the village. However the mosque was burnt down and the
Muslim families were forced out of the village. Many villagers were apprehensive to talk about these
times, often simply not acknowledging that chapter in Ohoiren’s history. Villagers appear embarrassed to
have been part of that. A result of the 1999 religious conflicts is that there are no Islamic households in
the immediate region of Ohoiren and Ohoira. All along the coast of Kei Kecil religious segregation is
apparent, with villages nowadays being largely composed of just a single religion.
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Refer to chapter 2 for details on adat systems on Tanimbar Kei.
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This time division amongst tokohs does not require full or constant participation by all members but is
meant to provide equal opportunity to the three tokohs for activities and meetings
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Map 5.1

Map of the Kei Islands indicating the location of Ohoiren in relation to Tanimbar
Kei Island and the urban centres of Langgur and Tual
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Households have diverse income and subsistence sources, based mainly on agriculture and trade
in artisan crafts. Ohoiren’s household agriculture plots are located behind the village on higher
more fertile grounds. Every household has access to a farming plot in addition to certain areas
designated for cultivation.222 Typically cassava-like root crops (singkong and patatas), long
beans and fruit (papaya and mango) are cultivated. Regarding the artisan production of crafts,
Ohoiren is well known for its iron-smithing (producing primarily parang and knives), and rattan
weaving (producing sieving baskets and other woven products). These products are generally
traded at markets in Tual or through mobile salesmen. Boatbuilding is another activity that
provides income for some households. Besides these main forms of income, several households
receive monthly income as civil servants or through involvement with local government
development projects.
Despite being highly dependent on marine resources for household income and sustenance in
the past, nowadays marine resources are less significant for Ohoiren’s household economy.
Fishing is not a large source of income anymore, but more typically a supplementary
subsistence activity. Most of the well-stocked fishing grounds are located too far from the coast
222

The communal tenure of these agriculture areas is determined through traditional adat rights to land
and longstanding mutual recognition with neighbouring villages.
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to make it a viable income source. In fact only four households223 are completely dependent on
marine resources through fishing and reef gleaning. Most households engage only periodically
in marine resource harvests as a secondary income source, when opportunities arise during sasi
openings.224 Marine resources like trochus shell and sea cucumber however form important
collective income sources for the village, often used to raise funds for public goods like the
construction of the church. In the past the shallow foreshore in front of the village hosted
abundant populations of trochus shell and sea cucumber. Today trochus shell populations have
dwindled, but sea cucumber populations still support periodic trade. In times of sasi openings
villagers will intensively harvest sea cucumber for sales to middlemen in Tual. Sea cucumber
populations have fluctuated over the decades with increased market pressure. During the recent
involvement of conservation programs, however, sea cucumber populations increased and
stabilized temporarily.225

5.2.1

Ohoiren’s recent marine conservation history

The recent history of conservation intervention in Ohoiren started with a quite sudden surge in
local NGO involvement towards the end of the 1990s. The village was approached repeatedly
by local NGOs that were tendering for central government funds made available for village
level social development. Many rapid rural appraisals were carried out by different groups,
without any real interventions following. NGOs gradually gained a reputation as self-profiting
agencies that showed initial enthusiasm but once project proposals were accepted, and funds
were allocated to these NGOs, abandoned their promises to the community. What resulted was
community-wide fatigue for NGO involvement that led to the village government decision not
to accept any further NGO proposal offers.
I told the others [other NGOs seeking to initiate community programs after 2002], ‘You want
data from the village? People have collected our data 20 times already, ask them for the data,
get the funds and then come talk to us, we have given so much already without any return’.
Respondent Ohren-2, open interview 07-02- 2010
Several years later WWF initiated a new conservation program in the area that was geared
towards the conservation of the leatherback turtle. This was an expansion of WWF’s existing
projects active on the northern beaches of West Papua where they had a leatherback turtle
223

These four households are all located on the beach front. They do have agriculture plots like other
households, but depend mainly on fishing and reef gleaning as their source of income.
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Refer to chapter 1, section 1.1.2, for more details on sasi practice.
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Refer to chapter 4, section 4.4.2, for more details on sea cucumber population growth and harvest in
Ohoiren.
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monitoring project.226 The implementation of this program in Kei Kecil would be the
responsibility of WWF’s implementing partner, SIRaN. Their conservation strategy was based
on reviving the traditional inter-communal governance structure, or ratskap, known as ‘Nu Fit
Lair En Tel’, which is made up of seven large villages and three hamlets.227 This approach
initially sparked enthusiasm amongst village leaders. Consequently, after the intentions of the
program were discussed at length with the traditional councils of the seven villages, they agreed
to venture into the program. In 2004 the program began its first phase, which involved baseline
data collection and initial set up of community based management structures. WWF-SIRaN
established their base of operations in Ohoiren, and for this constructed an office and
accommodation for the SIRaN team on the fringe of the village. The year after, SIRaN invited ILMMA to support the program in focusing on the community involvement components. This
initiated I-LMMA’s engagement with the Ohoiren village. In 2006 I-LMMA would expand
their program to Ohoira and the more remote community of Tanimbar Kei.228

5.2.2

The demise of conservation collaborations in Ohoiren

The WWF-SIRaN program maintained their focus on leatherback conservation as a means to
ultimately develop an MPA that would encompass the western waters of Kei Kecil. Map 5.2
shows the proposed boundaries for the MPA, which was delineated based on first rounds of
community consultations by the SIRaN team in 2004, and data on leatherback turtle migration
and distribution in Kei. Meanwhile I-LMMA focused on developing sustainable sources for
alternative livelihoods, through sasi management of trochus shell (lola) and sea cucumber
(teripang) and establishing community conservation frameworks. WWF-SIRaN would later
withdraw from Ohoiren following a fall out with the community (section 5.4), and a year later ILMMA too would quite suddenly terminate its activities in Ohoiren (section 5.5).
Currently neither Ohoiren nor Ohoira collaborate actively with any external conservation group.
During fieldwork in Ohoiren in 2011, there was a group in the community however (headed by
the village secretary), that hoped a change in village government following the next village
elections in 2012 would provide the opportunity to revive relations with I-LMMA. Several
meetings have already taken place between I-LMMA and this group in which such plans were
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The northern shores of the Bird’s Head Seascape are the nesting grounds for leatherback turtle
females, while the Kei Islands form an important feeding ground on their annual migrations
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Nu Fit Lair En Tel, includes the seven villages of Ohoira, Ohoiren, Somlain, Matwair, Warbal, Ur and
Tanimbar Kei, and the three hamlets of Ohoider, Ohoitom and Yatvav. All are located within the current
subdistrict boundaries of Kei Kecil Barat.
228

Refer to chapter 4, section 4.4.2, for I-LMMA’s establishment in the Kei Islands.
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discussed. Thus far however, no concrete action has been taken towards re-establishing an ILMMA program in Ohoiren.
Map 5.2

Proposed boundaries of Kei Kecil MPA across subdistricts of Kei Kecil and Kei
Kecil Barat (Adapted from World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) Indonesia 2008)
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Source: WWF Langgur 2011,
With reference to (i) Peta RBI BAKOSURTANAL Scale 1:250.000; (ii) Peta Laut DISHIDROS Scale 1:200.00;
(iii) Fieldwork Nov-Dec 2009; (iv) Citra Landsat ETM Year 2003; (v) Citra Quickbird Year 2006
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5.3

Conflict I – I-LMMA sites vs. Somlain

This case describes the first conflict, which occurred after formulating Ohoiren’s set of village
marine resource management regulations (Peraturan Sumber Daya Alam, PSDA) together with
I-LMMA. The regulations were formulated in response to ongoing conflicts regarding access to
their fishing grounds by fishers from outside Kei, and particularly from neighbouring villages.
These village regulations applied to the stretch of shallow foreshore (met) that extends from the
village beach outwards until the outer drop-off to deeper blue water. The area was delineated by
markers that were in line with the village boundaries on land.
In early March 2008 a group of fishers from the neighbouring village of Somlain, located five
kilometres south along the coast, were apprehended by several youths from the conservation
team in Ohoiren. The fishers were seen fishing and gleaning within the closed sasi area in front
of the village. According to the conservation team coordinator in Ohoiren the fishers were
brought into the village and that same evening a meeting was summoned by the village head.
This was the first time the newly endorsed village-level resource management legislation was to
be applied. Their actions were discussed by the village governing bodies together with the
conservation team, and accordingly a sanction was formulated. The fishers however refused to
pay these sanctions as they did not know of the formal village restrictions. The meeting ended
that evening unresolved. The fishers were released to return to Somlain and discuss the matter
with their village leaders.
In the week following the incident, a meeting was held in Ohoiren with the conservation team,
Ohoiren’s village leadership, and representatives from Somlain. It was agreed that there indeed
had been insufficient notice given to neighbouring villages regarding the implementation of the
new village regulations. The fishers, however, did acknowledge that they had violated the adat
restriction of sasi that was put on the area and for that would need to recompense Ohoiren. As a
result, the fishers collectively would only have to pay half of the IDR 500 000229 monetary
sanction as it was defined in the village regulations. It was also decided at the meeting that a
workshop needed to be organised in Ohoiren during the weeks that followed involving village
representatives from all Nu Fit villages in order to inform those villages of the new fishing
regulations in Ohoiren. I-LMMA strongly supported this and was asked to facilitate the
workshop. The focal area coordinator at the time agreed to this. I-LMMA went further to use
the workshop as an opportunity to present the new legislation in Ohoiren not only to inform
neighbouring villages but also to propose the formulation of similar village regulations for
229

Equivalent to approximately US$ 55.00. Refer to currency conversion table.
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them. The idea of holding a workshop was then also suggested to the other I-LMMA sites as
they were implementing similar legislation. Subsequently, the workshop to be held in Ohoiren
became a joint workshop between Ohoiren and Ohoira with invited delegates from all their
neighbouring villages. A separate but similar workshop was organised a week later in Tanimbar
Kei.

5.3.1

Marlessy’s neutral mediator response

After the Ohoiren-Ohoira workshop Marlessy prepared a letter specifically to the village head of
Somlain230 following his participation in the workshop, in order ‘[...] to close the matter’ of the
earlier incident between fishers from Somlain and Ohoiren (Respondent LMMA-CD4, open
interview 14-08-2010). In his letter Marlessy invites collaboration with Somlain on developing
similar village resource use legislation there. He puts forward the I-LMMA focal area
coordinator and the two conservation coordinators from Ohoiren and Ohoira as key individuals
to facilitate the information flow. In the letter Marlessy also takes the liberty to introduce ILMMA, emphasising that I-LMMA is not the classic ‘rich NGO’ and that success in its
program depends on the response of communities.
I-LMMA is not a donor organisation but rather an organisation that delivers knowledge and
technical conservation support so that people can increase their benefit from marine
resources. I-LMMA activities are very dependent on the motivation and support from the
community and the village government.
I-LMMA 2008, appendix 5.1 I-LMMA letter addressed to Somlain village gov., p. 1
It is interesting to note here how Marlessy introduces I-LMMA by deliberately describing its
activities to stress socio-economic benefits rather than environmental protection. Through the
course of the letter Marlessy makes no direct reference to the incident causing sanctions against
Somlain fishers by Ohoiren, but rather focuses on the larger plans to expand the application of
the village resource use legislation across the Nu Fit villages. In this he emphasizes the
application of the village legislation against outsider fishers. Marlessy steers clear from the
more sensitive application of such legislation on cases involving fishers from other Kei villages.
He concludes the letter with the notification of the newly established legislation in Tanimbar
Kei and the very positive feedback from the community there. It appears the letter sent here is
geared more towards getting Somlain on board in formulating their own village legislation
rather than specifically dealing with the matter regarding the fishing incident in Ohoiren. As
with the workshops that were organized in response to that same incident, this letter indicates
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how I-LMMA used the incident as an opportunity to socialise the idea of village resource use
regulations across the other communities.

5.3.2

I-LMMA’s opportunity to take position in relation to resource users

Reflecting on I-LMMA’s position in the conflict Marlessy’s letter is a good illustration of how
I-LMMA portrays itself in the field. First of all, the application of the village resource use
regulations is a key strategy in the I-LMMA approach to marine conservation here, particularly
in the context of the Kei Islands, where contest over access rights to marine areas is common. In
the letter Marlessy indicates that through the application of these village regulations, boundaries
between and within villages can be determined to prevent further conflicts. I-LMMA’s strategy
would require a collective adherence to such village regulations in order to effectively address
such conflicts and the consequences of the tragedy of the commons where open access regimes
prevail.
However, in examining the application of the regulations by resource users, we see that they are
able to be applied flexibly and in this case function to facilitate negotiation rather than a
hardline sanctioning mechanism. This is particularly the case when fishers from other local
villages become subject to such sanctions. The Somlain fishers case illustrates how the
application of sanctions as formulated in the resource use regulations were modified, providing
more of a reference point around which the issue could be controlled and conflicting positions
negotiated.
There clearly was consensus that a violation of some kind had taken place, but it was the
channel through which the sanction was initially delivered, namely the new unsocialised
regulations, that was disputed. Finally a modified sanction was agreed upon. In other similar
cases where fishers were apprehended in Tanimbar Kei during the time of fieldwork in 2010,
sanctions that were defined in the village regulations were also frequently negotiated. The final
sanction would often be less than the dictated sanction (how much less depended on the severity
of the violation and degree of knowledge or awareness of the offender). Some violators would
even be let off with a warning although strictly speaking a case could have been made if the
formal village regulations were to have been applied. It is clear then that the resource users here
apply the village regulations more as guidelines. The village regulations are regarded as a
product from outside, through the facilitation of I-LMMA, which they can turn to as something
neutral and predetermined. In determining a sanction that is lower than stated in the village
regulations Ohoiren acknowledged extenuating circumstances and accepted some responsibility
for failure to inform neighbouring communities regarding their resource claims and new
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regulatory measures. Consequently both sides save face in the confrontation through this
arrangement. The defendants were given a lesser sanction, but accepted a form of sanction or
punishment nonetheless. It is clear then that the village regulations are still subject to the
influences of social conduct dictated through customary practices and relations that exist
between villages.
With the appropriate sanction paid and the conflict resolved amongst those involved Marlessy’s
follow-up letter intends to smooth the path toward effective implementation, forestalling further
transgressions and potentially expanding the regulatory network among coastal communities. In
doing so however, he is also promoting I-LMMA’s agenda, and perhaps risks its claim to a
totally disinterested position. Marlessy appears to turn the incident from a conflict to a potential
win-win outcome if the other communities are prepared to join the common cause. In the letter
Marlessy addresses key aspects of the general trend of NGO fatigue throughout Kei Kecil
communities. He attempts to distance I-LMMA from the local stereotypes of NGO self-interest
by emphasizing the importance of the communities’ role over their own and curbing high
expectations of financial project benefits, the Achilles’ heel of past NGO programs.
Our [I-LMMA] success [...] in the village of Ohoira, Ohoiren and Tanimbar Kei is the
communities’ success. I-LMMA’s role was simply to facilitate information sharing and
encourage change in governance of marine resources. [...] We do not promise, but we strive,
to achieve mutual benefits as long as the villages involved do not see this as a project per se,
but rather as a means to conserve marine resources for our children and grandchildren.
I-LMMA 2008, appendix 5.1 I-LMMA letter addressed to Somlain village gov., p. 1
Thus, in introducing I-LMMA to potential new sites, Marlessy clearly attempts to set I-LMMA
apart from the preconceived ideas that communities have of conservation NGOs. The model
seeks to build on the successes that have been achieved locally in other similar sites and in
doing so puts credit for this in the name of the community. Indirectly this approach advocates a
channel towards empowerment of these villages. This is also the case in Meos Mangguandi
where the community conservation team takes the lead in the expansion of the conservation
program to neighbouring community islands through mapping training as a community learning
centre.231 In the case of Somlain however, despite Marlessy’s efforts the community thus far has
not joined in the I-LMMA program in Kei.232
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Refer to chapter 3 for more details on Meos Mangguandi’s role in conservation program expansion,
and refer to chapter 4 for more details on I-LMMA’s strategy to develop ‘community learning centres’.
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I-LMMA’s presence in this particular area faded out when I-LMMA withdrew from Ohoiren
following the conflict described in section 5.5. As a result chances of Somlain joining the I-LMMA
program became minimal after that.
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5.4

Conflict II – Ohoiren vs. SIRaN

The conflict that ultimately led to WWF-SIRaN’s exit from Ohoiren in 2009 was due to a buildup of growing discontent among Ohoiren villagers towards the program and specifically
towards the SIRaN coordinating team. Initially the program started with much enthusiasm, not
only because there was promise of substantial support through a big NGO like WWF, but also
because the revival of adat systems would be a primary objective of the conservation program.
As a result, through the first phase of the program the community readily collaborated in the
various fact-finding appraisals and baseline data collection activities. The SIRaN team, made up
exclusively of a group of Ambonese conservationists, established their field office in Ohoiren.
This meant the community engaged quite regularly with the SIRaN team.
At the beginning of 2005, a year after the program’s initiation, however, the first cracks in the
relationship appeared. There was a stark difference in perception on how collaboration with the
community should proceed. SIRaN approached the initial phase with a set plan of action from
which it did not deviate. Although there was no opposition to the actual starting strategy,
involving the collection of baseline data, many of the villagers recalled that the approach taken
by SIRaN was very ‘un-Kei’ in its narrowly focused business-like and foreign approach.
The [SIRaN] team were only there for the job. They were not interested in getting to know
us. [...] For us it is important to know people first before we work with them; but the project
was more important for them.
Respondent Ohren-2, open interview 07-02- 2010
Establishing these personal bonds before proceeding with the task at hand was clearly a local
priority. In response to this early tension, the SIRaN team requested I-LMMA to become
involved in the program. Their community approach had proven successful in Biak, and could
possibly smooth the preliminary tensions that were emerging between the SIRaN team and the
community. Although I-LMMA’s involvement worked well to engage the community more
directly in conservation management interventions, this engagement developed largely around
the relationship between the community and I-LMMA. The SIRaN team, which by now were
even more concentrated on developing a leatherback turtle oriented conservation protection
plan, became increasingly distant from Ohoiren’s community members. Furthermore their
intense focus on developing a proposal for an MPA (Kawasan Konservasi Laut, KKL) spanning
the larger Nu Fit area, as strongly supported by WWF, meant the SIRaN team’s presence in
Ohoiren was becoming increasingly infrequent. The I-LMMA program by this time had
increasingly aligned itself with the community. Marlessy had requested the SIRaN team to offer
one of their team members as a fulltime ground coordinator for the I-LMMA community
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program in Ohoiren. This coordinator was selected by Marlessy from the SIRaN team after
deliberation with the community. Overtime this coordinator would be the only SIRaN team
member to reside actually in the village, and was increasingly referred as ‘the I-LMMA field
coordinator’. The rest of the SIRaN team operated as a single conservation unit that carried out
their mobile outreach activities in the many outer island villages that surrounded a known
leatherback turtle feeding area. No Ohoiren or other community member was involved in these
regular outreach programs.
It seemed the money of the project was intended for the SIRaN team to carry out their own
activities and not for the communities [...] there was nothing happening for us there, just a lot
of talk about establishing a ‘KKL’ [Kawasan Konservasi Laut: MPA].
Respondent Ohren-1, open interview 06-02- 2010
Ohoiren gradually became a base they returned to from duties elsewhere, rather than a
significant focus of operations. With their increasing engagement in outreach programs it
became less clear to community members in Ohoiren what exactly the SIRaN team was doing.
Moreover there were growing rumours in the community regarding the SIRaN team members’
active social life in the urban centres of Tual and Langgur, after being seen frequenting local
bars there on the weekends. Being all of Ambonese background, the community members
tended to perceive them as city folk from the start.233 The gap between the SIRaN team and the
Ohoiren community became wider as SIRaN intensified their MPA focus. The feeling amongst
community leaders in Ohoiren was that the community was serving the SIRaN team, rather than
SIRaN supporting community needs.
They [SIRaN] came here in order to help us [Ohoiren community] with conservation and to
help us to manage ‘sasi laut’. But it was not like that – we were taking care of them so that
they could do their work, not ours.
Respondent Ohren-7, open interview 09-02- 2010
The tension reached a critical point in November 2009 when the SIRaN team hosted a foreign
marine conservation documenting team on a field visit to the seasonal feeding grounds of the
leatherback turtles. This visit was in actual fact coordinated through the WWF marine program,
where a renowned underwater photographer was invited to document the leatherback turtles of
Kei as part of a team that was on an 18-month photographic conservation expedition throughout
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Amongst communities in Kei ideas about ‘anak-anak Ambon’ (literally meaning ‘Ambon’s children’,
referring to Ambonese) are rooted in the historical relationship they share as remote, adat oriented Kei
islanders versus the modern ‘city-goers’ from the province’s urban capital. The Ambonese are often
associated with capitalist lifestyle and modernity, in both negative and positive senses, depending on the
context of discussion.
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the Coral Triangle.234 During the three-day field visit, the visiting expedition team did not stay
in the village nor did they engage with the community. This event specifically spurred
disaffection amongst community members who had not been consulted about their arrival and
did not understand the role of the photographer in the conservation efforts of the program.
When the field visit came to an end and the expedition team had returned, the SIRaN team came
back to a very hostile Ohoiren. In the following days a meeting took place in the village with the
SIRaN team, the village head and the village conservation team. The SIRaN team allegedly
suggested that they move their operation centre out of Ohoiren because they no longer felt
welcome in the community. The village representatives present at the meeting voiced their
concern regarding the lack of collaborative spirit between the SIRaN team and the community,
and the lack of results to show for the efforts of the community. By the end of the meeting they
agreed to bring the collaboration with SIRaN to an end. Only the SIRaN team member who had
come to function as the I-LMMA program coordinator would stay to continue I-LMMA’s work
in Ohoiren. In fact, after SIRaN’s exit from the community, I-LMMA offered this coordinator a
formal position as focal area coordinator in the I-LMMA program, which by that time had
already expanded to include Ohoira and Tanimbar Kei. Her ‘new’ formal role with I-LMMA
ended ties with SIRaN altogether.
After having their request to move their field office to the nearby village of Ohoidertutu refused
by village elders there, the SIRaN team moved to the urban centre of Langgur where it currently
operates. Continuing their ground level appraisals to establish the Kei Kecil MPA around the
seasonal leatherback turtle feeding ground was made difficult in all villages after their
reputation was tarnished amongst local communities following their departure from Ohoiren.
The team re-strategized to concentrate on applying the information gained thus far to muster the
necessary political support at district level for the establishment of the Kei Kecil MPA. The
proposal was prepared so as to be put forward at a district level MMAF meeting the following
year in 2010 (map 5.2). Communities were not consulted in the final stages before submission
of the MPA proposal. In fact community leaders during the period of this fieldwork (2010) were
unaware of any formal MPA proposal.
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The 18 month photographic expedition was organized in collaboration with the WWF marine program,
with the main objective to document the connectivity between wildlife and people of the Coral Triangle,
and the threats that each face. The expedition began in April 2009 and the team visited the Kei Islands in
November of the same year.
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5.4.1

I-LMMA’s role in the Ohoiren vs. SIRaN conflict

Throughout the conflict and the final departure of the SIRaN team, I-LMMA maintained its
collaboration with the community through the focal area coordinator. In fact the ongoing
tensions with SIRaN if anything strengthened I-LMMA’s bond with the Ohoiren community. ILMMA’s primary objective to develop a co-management structure specifically geared to
develop sustainable ways to gain benefit from marine resources, was a much more appealing
one for the community than SIRaN’s objective to develop its conservation framework around
the leatherback turtle. I-LMMA thus set out with a single attainable objective based on building
relationships. I-LMMA invested its energies in strengthening key links into the community,
through individuals like the village head, head of school and influential youth leaders, around
whom the program was established. I-LMMA eventually developed a closer alliance with the
community than with its partner organisation. Criticism of the SIRaN team by the community
members formed an important feedback loop for I-LMMA to avoid similar mistakes. Use of the
I-LMMA team as a sounding board to voice criticism against SIRaN was a way in which
community members could communicate certain expectations without having to address these
directly to I-LMMA and risk harming their partnership. The growing antagonism amongst the
community towards the SIRaN team thus formed an important guideline for I-LMMA.
Marlessy’s reservation towards the bio-centric conservation model approach of the conservation
BINGOs, also surfaced in I-LMMA’s relationship with SIRaN. As was evident also in the
previously discussed Somlain case, Marlessy actively distanced I-LMMA from the other NGOs’
approach. While encouraging the placement of a SIRaN local coordinator in Ohoiren, I-LMMA
did not intervene to mitigate the growing tensions between the community and SIRaN. ILMMA’s priority to maintain strong links in the community as the primary means to achieve
conservation outcomes meant that collaborative links with other institutions that could
undermine these priority links were downplayed or avoided. The eventual transfer of the SIRaN
field coordinator to I-LMMA worked the formal conclusion of SIRaN’s involvement in Ohoiren
and links with I-LMMA.

5.5

Conflict III – Ohoiren vs. Ohoira

In April 2010, a conflict broke out between the neighbouring villages of Ohoiren and Ohoira
regarding access to sasi marine areas. I-LMMA’s position as the conservation support NGO that
initiated the revival of the sasi management systems in both villages, meant it was immediately
thrust into a mediating role. The conflict started when Ohoira decided to open their sasi area and
invite a group of fishers from Bima, West Nusa Tenggara, to harvest sea cucumber. Ohoira
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village had agreed to an arrangement with the Bima fishers regarding payment prior to the
harvest. The sasi closure was ceremonially lifted in Ohoira on the evening of the 6 th April 2010.
At the time Marlessy was in Ohoiren on a routine project management field visit. The following
day he met with the Ohoira head of school to discuss the environmental education program.
This is when Marlessy learned of the sasi opening. He returned that afternoon to Ohoiren and
informed Ohoiren’s village head and the conservation team of their neighbour’s intention to
open sasi.
Two days later, on 9th April 2010, the Ohoira conservation coordinator came to Ohoiren to
discuss general project management matters with Marlessy. During this meeting Marlessy
advised him to formally inform the Ohoiren village administration and its conservation team of
the sasi lift and, more importantly, of the arrangement Ohoira had made with the ‘foreign’
fishers regarding the harvest of sea cucumbers. That same evening Marlessy and the I-LMMA
team left Kei as planned to continue their work in Biak. No obvious signs indicated that the
matter would become a serious conflict.
It would take another two days before the report from the Ohoira conservation coordinator
reached Ohoiren, by which time frustration in Ohoiren had already peaked. The frustration was
rooted firstly in the fact that no consultation took place with Ohoiren on Ohoira’s decision to
open sasi. Moreover, Ohoira’s arrangement with the Bima fishers to harvest the resources added
to sensitivity of the matter. Normally customary (adat) norms would require that adjacent or
neighbouring communities negotiate regulations related to access and priority of near over
remote communities to gain access right in return for compensation. It required only a single
trigger to spark tension amongst Ohoiren fishers. That trigger occurred when several of the
Bima fishers were seen gleaning areas of the foreshore which Ohoiren regarded as under their
jurisdiction. There had been disagreements in the past about where exactly the border between
the two villages’ marine areas lay, which enflamed the counterclaims of violation of the two
villages’ resource rights. Until this point however no serious confrontation had taken place.
On the late afternoon of 11th April 2010, the Ohoira conservation coordinator and the Ohoira
head of school went to speak with the Ohoiren village head. They intended to deliver a letter
with the belated notice that Ohoira had lifted sasi from their marine area and had granted
permission to the fishers from Bima to harvest sea cucumbers in return for payment. At the
meeting the village head dismissed their report and referred them directly to the conservation
team who normally administered these matters. On the way to the house of Ohoiren’s
conservation coordinator the two Ohoira men encountered Ohoiren youth. The youth group was
outraged by the audacity of the two to show up in their village following what they felt was
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Ohoira’s disregard of the sasi rules. The scene erupted in a brief but violent clash, when the two
Ohoira representatives were assaulted. The targeting of two well-respected Ohoira community
members in such a violent encounter was a grave violation of conduct in the eyes of the Ohoira
community. In the days that followed several clashes between youth groups from both villages
took place, although no more serious casualties occurred.
Marlessy, who was engaged in field activities in Biak’s I-LMMA sites at the time, was informed
of the incident by the I-LMMA focal area coordinator. From a distance he advised Ohoiren,
through the focal area coordinator, to turn to the two sets of village regulations that had been
formulated, and which had been successfully used in prior similar conflicts about resource
access. An attempt was made at resolving the conflict at a meeting with village representatives
from both villages, but to no avail. Ohoira villagers did not recognize the regulations and
corresponding sanctions in light of the grave misconduct that had occurred. Marlessy advised
Ohoiren village administration to file an appeal with the subdistrict head’s office in order to
have the regulations recognized in this conflict. The subdistrict head however turned down the
appeal on the grounds that ‘the regulations were passed and approved by the former subdistrict
head’ (Respondent Ohra-1, open interview 12-02- 2010). Subsequently he regarded the village
regulations as void in this matter.
Some respondents explained the subdistrict head’s response by virtue of the fact that he was one
of the few lower caste members of Kei society (from Warbal village, Ur Island) in a leading
government position. To counter status prejudice he was known to assert his power irrespective
of past agreements. Others claimed he was responding to past conflict with his predecessor over
his appointment as successor to the position of subdistrict head. Another common explanation
was his reluctance to side with Ohoiren’s village regulations, since he resides in Ohoira. In
order to ensure a second term as subdistrict head he would have to maintain strong support in
the subdistrict capital. Opposing his main constituency would therefore be political suicide.
Irrespective of the role of his personal or political interest in the decision, the reality that the
subdistrict head used his mandate to discredit the village resource regulations indicates that
those regulations were not immune to changes in political backdrop at subdistrict level.
As the conflict continued without resolution following the refuting response from the subdistrict
head, tension remained between the villages. Subsequent attempts towards resolution ran into
gridlock and rumours were rampant about individuals’ roles in the conflict. For example, ILMMA’s advice to Ohoiren to apply the village regulations was interpreted by Ohoira as a
personal attack on them by I-LMMA. In Ohoiren also, I-LMMA’s involvement came under
scrutiny in light of this new conflict. At another village meeting in Ohoiren for example I233
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LMMA was publically accused of corrupt practice. I-LMMA was alleged to have paid the
Ohoiren village head for more than the services of the conservation project and had offered gifts
in the form of GPS equipment to him. Amongst the different opposing parties involved in the
conflict I-LMMA, represented by Marlessy, was increasingly being positioned as the instigator
of the conflict. Within Ohoiren however opinions differed towards the I-LMMA program and
along similar factional lines described in chapters 2 and 3.235 The conservation team for example
boycotted collaboration with the village head on the grounds of his initial passive response to
the news of Ohoira’s sasi lift and unconvincing stand on the village resource management
regulations. His apprehension to take any action to resolve the conflict was interpreted by the
conservation team as placing his own political interests over the community interest in conflict
resolution.
In an attempt to bring the conflict to an end the village head of Ohoiren contacted Marlessy and
suggested I-LMMA provide the necessary funds to supply Ohoira with an antique canon (lela).
Ohoira would then be able to hand over the canon ceremonially to Ohoiren village as a public
gesture to bring closure to the conflict. Claimed by the village head as the traditional way to go
about resolving a conflict of this nature, Marlessy considered the proposal. Before responding
though Marlessy consulted several people in Kei independently from each other, including most
significantly the village head of Tanimbar Kei and the former subdistrict head. In fact Marlessy
had maintained frequent contact with these two sources throughout the developments in Ohoira
and Ohoiren, and in that way had been informed of all the proceedings (besides the information
he received regularly through the LMMA area coordinator in Ohoiren). Both sources confirmed
that there was no indication in Kei traditional law systems of such a resolution for such a
conflict. Nor mention in the village resource management regulations that such a violation could
be paid by way of an antique canon. Marlessy was advised here also that accepting such a
resolution would be interpreted by villagers from both Ohoiren and Ohoira as confirming
rumours of I-LMMA’s instigating role in the conflict. Consequently Marlessy refused the
proposal by the Ohoiren village head.
By this time a month had passed and, considering the turn of events, Marlessy made the
executive decision to pull out of both Ohoiren and Ohoira. On 22nd May 2010 Marlessy sent a
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set of letters, addressed to the respective village heads, conservation teams and traditional
council heads of the two villages. In the letters Marlessy explains I-LMMA’s perspective on the
events and informs that the I-LMMA program would temporarily withdraw for as long as the
different governing bodies could not find common ground.236

5.5.1

Letters from I-LMMA

The seven page letter to Ohoiren begins with a brief background to the I-LMMA program in the
village and is followed by a section highlighting the main successes of the program. The
comprehensive list mentions in particular the increased sea cucumber population as a direct
result of management interventions, the establishment of the conservation team and formulation
of the village resource use regulations, the success of the environmental education program, and
the various capacity building activities under the conservation program. A noteworthy comment
in this section is the reference Marlessy makes to how I-LMMA’s program increased the profile
of Ohoiren. He mentions here that prior to I-LMMA’s intervention Ohoiren was unknown; but
through I-LMMA’s activities it had gained a fine reputation for their conservation success,
featuring twice in articles of the national newspaper KOMPAS in 2010. Clearly this section is
meant to indicate I-LMMA’s involvement in producing benefits for Ohoiren.
The letter continues with an analysis from I-LMMA’s perspective on the conflict. The issue of
the antique canon payment is questioned in the letter, since it does not appear in the village
regulations. Marlessy underlines his confusion why such a payment is requested now since sasi
violations in the past (including those by Ohoiren villagers) did not require such payment.
Marlessy continues by accentuating his view on what the core reason for the conflict was,
namely critical communication problems between the governing conservation bodies in the
villages. He specifically mentions three points in the run up to the conflict that if approached
differently could have prevented an escalation; (i) ‘if only the information I [Marlessy] provided
the Ohoiren village head and conservation team (7th April 2010) was responded to proactively’,
(ii) ‘if only the Ohoira conservation coordinator had prepared the letter sooner, as according to
my [Marlessy] recommendation’, and (iii) ‘if only the Ohoiren village head had accepted the
report from the Ohoira conservation coordinator and head of school [instead of referring them to
the conservation team on the day of the clash with Ohoiren youth]’ (appendix 5.2, p. 5). The
letter then proceeds with I-LMMA’s formal resignation from Ohoiren. Striking here is
Marlessy’s aggressive arguments emphasizing both Ohoiren’s bad track record in collaborating
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with external groups and I-LMMA’s strength as an NGO, as well as the critical importance of
his personal role in the mediation. Finally, Marlessy exclaims that with many other sites
functioning well, I-LMMA does not stand to lose anything by withdrawing from Ohoiren,
twisting the interpretation of previous breakdowns between Ohoiren and other NGOs.
As long as there is no harmony between the village head, the conservation team and the
community in managing village activities, my [Marlessy] feeling is that there is no
organisation that would want to work with Ohoiren [...] In the last four years, the three
organisations that collaborated with Ohoiren have all resigned including: WWF, SIRaN and
now I-LMMA

I-LMMA 2010, appendix 5.2 I-LMMA withdrawal letter to Ohoiren & Ohoira, p. 6

In the final section Marlessy concludes his case by addressing several accusations made about ILMMA, including most prominently the corruption allegations against I-LMMA. Marlessy
explains here that apart from the payments made to the village head as part of the
accommodation arrangement for the focal area coordinator, there were no extra payments made.
Moreover the provision of the GPS equipment, that many interpreted as some form of ‘tax’ or
gift to the village head, was in fact required to carry out community mapping and remained an
asset of the program not personal property. The tone of the letter indicates an emotional
response by Marlessy to accusations and allegations made in the course of the conflict in
Ohoiren.
Following the first set of letters to the respective villages, Marlessy sent a second set a few days
later that were addressed to the subdistrict head and the head of the police department (with
copies sent to the two village heads). This letter explains again I-LMMA’s position in the
conflict and confirmed I-LMMA’s withdrawal in Ohoiren and Ohoira village, but stressed its
continuing involvement in Tanimbar Kei village.237 These letters are almost identical to the
previous letters sent, except that these do not refer to the specific corruption allegations made in
Ohoiren. In the final section of this letter Marlessy emphasizes I-LMMA’s commitment to
support communities in sustainably managing marine resources for the future and again stresses
I-LMMA’s extensive network beyond Ohoiren and Ohoira where successes are being achieved.
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I-LMMA continually motivates and supports communities in eastern Indonesia to manage
specifically marine resources in order profit from them without destroying them. [...] ILMMA’s resignation from Ohoiren will not affect us [I-LMMA], because I-LMMA has
forty-nine other sites in Indonesia. [...] Losing one site will not have a big impact on us.
I-LMMA 2010, appendix 5.3 I-LMMA resignation letter to Subdistrict head, p. 5
After I-LMMA’s withdrawal the conflict between Ohoira and Ohoiren was brought to a quiet
conclusion. A small ceremony was held at which the Ohoira village council handed over an
antique canon to the village head of Ohoiren. Most Ohoiren respondents I spoke with regarded
the ceremony as an exercise by the village head to save face. In fact it was reported that the
traditional elder who normally facilitates such ceremonies had refused to administer this
ceremony. Reason for this being that the antique canon in question was allegedly paid for by the
Ohoiren village head and handed over to the Ohoira council, who would return it publicly
during the ceremony as a token gesture for reconciliation.
This conclusion certainly did not bring an end to the divisions that had developed among
governing bodies in Ohoiren. The opposing factions to the Ohoiren village government at the
time of the fieldwork were awaiting the upcoming village elections (expected to take place in
2012) before any real change could be expected. According to the former conservation team
coordinator and several of the active members, a new village head from a different faction
would most certainly provide better prospects to re-engage I-LMMA in the future.

5.5.2

Reflections on I-LMMA’s departure from Ohoiren

I-LMMA’s response in resigning from both sites, and particularly Marlessy’s response through
his formal letters, exhibits a failure to maintain engagement in the face of the conflict despite its
community focused principles. There are two dimensions to I-LMMA’s approach in Ohoiren
that warrant more attention in this discussion, namely the over-dependence of I-LMMA on
written village resource use regulations, rather than more flexible adat processes and I-LMMA’s
reliance on a specific set of personal ties in a community to gain and maintain support.
Addressing first the point of I-LMMA’s dependence on village resource use regulations; the
final conflict case study shows that I-LMMA’s assumption that the village resource regulations
would form a strong enough mechanism to address critical issues of resource conflict was
flawed. Although the set of regulations were based on adat rules and therefore enthusiastically
revived at the time of formulation, these were strongly hybrid and remained perceived by
communities as at least partially a product from outside that was formulated through the
facilitation of I-LMMA. This was evident also in the first time Ohoiren applied the resource use
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regulations in the Somlain conflict case. Here, in the end a negotiated sanction was paid not
necessarily because of the resource use regulations but rather because an adat violation was
recognized. Only later after socialisation of the resource use regulations did their application
become more regular. In the Ohoiren versus Ohoira case where both villages had resource use
regulations in place, their application was apparently ineffective. Compounded further by the
subdistrict head’s disregard of them, they could play no further role in the conflict resolution.
The socio-political dynamics between villages, and within district government, necessary to
maintain the formal recognition of resource use regulations, can clearly not be assumed as a
stable factor.
It appears then that the village resource use regulations are useful in resolving conflict issues up
to a certain degree of severity and within certain contexts. Where grave or novel violations of
assumed social conduct occurred, which could not be dealt with by explicit provision of the
regulations, the resource use regulations became void. I-LMMA’s confidence in the resource
use regulations, apparent in Marlessy’s persistent reference to them to resolve the conflict in the
early stages resulted in a backlash against Ohoira towards I-LMMA. Although the resource use
regulations are a product of communities’ own deliberation, they remain subordinate to older
more institutionalized hierarchies and traditional rules of engagement in Kei’s social context.238
Especially in cases along the Kei Kecil coastline where village density is higher, implying more
shared borders between villages, and where these borders are often ill defined, these resource
use regulations may become points of contestation themselves (especially when one community
has regulations and others do not, and where effective mechanisms for dispute resolution are not
addressed in the regulations or recognized by outside authorities, and where alternative dispute
resolution mechanisms are unable to be brought into play). Nonetheless there is definitely still a
case to be made for the application of these resource use regulations. In Tanimbar Kei for
example, which is more remote and where the village territory is well defined, the application of
the resource use regulations has proven quite effective in dealing with violations by fishers from
neighbouring and distant communities.
The second point that is highlighted by the Ohoiren-Ohoira conflict is the flaw in I-LMMA’s
strategy towards gaining a stronghold in a community. Through the personal investments that
Marlessy and the focal area coordinator put into establishing relationships with key broker
figures in a community, the program is able to gain a strong foothold. The strategy has proven
very effective in gaining collaboration than had been achieved by other conservation groups at
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those same sites, such as SIRaN in Ohoiren. However, in targeting key-individuals as
community brokers I-LMMA also aligns itself within a hierarchal social structure that is linked
to factional arrangement in the community at a particular point in time.239 These hierarchal
structures and the faction arrangements are by no means static. When changes occur in these
social structures, as a result of conflict like in Ohoiren, I-LMMA remains dependent on the way
the key individuals position themselves amongst these shifts. In Ohoiren, I-LMMA lost
significant credibility within the community in being too closely associated with the village
head. Once community groups turned against the village head it compromised I-LMMA’s
position. And when I-LMMA’s previously positive links to the community turned sour under
the weight of the conflict, it inadvertently lost its footing in the village. The alternative links
Marlessy had in the community (apart from the village head), although strong, were with
individuals who did not have enough authority to withstand the shifts in village politics. In
addition, it is clear that there was insufficient institutional presence on the part of I-LMMA that
could complement the dependence on personal ties in order to maintain function in the
community. Ultimately it left Marlessy with the decision to pull out or put I-LMMA’s energies
into rebuilding local relationships.

5.6

Conclusion

The different conflict cases provide polarised situations in which the dynamics between ILMMA and the community are highlighted. In particular the cases show I-LMMA’s conscious
navigation amongst actors in order to gain and maintain access to the resource users. As a
structural organisation and through Marlessy’s agency, his mediatory capacities are applied with
unintended consequences and equally unpredictable impacts.
I-LMMA applies several structural mediation mechanisms in its approach to conflict resolution.
First and foremost, the village resource regulations it develops with all its community sites is
seen as a vital tool for communities to gain politically recognised ownership rights over marine
areas and provide a reference to deal with resource poachers. The regulations prove useful in
certain contexts. In the case of Tanimbar Kei for example where boundaries are well defined
and the community is located in more isolated less-competed-for marine areas (in comparison to
the Kei Kecil communities), the regulations have proven effective. In these cases the regulations
are applied in a way that suit local customary contexts, with sanctions often being adapted or
amended after passage. It shows how flexible customary governing systems like adat shape the
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way new more rigid and fixed forms of governing (through tools such as the resource
regulations) are carried out, exhibiting a form of translation across governance regimes on the
part on the resource user.
The resource regulations however also fall short on several accounts. As a product of modern
government, they are closely affected by political conditions. The Ohoiren versus Ohoira case
shows how they are vulnerable to shifts in district level administrative politics. Moreover the
regulations appear to be consistently subordinate to social ties and adat customary processes
between villagers. In the cases of Ohoiren versus Somlain and later versus Ohoira, the
regulations were either amended or disregarded all together. The regulations then appear only
useful as long as they do not endanger or intrude on existing local (customary) sensitivities.
I-LMMA, mainly through its conservation agent in Marlessy, uses every opportunity to distance
itself from local stigmas against conservation NGOs. Reiterating local ownership of the
program, and highlighting how they differ from the classic NGO approach resurfaces in all
conflict cases. Not only in the letters of Marlessy were such points emphasised, but most
striking was the distance I-LMMA maintained from SIRaN in its conflict with Ohoiren.
Arguably the nature of I-LMMA’s work, being so heavily dependent on local support, means its
primary accountability lies with the conservation subjects, the resource users and collaborating
communities. As such they align themselves with their community above other actors.
Marlessy’s individual mediating capacity is evident in all cases. As the conservation agent
working at multiple scales Marlessy operates visibly within smaller social domains
(communities), but very strongly with consideration for the wider social field (being all sites ILMMA covers). Maintaining reputation across all sites is vital. Marlessy’s decisions and
mediating actions reflect this. In his overtone to Somlain, he uses the opportunity to promote ILMMA’s work among neighbouring Kei communities, but in the Ohoiren versus Ohoira case,
Marlessy makes the decision not to accept the proposed conflict resolution apparently
negotiated between the communities in conflict and withdraws the program from Ohoiren. His
decision is a calculated one involving a weigh-off of risks associated with accepting the
proposal from those associated with losing a community site. After consulting his own local
sources, Marlessy interprets the proposal as an effort by local actors to establish among
themselves that the blame lies with I-LMMA. Accepting the proposal, according to Marlessy
would be synonymous to accepting the blame. With a reputation to uphold among other sites in
Kei Marlessy appears not prepared to risk the implications for I-LMMA’s wider practice.
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The decisions made by Marlessy are informed and shaped by the resources available to him
through his horizontal networks. His entrepreneurial skills navigate his position in negotiations.
Marlessy plays a large role in ‘orchestrating’ conflict resolutions. In the Somlain case,
directions on applying the resource regulations were clearly put forward by him. Furthermore,
in the Ohoiren versus Ohoira case Marlessy coordinated and advised meetings between
individuals and councils on sharing information in the run-up to the conflict. Arguably however,
the connection Marlessy is able to make between groups or individuals is dependent on his own
network in the communities. In aligning oneself with respected individuals leading formal
institutions in a village, one restricts access to factions that are not prominently represented in
these institutions. It means Marlessy’s social connections in the community are then too
concentrated in particular factions. Power shifts amongst these factions heavily compromised
Marlessy’s position in relation to the wider community.
I-LMMA’s interaction with communities, as illustrated in the conflict cases described, is
affected significantly by structural forces that influence how new governing tools are valued
locally and whether and how they are applied, and individual agencies who deploy resources
and translate ideas that affects local action. I-LMMA’s position in the community also strongly
reflects its functioning in a larger social field that involves horizontal interactions across
multiple communities and vertically across multiple actor groups.
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Chapter Six
Conclusions
6.1

Introduction

The case studies presented in the previous chapters each highlight specific aspects of the form
and functioning of a collaborative marine resource management program. For the final
concluding reflections I return to the main research question which addresses: ‘to what extent
the actions of conservation mediators and the constituencies of which they are a part, influence
the form, function and development of collaborative arrangements for marine conservation
around small island communities’. A prime aspect of the research here is to understand
responses to conservation interventions that are brought about by the agency of individuals and
the institutional dynamics at the interface between social domains.240
There are three main areas that I reflect on in this final discussion. Firstly, how during its
implementation a conservation program comes to be valued differently and comes to represent
different things to different groups (community factions and the conservation organisation).
Explaining local responses to conservation in particular, reveals how heterogeneous recipients
of conservation interventions actually are and how important the changing contextual conditions
become to the way interventions are received and responded to.
Secondly, the roles of key individuals and the multiple institutions with which they engage
(with varying degrees of dependence) warrant more attention. Here I focus on the specific
critical points of translation between different institutions, constituencies, actor groups, and
their world-views. It is the channels through which these translations take place and produce
specific responses that I seek to highlight here.
Thirdly, it is important also to reflect on how conservation interventions on the ground, as part
of a co-management conservation partnership, are related to developments within multi-scaled
policy frameworks, whether supported or contested, influenced or influencing, or connected or
disconnected. I-LMMA’s role is a paradigmatic example. Emphasis here is on the importance of
the I-LMMA country director (Marlessy), as an institutional entrepreneur, in aligning resources
and people in such a way that it contributes to I-LMMA’s ‘common’ cause. I reflect further on
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the position of I-LMMA in relation to other conservation agencies operating in the region,
specifically the influential conservation BINGOs.

6.2

Contesting values and meanings of conservation

The terms that set the objectives of conservation practice, based on principles of social
sustainability, biodiversity conservation and so on, meet differing frames of reference among
local cultures focused on the livelihoods of communities. In the process of implementation
different meanings are attached to conservation programs by different sets of people. What
results is a partly negotiated path that the conservation program follows. Acknowledging that a
conservation program is given shape through the interplay of competing positions of local actors
during implementation thus implies that conservation never appears in the field as it does in
planned blueprints developed by technical conservationists. It becomes imperative then to
understand the processes by which conservation intervention, as something external, is given
meaning and adapted locally to the extent that it is perceived as beneficial, or rejected all
together.

6.2.1

Conservation interventions as a foreign imposition

The ideas and principles that ground contemporary marine conservation interventions (such as
ecosystem based management, EBM) are largely foreign to local social contexts, as are the tools
by which they are carried out (such as marine protected areas, MPAs). In co-managed
conservation initiatives the efforts of mediators find overlap between such foreign concepts and
existing local knowledge and institutions to develop hybrid forms of conservation practice
(Zerner 1994; Berkes 2004; Carlsson and Berkes 2005; Cinner and Aswani 2007; Armitage et
al. 2008; Peterson et al. 2008; Jentoft et al. 2009). These processes correspond also with
Cleaver’s notions of institutional bricolage, whereby new institutions find fit amongst older
ones or where older institutions change form to accommodate new practices alongside old ones.
The newly formulated village-level resource use regulations developed in collaboration with ILMMA and the communities is a prime example of this. Opportunities in national government
legislation to develop village level regulations were used by I-LMMA as a tool by which the
community could gain more control over who can access their resources and how. Customary
adat sanctioning principles in part determined what regulations were formulated and what
corresponding sanctions would apply. Ultimately this would form a mechanism for governance
that could be operational in the current formal political sphere while adhering to local
customary law. However, in all cases these regulations are still perceived by villagers both in
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and around the case study communities as a (partly) foreign product - as something that is not
inherently their way of doing things, but that is at their disposal, both as an asset and a burden.
Particularly in Meos Mangguandi responses from the community varied along the different
stages of developing these village regulations. Villagers initially actively engaged in
formulating them and supported the initiative because it promised security of access over
marine areas. The regulations instilled pride that set them apart as formal custodians of their
marine territory. However, once the regulations were formally recognized and ready to be
implemented, villagers were hesitant to apply sanctions to perpetrators from local clan groups of
other neighbouring islands.241 Longstanding kinship ties extending beyond their own clan or
community stood in the way of sanctioning other fishers. Villagers were clearly reluctant to
overrule customary laws of conduct between clans. Particularly because the new regulations
were developed over a short term in collaboration with an outside NGO and carried the stamp of
approval from external Indonesian government authorities, feelings of antagonism were easily
provoked. With an external hand heavily involved in bringing about the intervention, it is
regarded amongst fishers as unfamiliar and subordinate to existing kinship frameworks and
customary practice. Moreover the intervention implies the application of regulations, which
creates a strong situation of winners and losers between the small community and its neighbours
(respectively the prosecutors and the prosecuted). If the advantaged (empowered) group is small
in comparison to the disadvantaged group, as in the case of Meos Mangguandi, social risks in
applying such regulations to direct neighbours appear too high for the small group.
The initiatives of the ‘conservation pioneers’ in Meos Mangguandi under Tete Kabel’s
leadership in the late 1980s however were noted to have been effective in keeping local
destructive fishers from the island. Although admittedly unorthodox is his approach to
protecting the island’s reefs,242 many villagers recalled that he gained great respect because he
acted without foreign support. Oral histories of villagers supported this in their claims that there
was higher compliance with Tete Kabel’s ‘policing’ efforts than with the formulation of the
recent formal village regulations despite their supposed grounding in adat. It was the
community’s inherent right which he enforced, and that on its own was highly regarded
amongst even neighbouring islanders.
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Refer to chapter 3, section 3.4.3, for more details regarding the implementation of village resource use
regulations in Meos Mangguandi.
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Refer to chapter 3, section 3.4.1, for more details of Tete Kabel’s self-initiated efforts to protect Meos
Mangguandi’s coral reefs.
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The case of village regulations in Meos Mangguandi shows that having the hand of central law
to support them does not necessarily guarantee that villagers will be empowered in local
contexts. Local social pressures channelled through enduring community networks inhibit the
application of formal village regulations by a small group of fishers.243 It could be expected
however that once there is a critical mass of communities having their own comparable set of
village regulations, that their application could become more effective. This latter point would
require a more involved role for regional level government to ensure such interventions are upscaled and made compatible with parallel initiatives across a seascape. Other regional
conservation initiatives like COREMAP244 in Biak, could provide avenues for collaboration
which currently are not utilized enough.
The previous example however begs the question of why communities bother at all in engaging
in development of regulations which they do not apply once operational. In both the community
case studies (chapters 2 and 3), and more clearly in the first conflict case in chapter 5 between
Ohoiren and Somlain,245 the village regulations did not necessarily imply a hard line approach
of standard sanctioning for offenders, as the written village regulations might suggest. On the
contrary the village regulations often formed a starting point for negotiations over conflict
resolution. Such interpretation of rules and regulations resurfaces in the ways adat laws of social
conduct and ownership are often understood and flexibly applied in conflict resolution (Warren
2007; Warren and McCarthy 2009). In this regard the formulation of the village resource use
regulations became a useful tool and departure point for conflict discussions, despite the fact
that sanctions as stated in the formal document (and which were collectively agreed upon during
formulation stages) were often ultimately not completely followed.
The cases also reiterate the point that local resource users utilise aspects of such conservation
interventions to their advantage for reasons not necessarily connected to conservation goals
(Orlove and Brush 1996; Dove 2006; Sundberg 2006; Cleaver 2012), and for this reason may
embrace aspects of a program regardless of intended outcomes. Similarly a program may quite
suddenly collapse and be rejected by communities despite promising results, if important local
institutions are endangered, or if certain social, political or economic interests are deemed to be
at risk. I explore these two opposing responses now in more detail.
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This is particularly the case in Biak where a common rhetoric exists among remote rural communities
that collectively opposes forms of central government authority (Rutherford 1999; Saltford 2003; Timmer
2003, 2005; Halmin 2006 ).
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Refer to chapter 3, section 3.4.1, for more details on the COREMAP program.
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Refer to chapter 5, section 5.3, for more details on conflict case between Somlain and Ohoiren.
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6.2.1.1

Using the conservation program as a medium for empowerment

Both in the Meos Mangguandi and Tanimbar Kei case, the involvement of community members
in the conservation program is coupled with a certain social network proliferation. I-LMMA
strategically emphasizes the opportunity for local empowerment through its interventions and
consistently underscores this in its message that program ownership lies with community
groups. The prestige that the I-LMMA program brings with it means that those communities can
set themselves apart from similar neighbouring communities. The opportunity to secure formal
recognition for traditional rights of ownership over marine areas forms a particularly strong
motivator for these communities. But also other program perks, like the occasional visit of
foreign technical training staff, the skills and program outputs, and opportunities for travel and
skill exchange, appear to be important motivations for community groups, or individual brokers,
to engage with I-LMMA.
Meos Mangguandi and Tanimbar Kei, being communities that are located physically as well as
socially on the outer margins of their respective archipelagos, are strongly driven by a will to be
autonomous. This makes such empowerment measures attractive. Tanimbar Kei community
members in particular emphasized their identity as being distinctly different from the rest of Kei
society.246 The community partially resists the accelerated social change in the wider Kei
society with increasing globalising influences (Thorburn 2000; Adhuri 2004), by emphasising
Tanimbar Keises’ loyalty to adat norms and ways. Meos Mangguandi community members
similarly emphasize their distinction from the rest of the Padaido Islands in their recognition of
its endowment with a far better state of natural resources. They have great pride in their
protection of their island’s resources from the destructive practices that saw the depletion of
much of the archipelago’s coral reefs long before I-LMMA’s involvement.247
I-LMMA very strategically capitalizes on these community motivations in providing a vehicle
to strengthen the sense of empowerment, combining this with strong conservation messages.
The community radio campaigns that inform neighbouring communities of prohibitions on
fishing around those islands in Meos Mangguandi, and the large banners promoting the
community’s authority over the marine environment in Tanimbar Kei, are all interventions that
collectively identify the community as custodians of those areas. Even in his letters to the head
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Refer to chapter 2 section 2.3.4, for more details on how people from Tanimbar Kei distinguish
themselves from the larger Kei society.
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Refer to chapter 3, section 3.4, for more details on Meos Mangguandi distinctiveness from the rest of
the Padaido Island communities.
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of the Ohoiren and Ohoira village heads following the conflict between the communities,248
Marlessy emphasizes how the involvement with I-LMMA elevated the community’s stature
through newspapers that made the villages ‘famous’ for their sea cucumber cultivation
programs. Clearly this argument is meant to underscore I-LMMA’s contributions to the
community as a service to them, and builds on the importance of reputation in these cultures.
At an intra-community level the I-LMMA program functions as an empowerment mechanism
for certain groups as well. In Tanimbar Kei the selection by community leadership bodies of
specific individuals from adat circles as conservation coordinators has further strengthened the
position of the dominant Adat Core faction at the helm of village decision making. It has
moreover reproduced specific social boundaries and order within the community. Community
groups like the Mun faction, maintain its peripheral existence (and a considerable degree of
autonomy) through minimal involvement in the program, while the Contesters faction members
are marginalized from direct involvement in program activities.
In Meos Mangguandi, the development of factions over time shows how existing social order
among kinship groups (keret) is shaped by key individuals that hold influential positions in the
community. Consequently, external political changes such as the political division of the
island’s community into two village administrations had the consequence of strengthening this
social order, reproducing and exacerbating the division between the Centre faction and the
Peripherals faction, based largely on keret affiliations. The permeation of I-LMMA into the
communities here was by no means random either. In part orchestrated by the specific
community members that took up decisive coordinating roles in the program, and in part
through a strategic approach by I-LMMA to target dominant social groups, their involvement
has reinforced the existing order between central actors (Centre faction) and boundary actors
(Peripherals faction). The I-LMMA program therefore provided opportunities to strengthen
existing or emerging power orders within these communities.

6.2.1.2

Using the conservation program as a scapegoat

The third conflict case study discussed in chapter 5 between Ohoiren and Ohoira provides a
good example of how a conservation program, despite its good track record and promising
results in its engagements with the community, can be abruptly derailed or terminated as a result
of inter-community conflict over matters indirectly involving the external actor. The case shows
that both community groups redirected the course of the conflict towards I-LMMA, since
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assigning it responsibility for the source of the conflict was the safest option for both parties. In
steering the conflict towards an external actor, those involved are minimizing their risk of
permanently destroying local social ties and losing face amongst neighbours. Instead of risking
such lasting social damage, they chose to risk severing links with outsiders without whom they
could function.
Being an external actor therefore entails a certain level of vulnerability. At both an individual
level as well as community level, people stand accountable to an array of institutions (Cleaver
2000; Agrawal 2001; Jentoft 2004; Pascual-Fernandez et al. 2005; Cinner et al. 2009;
Andersson and Agrawal 2011). The order of a person’s (or group’s) allegiance to institutions,
whether they are longstanding social institutions or relatively new foreign arrangements, largely
determines which is accorded loyalty over the other in conflict situations. In the case of Ohoiren
and Ohoira in the Kei Islands, the intercommunity tie clearly stood above and beyond their
relationship to the common external NGO, I-LMMA. With inadequate conflict resolution
mechanisms in place - referring not only to the failure to recognise the flexibility of customary
processes in establishing and implementing the village resource use regulations, but also ILMMA’s limited capacity to adapt its approach towards reconciling relations with the
community - the conflict ultimately ended with the withdrawal of I-LMMA from both
communities, and in doing so deserting its role in the institutional bricolage process.

6.2.2

Conservation as a moral obligation

Visitors arriving on the foreshore of Tanimbar Kei village are welcomed by a large banner
provided by I-LMMA that shows two hands symbolically cupping an abundant coral reef
ecosystem. Underneath is written in local Bahasa Tanimbar Kei the text: It tabatang met tahat
fo yanad ubud rirkes (Taking care of our marine environment for the benefit of our future
generations).249 The aphorism recognises that conservation forms an important moral obligation
for society, households and individuals, an aspect of conservation strategy commonly promoted
by environmental NGOs (Cleaver 2000; Salafsky 2011; Fabinyi 2012). I-LMMA works with a
strong directive to instil ethics for environmental sustainability and expresses this in different
ways according to the audience. In its approach to eastern Indonesian communities the moral
agenda has a strong socio-economic orientation. I-LMMA accentuates the need to think long
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In Meos Mangguandi a similar banner is used when welcoming important guests, such as district
government officials, to the island. The banner boasts a similar slogan in local Biak language, Insine faro
ras nayam kunda sibroi awer (Conserving our natural marine resources for future generations). Refer to
plate 3.2.
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term and interact sustainably with the immediate marine environment, for the sake of providing
a suitable living environment for their generations to come.
Within the communities there are strong institutions that promote in one form or another many
of the moral objectives associated with environmental sustainability. Tanimbar Kei’s adat belief
system has many embedded mechanisms, like the practice of sasi and its annual collective
millet (hotong) cultivating calendar, that contribute to livelihood security in a highly
unpredictable marine environment. Similarly in Meos Mangguandi church groups actively
promote the revitalization of sasi practices and the prohibition of destructive fishing. During the
weekly Sunday mass for example, messages reiterating the need to take care of their living
environment for their own good and as well as their future wellbeing often form part of closing
remarks. Those involved in institutions promoting these values were in both cases aligned
closely with the I-LMMA conservation program, and in crossing institutional boundaries they
aimed at the same time to strengthen the institutions they represent in the community.
I-LMMA’s emphasis on the social and ecological moral commitments it holds shifts in different
contexts. Particularly in its engagement with other conservation NGOs, I-LMMA’s moral
argumentation emphasizes ecological aspects of conservation. In order to link up with initiatives
beyond its field sites, ecological indicators become more important than socio-economic ones.
Biodiversity targets still largely define how conservation success is measured in larger policy
contexts (Orlove and Brush 1996; Fazey et al. 2005; Pretty et al. 2008). For this it is required to
conform, at least to a certain extent, to standard forms of measurement for conservation
progress and apply accepted fisheries or marine conservation approaches, in the designation of
no-take areas for example.
I-LMMA’s conservation program in communities, although delivered in socio-economic
sustainability rhetoric still reflects a strong ecological grounding which is not necessarily
granted priority by community groups. The designation of no-take areas and the regular species
population monitoring activities are interventions that reflect widely applied strategies of
conservation that result largely from an ecological science rationale. I-LMMA's legitimacy
within the marine conservation sector means that they too must adhere to technical requirements
and guidelines provided through mainstream science, policy and practice.

6.2.3

Making conservation ‘something that is local’

I-LMMA’s approach to the community clearly reconceptualises marine biodiversity
conservation in terms of a more socially salient development discourse to fit better with local
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aspirations. Nonetheless I-LMMA still applies an a priori design to its conservation
interventions. The guidelines set out under the regional LMMA network handbook (Govan et al.
2008 ) provide targets, approaches and methodologies that direct conservation practice.
Although designed under adaptive co-management principles (Plummer and Armitage 2007;
Armitage et al. 2008) which allow for change, learning, and adaptation of management, the
departure point for negotiations on how conservation interventions are to be carried out start
from well within the technical conservation realm (Helden 2004).
I-LMMA’s strategic approach to community also has specific implications. They apply a
conventional institutional interpretation of formal community-level governance, involving a
three part arrangement between traditional council (Tokoh Adat), religious council (Tokoh
Agama) and village government (Pemerintah desa). They target a dominant institution to gain
the maximum initial stronghold in a community. Interpreting community relations according to
this predetermined institutional division ignores often subtle power relations and social
networks, described here as factions, that make-up the context of community relations. In
Tanimbar Kei, for example it is safe to claim that everyone has a significant affiliation of some
kind with adat, whether strong (as in the case of members of the Adat Core and Contesters
factions) or weak (as in the case of most members of the Mun faction). Adhering to their
institutional portrayal of Tanimbar Kei as an adat community however fails to identify
significant social divisions between central and boundary groups, as became apparent through
the examining the dynamics between the central Adat Core faction and the boundary factions of
the Contesters and Mun. A similar situation in Meos Mangguandi is evident where association
with the church is indeed common to all, but where there are specific tensions between the
Centre and Peripherals factions over participation and decision making input in the village
conservation program that are less visible.
I-LMMA’s approach proved useful to gain entrée to communities through dominant groups, but
in doing so was oblivious to social tensions amongst minority community groups. This left them
vulnerable when shifts occurred. In Ohoiren, for example, I-LMMA’s relationship through the
village head was their principle connection into the community. In a period when the village
head had a good stronghold on the community this proved effective. However when the conflict
with Ohoira developed, shifts of power and trust amongst social groups in the community took
place that saw the village head put in a compromised situation. It meant that with its affiliation
to the village head, I-LMMA too no longer enjoyed support within the wider community.
Conservation ideas require acceptance on the part of the conservation subjects also. Being
foreign in concept, resource users must see a positive reason to engage in its constraints rather
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than maintaining the status quo. I-LMMA’s approach into the community tries to develop
common ground between two separate sets of ideas and perceptions, seeking to achieve what
Cleaver (2001) refers to as a form of cognitive fit through what she terms institutional
bricolage.250 Through emphasizing the local economic value of I-LMMA’s conservation
interventions (such as a focus on species like sea-cucumber, or trochus shell, that can be
sustainably cultivated with low impact) and the utility of local social practices, customs and
knowledge for these interventions (such as using local sasi rationale to explain conservation
principles), its conservation program effectively speaks to local interests and understandings.
However this socio-economic framing of the conservation message does not by itself determine
how people come to value conservation practice. Nor can we assume that the value people
individually attach to a conservation program is the sole product of deliberations with I-LMMA,
or that it represents a rational choice given their own socio-economic needs and aspirations at
that point in time. From the case studies it appears that an individual’s set of intimate social ties
(the extent of his or her affiliation to one or several factions) and how those relate to the
channels through which conservation ideas are delivered into the community (through brokers),
highly influence personal responses to specific conservation ideas. The role of the conservation
brokers and their position in relation to the factional arrangements prevailing in a community
appears decisive in how information is transferred, and how different groups attach meaning to
the conservation program.

6.3

Dynamic interplay of conservation mediators and local institutions

The interplay between mediators and local institutions that mutually shape one another is made
up of complex connections (Long 2001; Archer 2003; Olivier de Sardan 2005; Mosse and
Lewis 2006; James 2011). Interactions are dynamic, ongoing, and reflexive, building on
previous interactions, much like Giddens (1984) suggests in his work on ‘structuration’.251 In
analysing responses to conservation interventions it is thus important not to assume a particular
set of ‘stand-alone’ responses, but rather to recognise that conservation interventions are likely
to impact upon the course of existing interactions and relations with feedback effects on its own
positioning. These impacts materialise in specific visible responses by community groups,
which reflect both existing as well as new or potential alliances, contestations and struggles in
society. It can explain then why people unexpectedly react against certain interventions while
other interventions that are perceived by the conservationist to be similar are supported by the
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this research.
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same individuals. Interpreting community responses through interactions between mediators
(conservation agents and local brokers) and wider community interest groups (factions) reveals
how foreign conservation ideas are delivered, received, negotiated with and given meaning in a
social environment.

6.3.1

Visible and invisible links between individual and group

The links between key individuals and social groups are difficult to distinguish and do not
necessarily materialise in visible relations (Long 1989; Arce and Long 2000). Often practical
interventions are implemented around visible links (Brosius 1999) but fail to account for more
subtle invisible links that can equally promote or undermine the outcome. Such links are
important since they indicate what kinds of relations exist between societal groups; binding
some and separating others. Links, whether positive or negative, become visible through for
example the attendance by specific individuals at specific types of meetings (and their absence
at other types of meetings), the extent of their voice in those meetings, kinship ties, the spatial
household distribution patterns in a village, day-to-day social interactions, and conflicts
emerging between people or groups.
In examining the various factions in the case studies, the recurring expressions of certain ideas
and norms by core representatives of factions suggest what social arrangements exist in relation
to conservation issues, and how these arrangements function alongside one another. At the core
of the Contesters faction in Tanimbar Kei for example, several individuals consistently voiced
their opposition towards the channelling of resources towards Adat Core representatives. These
individuals have come to represent that set of ideas and through their kinship links conjure
support from among their immediate social ties. The majority of people associated as
supporters, however, do not express those views as prominently, because their own personal
social ties may simultaneously sway them towards ideas associated with other factions. As a
result most people find themselves negotiating a stance in relation to contesting ideas voiced by
different faction cores, which may change over time with a different constellation of issues and
alignments. For most people then these multiple links to factions only become visible in the
choices they make to actively support or reject certain propositions put forward by the
conservation program.

6.3.2

Critical points of translation

So far the discussion has focused on how people in the wider community perceive and value a
conservation project as an effect of their relationship with the mediators (brokers and agents). It
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is worth taking a closer look at the action of these mediators, as channels by which information
is filtered and passed on vertically to their respective constituencies. At the critical points of
translation (Tsing 2003) between separate social domains the mediators play a crucial role in
how information is transferred, adapted or manipulated in order to fit in a particular social
environment.
Mediators are not objective media of information transfer (Olivier de Sardan 2005). They have
networks and ‘anti-networks’, and personal aspirations that influence how information is
distributed. They perform multiple roles depending on the context in which they are operating
and the direction in which their mediating role is required at any given point in time. Figure 6.1
shows the two different kinds of mediators positioned at the governance interface between
community and conservation NGO. It shows how they are receivers of information and thus are
‘influenced’ (dotted arrows), and how they translate this received information into other social
spheres to become ‘influencing’ actors (solid arrows). These links of influence act in both
directions and mediators accordingly appropriate different roles within the respective opposing
directions of information flow.
Figure 6.1

Points of translation across the interface, indicating direction of influence and the
position mediators
Vertical dual links of
influence between the
Agent and its wider
conservation
constituency

I-LMMA

Conservation Agent

A link influencing the mediator
A link used by a mediator to exert influence

Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2012

Horizontal links of influence
Vertical dual links of
influence between the
Brokers and their
community constituencies

TRANSLATION I

Community

TRANSLATION II

Conservation Broker(s)
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The conservation brokers operate at two points of translation. The first is in their downwards
link to the community. Among these interactions (Translation I) the brokers deliver information
and ideas about conservation which they obtain from their interactions with the conservation
agent at the interface. In this downward translating role the broker acts as an informed
representative of negotiated conservation norms and ideas to an audience of fellow community
members. The second point of translation is the upwards translation role, whereby the broker
receives information from the community and inputs this in negotiations that take place with the
conservation agent. In this direction the broker becomes an informed representative of
community (or faction) expectations and ideas.
The conservation agent is also involved in two points of translation. He engages in translation at
the interface with community conservation brokers, indicated by ‘Translation II’. The agent
however enters this point of translation from a higher operating level (in a downwards
direction). The agent functions primarily as an informed representative of the political and
technical conservation world. The second point of translation for the agent involves transfer of
information attained at the interface with the community upwards towards the wider
conservation sector. In this translation point the agent functions as an informed representative of
negotiated ground-level norms and ideas from resource users among an audience of more
technically and politically oriented conservation actor groups.
Both kinds of mediators are also influenced through horizontal links which they utilise in their
negotiations, indicated by the horizontal arrows. In both community cases the brokers appeared
to be significantly influenced by other individuals or groups that operate at village leadership
levels, as was the conservation agent. Marlessy, as the conservation agent, moreover made use
of information and resources from the various connections maintained with local political and
academic institutions. Horizontal links formed important sources of knowledge and local
influence for the respective mediators.
Translation point II differs from the other two points of translation in that here the negotiations
take place primarily between mediators, who each have considerable knowledge of the others’
constituency. In contrast to the other points of translation where mediators form a tighter
channel of information transfer to their own ‘uninformed’ constituencies, at the Translation II
interface both kinds of mediators are exposed to more channels of information about one
another’s constituency. Mediators are better informed than fellow community members (in
referring to brokers) or colleagues (in referring to the agent), through their experience from past
conservation interventions in the community or various forms of knowledge leakage. Think for
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example of the interactions the conservation agent may have with other community members
when physically residing in the community during field visits.
Building on this last point, the interpretation of the diagram in figure 6.1 requires caution.
Although it is certainly helpful to indicate the main channels of influence that shape how
conservation is negotiated, it grossly oversimplifies forms of information transfer. It falsely
suggests that information transfer occurs through a neat and well defined system of singular
vertical and horizontal relations. This is not the case, as the case studies have demonstrated.
There is knowledge and information leakage (and distortion) throughout the system.
Community members may attain information about national level conservation initiatives
through public media sources, or may learn more about the conservation agent through their
communication with other communities where he has also worked. Similarly actors in the wider
conservation world acquire knowledge about ground level situations in Tanimbar Kei or Meos
Mangguandi through findings from for example independent research or government programs.
It goes without saying that the mediators acquire information from more sources than simply
what they hear from the other mediators at the interface.
The diagram may also suggest that translation is a conscious and strategic act on the part of the
mediators. Although this is to a large extent the case, it would be wrong to assume that
mediators necessarily operate with instrumental intent all the time, nor that the impacts of their
translations reflect their conservation intentions. As much as information undergoes some form
of conscious or unconscious manipulation by any of the mediators, or in some cases is lost in
translation all together, it is important to acknowledge unintended consequences (refer to
conflict cases in chapter 5). Mediators have very little control in what recipients of translated
information choose to do with that information. The figure therefore does not aspire to capture
all communication lines nor indicate any form of a linear action-to-impact relationship, but
rather provides a schematic overview of what were identified to be the most influential paths of
information transfer and points of translation regarding conservation interventions.

6.3.3

What makes an outside agent an effective mediator?

Mediation requires particular skills that allow for effective linking of ideas across different
social domains (Long 2001; Mosse and Lewis 2006; Cleaver 2012). In doing so conservation
mediators seek to maintain the function of something in the face of change, or to change the
function of something to enable more desirable outcomes (Olivier de Sardan 2005). From the
case studies where conservation was effectively mediated, attributes of facilitating mediators
included flexibility, a capacity to mobilise people and resources, through reputation,
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knowledgeability and creativity, and a conscious effort to maintain a personally disinterested yet
committed stance. In the Ohoiren conflict cases where mediation appeared inadequate,
particularly with regard to the last named attribute, the conservation agent strayed from the ideal
in his mediating engagement. Judging from the letters, Marlessy’s position was not
disinterested. In all the conflict cases, alongside the intention to promote responsible
conservation practice, Marlessy clearly gave prominence to I-LMMA’s reputation and to
specific relationships in the communities concerned.
Unquestionably the reputation of individual mediators and the organisations they represent
appears also to affect how people engage with them and value their message. People’s
willingness to engage in collaborations was heavily influenced by this reputational factor.
Mediating in heterogeneous social environments that are more typical of a ‘community’ than is
commonly recognized (Li 1999; Agrawal and Gibson 2001; Brosius et al. 2005), requires
ongoing investment to sustain a positive reputation across a larger group to ensure a wide spread
of influence and support, as well as within a smaller more powerful faction to ensure directed
strategic influence upon the community. In the Ohoira-Ohoiren case, however, reputation
maintenance appears from the correspondence to have overridden the essential disinterested
third party role necessary to effective mediation, and the decision to remove I-LMMA from
further involvement in these communities may be seen as a failure of commitment.
Having many forms of knowledge is important for an individual operating on boundaries
between social domains. Knowing enough about cultural norms and relationships to be able to
distinguish their usefulness and applicability is important in making decisions about
incorporating new aspects into a system. Being highly specialized in a certain discipline, science
or sector limits the opportunity for overlap with other interest groups. Moreover, having
sufficient knowledge of the constituencies involved in conservation negotiations is important in
being able to articulate foreign concepts with familiar ones, without losing the essential
elements of either (DiMaggio and Powell 1983; Cleaver 2001). This aspect of knowledge ties in
closely with creativity. Being open to new unorthodox ideas and inventive in their application is
important in injecting new influences into a system. It requires creativity but also a good
comprehension of the system.
Effective mediators between local systems and higher level frameworks show a level of
resourcefulness that enables them to facilitate certain arrangements or outcomes through their
access to resources that might otherwise be inaccessible to the system. It requires both
considerable multi-level networks that can be tapped and a level of ‘institutional
entrepreneurship’ that can make use of the different assets that different parts of these networks
can contribute (Forbes 2008; Leca et al. 2008; Battilana et al. 2009). The mediator’s capacity to
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mobilise people and resources is critical to their role. An individual who is able to align
institutions, people and resources can therefore transfer their access to resources into practical
interventions. As we saw in the conflict cases however, it is critical that the talents and networks
of the institutional entrepreneur are seen to be utilised in a disinterested way for community
rather than their own personal or institutional benefit. Mediators need to be conscious of the
need to exhibit a considerable degree of impartiality to engage with differing views and
perceptions. This appears crucial in legitimating their actions while fulfilling multiple roles.

6.3.4

Local institution building

Conservation institutions are vital to developing conservation-oriented practice in communities
(Ostrom 1990; Agrawal 2001; Ostrom et al. 2001; Basurto and Coleman 2010). We have seen
the way social arrangements take shape and become influential in the distribution of new
information, resources and ideas into the community, and how these in turn also influence who
is put in key mediating positions. Important here is to examine how ‘new’ institutions gain
legitimacy and are able maintain presence in such dynamic social conditions. The Meos
Mangguandi case shows how initially new conservation practices were introduced by building
upon existing cultural mechanisms and upon an ethos for protection of marine resources
amongst a few influential community members.
Between the efforts of Tete Kabel against destructive fishing in the late 1970s and 1980s and
the start of the external conservation intervention, there was a gap during which resource
protection initiatives saw little practical leadership. With external intervention commencing in
the second half of the 1990s, awareness of this sustainability issue very quickly gained
momentum again. It spurred off an urgency to protect local marine resources that seemed to
have become dormant in the absence of committed leadership. Here the memory of an
institutional practice evidently persisted through the reputation and oral accounts of Tete Kabel.
However these did not develop into action until directed efforts identified, mobilised and
aligned them with contemporary conservation objectives. The legacy of Tete Kabel contributed
to a rapid rediscovery of conservation ideas.
These newly merged ideas took shape along the lines of factional arrangements in the village.
Over the first decade of collaboration with external conservation groups, the institutional norms
of conservation persisted in the community despite frequent ‘changes of guard’ in the broker
role. During the course of the conservation program the role of broker was assumed by different
people from the community. Each broker contributed (positively and negatively) to the
continuum and direction of the conservation institution through their actions and associations.
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The different brokers thus left legacies of their own that affected the ongoing function of the
conservation program amongst existing and inchoate factions. Clearly here is an emerging
conservation institution gaining a stronghold in a community beyond specific single-person
dependency, but rather shaped by multiple individuals over time.
In a dense social environment like the remote island communities of Meos Mangguandi and
Tanimbar Kei where social interaction is intense, where culturally people’s reputations are
measured in their actions on behalf of society (Rutherford 2006) and where intimate social ties
indicate high levels of ‘bonding’ capital (Putnam 1995; Grafton 2005; Ramirez-Sanchez and
Pinkerton 2009), legacies left by brokers contribute significantly to the vitality and longevity of
an institution.

6.4

Linking up to multi-scale conservation governance – I-LMMA’s
engagement

Local conservation initiatives, however successful, must connect and function within
frameworks developed at higher political levels, and conversely these wider conservation
frameworks must connect to ground level activities to be effective (Berkes 2006; Cash et al.
2006; Wilson et al. 2006; Rosen and Olsson 2013). We thus now move beyond the local
governance interface to reflect on the institutional arrangements at national and regional level
and consider how I-LMMA’s small scale conservation initiatives relate to them. I-LMMA and
its country director appear focal in making resources, knowledge and specific capacities
available in the local social domain. Placing I-LMMA in the context of higher level
conservation politics also explains more about how I-LMMA functions in comparison to other
conservation actors.

6.4.1

Distinguishing itself from the large conservation NGOs

As an Indonesian NGO with only eastern Indonesian staff, the modus operandi of I-LMMA is
very much contextualised to Indonesia, specifically eastern Indonesia. Members of its core
senior staff all have a long history of involvement in environmentally-oriented social justice
campaigns in the Papua region. In contrast, the conservation BINGOs operate from an
ecological departure point (Jepson 2005; Sodhi et al. 2008; Scherrer 2009), with an
acknowledgement that social dimensions need to be incorporated to achieve their ecological
objectives on the ground. Leadership roles amongst these BINGOs are largely occupied by
foreign technical staff or by well-educated Indonesians who are politically well connected and
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function primarily to enable negotiations at policy design levels, with more or less established
conservation design frameworks.
I-LMMA’s social rhetoric is reflected in the way it establishes collaborations and targets
communities. Social parameters determine their targeting. Communities demonstrating high
motivation to engage in the program form central cases, or ‘learning centres’. The local
expansion of the program is channelled through the success of an initial community, thus
expanding through local networks. I-LMMA currently finds itself working with communities
that are located in partially degraded or threatened backwaters where few other external
initiatives are operating. This gives them more or less exclusive access to the communities with
less intensive influence from the market or of regional politics.
The conservation BINGOs target relatively intact biodiversity hotspots that are perceived to be
under serious threat. Ecological parameters are thus far more determinant in their initial
targeting. These areas are often highly contested within political and economic sectors. As a
result these BINGOs initially target political institutions to gain access to high value areas. Only
once these relations are established and access to the area is made possible, are relevant
communities targeted, whether those communities want to collaborate or not. Identifying social
groups for conservation is thus a tertiary intervention, based on earlier ecologically-based
assessments and on terms set out in formal political agreements.
The request to I-LMMA by several BINGOs to support them in establishing community
programs in their field sites is evidence of the fact the BINGOs realise their program’s
shortcomings in building links with communities. They certainly also recognize and value ILMMA’s achievements. However these achievements are recognised as outputs rather than
processes. In supporting them I-LMMA is required to work within specific spaces and with
defined limits set by the BINGO, so as to fit the direction and objective of the larger program.
Consequently, there is little room for manoeuvre that will allow for process driven conservation.
Without measurable outputs BINGOs simply cannot justify their expenditure on outsourcing a
collaboration.
I-LMMA’s organisational structure is different also. Its structure is small scale and extensive in
the sense that the ‘manpower to management output’ ratio is highly bottom-heavy. I-LMMA’s
resources do not (and cannot) focus on infrastructural development like field offices, equipment
or capital. Instead I-LMMA invests in establishing and maintaining social relations in and
around the community. Marlessy, as I-LMMA’s country director, plays a pivotal role here. His
social relations are utilised to gain access to the community, but also to mobilise resources from
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strategically positioned people and organisations. The program draws heavily on social
networks of mediators, and the social debts and credits that exist among the actors in those
networks.
In its upwards vertical accountability I-LMMA relies to a greater extent on links fostered by
individuals than structural ones, unlike its larger conservation BINGO counterparts. This
extends particularly to I-LMMA’s connection to donors. Much of the current support I-LMMA
receives is through long-term links Marlessy has gained through his past involvement in other
marine conservation programs in Indonesia. Marlessy’s involvement in establishing the regional
Indo-pacific LMMA network was critical in creating a support network that connects I-LMMA
to other LMMA programs in neighbouring countries, and equally importantly forms their
primary access point to donor agencies. This link is almost exclusively maintained through
Marlessy. The long term collaborating history between individuals in these policy networks
means there is a strong sense of trust and familiarity amongst them. This trust is a major reason
why I-LMMA has considerably more freedom than the conservation BINGOs in what and how
it implements much of its conservation work on the ground.
Where I-LMMA relies significantly on links maintained by its institutional entrepreneur, it
fosters fewer structural ones. In contrast, country programs of the larger multinational
conservation BINGOs have become an integral part of a central government organisation.
Although this implies rigidness in planning and practice, it does ensure a structural robustness.
I-LMMA’s reliance then on personal networks of Marlessy gives it more autonomy in its
implementation at the cost of being institutionally vulnerable in its weak structural connections.
Naturally, in comparing I-LMMA with the larger conservation BINGOs I must acknowledge a
significant difference in organisational scale. I-LMMA is smaller in terms of manpower, area
coverage, age, budget and assets. Hypothetically, if I-LMMA continued its growth, what is to
say then that it would not simply become the same kind of multi-national organisation? WWF,
TNC and CI after all each began as small activist-driven organisations. In considering this it is
necessary to acknowledge a fundamental difference between I-LMMA and these BINGOs that
goes beyond scale. All three of these BINGOs were initiated as strong eco-activist groups and
originated from western societies. From the start they operated with strong political strategies to
drive change in the environmental policy area (Scherrer 2009). Their social agendas only really
gained substantial form with various international policy movements in the late 1980s that
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promoted acknowledgement of rights of local communities and indigenous people.252 By this
time however their foundational eco-norms were already firmly institutionalized (Chaplin
2004). I-LMMA on the other hand, and specifically Marlessy, has exhibited a strong
commitment to social justice norms with a firm opposition to authoritarian forms of resource
control by the state.253 The socio-political dimension to I-LMMA’s conservation work thus
adopts a fundamentally different approach, which is in part a response to the standardised
methodologies of BINGOs and central state apparatus.254

6.4.2

Still stumbling over old pitfalls

I-LMMA’s pragmatic ground level approach to conservation sees it utilizing institutions
embedded in a community’s cultural beliefs and everyday social interactions, to introduce and
mould new conservation ethics into the social fabric of local communities. By examining social
practices in these communities through a strong conservation lens, misinterpretations,
oversimplifications and misplaced assumptions are frequent. As such romantic assumptions are
made of ‘community’ interests in conservation (McCay 2001; Lowe 2006). The cultural
practices being revitalised and aligned with standard conservation practice are a prime example.
Agrawal’s (2005) work on ‘environmentality’ reminds us that conservation initiatives,
consciously or not, reframe individuals to create environmental subjects who supposedly care
for their environment. The assumption is frequently made that local practice following
intervention reflects conservation intent. When a community declares sasi closure over an area
for instance, this is assumed to demonstrate that the community is applying its own cultural
‘tools’ to practice conservation, the way conservationists understand it. However it could be
interpreted that people are consciously enacting a scene they know represents an imposed
representation of their culture so as maintain a benevolent relation with the conservationist for
their own benefit, or that people are carrying out something that appears to be conservationoriented but in fact means something very different to those engaged.
The different values of conservation expressed by the respective factions in Tanimbar Kei
reflect a misunderstanding on the part of I-LMMA of the complexity of community group
252

This was reflected amongst other initiatives in the formal definition of indigeneity by the United
Nations (UN) in 1986; recognition of indigenous rights by the International Labour Organisation in 1989;
the UN declaration of the ‘indigenous peoples’ decade’ from 1995 to 2004; and passing of the UN
declaration of the Rights of Indigenous People in 2007, all of which increased global recognition of the
need to incorporate indigenous peoples’ rights into policy design (Dove 2006).
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Refer to chapter 4 and 5 for more details on I-LMMA’s background and current functioning.
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Evident in Marlessy’s responses during the conflict cases in chapter 5 where he continuously reiterated
how I-LMMA’s approach is different to other conservation NGOs.
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responses. I-LMMA makes the simplistic distinction between those who are willing to
participate and those who are not, where in fact choices to participate or not are far more
nuanced. For the Adat Core faction, for example, the program is a means to strengthen
established power arrangements; for the Contesters faction it is a vehicle to express opposition
to leadership, and for the Mun faction the I-LMMA program as yet does not disturb their
peripheral status and relative local autonomy. A person’s response to the program could
therefore reflect any of these three depending on where he or she sits socially and economically
in the community.
Thus just as conservation BINGOs are readily criticised for oversimplifying the nature and
workings of communities to suit their approach or output (Agrawal and Gibson 1999; Li 2001;
Brosius et al. 2005), I-LMMA too falls victim to interpreting local practice to suit its objectives.
The consequence of this oversimplification can lead to the application of inappropriately
designed conservation tools that do not address the intended problem. The village resource use
regulations for example are formally referred to as ‘Peraturan Adat Pengelolaan Sumber Daya
Alam Darat, Pesisir Dan Laut’ (traditional regulations/rules for the management of natural
resource on land, coastal and in marine areas). The interpretation of what are referred to here as
‘traditional’ regulations is not always common across actor groups. These regulations are
intended as a merged product between modern policing tools and local adat practices, that make
use of both contemporary political ideas of enforcement and local customary rights and
practices (Benda-Beckmann and Benda-Beckmann 2011, p.171). However this mergence has
implications for how they are perceived, which is not acknowledged sufficiently by external
actors. The expectations that I-LMMA has regarding the application of these regulations shows
less sensitivity to the importance of process than outcome. In practice the regulations form a
facilitating tool to deal with conflict resolution, without necessarily adhering strictly to defined
sanctions or other protocol stipulated in the regulations. There appears then a need amongst
external actors to appreciate much more the significant role of process and the sensibility of adat
to ongoing social relations. In Meos Mangguandi these officially recognised Adat rules were
superseded by customary processes embedded in traditional ties between clan groups.
How I-LMMA aligns itself among community factions is clearly also a decisive matter. ILMMA should have an interest in including those factions that currently fall within the
community governance shadows, like the Mun faction in Tanimbar Kei and the Peripherals in
Meos Mangguandi. However, unquestionably the existing power structure in these communities
has created an environment where certain groups are more marginalized than others, with real
consequences for the conservation agenda. If I-LMMA were to focus solely on those
marginalized groups, with the justifiable reasoning that these are the groups which show higher
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direct livelihood dependence on marine resources or lower compliance to local fishing
regulations,255 they may have to deal immediately with significant resistance from these groups
and the more dominant factions who consider their customary authority threatened. This could
doom the program before it begins. There is thus certainly an argument in favour of I-LMMA’s
approach through prominent and active social groups to enable its introduction into
communities and increase its chances of being effective. However, as demonstrated through the
case studies these power structures and social groupings are fluid and ambivalent. Awareness of
their position in relation to these dynamic factional (re-)formations in the community is then
imperative for them in their efforts to craft meaningful conservation dynamic. I-LMMA, at the
least, needs to maintain effective broad engagement despite ongoing shifts among faction
alignments. The Ohoiren and Ohoira conflict cases show that this awareness on I-LMMA’s part
has not always been sufficient.

6.4.3

The heavy hand of the ‘institutional entrepreneur’ in I-LMMA

Where Marlessy enacts the role of conservation agent in his collaboration with communities, he
fulfils an institutional entrepreneurial role (Hwang and Powell 2005; Battilana et al. 2009) as he
does in his engagement in conservation policy circles as I-LMMA country director. I-LMMA
relies heavily on Marlessy’s networks, knowledge and mediating skills across these
organisational fields. One can argue that this is one of I-LMMA’s strengths in the sense that
coordination is maintained and directed through a single source, that connectivity of activities is
ensured, that scale remains small (to the limit of a single person coordinating capacity), that
longstanding trustworthy working relationships are at the service of I-LMMA, and that internal
information circulation about the program minimizes transaction costs and translation risks as it
comes largely from a singular coordinator. However, such a singular dependency poses serious
limitations to building supportive institutions that enable flexible, spatial and temporal
continuity of function of I-LMMA beyond Marlessy’s involvement.
In the community cases the legacy that brokers left behind appeared important in
institutionalizing conservation practices beyond single person dependency. Insofar as they
succeeded this was made possible largely through the dense social networks and close everyday
social relations in these communities. Moreover brokers were never singular or replaced all at
once. Sitting brokers introduced new brokers to the functioning of the institution before being
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Refer to chapters 2 and 3 for respective evidence of higher direct livelihood dependence on marine
resources by Mun faction members and lower compliance amongst members of the Peripherals faction to
community fishing regulations that were put forward by I-LMMA.
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replaced, enabling an ongoing stream of knowledge exchange. In such contexts ‘bonding’ social
capital (Grafton 2005; Plummer and FitzGibbon 2006) proved effective in keeping an
institutional presence for conservation activity.
In more extensive and competitive professional network environments however, where bridging
and linking forms of social capital (Grafton 2005) are more prominent institutional binding
factors, and in this case more intimately associated to the individual entrepreneur, the legacies
of individuals do not appear to carry as much influential weight. Arguably, links in formal
professional networks function and are largely utilised with specific intent to mobilise
conservation oriented activities, while within denser social community networks dependence on
reciprocal relationships goes well beyond conservation activities to include day-to-day
dependencies as well. In ensuring connectivity between local practices (such as the I-LMMA
community conservation programs) and extensive conservation policy networks (such as the
CTI-CFF), instead of relying on a system that eventually faces the need to replace the
institutional entrepreneur, or where others’ personal qualities and networks may be needed, we
may draw lessons from ‘collective institutional entrepreneurship’ (DiMaggio and Powell 1983;
Beem 2007; Forbes 2008; Battilana et al. 2009; Mair and Marti 2009) as a more secure
alternative to sustaining presence. Wijen and Ansari (2007, p. 1079) define collective
institutional entrepreneurship to involve collaborative leadership, ‘a form of leadership enacted
not just by guiding actors but also through other media such as structures and processes
embedded within a collaboration’ and which ‘requires “institutional work” or practices that go
well beyond those of the institutional entrepreneur’.
The concept of collective institutional entrepreneurship provides insights into conditions of
sustaining longevity of a specific set of institutional arrangements that depend on the efforts by
a group of institutional entrepreneurs to maintain function towards a directed cause. Spreading
organisational rights and responsibilities over collaborating individuals and institutions could
enable greater levels of participation over a broader spectrum. Increasing familiarity of the
organisation amongst potential entrepreneurs, utilising their support links and facilitating higher
organisational involvement through joint decision making are all key to integrating more closely
multiple individuals as institutional entrepreneurs. This also suggests a better fit with the
institutional bricolage approach proposed by Cleaver (2012). The current acute dependency on
Marlessy indicates high vulnerability of I-LMMA and the programs dependent upon its agency.
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6.5

Recommendations towards inclusive conservation practice

It is important to draw out recommendations for contemporary conservation practitioners from
the field studies presented in the thesis. First of all, district level state actors with their
legislative tools, links to multi-scaled governing structures and ongoing rural development
initiatives, have potential to play a larger and more meaningful role not only in representing
local peoples’ interests in conservation work, but particularly in up-scaling successful
conservation initiatives. Throughout Indonesia, most MPA delineations and other ecologyoriented interventions are driven by NGOs with green agendas. The state, which stands
primarily to represent peoples’ interests, must provide mechanisms to ensure social
representation parallel to these green interventions. Although the involvement of district
government authorities can be problematic in its own right, as we have seen in the conflict case
studies, state authorities could play an important role in mediating among independent
initiatives being undertaken within a single area. District level government departments are
often better positioned to facilitate knowledge dissemination and learning between
communities, without necessarily investing or intervening directly within village projects that
already have management structures in place. It is imperative to use knowledge and human
capacities from, what I-LMMA identifies as, ‘learning centres’ as the main resources for
expansion. So, in terms of delivery of conservation action across broader seascapes, district
level departments stand to play a more prominent coordinating and mediating role between
villages, sub-districts, or other more locally appropriate socio-political units. Regional
government conservation initiatives like COREMAP in Biak, could furthermore provide
avenues for both vertical and horizontal collaborations which currently are not utilized to their
potential.
The kinds of responses and misconception that have arisen in the case studies indicate that there
is a need for other forms of investment than the current focus on economic and technical assets.
Knowledge of local society and culture, and a self-reflective presence in a community are
equally important for a program to function amongst the complex and dynamic social
environments in and around coastal communities. There is a strong case here for conservation
oriented agencies to begin to engage in mutual learning partnerships, and commit to longer term
collaborations, beyond donor defined project terms. In doing so, the processes of collaborative
learning and (horizontal and vertical) knowledge exchange resurface as imperative parts of
broadening local foundations for conservation and sustainable resource management. Mediators,
functioning locally as brokers within their local networks or those operating as outsider agents
of marine conservation, must be acknowledged as playing particularly important roles in
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information dissemination and resource distribution, as has been demonstrated in the case
studies.
Following on that latter point, in contemporary conservation initiatives there appears
insufficient measure taken to unpack and understand the ‘who’ in contemporary conservation
practice. By this, I am not only referring to a need to understand the resource users, their culture
and livelihoods, but also the individuals that occupy specific positions at interfaces between
formal conservation organisations/agencies and networks resource user groups. These
individuals must all be acknowledged as bringing their own forms of agency and structural
relations to how conservation interventions are designed and implemented, and how they are
perceived. Conservationists must leave behind the notion that they are simply agents of a predetermined conservation agenda. Instead self-reflection and acknowledgement of their own
roles in how messages about conservation are conveyed, through conservation approach designs
and organizational cultures, are required. Recognizing this implies also that it must be
understood that different sets of skills are necessary at different levels of operation, or in
different situational negotiations. The qualities and skills required of an ‘institutional
entrepreneur’ operating within a conservation organizational setting, for example, differ from
those of an effective local broker in a community.

6.6

Final reflections

The thesis presented here is addressed to a wide multi-disciplinary audience of those interested
in human-environment relations, including in particular conservation practitioners. Through
setting ethnographic arguments informed by empirical data from small-island resource
dependent communities in an analytical framework that integrates an actor-oriented approach
with more structural approaches from the institutions literature, the thesis has identified and
analysed specific sets of social relationships. These relationships mediate the transfer of
information and resources, and negotiate interests between actor groups (through ‘agents’ and
‘brokers’). These significantly impact upon the way conservation is locally understood, valued
and practiced during project implementation. In doing so the thesis provides a useful
counterpoint to some of the more polemical accounts of conservation projects that have tended
to dominate much of the critical social science literature in recent years.
Despite a resurgence in support for centrally defined environmental protectionist regimes
amongst some conservationists in the early 2000s (Brockington 2002), and the parallel move
towards regional scale holistic conservation strategies (Fidelman et al. 2012; Rosen and Olsson
2013), it is important to acknowledge a strong body of work involving policy makers,
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practitioners and academics that recognise the importance, affectivity and value of small scale
marine conservation research and practice initiatives (Oracion et al. 2005; West et al. 2006;
Peterson et al. 2008; Christie et al. 2009; Fabinyi et al. 2010). Initiatives that address
conservation issues through local institutions and culturally embedded systems of management,
ultimately may produce more context appropriate conservation measures. At the very least they
are necessary to effect the practice of these wider protectionist regimes.
Although arguably effective in species-oriented or ecosystem conservation dimensions,
applying a priori methodologies to marine conservation, which requires one-way adaptation of
local contexts to conservation programs, typically leads to socially-disjointed and often
counterproductive local interventions. Cases of local opposition to conservation projects are
numerous in eastern Indonesia. Conflicts and contestations arise often not because there is a
disagreement with the need to sustainably manage natural resources, but rather because of an
underlying disregard for local contextual conditions (Boissevain and Selwyn 2004; Steenbergen
2006; Pomeroy et al. 2007; Majors 2008; Clifton and Majors 2012). Allowing for more process
oriented conservation designs that acknowledge the importance of local social complexities
amongst individuals and institutions is imperative if local support is to be cultivated. As is
widely acknowledged in the deep body of literature on participation; the process of planning,
managing, implementing and evaluating programs under the flag of social development,
resource management or nature conservation is as important as the outputs these programs may
aspire to deliver (Guijt 2007). There must be an acceptance both at implementation as well as at
donor level that instigating social change requires time and significant social investment that is
difficult to measure in terms of narrowly defined standard key performance indicators. So
instead of aiming for short term measurable outputs at the cost of raising expectations at local
levels and risking failure in the development of effective and resilient social-ecological
institutions, long term broadly based collaborations with reactive and adaptable phased missions
stand to achieve more lasting change.
Although the value of small-scale socially embedded conservation is an approach still largely
promoted by social scientists (Smith and Wishnie 2000; Christie and White 2007; Christie et al.
2009), more recent developments in marine conservation policy design suggest an increased
acknowledgement across disciplines is developing. Regional scale conservation policy
frameworks like the Coral Triangle Initiative can contribute to building stronger connections
between discipline-associated conservation approaches; between small scale and large scale
initiatives; and between market-based, political, bureaucratic, scientific, and civil society actor
groups. I-LMMA for example is in comparison to the BINGOs indeed better positioned to
‘speak and do locally’ in their conservation work and is able to respond more effectively to
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local needs. Its grounded approach offers more potential to overcome local level challenges. ILMMA’s relationship to the BINGOs is nonetheless also important, particularly in view of the
need to resolve ecosystem wide problems that affect local communities. Being politically wellconnected institutions and part of strong global networks these conservation BINGOs have the
capacity to engage government and private sectors. Integrating this sector and its ecosystem
concerns (with whatever criticism of its narrow biological orientation) is ultimately important
for the long term environmental security of local communities, particularly because national
regulations and enforcement are crucial also to local outcomes. So rather than engage in a
discussion about whether we should be conserving through local participation or centrally
managed systems, it would be more productive to focus on how both can be practiced in tandem
and developed to complement their respective strengths and weaknesses.
A framework like the CTI-CFF provides the setting for this. However success will depend as
much on the presence of appropriate overlapping institutions as it will on key people with
mediating capacities that can facilitate the creation of new and the maintenance of old models,
connections and engagements that are critical for innovation.
In connecting developments in large scale conservation networks with local dynamics of
resource user groups, by way of adaptive co-management frameworks, conservation initiatives
need to address more directly the issues of inclusion of marginalized groups (Foale et al. 2013).
In this regard I-LMMA’s approach suggests a micro-scale version of that of the conservation
BINGOs who opt for alliances with government and business because of their assumed impact
potential. Even I-LMMA’s grounded approach is clearly not immune to local socio-political
contestations and is thus also subject to the advantages and limits of depending upon prevailing
internal power relations.
Process-oriented marine conservation practice thus must be better integrated across horizontal
social domains, allowing for local learning, knowledge exchange and flexible incorporation as
part of culturally appropriate interventions. Simultaneously vertical associations must be better
fostered to allow for more effective and relevant distribution of political, financial, and technical
resources to ground level. For this, attention must be brought to broadening the basis for
mediation between horizontally and vertically situated social domains. Such mechanisms
include developing means for effective intercultural communication to aid ‘translation’ between
conservation actors at multiple levels, establishing deliberative forums that allow for broader
representation at the governance interfaces to drive well-informed decision making, and
extending the roles of conservation brokers beyond community borders and further into wider
conservation frameworks. In view of this, mid-level NGOs like I-LMMA stand to play a more
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prominent role in these important multi-level conservation frameworks. They must on their part
develop their integration into these frameworks beyond singular leadership dependence, to be
based more soundly on broader trusted structural alliances that have better chance of standing
the test of time and socio-political change.
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Appendices
Appendix 1.1 Brief profiles of key informants
Note:

- All ages indicated are at the time of fieldwork (where no exact information on date of birth was
available the age was estimated).
- Names of key informants noted between inverted commas are pseudonyms, to ensure
confidentiality of my respondents.

I

Tanimbar Kei (refer to chapter 2)

Kades Tabalubun
‘Kades’, aged 56 years, is the village head of Tanimbar Kei and resides in the district’s
administrative centre of Langgur. He received formal education up to high school. He has been
in the village head position since 2004. He is part of one of the influential traditional houses in
Tanimbar Kei, Rahan Teli. Before he became village head, he already lived in Langgur and ran
a small saw mill business from his home, which he still maintains on the side. Their household
receives a double income, since his wife works as a civil servant in Langgur. Next to their own
family, their home provides accommodation to several children from Tanimbar Kei who stay
with them while attending secondary school in Langgur. These children are from families in the
village belonging to Rahan Teli, or other close kin affiliated indirectly to Rahan Teli (through
membership of the La’owan of Vovan Ratan). During the period of the research there were nine
individuals including children living in their house.
Dimko Rahanmitu
‘Dimko’, aged 47 years, is married to the sister of the influential traditional leader, with whom
he has 6 children. Besides receiving further government training to become a civil servant,
Dimko received education up to high school level. He is the village secretary and in the village
marine conservation program he is the financial coordinator. He resides in one of only two
traditional houses located in Ohoi Tenan (as opposed to all other traditional houses located in
Ohoi Ratan). Dimko is the head of the household and traditional head of family Rahanmitu. His
position in the adat structure of the village requires him to reside in the village, and also means
that he has ownership right over large plots of land on the island. Dimko is a civil servant and
receives a salary for his position in the village government. His well above average income
supports his own children and several other children from direct families who live in their
household. During fieldwork, he was constructing a larger house next to his existing one that
would allow for visitor accommodation. Dimko is involved in all village development initiatives
and is very active as village representative together with other village government
representatives. He is not actively involved as a fisher, seaweed cultivator or copra producer.
His children, wife and other direct relatives tend to do all these activities.
Inka Jamko
‘Inka’, aged 32 years, recently married and lives together with his wife from Dobo (the Aru
Islands), after having spent a considerable amount of time there working on fishing boats. As
yet they have no children, and are currently residing in a house located some distance from the
main village. Inka started yet did not complete his high school education. Inka is known as a
strong spear fisher. On my many fishing trips with him, it appeared he was very aware of which
fish were protected and which were not. However, on many occasions this did not prevent him
from spearing them. He had no high standing social position in the village and in his conduct in
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the village Inka tends to be critical of its leadership. On return from his fishing trips, he always
provided a portion of his catch to certain households or family relatives, including one of the
adat leaders. He often encouraged me to deliver some of the catch to the traditional leader.
During fieldwork he had no steady income. Their household income largely came from local
sales in fish and from support of direct family. With money he had earned in Dobo, Inka had
ordered the construction of a large boat in the neighbouring village of Warbal. It was expected
the construction of the boat would conclude in 2011, after which he expected to make an
income through transportation services.
Dafir Tabalubun
‘Dafir’, aged 33 years, is the first son of an influential traditional family. His wife is also from
Tanimbar Kei, from another influential traditional family, and together they have two young
children. Dafir completed his high school education in Langgur, after which he worked for a
period on a fishing boat before returning to the village. Besides being the conservation
coordinator in the village conservation program, he is very active in local village government
and appears on the village board, development planning committees and several development
project implementation groups. For these roles he receives a monthly salary. Although young,
Dafir has already formally represented the village on several occasions, both for I-LMMA
related events as well as government meetings. His family owns significant pieces of land,
which he tends to himself on occasion. Most of the work on the coconut plots and household
gardens is carried out by his father, mother, and wife. Dafir actively tends to his seaweed tallies,
and frequently sells harvests to middlemen in the village.
Vidarim Rahanmitu
‘Vidarim’, aged 35 years, resides in Ohoi Tenan and is head of his household of four; including
his wife, his adopted child and his father. His wife is from Tanimbar Kei; they have no children
of their own. They have adopted a child from the traditional leader’s family, who currently
resides with them in their house. During fieldwork I resided in their house. Vidarim completed
his high school education in Langgur. He is an active as a member of the conservation team and
is involved in several village development projects. He avoids leadership roles as he ‘prefers to
be part of a team’. He is a soft spoken person and very a devoted member of the adat
community. In past an active shark fin hunter, nowadays his main source of income is through
seaweed and copra production (as a ‘better and more reliable income source’). Vidarim spends
most of his time in the village, and only occasionally will travel to Kei Kecil.
Achumas Sarmav
‘Achumas’, aged 48 years, is one of several important traditional leaders in the village. Besides
spending part of his childhood in Langgur to finish is high school education, he has lived in the
village all his life. He has four children, of whom one lives in Ohoi Tenan with another family.
His role as traditional leader is particularly strong in all proceedings in the millet cultivation
ceremonies. With a large physical build, and stern demeanour, he is highly respected (to some
intimidating), and hardly ever challenged. His exceptional influence on village matters, and
village government, owes to his position in the adat social hierarchy and to his close bond with
the current village head. Although he actively tends to his seaweed tallies, his household
receives most of its food through catch from other fishers shared with him. Achumas also has
ownership right over large plots of land on Tanimbar Kei, and will often also tend to his
coconut plantations with his wife. His responsibilities as an adat leader however means much of
his time is devoted to attending the customary responsibilities associated with it.
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II

Meos Mangguandi (refer to chapter 3)

Noxinus Rumkorem
‘Noxinus’, is aged 28 years, is the son of the influential village head of Supraima who passed
away in 2008. He resides with his widowed mother and younger sister is his house in Supraima.
He is unmarried, and despite his young age has inherited significant land on the island. He is
well respected across the village and is active as one of the youngest leaders in village
development and conservation programs. During the fieldwork I resided with his family.
Noxinus is an active fisher, but to earn money he periodically works outside of the village. He
has worked in the mines on the mainland of Papua, and has spent a significant amount of time in
Sorong while completing his tertiary studies in fisheries management. He is well-educated and
regarded by I-LMMA as a valuable asset.
Baninam Rumkorem
‘Baninam’, aged 61 years, is the younger brother of the influential village head who died in
2008, and the uncle of Noxinus. After Baninam finished his high school education he worked
around Biak for several years before returning to the village to settle permanently around 1980.
He has three sons of whom only one lives in the village, his eldest. He lives on the same plot of
land with his eldest son and grandchildren. In the past Baninam actively engaged in the ILMMA program and collaborated with many external experts during visits through
RUMSRAM and later I-LMMA (refer to chapter 3). More recently however he has become less
involved with younger generations taking over. Baninam is an active fisher and despite his age
still frequently goes out. He is one of only a very few fishers who fishes beyond the fringing
reef, partially because he owns a large enough boat with outboard motor. He has a grand
collection of traditional fishing gear, and is one of a few people in the village that still have
significant knowledge of local adat customs. Besides his formal role and responsibility in the
village, he is positioned high in the social clan structure. Together with his second brother they
head of the clan of Rumkorem. Baninam does not appear to engage much with the other clans in
customary village governance.
Sairak Rumkorem
‘Sairak’, aged 38 years, is married to a local lady from Meos Mangguandi and has four young
children. Like most of his generation, he completed his high school education in Biak city. He is
part of the influential Rumkorem clan and resides in Supraima. He plays an important role as
head of the church, coordinator of the village conservation program and has several village
government positions as well. Particularly his role as church head occupies a lot of his time.
Besides his responsibilities in the village, Sairak is an active line fisher, although most of his
household income is sourced from government projects and involvement with I-LMMA
activities.
Kasim Morin
‘Kasim’, aged 41 years, is married to a young woman from the western part of Biak, and
together they recently had their first child. He is a member to the Morin clan and officially
resides in the Meos Mangguandi administrative village, but has close links to the Supraima side.
He is an active member of the church council and also a leading figure in the village
conservation team. Kasim had spent a significant number of years living outside the village, in
Biak, first as a student completing his high school education and then largely for work. Since
his return he has become actively involved in several village development projects and like
many in the village receives most his monetary income through this involvement. He also net
fishes around the shallow waters of the island.
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III

I-LMMA

Riama Ronsumbre
‘Riama’, aged 28 years, works for I-LMMA as the focal area coordinator for the Aimando
district. She has been working with I-LMMA since 2008 and focuses her work on coordinating
implementation activities in Meos Mangguandi and Auki island communities. The recent
expansion of I-LMMA in the Padaido Islands (2012) has seen her administrative role increase.
Originally from the neighbouring island of Bromsi, Riama grew up in Biak city and currently
resides with her family there. She completed her high school education here and the continued
to obtain a tertiary degree economics in Biak City. She regularly travels and stays in the village
sites, approximately 30-40% of her working time. She is unmarried and is an active member in
the local church group. Prior to her appointment at I-LMMA she was involved in local youth
group initiatives addressing environmental issues in and around Biak city. Riama has travelled
extensively throughout eastern Indonesia in her work for I-LMMA.
Mosama Morin
‘Mosama’, aged 39 years, is the father of two children. He is originally from Meos Mangguandi,
but currently resides in Biak city with his family. His wife, also from Meos Mangguandi, works
as a civil servant in Biak city. Mosama has been active with the RUMSRAM, I-LMMA and
COREMAP programs for over a decade, ever since he finished his high school education in
Biak. Starting as a team member under a village development project of RUMSRAM, Mosama
grew in his conservation role to become a leading figure in the village and even for the district,
in his work with COREMAP. Over the years he has built up a close relationship with Marlessy,
the I-LMMA country director. Although he resides in Biak he travels regularly to the island and
typically spends about 40-50% of his time on the island. Mosama is well respected in the
village, and is part of the Morin clan. He is very entrepreneurial and maintains a small village
shop in Supraima that sells basic needs. He often barter trades his goods for fish caught by
fishers in the village, which he salts and sells in Biak city. During the time of fieldwork,
Mosama was constructing a house in Supraima.
Cliff Marlessy
Cliff Marlessy is the current country director of the I-LMMA program. Although he was
brought up in Surabaya, his father was from Ambon and his mother from Germany. He
completed his university education at Gadjah Mada University in Jogjakarta, after which he has
focused most of his work on eastern Indonesia, particularly in the Papua and Maluku regions
with the Biodiversity Conservation Network. Although currently ‘based’ partially in Bali and
Surabaya, he spends the majority of his time travelling between the I-LMMA sites. A very
strong minded individual, Marlessy has had an extensive career in Indonesian marine
conservation practice and is largely responsible for the establishment and implementation of ILMMA.
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Appendix 1.2 Extended overview of data collection methods and sources
TANIMBAR KEI
Focus group/Source
Open Interviews

Ohoi Ratan conservation
team
Ohoi Ratan conservation
coordinators
Ohoi Ratan village elders
Ohoi Ratan village
government
Ohoi Ratan women
Ohoi Ratan fishers
Ohoi Ratan youth group
Ohoi Ratan middlemen
Ohoi Ratan Hindu leader
Ohoi Tenan conservation
team
Ohoi Tenan village elders
Ohoi Tenan village
government
Ohoi Tenan women
Ohoi Tenan fishers
Ohoi Tenan youth group
Ohoi Tenan village
facilitating team
Ohoi Tenan middlemen
Ohoi Tenan religious
leader
Ohoi Tenan teachers
Ohoi Tenan healthcare
worker
Ohoi Mun conservation
team
Ohoi Mun village elders
Ohoi Mun women
Ohoi Mun fishers
Ohoi Mun youth group
Ohoi Mun village
facilitating team
Ohoi Mun middlemen
Ohoi Mun Imam

Informative
contribution

No.

I-LMMA program, conflict
resolution over resources
Conservation activities, village
gov.
Adat, village governance,
cultural norms & traditions,
oral histories
Formal village government

3

Data Codes

Date

TKrt-11, 14 & 20 Aug-10 - Jan-11

3

TKrt-2, 4 & 5

Aug-10 - Jan-11

3

TKrt-6, 7 & 15

Aug-10 - Jan-11

2

TKrt-1 & 3

Aug-10 - Jan-11

Resource use (gleaning), HH
management, Agar cultivation
Resource use, destructive
fishing, village fishing
regulations, trade arrangements
Participation in conservation
work (/village governance),
perception on adat
Resource trade, and patron-client
arrangements
Modernisation into TK adat,
conflict resolution
I-LMMA program, conflict
resolution over resources
Adat, village governance,
cultural norms & traditions,
oral histories
Formal village government

2

TKrt-12 & 13

Aug-10 - Jan-11

Resource use (gleaning), HH
management, Agar cultivation
Resource use, destructive
fishing, village fishing
regulations, trade arrangements
Participation in conservation
work (/village governance),
perception on adat
Formal government aid, village
governance
Resource trade, and patron-client
arrangements
Modernisation into TK adat,
conflict resolution
Environmental education
development
Social cohesion

4

I-LMMA program, conflict
resolution over resources
Adat, village governance,
cultural norms & traditions,
oral histories
Resource use (gleaning), HH
management, Agar cultivation
Resource use, destructive
fishing, village fishing
regulations, trade arrangements
Participation in conservation
work (/village governance),
perception on adat
Formal government aid, village
governance
Resource trade, and patron-client
arrangements
Islam in TK adat, conflict
resolution in Mun

TOTAL INTERVIEWS

4

TKrt-8, 9, 10 & Aug-10 - Jan-11
19

3

TKrt- 16, 18 &
22

Aug-10 - Jan-11

1

TKrt-21

Aug-10 - Jan-11

1

TKrt-17

Aug-10 - Jan-11

2

TKtn-2 & 5

Aug-10 - Jan-11

1

TKtn-1

Aug-10 - Jan-11

2

TKtn-3 & 4

Aug-10 - Jan-11

3

TKtn-6, 7, 12 & Aug-10 - Jan-11
13
TKtn-8, 9 & 14 Aug-10 - Jan-11

2

TKtn-21 & 22

Aug-10 - Jan-11

1

TKtn-16

Aug-10 - Jan-11

2

TKtn-10 & 11

Aug-10 - Jan-11

2

TKtn-17 & 18

Aug-10 - Jan-11

2

TKtn- 15 & 20

Aug-10 - Jan-11

1

TKtn-3

Aug-10 - Jan-11

1

TKmu-1

Aug-10 - Jan-11

2

TKmu-2 & 5

Aug-10 - Jan-11

1

TKmu-10

Aug-10 - Jan-11

3

Methodological
Notes

TKmu-7, 8 & 9 Aug-10 - Jan-11

1

TKmu-11

Aug-10 - Jan-11

1

TKmu-6

Aug-10 - Jan-11

1

TKmu-12

Aug-10 - Jan-11

1

TKmu-4

Aug-10 - Jan-11

55

Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2012
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TANIMBAR KEI
Focus
group/Source

Informative
contribution

Structured Interviews - Questionnaire

Date

Methodological
Notes

Ohoi Ratan HHs

HH SE profiles, village social
capital, environmental
perceptions, village leadership,
government aid

14

DSTKrt1-14

Oct-10 - Dec-10

Ohoi Tenan HHs

HH SE profiles, village social
capital, environmental
perceptions, village leadership,
government aid
HH SE profiles, village social
capital, environmental
perceptions, village leadership,
government aid

19

DSTKtn1-19

Oct-10 - Dec-10

HHs selected through
stratified random
sampling; population
distribution according to
hamlet
As above

9

DSTKmu1-9

Oct-10 - Dec-10

As above

Adat rules, custom and tradition,
resource use etc
Resource trade, market chain,
patron client relationships etc
Village government, village
regulations, I-LMMA program,
conflict and conflict resolution,
adat etc
Village government, village
regulations, I-LMMA program,
conflict and conflict resolution,
adat etc
I-LMMA program, village
regulations, resource
monitoring, etc

Cont

KI-TK-1

Aug-10 - Jan-11

Cont

KI-TK-3

Aug-10 - Jan-11

Cont

KI-TK-4

Aug-10 - Jan-11

Place of residence in the
village
One of three middlemen in
TK
Financial coordinator for ILMMA village program
and village secretary

Cont

KI-TK-5

Aug-10 - Jan-11

Conservation coordinator in
I-LMMA village program

Cont

KI-TK-6

Aug-10 - Jan-11

Research assistant and
conservation team
member

Mun HHs

Key Informants

Head of host family
Ohoi Tenan middleman
Village secretary

Village facilitator

Conservation team
member

TOTAL INTERVIEWS

Focus Group Discussions

42

Conservation team

I-LMMA village program,
conflict and conflict resolution,
community participation

2

FG-TK-1 & 5

Sep-10 & Dec-10 2 FGD organized – (i)

Mun fishers

Exclusion to governance, shark
fin hunting and fishing
dependence, I-LMMA village
program, compliance etc
Adat rules, I-LMMA village
program, oral histories of
resource use and environmental
state etc
Compliance, perceptions
sustainability, I-LMMA village
program etc

2

FG-TK-2 & 6

Sep-10 & Jan-11

2

FG-TK-3 & 7

Sep-10 & Jan-11 As above

2

FG-TK-4 & 8

Oct-10 & Jan-11 As above

Village elders

Youth

Surveys

TOTAL FGDs

problem orientation on
arrival, & (ii) final data
confirmation before depart
As above

8

Household

Baseline village profile data

All
HHs

N/A

Aug-10

Catch Per Unit Effort
(CPUE)

Resource availability and fishing
input

All
HHs

N/A

Dec-10

Cont

N/A

Aug-10 - Jan-11

Immersive data collection supplementary info and
fundamental info
‘gathering through doing’

Mapping Adat core, and
traditional kinship spatial
distribution
Participatory mapping
exercise using GPS maps
of the area for reference

Participant Observations

Rituals, resource use, informal
social relations, lifestyle and
beliefs, village regulations,
social etiquette etc.

Mapping

Village HH mapping

Village Map

1

N/A

Aug-10

Resource mapping

TK marine territory, resource
location, seasonal calendar,
fishing grounds.

1

N/A

Aug-10

Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2012
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Basic information on
housing, facilities,
location, HH members
etc.
All catch monitored for
2wks
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TANIMBAR KEI
Focus group/Source
Secondary data

National government data
& reports
Provincial government
data & reports
District government data
& reports
Subdistrict government
data & reports
Village government data
& reports
Cecile Barraud’s
anthropology accounts
I-LMMA’s past data
collection in TK
KITLV archival
publications and maps

Informative
contribution
Demographic, socio-economics,
environmental etc
Demographic, socio-economics,
environment, policy,
development aid initiatives etc
Demographic, socio-economics,
environment, policy,
development aid initiatives etc
Demographic, socio-economics,
environment, policy,
development aid initiatives etc
Demographic, socio-economics,
environmental etc
Anthropological account of
Tanimbar Kei, on adat customs
and belief systems etc
CPUE surveys, Mapping, SE HH
surveys, resource monitoring,
baseline data interviews etc
Historical accounts of the Kei
Islands

Methodological
Notes

No.

Data Codes

Date

N/A

N/A

Aug-10 - May-11

N/A

N/A

Aug-10 - May-11 Provinsi dalam angka

N/A

N/A

Aug-10 - May-11 Kabupaten dalam

N/A

N/A

Aug-10 - May-11 Kecamatan dalam

N/A

N/A

Aug-10 - May-11 Monografi desa, Peta

N/A

N/A

Aug-10 - May-11 Interviews and

N/A

N/A

Aug-10 - May-11

N/A

N/A

Jul-11 - Nov-11

angka
angka

sosial etc

accounts available in
the village

Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2012
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MEOS MANGGUANDI
Focus group/Source
Open Interviews

Supraima conservation team
members
Supraima coordinators

Informative
contribution

Date

I-LMMA program, conflict
resolution over resources
Conservation activities, village
gov.
Adat, village governance, cultural
norms & traditions, oral histories
Formal village government
Resource use (gleaning), HH
management, Agar cultivation
Resource use, destructive fishing,
village fishing regulations, trade
arrangements
Participation in conservation work
(/village governance), perception
on adat
Church governance over village sasi gereja, conflict resolution
Voluntary community work
(gotong royong), church
initiatives so far
Environmental education
development
I-LMMA program, conflict
resolution over resources
Conservation activities, village
gov.
Adat, village governance, cultural
norms & traditions, oral histories
Formal village government

2

MMsp-4 & 5

Feb-11 - May-11

2

MMsp-1 & 3

Feb-11 - May-11

2

MMsp-7 & 8

Feb-11 - May-11

2
3

MMsp-2 & 6
MMsp- 21, 23
& 24
MMsp-10, 11
& 15

Feb-11 - May-11
Feb-11 - May-11

2

MMsp-9 & 12

Feb-11 - May-11

3

MMsp-19, 20
& 22
MMsp-16, 17
& 18

Feb-11 - May-11

Resource use (gleaning), HH
management, Agar cultivation
Resource use, destructive fishing,
M. Mangguandi fishers
village fishing regulations, trade
arrangements
M. Mangguandi youth group Participation in conservation work
(/village governance), perception
on adat
M. Mangguandi middlemen Resource trade, and patron-client
arrangements
Voluntary community work
M. Mangguandi church
(gotong royong), church
work groups (WIK III)
initiatives so far
Environmental education
M. Mangguandi teachers
development

2

Supraima village elders
Supraima village gov.
Supraima women
Supraima fishers
Supraima youth group
Supraima Protestant church
leaders
Supraima church work
groups (WIK I & II)
Supraima teachers
M. Mangguandi
conservation team
M. Mangguandi
conservation coordinators
M. Mangguandi village
elders
M. Mangguandi village
government members
M. Mangguandi women

TOTAL INTERVIEWS

Structured Interviews – Questionnaire

3

3

2

MMmm-3 & 6

Feb-11 - May-11

1

MMmm-1 & 2

Feb-11 - May-11

2

MMmm-4

Feb-11 - May-11

3

MMmm-5, 7 &
8
MMmm-9 &
11
MMmm-6, 12,
13 & 16

Feb-11 - May-11

2

MMmm-17 &
18

Feb-11 - May-11

1

MMmm-10

Feb-11 - May-11

2

MMmm-15 &
20

Feb-11 - May-11

1

MMmm-14

Feb-11 - May-11

Feb-11 - May-11
Feb-11 - May-11

44

HH SE profiles, village social
capital, environmental
perceptions, village leadership,
government aid

27

DSMMsp1-14

M. Mangguandi HHs

HH SE profiles, village social
capital, environmental
perceptions, village leadership,
government aid

15

DSMMmm119

Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2012

Feb-11 - May-11

MMsp-13 & 14 Feb-11 - May-11

4

Methodological
Notes

Feb-11 - May-11

2

Supraima HHs

TOTAL INTERVIEWS
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No. Data Codes

42

Feb-10 – Apr-10 HHs selected through

stratified random
sampling; population
distribution according
to hamlet
Feb-10 – Apr-11 As above
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MEOS MANGGUANDI
Focus
group/Source
Key Informants

Informative
contribution

No.

Data
Codes

Date

I-LMMA program, village
regulations, resource
monitoring, etc
Adat rules, custom and tradition,
resource use etc

Cont

KI-MM-2

Feb-11 - May-11

Place of residence

Cont

KI-MM-3

Feb-11 - May-11

M. Mangguandi fisher Resource use, destructive fishing

Cont

KI-MM-4

Feb-11 - May-11

Prominent adat figure and
founder of I-LMMA village
program
Active in COREMAP and in
I-LMMA village program

M. Mangguandi head
of school

Cont

KI-MM-5

Feb-11 - May-11

Also respected head of
kinship-group

Cont

KI-MM-6

Feb-11 - May-11

Also one of few resource
traders in MM

Conservation
coordinator

Supraima adat elder

Supraima teacher

history, conflict resolution,
marine ecology etc
Environmental education, social
structure, oral history, resource
use, adat etc
Resource trade, social structure,
resource use etc

Focus Group Discussions
Conservation team

I-LMMA village program,
conflict and conflict resolution,
community participation

2

FG-MM-1 & Mar-11 - Apr-11
5

Fishers

Resource use, I-LMMA village
program, compliance etc
Adat rules, I-LMMA village
program, oral histories of
resource use and environmental
state etc
Church role in conflict
resolution, social capital etc

2

FG-MM-2 & Mar-11 - Apr-11
6
FG-MM-3 & Mar-11 - May-11
7

TOTAL FGDs

7

Village elders

Religious working
groups

Survey

2

1

FG-MM-4

Mar-11

Household

Baseline village profile data

All
HHs

N/A

Feb-11

Catch Per Unit Effort
(CPUE)

Resource availability and fishing
input

All
HHs

N/A

Mar-11

Cont

N/A

Participant Observations

Rituals, resource use, culture,
informal social relations,
lifestyle and beliefs, village
regulations, social etiquette etc.

Mapping

Methodological
Notes

2 FGD organized – (i)
problem orientation on
arrival, & (ii) final data
confirmation before depart
As above
As above

Involvement in decision
making, and ‘sasi gereja’

Basic information on housing,
facilities, position, HH
members, special notes etc.
All catch monitored for 2wks

Feb-11 - May-11 Immersive data collection -

supplementary info and
fundamental info ‘gathering
through doing’

Village HH mapping

Village Map

1

N/A

Feb-11

Resource mapping

Meos Mangguandi marine territory,
resource location, seasonal
calendar, fishing grounds.

1

N/A

Feb-11

Demographic, socio-economics,
environmental etc
Demographic, socio-economics,
environment, policy,
development aid initiatives etc

N/A

N/A

Aug-10 - May-11

N/A

N/A

Aug-10 - May-11 Provinsi dalam angka

As above

N/A

N/A

Aug-10 - May-11 Kabupaten dalam angka

As above

N/A

N/A

Aug-10 - May-11 Kecamatan dalam angka

Demographic, socio-economics,
environmental etc
CPUE surveys, Mapping, SE HH
surveys, resource monitoring,
baseline data interviews etc
Marine resource data - human
use, degradation, policy etc
Historical accounts of the Kei
Islands

N/A

N/A

Aug-10 - May-11 Monografi desa, Peta sosial

N/A

N/A

Aug-10 - May-11

N/A

N/A

Aug-10 - May-11

N/A

N/A

Jul-11 - Nov-11

Secondary data

National government
data & reports
Provincial
government data &
reports
District government
data & reports
Subdistrict
government data &
reports
Village government
data & reports
I-LMMA’s past data
collection in MM
COREMAP data and
reports
KITLV archival
publications and
maps

Mapping village government
divide, and kinship HH
clusters
Participatory mapping
exercise using GPS maps of
the area for reference

etc

Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2012
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ADDITIONAL SITES - AUKI & OHOIREN
Focus
group/Source

No.

Data
Codes

Date

Conflict cases, past I-LMMA
involvement

1

Ohren-4

Jan-11

Conflict cases, past I-LMMA
involvement

1

Ohren-1

Jan-11

Local adat governance and past
work with I-LMMA
Conflict cases, past education
program of I-LMMA
Conflict cases, past I-LMMA
involvement

1

Ohren-3

Jan-11

1

Ohren-6

Jan-11

1

Ohren-2

Jan-11

Conflict cases, past I-LMMA
involvement
Conflict cases, past I-LMMA
involvement
Conflict cases, past I-LMMA
involvement

2

Ohren-7 &8

Jan-11

Ohoiren Protestant
church leaders
Ohoira exconservation
coordinators
Ohoira head of school Conflict cases, past I-LMMA

1

Ohren-5

Jan-11

1

Ohra-1

Jan-11

1

Ohra-2

Jan-11

Ohoira subdistrict
head
Auki conservation
team members

1

Ohra-3

Jan-11

2

Auki-4 & 7

May-11

2

Auki-1 & 2

May-11

Village governance

1

Auki-3

May-11

Resource use, destructive
fishing, village fishing
regulations, trade arrangements
Participation in conservation
work (/village governance)

2

Auki-5 & 6

May-11

1

Auki-8

May-11

Open Interviews

Ohoiren exconservation team
members
Ohoiren exconservation
coordinators
Ohoiren village elders
Ohoiren head of
school
Ohoiren village
government members
Ohoiren youth group

Auki conservation
coordinators
Auki village
government members
Auki fishers
Auki youth group

Informative
contribution

involvement
Conflict cases, past I-LMMA
involvement
Resource management,
destructive fishing, I-LMMA
involvement
I-LMMA functioning in Auki

TOTAL INTERVIEWS

Key Informants

Ohoiren exconservation
coordinator
Ohoira exconservation
coordinator
Auki conservation
coordinator
Auki fisher

20

Conflict cases, past I-LMMA
involvement

Cont

KI-Ohren-1

Jan-11

Involved in conflict cases

Conflict cases, past I-LMMA
involvement

Cont

KI-Ohra-1

Jan-11

Involved in conflict cases
between Ohoiren & Ohoira

Destructive fishing, I-LMMA
past involvement
Destructive fishing, I-LMMA
past involvement

Cont

KI-Auki-1

May-11

Cont

KI-Auki-2

May-11

Involved as leader in ILMMA village program
Active bomb fisher

Focus Group Discussions
Ohoiren conservation
team

I-LMMA past involvement,
conflict cases

1

FG-Ohren-1

Jan-11

Auki Fishers

I-LMMA village program,
compliance to village
regulations, conservation
perceptions

1

FG-Auki-1

May-11

TOTAL FGDs

Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2012
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Methodological
Notes

2

Specific FGD amongst exconservation team members to
discuss weaknesses of village
resource use regulations based
on conflicts
Specific FGD for oral
histories of Auki’s human
impact on marine environment
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ADDITIONAL SITES - AUKI & OHOIREN
Focus group/Source
Survey

Auki Household

Participant Observations

Mapping

Village HH mapping

Secondary data

Village government data &
reports
I-LMMA’s past data
collection in Ohoiren

Informative
contribution
Baseline village profile data

Rituals, resource use, culture,
informal social relation and
structures, lifestyle and beliefs,
village regulations, social etiquette
etc.

Auki Village Map

Demographic, socio-economics,
environmental etc
Conflict documentation, SE HH
surveys, resource monitoring, etc

No. Data Codes

Date

Methodological
Notes
Basic information on housing,
facilities, position, HH
members, special notes etc.

60

N/A

May-11

Cont

N/A

Jan-11 &
May-11

Immersive data collection supplementary info and
fundamental info ‘gathering
through doing’

1

N/A

May-11

Mapping village government
divide

N/A

N/A

May-11

Monografi desa, Peta sosial
etc

N/A

N/A

May-11

Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2012
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I-LMMA & WIDER CONSERVATION ARENA
Focus
group/Source
Open Interviews

I-LMMA country
director

I-LMMA science &
data management

Padaido islands focal
area coordinator
Ex-Padaido islands
focal area coordinator
UNPATTI head of
fisheries

I-LMMA regional
network management
ICRS - Terry Hughes

Key Informants

I-LMMA country
director

Padaido islands focal
area coordinator
Ex-Padaido islands
focal area coordinator

Informative
contribution
Origins of I-LMMA, LMMA
regional network, Country
director biography, Program
function, Conservation
mediation, case study site
profiles
I-LMMA functioning, country
director biography, I-LMMA
networks to university,
environmental education
program
I-LMMA in Padaido, program
functioning, case study site
information
I-LMMA’s past in Padaido,
program functioning, case study
site information, COREMAP
Origins of I-LMMA, LMMA
regional network, Country
director biography, Program
function, I-LMMA’s network to
university
Regional LMMA network,
translating on-the-ground
practices to global scale
CTI-CFF

TOTAL INTERVIEWS

Origins of I-LMMA, LMMA
regional network, Country
director biography, Program
function, Conservation
mediation, case study site
profiles
I-LMMA in Padaido, program
functioning, case study site
information
I-LMMA in Padaido, program
functioning, case study site
information, COREMAP

Participant Observations

Working hierarchies within ILMMA, I-LMMA program
function, mediation etc.

Mapping

Network mapping

Secondary data

I-LMMA reports and
data
CTI-CFF reports and
data
Regional LMMA
report and data
CTSP and other
BINGO reports and
data

I-LMMA’s links in Indonesia's
conservation framework, director
network

History of I-LMMA,
functioning, organisation
History of marine conservation
in CT etc
Comparison to other LMMA
sites, program history, LMMA
principles etc
History of marine conservation
in CT, ongoing initiatives etc

Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2012
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Data
Codes

Date

3

LMMA-1, 6
& 11

Aug-10, May-11
& Jul-12

1

LMMA-2

Feb-11 - May-11

2

LMMA-4 &
8

Feb-11 - May-11

2

LMMA-5 &
7

Feb-11 - May-11

1

LMMA-3

Aug-10

2

LMMA-9 &
10

Jul-12

1
12

ICRS -1

Jul-12

No.

Methodological
Notes

Cont

KI-LMMA-1 Aug-10 - May-11 Conservation mediator -

Cont

KI-LMMA-2

Feb-11 - May-11 Most active within Meos

Cont

KI-LMMA-3

Feb-11 - May-11 Was involved in early

Cont

N/A

1

N/A

N/A

N/A

Aug-10 - May-11 Annual reports, audits,

N/A

N/A

Aug-10 - May-11

N/A

N/A

Aug-10 - May-11

N/A

N/A

Aug-10 - May-11

research subject as well as
main informant

Mangguandi

COREMAP stages and was
one of the founders in the ILMMA village program

Aug-10 - May-11 Immersive data collection -

supplementary info and
fundamental info ‘gathering
through doing’

May-11

Locating I-LMMA’s
institutional position in
conservation arena

correspondences etc
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Appendix 2.1 Adat structure in Tanimbar Kei according to lineage
Traditional house

Family

Traditional house

Tanivan

Rhn. Fenkor

Sarmav

Rhn. Meka

Yahawadan

Rhn. Yelmas

Ub Wadar

LA’OWAN VOVAN RATAN (HALEAN)

Lefmanut (Jamko)

Rhn. Reng

Tevatubun

Rhn. Kubalama

Singerubun

Rhn. Teli

Ub
Wadar

Rhn. Marud

Ub Wadar

Lefmanut (*)

Ub Wadar

I

Head Family

Ub
Wadar

La’owan

Rhn. Welob

Mantea’anubun

Rhn. Hernar

Foakubun

Rhn. Tokyar

Salimubun

Rhn. Sokdit

Rahaya’an

Rhn. Sirwod

Soarubun

Rhn. Maskim

Syawang

Rhn. Maskim

Sarmav

Rhn. Kadom

Tabalubun (i)

Rhn Maslodar

Tabalubun (ii)

Rhn Falav

LA’OWAN FARUAN (HOLANMITU)

Rhn. Fator
Ub Wadar

Soarubun

Rhn. Korbib
Ub Wadar

Rahanmitu (*)

LA’OWAN E-WAHAN (AWAHAN)
Rhn Habad

Ub Wadar

Tabalubun (*)

Tabalubun (iii)
Ellier

Rhn Fitung

Rhn Solan
Rhn Solan

Ub
Wadar

Rhn Hedmar

Ub Wadar

III

Rhn. Teli

Ub Wadar

II

Tabalubun

Rhn Sulka

Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2010 (with reference to Barraud 1979)

(*) – Three of the founding adat family lineages of Tanimbar Kei society.
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Appendix 2.2 Seasonal livelihoods calendar on Tanimbar Kei

Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2010 (with reference to Kecamatan Kei Kecil Barat 2010; District of
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Maluku Tenggara 2010)
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Appendix 2.3 Destructive fishing methods applied in Tanimbar Kei in the past

In the past the residents of Tanimbar Kei applied several destructive fishing methods, involving
both modern technologies as well as traditional ones. Many of the traditional destructive fishing
practices apply concoctions of plant matter that are known to stun, poison or kill fish. The
original methods used only substances that were present on the island, like particular plant
species or material that washed up ashore, but later on elders mentioned that the methods were
often adjusted to include more potent substances from outside (available through Tual or by
passing fishers). Fishers spoke of five main forms of traditional destructive fishing that will be
mentioned below. Although destructive fishing practices have decreased significantly, it is
difficult to say whether this is purely due to conservation efforts and regulations that classify
these forms of fishing as illegal, or rather due to the fact that the economy shift towards agar
agar has lessened the need for their application. Below the main destructive fishing techniques
are listed and described in brief:

I

‘Modern’ forms of destructive fishing

Wire trawling (bendraad)
Involving the trawling of long wire lines with hooks on the end. This form of fishing targets reef
dwelling fish like groupers and other rock dwellers. The lines trawl deeper in the water and should
skim above the reef. A fisher must negotiate the depth at which the lines trawl to suit the depth of the
reef, but this is very difficult and often the lines hook on the reef outcrops and destroy coral as the
boat passes over the reef. The reef is left with rifts of destroyed coral along the reef with fans broken
off and dragged along, in turn destroying other coral in the process.

Potassium cyanide fishing (potas)
Widespread throughout Indonesia, this form of fishing is mainly used in the live fish trade to target
and catch groupers and other high value species (Abdul 2002). Often fishers operating under a
middleman would be supplied with the potassium cyanide. By injecting this into rock crevices and
coral holes, the fish are temporarily stunned and taken to the surface for capture (Fabinyi 2009). The
cyanide kills the coral in the area in which it is injected, making destruction acute and local. Spots of
dead coral are left clearly visible on the coral reef. This form of fishing was widely used in the village
during the period in the 1990’s that a live fish company (Surya) was operating on the island.

Bomb fishing (dynamite fishing)
Using explosive material (such as explosives from unused ammunition shells or the more readily
available artificial fertilizers like ammonium nitrate and potassium nitrate) stuffed tightly in a glass
beer bottle, the bomb is ignited by a wick and then thrown to sea (often targeting a school of fish),
where the explosion kills most and stuns other fish. This leaves large craters in the reef of destroyed
black dead coral (Pet Soede et al. 2000). The waters around TK have been hard hit by bombing,
mainly by outsiders during the 1990’s. Areas especially around Nuhuta show signs of extensive bomb
fishing. Villagers mention the fact that there is no local presence by villagers on Nuhuta to control
outsiders (since it is situated further from the main island), leaving it vulnerable to outsider fishers to
come in at night and use bombs. According to elders, as recently as 30 years ago villagers used to
have a more constant presence on Nuhuta when copra was their main source of income. Groups from
the village would replace one another on the island in three month cycles. In that period the constant
presence of villagers made outsider fishers’ access more difficult. With the influx of motorised boats
and more open trade links with Tual, this diminished, to the situation of today where villagers are
only present on the island during several months of the year. To this day, reports of bombers at
Nuhuta still come in, although most noted that there has been a decrease over the last 5-10 years.
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Fishing with nets under the legal mesh size
The legal mesh size of (gill-)nets is anything above 2.5 centimetres. Especially around estuaries and
on the mudflats gill nets smaller than 2.5 centimetres were used. The result was the intensive catch of
juvenile fish. These small fish were often dried and used as a food source that could be stored for
longer periods of time within the village. Rarely were these sold. The shift to larger gill nets was a
measure taken by several individuals within the village prior to the arrival of the LMMA conservation
program. Currently most, if not all, nets now adhere to the >2.5 centimetres regulation. However
small fish are still occasionally caught as by-catch, and consumed in the village. On the reefs it is
common practice for villagers to place nets up to 100-150 metres. Everyday these nets will be
checked for catch. Villagers mainly target turtles, sharks and any larger consumable fish. Unused bycatch from the nets often includes rays and carpet sharks. These are often discarded at sea (dead or
alive).
Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2010
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II

Traditional destructive fishing methods (boré)

Note:

None of the traditional fishing techniques were said to be still used today, and during fieldwork
none were observed. Those with the knowledge of these practices had stopped applying them
either because they were locally prohibited or because they found more effective means of
fishing with improved technology.

I’tuv
Involves the stripping of bark from the I’tuv tree, found commonly in the forest around the village.
The bark contains a poison. The bark is stamped to a pulp and stuffed in a woven coconut palm bag.
When fishing, the bag is submerged in the water or thrown amongst a school of fish. Once fish get in
contact with the poison, they are almost immediately stunned.

Alan
The roots from the Alan tree are collected. This is then stamped to a pulp and the milky sap is
extracted. This substance is used in the similar way potassium cyanide is used, by squirting the milky
poison into rock crevices in order to stun fish. This essentially is the traditional form of cyanide
fishing.

Sengat
The leaves and bark of the Sengat tree are collected and stamped to a pulp. The potent paste is
released just before lowest tide. The outgoing tide spreads the poison out over an area of mud flats,
killing fish in its water. With incoming tide the fish surface and are collected. This form was noted by
villagers to be probably the most destructive and irresponsible, as it affects an entire mudflat area,
and from which most of the dead fish are never found or used anyway.

Hamurut
The ripe hamarut fruit is dried and ground. After this it is mixed with scraped coconut and/or crab
pulp. The mixture is released near a school of fish which devour the bait and consequently die from
poisoning. This form many mentioned was actually not very destructive, as it had a very localised
effect, only impacting on the school of fish that eat the bait.

Sero daun kelapa (‘kura’/‘toob’)
This practice does not include any form of poisoning but rather the herding of fish into a funnel
formed fish trap. First a funnel formed fish trap facing the open deeper water is constructed on the
mudflats from wooden poles and woven coconut leaf walls. Starting on one end of the funnel a line
with submerged coconut leaves is released steadily from the funnel end, looping through the deeper
water back to the other funnel end. The fish are scared into the funnel by the submerged coconut
leaves herding them all into the funnel, by gradually pulling in the scare line until all fish are in the
funnel. Once in the funnel, fishers spear and collect the fish. Fishers did not perceive this as a
destructive fishing method, since little damage is perceived to be done to the environment.
Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2010
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Appendix 3.1 Formal group structures in Meos Mangguandi and respective keret
representation
I

Village government positions according to clan occupancy (Pemerintah desa)
Meos Mangguandi

Supraima

Kepala kampung

Rumbiak

Kepala kampung

Rumkorem

Sekretaris

Rumere

Sekretaris

Rumere

Kawur Pemerintahan

Rumkabas

Kawur Pemerintahan

Rumkorem

Kawur Pembangunan

[Vacant during
fieldwork, May 2011]

Kawur Pembangunan

Rumere

Kawur Kesejahteran
Masyarakat (Kesra)

[Vacant during
fieldwork, May 2011]

Kawur Kesejahteran
Masyarakat (Kesra)

Morin

Kawur Umum

[Vacant during
fieldwork, May 2011]
[Vacant during
fieldwork, May 2011]

Kawur Umum

Rumkorem

Bendahara

Morin

Rukun Tetangga (RT) 1

Usior

Rukun Tetangga (RT) 1

Rumkorem

Rukun Tetangga (RT) 2

Rumbiak

Rukun Tetangga (RT) 2

Morin

(Village head)
(Secretary)

(Village governance officer)
(Village infrastructure officer)

(Community welfare officer)
(General support officer)

Bendahara

(Financial administrator)

(Hamlet representative)
(Hamlet representative)

(Village head)
(Secretary)

(Village governance officer)
(Village infrastructure
officer)

(Community welfare officer)
(General support officer)
(Financial administrator)

(Hamlet representative)
(Hamlet representative)

Badan Musyawarah Kampung, (BAMUSKAM)

Badan Musyawarah Kampung,
(BAMUSKAM)

Ketua

Rumbiak

Ketua

Rumkorem

Wakil ketua

Usior

Wakil ketua

Rumere

Sekretaris

Morin

Sekretaris

Morin

Anggotta

Fakdawer
Rumbiak

(Village board of representatives)

(Chairman)

(Assistant chairman)
(Secretary)

Anggotta

Rumere
Morin
Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2011
(Member)

II

(Village board of representatives)

(Chairman)

(Assistant chairman)
(Secretary)
(Member)

Traditional Council of Meos Mangguandi Island (Adat pulau Meos Mangguandi)

Ketua adat (Adat head)
Sekretaris (Secretary)
Bendahara (Financial Administrator)
Ketua keret (Clan heads)

Rumkorem
Rumkabas
Rumere
Rumkorem
Rumbiak
Rumere
Morin
Rumkabas

Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2011
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III

Religious Council of Meos Mangguandi Island (Agama pulau Meos Mangguandi)

Badan Pelayan Harian Majelis Jemaat (Church Assembly Committee)
Ketua (Head)
Wakil Ketua (Head assistant)
Sekretaris (Admin secretary)
Sekretaris umum (General secretary)
Bendahara (Financial admin)

Rumkorem
Morin
Morin
Rumbiak
Rumere

PNT Panetua (Church elders group)
Anggotta (Members)

Rumkorem
Morin
Morin

Msen
Majar
Rumbiak

Wilayah Kerja (WIK) (Neighbourhood working groups)
Ketua WIK I Supraima, east shore HHs
Ketua WIK II Supraima, west shore HHs
Ketua WIK III Meos Mangguandi

Rumkorem
Msen
Morin

Badan Pelayan Unsur-unsur Jemaat (Church service groups)
PAM – persekutuan

angkattan mudah
(Church youth group)

PW - persekutuan wanita

(Church women’s group)

PKB - persekutuan kaum bapak
(Church men’s group)

PAR - persekutuan anak

ramajah
(Church Sunday school)

Weekly Schedule for Church meetings
Mon
PW

Tues
PAM

Wed
PKB

Thurs
PAR

Fri

Community service

Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2011

IV

Sat

Prep for Sunday mass

Sun

Sunday Mass

Church group fundraising calendar for 2011 (2011 Usaha dana serba guna gereja)

Month

Group responsible

Activity

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Sidang Jemaat
WIK II & school committee
WIK II
WIKIII (& PW)
WIK I
Panetia hari ulang tahun gereja
PW
PAR sekola minggu
PKB
PAM
Majelis Jemaat
Panetia Natal

Annual Evaluation and Planning
Fundraising for school
Fundraising for church budget
Fundraising and organisation of Easter ceremonies
Fundraising for church budget
Fundraising for church anniversary (4th of July)
Fundraising for church budget
Fundraising for church budget (Sunday school)
Fundraising for church budget
Fundraising for church budget
Fundraising for church budget
Fundraising and organisation of Christmas
ceremonies

Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2011
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V

COREMAP village structures

Kordinator Distrik Aimando, ‘setto’

Morin

Fasilitator kampung, ‘faskam’

Morin

(Senior district coordinator)
(Village facilitator)

Meos Mangguandi
Motivator Kampung
(Village motivator)

Rumere
Morin

Supraima
Motivator Kampung
(Village motivator)

Rumkorem
Rumkorem

LPSTK
‘lembaga pengelola sumber daya terumbu
karang’

LPSTK
‘lembaga pengelola sumber daya terumbu
karang’

Ketua (Head)

Ketua (Head)

Fakdawer

Sekretaris (Secretary)

[Vacant during fieldwork,
May 2011]

(‘Reef watchers’ team)

Sekretaris (Secretary)
Bendahara

(Financial Administrator)

[Vacant during fieldwork,
May 2011]
[Vacant during fieldwork,
May 2011]
[Vacant during fieldwork,
May 2011]

LKM ‘lembaga keuangan mikro’
(Micro credit team)
Ketua (Head)

Sekretaris (Secretary)
Bendahara

(Financial Administrator)

[Vacant during fieldwork,
May 2011]
[Vacant during fieldwork,
May 2011]
[Vacant during fieldwork,
May 2011]

(‘Reef watchers’ team)

Bendahara

(Financial Administrator)

Rumkorem

LKM ‘lembaga keuangan mikro’
(Micro credit team)
Ketua (Head)

Morin

Sekretaris (Secretary)

Rumkorem

Bendahara

Rumere

(Financial Administrator)

Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2011

VI

RESPEK village grant management team (Tim Pengelola Keuangan Kampung, TPKK)

Meos Mangguandi

Supraima

Ketua (Head)
Sekretaris (Secretary)
Bendahara

Rumkabas
Rumkabas
Rumkabas

Ketua (Head)
Sekretaris (Secretary)
Bendahara

Morin
Rumkorem
Morin

Wakil Masyarakat

Morin

Wakil Masyarakat

Msen

Pendamping kampung

Usior

Pendamping kampung

Morin

(Financial Administrator)

(Community representative)
(Community facilitators)

Rumere
Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2011

VII

(Financial Administrator)

(Community representative)
(Community facilitators)

Rumkorem

Fishing groups, and recipient distribution of outboard motors in 2002

Meos Mangguandi fishing groups
Outboard Clan
Morin &
Sena
15HP
Rumbewas
Biniki
15HP
Rumbiak
Rumbena
15HP
Rumkabas
Souberak
25 HP
Morin
Ramdi
15HP
Rumbiak
Sandoren
15HP
Rumkabas
Sandebar
15HP
Usior
Kawendama
15HP
Rumere
Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2011

Supraima fishing groups
Outboard Clan
Worremi
Rainasna
Aiyawi
Orwer
Ubami
Insiriom
Anema
Rasparna

40 HP
40 HP
15 HP
15 HP
25 HP
15 HP
15 HP
15 HP

Rumkorem
Rumkorem & Fakdawer
Rumkorem & Fakdawer
Morin
Rumere
Rumkorem
Msen & Rumbiak
Morin
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VIII

Adat keret (clan) structure on Meos Mangguandi Island

‘1ary’ Clan

Keret boat

Rumkorem

Worremi

Morin

‘2ndary’ Clan

Keret boat

- Fakdawer

[Rumkorem - Worremi]

- Rumbewas
- Usior

[Morin – Karekun]

- Msen

[Rumbiak – Kaiseri (& Siborba)]

Karekun

Rumere
Rumbiak
Rumkabas

[Morin – Karekun]

Kawasa
Kaiseri (& Siborba)
Rombeyi

Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2011

IX

Village leadership history on Meos Mangguandi Island
Pre 1975

Before 1975 the village was headed by traditional leader from the dominant keret.
Policy under the Dutch colonial rule meant every village must have a kepala
kampung (village head). The administrative village head was appointed from the
Rumkorem clan – ‘Tete Kabel’.

1975

The first kepala kampung (village head) under Indonesian rule was chosen from the
Rumere clan.

+/- 1980

New appointment for kepala kampung from Morin clan.

+/- 1990

New appointment for kepala kampung from Rumkorem clan.

1996

First village elections for the appointment of kepala kampung, and was chosen from
Rumkabas clan.

2000

Village government divided into two administrative units following interim elections

2010

Meos Mangguandi

Supraima

Standing kepala kampung remains in
office as village head for MM – from
Rumkabas clan

New kepala kampung elected for
Supraima from Rumkorem clan.

New kepala kampung elected from the
Rumbiak clan

New kepala kampung elected from the
Rumkorem clan

Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2011
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Note: In 2002 the kepala kampung passed
away and was replaced by the vice village
head for the remaining period until 2010.

Appendix 3.2

Appendix 3.2 Seasonal livelihoods calendar on Meos Mangguandi Island

Source: Steenbergen, field research, 2011
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Appendix 4.1 Guiding principles to practices of marine resource and habitat
management in the CTI-CFF, according to the Regional Plan of Action
Principle 1
CTI should support people centred biodiversity conservation, sustainable development, poverty
reduction and equitable benefit sharing.

CTI goals and actions should address both poverty reduction (such as food security, income and
sustainable livelihoods for coastal communities) and biodiversity conservation (such as Conservation and
sustainable use of species, habitats and ecosystems)

Principle 2
CTI should be based on solid science

Solid science and data on fisheries, biodiversity, natural resources, and poverty reduction benefits should
form a basis for establishing goals and implementation activities. In the absence of conclusive scientific
information, the precautionary principle/approach will apply.

Principle 3
CTI should be centred on quantitative goals and timetables adopted by governments at the highest
political levels.
Concrete, quantitative goals should be established that are measurable and linked to specific and
realistic timetables for achievement. Specific milestones should be adopted that define progress toward
achieving these goals. Goals should cover both national and regional levels. Indicators should be
adopted for the targets and timeframes.

Principle 4
CTI should use existing and future forums to promote implementation.

Relevant existing forums should be used to implement actions under the CTI. These include, for example
tri-national commissions on the Sulu Sulawesi Seas (SSME) and Bismarck Solomon Seas (BSSE); APEC;
ASEAN; Secretariat for the South Pacific Regional Environment Program (SREP); the Brunei,
Indonesian, Malaysia and Philippines East ASEAN Growth Area (BIMP-EAGA); Arafura and Timor Seas
experts Forum (ATSEF); and the Program for the Environmental Management of the Seas of East Asia
(PEMSEA).

Principle 5
CTI should be aligned with international and regional commitments.

Goals and activities should be supportive of international and regional commitments already made under
relevant legal instruments and multilateral processes (such as SSME, Convention of Biological Diversity,
Millennium Development Goals, ASEAN, APEC, Pacific Island Forum, CITES, UNCLOS, regional
Fisheries management Organisations, and UNFCCC)

Principle 6
CTI should recognize the trans-boundary mature of some important marine natural resources

Goals/activities should take into account the trans-boundary nature of some marine resources & threats
(land- and sea-based) to the resources (such as Fish stocks, migratory sea turtles and marine mammals,
IUU, fishing, live reefs fish trade). Trans-boundary activities under CTI should not prejudice recognized
boundaries or ongoing negotiations on legal boundaries between nations

Principle 7
CTI should emphasize priority geographies

Goals/activities should help focus resources and investment on priority geographies (such as large
‘seascapes’ requiring prioritized attention, identified through eco-regional assessment processes)

Principle 8
CTI should be inclusive and engage multiple stakeholders

Multiple stakeholder groups should be actively engaged in the CTI, including other national
governments, local governments, NGOs, private s4ectors companies, bilateral donor agencies,
multilateral agencies, indigenous and local communities, coastal communities, and the academic and
research sector

Principle 9
CTI should recognize the uniqueness, fragility and vulnerability of island ecosystems.
Source: (CTI-CFF 2009)
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Appendix 4.2 Coral Triangle Initiative Leader’s Declaration on Coral Reefs,
Fisheries and Food Security (Coral Triangle Initiative Summit 2009)
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Appendix 5.1

Appendix 5.1 Letter from I-LMMA to village government of Somlain regarding
resolution of fishing conflict between Ohoiren and Somlain

I-LMMA focal area coordinator

I-LMMA village facilitator

I-LMMA village coordinators
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Appendix 5.2 Letter from I-LMMA to village government of Ohoiren regarding ILMMA’s position in the ‘Ohoiren – Ohoira’ conflict

I-LMMA focal area coordinator
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KKB former subdistrict head
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Ohoira head of school

Ohoiren village head

Conservation Coordinator from Ohoira

Conservation Coordinator

Ohoiren head of school

Ohoira head of school

Conservation Coordinator from Ohoira

Conservation Coordinator

Ohoira head of school
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I-LMMA focal area coordinator

Ohoiren head of school

Ohoiren village head

Ohoiren head of school

Village head Ohoiren
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Ohoiren head of school

Ohoiren village head

Ohoiren village conservation team reps

I-LMMA head of education program
I-LMMA focal area coordinator
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Appendix 5.3 Letter from I-LMMA director to Subdistrict authorities regarding ILMMA’s position in the ‘Ohoiren – Ohoira’ conflict

I-LMMA focal area coordinator
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I-LMMA focal area coordinator

KKB former subdistrict head
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Ohoira head of school

Ohoiren village head

Conservation Coordinator Ohoira
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Ohoiren head of school

Appendix 5.3

Conservation coordinator Ohoira

Ohoiren head of school

Ohoiren head of school

Conservation coordinator Ohoira
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Subdistrict government rep

District department of fisheries
I-LMMA head of education program

I-LMMA focal area coordinator
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